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6 ROADS to SUCCESS
These

Practical
Trades Pay

5to8
Dollars

a Day
Electricity Our Mom Building Plumbing

trical science is
Thomas Edison.
undreamed of.

We teach thoroughly and practically every
branch of electrical work. Our graduates are
filling the highest positions everywhere.

Mechanical Drawing
is a most useful and at-
tractive profession. Good
Draftsmen command their
own hours and conditions
of work with highest sal-
aries.

We teach every detail of
the work from ordinary
plan drawing to most elab-
orate and intricate me -

Enroll at once. Positions
s.

cklaying
A highly paid, fine,
healthy, outdoor occupa-
tion. Builders are always
on the watch for compe-
tent Bricklayers.

We teach Bricklaying by
actual work on building
operations-every branch
of it, including the fancy
finishing and cornice work

which few workmen understand. Come now.
You'll be a competent mechanic in a short time
earning your $5 to $8 a day.

offers the greatest field in
the world today. Thous-
ands more skilled Elec-
trical Engineers and Oper-
ators are needed. Wages
are high and work steady,
while the future offers the
richest prizes in research
work and new adaptation
of electric power. Elec-

only in its beginning, says
The future holds possibilities

chanical designing.
assured all graduate

Bri

offers easy work, short
hours, big pay and steady
work. It's almost impos-
sible now to learn the
trade as an apprentice.
Even then it will take
years and perhaps you Y,
will never thoroughly mas- ,"
ter it.

At this school in a few
months you are graduated as a master workman,
able to hold a job anywhere in the world. Not
books but tools and actual working materials
under actual working conditions used here.
Plumbing offers splendid chances to start a
business of your own.

Painting and Decorating
is of all trades the most
varied and fascinating. It
offers both outside and in-
side work and affords full
scope for exercise of the
artistic nature. We teach
it all thoroughly, from
painting and paper -hang- I'y,l 11

ing to finest color har-
monies and mural decora-
tion, including the almost lost art of glazing
(or marbling?) Send for Special Catalog on
Painting and Decorating.

Moving Picture Operating

'Íl .

A \

is practically a new busi-
ness and good operators
are so scarce that un-
usually high wages are
enjoyed. It's a fascinat-
ing work, and offers splen-
did fields for advancement
to responsible and very
high salaried positions. In
our school the entire sci-
ence and practical operation, care and mainten-
ance of the kinematograph is thoroughly and
quickly mastered. Join the class now.

School open all the year. Enter any time. Day and night sessions. Free Employment Depart-
ment. Tuition and expenses very low. Easy payments if desired. Largest and best equipped school
buildings in America. Delightful opportunities for general and social culture. Ten minutes walk
to the heart of Chicago's business center. Send for Book of the School. It's FREE. Send Now.

Address, L. L. COOKE, Director

COYNE NATIONAL TRADE SCHOOLS, 93 E. Illinois St., CHICAGO, ILL.
"Learn a trade and start in business for yourself"
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WRITE FOR THIS FREE BOOK
Our 165 -page "Mechanics' Handy List," shown

above, is a valuable reference book containing 35 pages
of shop information and a Catalog of over 200 tools.
It is in great demand among practical mechanics and
the second large edition is already nearly exhausted.
Write for your copy at once.

The MARK of the MAKER
protects the expert who
knows and demands good
tools.

DS. & W. GUARANTEED
BOX -JOINT PLIERS are all

-1-* branded with that mark.
It is the Guarantee Mark of

quality and excellence, and stands for good steel
and good construction :-Jaws that work smoothly
and easily and are properly milled; cutting -edges
that meet with accurracy and cut true and clear
as long as used; thorough inspection and test-
ing of every.part.

Besides our large Line of Box -joint Pliers we 'wake a lull
Line of Lap -joint Pliers and Splicing Clamps.

Our four large Lines of Guaranteed Hand Tools
for Electricians, Machinists, Tinsmiths and Carpenters
are sold by leading dealers in the United States and
Canada, or can be ordered by them from any hardware
jobber. Insist on The MARK of the MAKER and
accept no substitute.

The Peck, Stow & Wilcox Co.
MANUF'RS of the Largest Line of Mechanics'

Hand -Tools offered by Any Maker
Established Ii19 Five Large Factories

Address Correspondence to 30 Murray Street, NEW YORK CITY
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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About Remembering
By ELBERT HUBBARD

FOR a long time I have been
promising myself to write up
my good friend, Mr. Henry
Dickson, of Chicago, and I

have not forgotten.
Mr. Dick son is teaching a

Science or System, which I believe
is of more importance than the
entire curriculum of your modern
college.

MR. DICKSON teaches
memory.

nn ern s Foremost Author- Good memory is necessary to
ity on Memory -Training; and all achievement.
Principal Dickson School of
Memory. Auditorium Build- I know a man who is a gradu-
"'g' Kongo. ate of three colleges. This man
is neither bright, interesting nor learned.

He's a dunce.
And the reason is that he CAN NOT REMEMBER.

He can not memorize a date or a line of poetry. His
mind is a sieve.

Education is only what you remember.
Every little while I meet a man who has a memory, a

TRAINED MEMORY, and he is a joy to my soul.
The manager of a great corporation never misses a face. If

he sees you once the next time he will call you by name. He
told me how he did it. He studied memory -training with Prof.
Dickson. He said a lot of nice things about Prof. Dickson,
that I hesitate to write here lest my good friend Dickson object.

This Dickson system of memory -training is very simple.
If you want to enlarge your arm, you exercise it. The same
with your mind. You must put your brain through a few easy
exercises to discover its capacity. You will be surprised how
quickly it responds.

You do not know when you will be called upon to tell what
you know; and then a trained memory would help you.

To the man or woman whose memory plays tricks I recom-
mend that you write to Prof. Dickson, and if his facts do not
convince you, you are not to be convinced.

Write today for FREE booklet and facts. Address

HENRY DICKSON

PROF. HENRY DICKSON
929 AUDITORIUM BUILDING CHICAGO

fib
COVERS
ALL

LÉARNTDRUNr AND REPAIR
AUTOMOBILES

And make money. Volt can learn
with Dyke's New Idea System of

Teaching by mail with mechanical
WORKING MODELS (patent pending).

Let us show yon letters from young men
who took our course and un -e now driving

caty and in the renuir business and who
have DOUBLED Teerh. INCOME.

Satisfaction guaranteed. (SENT ON TRIAL.
En does ed by Oldtield. Duryea, anotlier

authorities.
Send for my FREE BOOK: "How to get into

tine Auto Business and its Opportunities."
Dyke's Correspondence School

of Motoring.
n_ Ruse Building. St. Louis, Mo.

,5 Learn Telegraphy
MORSE and WIRELESS

At My Practical School. Splendid demand for
ruors and agents. we also teach Station Agenc y

Work. Graduates assisted. we occupy our o n 2
large modern buildings equipped oith R. E. Iris.
I.atchers and western Union Wires and wireless Sta-
tion. Endorsed by Railroad. Wireless and Western Union
Officials. Exclusive Methods. Teachers are practical
experts. living expenses earned. Easy payments.
Correspondence course if desired. Catalogs Free.
GEORGE M. DODGE. Pres., Dodge'slnstitute. Established
1874. 21st St., VALPARAISO, IND,

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity

Every Reader of
Popular Electricity

SHOULD HAVE A COPY OF

Our New
Book Catalog

CONTAINING PRICE AND DESCRIP-
TION OF THE MOST UP-TO-DATE
AND PRACTICAL BOOKS OF ALL
PUBLISHERS, BEST SUITED TO THE
NEEDS OF BEGINNERS, STUDENTS
AND THE PRACTICAL WORKER

Every Electrical Subject
IS COVERED, INCLUDING

Elementary Electricity, Static Electricity, Electric
Toy Making, Magnetism, Wiring for Light
and Power, Contracting, Armature and Magnet
Winding, Dynamos and Motors, Design and
Construction of Alternating and Direct Current
Machinery, Power Stations, Transmission, Prac-
tical Applications, Switchboards, Storage Bat-
teries, Measuring Instruments, Transformers,
Railways, Electricians' Hand Books, Teleg-
raphy, Telephony, Wireless Telegraphy and
Telephony, Induction Coils, High Frequency
Apparatus, Electroplating, Ignition, Automo-
biles, Aeronautics, Practical 25c Handbooks on
all subjects, etc.

A complete description of each
book is given, showing the contents
and purpose of the work, to assist
you in selecting those best suited
to your needs.

TEAR OFF AND MAIL COUPON TODAY

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT.
54 West Lake Street, Chicago, III.

Enclosed find 2c stamp for which please senil
me your New Catalog as advertised.

Name

Address

when writing to Advertisers.
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ALTERNATING
CURRENTS

TNANSMISSION OF

ELE ;TRICITY
AND POWER

The Greatest Electrical
Library in the World

The Electrical Engineering Library is part of the International
Library of Technology that cost $1,500,000 in its original prep-
aration. It contains the knowledge given from the life experience
of some of the best electrical engineering experts in the country,
edited in a style that nineteen years of experience in publishing
home -study textbooks has proved easiest to learn, to remember,
and to apply. There is no other reference work in the world that
so completely meets the needs of the electrician as the Electrical
Engineering Library. The volumes are recommended by the
highest authorities and are used in nearly all the leading univer-
sities and colleges. They treat of practical electrical methods,
starting from the simplest problems and comprehensively covering
every branch of the work. Not only can they be used to great
advantage by superintendents, foremen, and engineers as an
authoritative guide in their work, but since they can be so clearly
understood, even by persons having no knowledge of higher
mathematics, they can be used by all classes of electricians that
are desirous of advancing to higher positions. The Electrical
Library contains 17 volumes durably and handsomely bound in
three -fourths red morocco,
stamped and numbered in
gold. The books are printed
on a high-grade book paper,
and the type is large and
easy to read. Each volume
is 6 by 9 inches in size. If
you wish to know more
about the most practical
electrical library in the
world, send the coupon
NOW.

International Textbook Co.
Box 1102, Scranton, Pa.

Please send, without further obligation to me,
full particulars in regard to your Library of Tech-
nology, with special reference to the Electrical
Library.

Name

St.dN.

City Stars

For oar Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.

.
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Practical Electrical Education
LEARN MORE - EARN MORE

Electrical science and engineering in all branch- There is a decided scarcity of electricians and
es taught by scientific methods, under practical electrical engineers. \Ve have more calls for --
working conditions. trained students than we can fill. Many of our =
Studies are so arranged that students can enter graduates earn $1,500 a year and more immedi- _ =_
for the full or special course at any time. ately upon completion of their course.
By our system of individual instruction you can Valuable information, full particulars of the moderate
complete your course as quickly as your ability charges and illustrated catalog 1911-1912 FREE upon re -
warrants. No matter what your education, we quest. \\'rite today.
start you at the very point you are competent to
begin. Learn More-Earn More

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE
Not a Correspondence School 1025-1027 Winnebago Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

Learn Photography,
Photo -Engraving or 3 -Color Work

Photographers and Engrarers Earn 1120 to $50 Per Week.
Only college in the world where these paying professions aretaught successfully. Established f; gears. Endorsed by Intern-
tional Association of Photo -Engravers and Photographers' Asso-
ciation of Illinois. Terms easy; living inexpensive, Graduate.
assisted in securing good positions. Write for catalog, and
specify course in which you are interested
Illinois College of Photography or (( 989 Wabash Av.
Bissell College of Photo -Engraving j Effingham, M.

L. 1I. BISSELL, tics.

TELEGRAPHY TAUGHT
In the shortest possible time. The Omnigragh Automatic

Transmitter combined with standard key
and sounder. Sends you telegraph mes-
sages at any speed just as an expert opera-
tor would. Five styles, e2 up; circular free.

OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
39 H Cortlandt Street New York

e
it.

Salesmen Wanted
Trained Salesmen earn from $1,200.00 to $10.000.00 a year

and expenses. Hundreds of good positions now open. No
experience needed to get one of them. We will assist you
to sscure a position where you can earn good wages while
you are learning Practical Salesmanship. Write today for
f till particulars, list of good openings, and testimonials from
over a thousand men we have recently placed in good
positions.

Address Nearest Office, Dept.133,
National Salesmen's Training Association

Chicago New York Kansas City Seattle New Orleans

We teach you to
,,,t1;;,10.11 Earn big money

é There are numberless chances for
40. young men to make fortunes in aviation

a ) and in the automobile business. We give you
the necessary instruction in both branches. We

give not only technical instruction by mail. but
practical experience right herein Washington with real ma-
chines, in the factory. And we put you in a profitable busi-
ness right from the start with no investment necessary. We
appoint you agent for the cars manufactured at factory where our
students ara trained and pay you $175.00 on each sale you make.
We help you start in the garage business from which profits of
from $10.00 to $15.00 a day are
made. If you want to get ahead in
the world and be somebody, send
for our Plan No. V and hand-
some catalogue. It shows you
just how to get started.

AutoCollege of Washington,loe.,
Washington, D.C.

LEARN TO THROW YOUR VOICE! Be a Ventriloquist
m a few hours. Olean,

high-class. intensely interest iug amusement_ Anyone may learn.
Small cost. New NATURAL Method never explained before. Pro-
tected by copyright. Send stump for interesting booklet.

W. L. BAILEY, Lock Box 212, St. Paul, Minn.

/EARN PIANO TUNING AT HON by the aid of the TUNE-
A -PRONE. A Profession that can be converted into money at any
time or place in the civilized world at an hour's notice. Earn
$5.00 to $15.00 per day. Valuable illustrated book FREE. Write
RILES BF.-:INT SCHOOL OF PLINO TI:KING,77Alusicllall,BattleCreek,Nleh.

BE AN ELECTRIC METERMAN
The rapid introduction of Electricity for heat, light and power is creating hundreds

of new positions each year. Instruments and Meters are used wherever Electricity
is used. Trained men must. be had to install, repair, regulate and
maintain these Instruments and Meters. -

METERMEN EARN $900-$1800 A YEAR.
Our course of instruction will train you for a position as meterman. It is

practical. Easy to learn. Endorsed by leading electrical men. Recom-
mended by hundreds of students. -_

Our FREE booklet, "Instruments and Meters," tells all about this new
held. Write for it TO -DAY.

FORT WAYNE CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
1

1010 Shoaff Bldg. Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Largest and Oldest School of Its Kind
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Your earning capacity can be
increased threefold by proper de-
velopment. No matter what line you are
in, whether you have had experience in
draftingor not,our full and partial courses
fltevery need in Drawing,Estimating,Plan-reading,
Mechanical, Architectural and Structural Drafting
and Design. Our graduates are much In demand

RAFTING
Students study and figure on blue -prints of build-
ings and machinery actually being constructed!
Your work is approved by Chicago's leading archi-
tects and engineers. Low tuition, easy payments.
Mention course and send for folder to -day.
Chicago Technical College,

661 Athenaeum Bldg., Chicago, III.
Courses in same antieelsat our school in Chicago.
Day and evening classes. dskfor catalog '.

RAILROAD MEN WANTED QUICK
- $80 to $185 a Month --R Write for our legal binding bond to place gradu-
ates in pposition sure if 20 to 9S years of age and
mentally and physically O. H. We can quickly
fit you for a big paying position no matter where
you live, in your spare time at home. Learn from
practical Railroad men. This is the school in-
dorsed by Railroad Managers. Write now.

Official Railway School, Gen.Office498, Freeport,111.

sk EASY MONEYLOTS OF IT
for our representatives. Stnd stamp today for particulars
of our Salary Plan. Very Liberal. Won't interfere with
your present employment.

Popular Electricity Magazine, Circulation Dept.
Commercial Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

Mail Clerks-City Mail
Carriers-Clerks in the

Offices at Washington, D. C.
FALL EXAMINATIONS EVERYWHERE

Thousands of appointments coming

d^ BOONioiBoaYe82'
for LI FE,

No"layoffs" without pay, because of strikes, financial es
flurries or the whims of some petty boss. Excellent 0.opportunities for quick advancement to Higher see

diste appointment, send TODAY for our 000°.Positions. If you want imme-  SEND
schedule showing locations and dates of e COUPONthe Fall examinations. Any de- see
lay means the loss of just so BELOW
much time in preparing ,see Franklin Instituteyourself for examination. e,e
We Prepare Dept. 0118, Rochester, N. Y.
Candidates ao

The con pon. filled out as directed,
Free see entitles the sender to a free copy of our

ease book. "Government Positions and Row to
Obtain Them." and to consideration for Free

Coaching for the examination here checked.
COUPON

. .Railway Neil perk ($800 to $1400) .. Customs Posit'ns ($600 to $1500)

..Postoffiee perk ($600 to $12001 ..Internal Revenuer$ 700 to 81800)
..Posteffice Carrier 4600 to $1200) ..Stenographer MOO to $1500)
..Rural Nail Carrier 1$500 to 5900) ..Clark in the Departments
.. Bookkeeper ($900 to $1800) at Washington 15800 to 31500)

Name
Address 0 118

Use this before you, lose it. Write plainly.

see
ee

CYCLOPEDIA CYCLOPtIki

MOTION MOTION

PICTURE PICTURE

WORK WORK

M=
óRRATORmovtGUo

PIC

$3p PER WEEK

Big pay and short hours in this paying profession. The
demand for expert motion picture operators is increasing daily.

The American School of Correspondence will teach you
to be an expert operator in a few weeks, without loss of time.
Even if you have a good job now it will pay you to learn motion

picture operating. Many operators are making "a little extra" in their
spare time.

Fill in the coupon and we'll send you our booklet "The Motion
Picture." It explains our motion picture course fully-gives some valu-
able information about operating. Also ask for information about our
"Cyclopedia of Motion Picture
Work." Just off the press-the

only complete work on this subject
ever published. Special introduct-

ory price on first thousand - ask
about it today. Fill in the coupon, specify-

ing" whether you want books or course.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

The American School of Correspondence
Chicago, U. S. A.

Please send me futher information about your
( ) Motion Picture Course.
( ) Cyclopedia of Motion Picture Work.

NA Nn

Pop. Elect. 10.11

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Don't
be e. b Munter
Send for our FREE BOOK, " The P.'S. C. Way to Health

for Wealth," and read how we will teach you to
Be a Doctor of Chiropractic

Chiropractic, the new science, adjusts the spine from
abnormal to normal, allowing health giving mental force
to How freely to all parts of the body.
$5,000 to $15,000 Yearly Await Our Graduates!
If you want a real chance in life, write to -day!

The Palmer School of Correspondence
Chiropractic Fountain Head

8th & Brady Sts. Davenport, Iowa

DR.FOOTE'S
WONDER"SOOKIla

ox N EALTH- DISEASES - FREAKS -
MARRIAGE -PARENTAGE -HUMAN NATURELI

A peep into the Mysteries of the INNER -MAN. This remarkable
book is a thought -awakener. and is as intensely interesting as a
novel. It, contains more truths. common sense, vital facts, valu-
able advice and information than your doctor would give you
for $10. In two sections -240 pages and 40 illustrations. Sent
by mail postpaid on receipt of price -10 cents. Write TO -DAY.

Murray Hill Book Co., 106 East 28th St., N. Y.

Watchmaking, Engraving and Jewelry re-
pairing taught in all its branches. Personal
instruction by practical specialists. By our
profit sharing plan students can earn while
learning. Positions secured for graduates.
Our school is endorsed by leading jewelers.
Send for free catalog.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
Dept. 30, 800 N. Clark St., Chicago

Mount Animals and Birds
Came heads, fish, tan skin and make rugs.
Learn the wonderful art of taxidermy by mail. Only
a few know this great profession. You are sure to
make a big Income ass professional taxidermist.
More work than you can do and all eta handsome
figure. We guarantee to make you a success
ful taxidermist by mall or no tuition. Thou -
ands have been successful. Write today for our

great FREE book 'How to Learn to Mount
Birds and Animals." Write at once - now.

N.W. School ofTalxderm,140761wood Bdg.Omehe,Neb.

WANTED MEN
Brakemen, Firemen, Electric

Motormen, Conductors.Train Porters
Hundreds put to work. $65 to $150 per month.500 more wanted. Experience un-
necessary. Application blank and map of new
lines free. Give age and position wanted.
Enclose stamp.
I. RAILWAY C. I., No. 47 Indianapolis, Ind.

PRACTICAL

ELECTRICITY
rusuua, ar

CLEVEIAIlD ARMATURE
WORKS

77 New Member of Haddock's
Power -Book Library. :the
Master Nuilder of Ft. 'LUn,-

ri, i Ability and Commanding Business Personality. A peactkal analysis
and instruction book in the underground factors of present-day fortune build-
ing, with actual directions for those who seek commercial chieftainship. The
Crew e.rt book on business power and success e, er formulated. Nothing like
it in literature. An encyclopedia of rare, scientific rules, methods and result -
producing plans for every successful business man, for the leaders to money-
making, for those who are big men-or wish to be. This volute is brand new,
in a virgin field never before entered; unit mark this-it will be the big tin,:.-
n business literature for years to come. Get the new book at once. Moneyrefunded

if hook returned registered in jive days. Send for circulars.
Price $3.25. Power -Book Library, Alhambra Sta., Los Angeles, Cal.

Let Experts Teach
You to be a

Real Machinist

Highland ParkCollege
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Take your first job as a trained man-not an apprentice-get
a trained man's wages-quicker promotion. Our expert teach-
ers will personally show you how to use tools; put you through
lathe, drill, shaper chuck, milling machine, planer, grinder
and vise work; and haveyou make, assemble and repair ma-
chines and tools. Special attention to accuracy and speed.
The largest and most complete school machine shopsln the
United states. Small tuition. Low cost of living. Enter
any time. Write for Illustrated catalogue, Address

O. H. LONGWELL, President, Des Moines. Iowa

"BUSINESS POWER

ARITHMETIC
SELF-TAUGHT

A plain easily -understood volume for
all who llave not had the opportunity of
learnirlg this subject thoroughly, or who
have forgotton what they once learned.
257 Pages. Requires no teacher. This great
little book sent postpaid for 60 CENTS.
Stamps accepted, leather binding $1.

CEO A. ZELLER BOOK CO.
4464 W.Belle Piece, ST. LOUIS, MO.

SPANGENBERG S

PRACTICAL

ARITHMETIC

Self Taught

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Expert instruction-full equipment-low fees. Meets
U. S. Government requirements-grants certificates
-Prepares for positions with Postal Western Union,
United Wireless or U. S. Government.

BOOKLET "T" FREE TO ANY ADDRESS

East Side Y.M.C.A. Telegraph School
153 East 86th St., New York

R> L SALESMANSHIP
You can be a salesman enter this army of well paid, independ-

ent ;did successful men. Barn front $taw to fi,' oso a year. If you want
to go on the road there are hundreds of positions open. Send for our free
joist ^Tilt-. Sl'URY OF JOHN JENK INS, SALESMAN" what our
method of teaching did tor -him it can do for you. Our graduates are in

big demand, we can assist you to profitable employment. No
matter where you lire or what your occupation write for free book today.

The Trotter School, Dept. B, Kansas City, Mo.

There are XX chapters in all, XIN carrying con from the furda
mental principles of electricity on through the various branche
to a point n here the careful student comprehends the couplet

designing, rare and operation of a dynamo or motor, and I chapter on electric aniourobiles. outlining their con
structioo. care and operation, and all :,bout storage lotteries and how to handle them. Each subject is carefully
written and to the point. After a student studies a subject, he is questioned on that suhiec t in such a manner a

tobringclearly to his wind the points lie needs to know regarding same. A lit ('Tic iN ARY in hack of book
will enable lift to learn the meaning of any electrical fiord, ten,, or phrase used in this book. as o ell as hmrdred
of others in common use. All required talks necessary in the study are in it. TABLE OF SUBJECTS:

CHAPTER
XVI-Diseases of Dynamos and

Motors, their symptoms
and how to Core Them.

XV I I-Arc and Incandescent
Lamps.

X V 111-Measuring Instruments.
XI N-Alternating Current.
N X-Autm uuhiles.

A 'Ii, urinary of over tpoo Electrical
Wools. 'rectos and Phrases'. giving
a brief meaning of all u: hi, li are fit

Magnetizing rids. Es,;tation.
$2.00 Per Copy --Sixth Edition --30,000 Copies Sold

The oiler oe make of rebinding ney if hook is not satisfactory upon '. 1' N I SI'AI.
in connection vv ith the sale 'Ma book. But fie have no fear of its return. .I. II I, fv bat thousands
of others have been. Money o mild not buy iti fit could not be duplicated. We solid print testimonials by the
hundreds. It is best to order and be your own judge of its merits.

CLEVELAND ARMATURE WORKS, 4730 St. Clair Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
Armatures and Fields Wound, Commutators Filled AMERICA'S GRIEATEST RLPAIR WORKS

A School Within Itself

CHAPTER
I-wiring.

II-Electric Batteries, Electro
Plating.

Ill-Ma'uetism.
IV-The Magnetic Circuit.
V-Ma;gnetic Traction.

VI -"Magnetic Leakage.
VII-Energy in FElcctri, Circuit.

VIII-Cal sl.dion of Si; e of wire for

CHAPTER
IX-Calculation of ElI F's in Elee

tric Machines.
X-Counter E\IE.

XI -1 l ysteresis and Eddy C urrents
XI I-Armature Reaction.

XII I-Sparking.
XIV-\Vining of Myna ua,s and

Motors.
XV-Proper Method of Connecting

D vn:auo, and Motors-Self
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THE

MECHANICS

HANDBOOK

1ATIOI(M.

LOOKco

ELECTRICAL BUILDING ADVERTISERS

ENGINEERS '.TRADES
HANDBOOK

HANDBOOK WJANDBOOK

BUSINESS

MAN'S

HANDBOOK

BOOKKEEPERS 06ANDADPHEk

HANDBOOK LHESPONDENfS

HANDBOOK

JMBERS' TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH
jTERS' jENGINEERS
NDBOOK ¡HANDBOOK

iNERS

HANDBOOK

$1.25 Handbooks for 50e.
No books in existence contain in so small space as much information about the trades and pro-

fessions of which they treat as do these Handbooks. They are little giant encyclopedias of practical
knowledge giving data and information that is hard to find in ordinary books. These Handbooks
have been prepared by the well-known textbook writers of the International Correspondence
Schools whose textbooks are recognized the world over as the most practical treatises on applied
sciences ever published. These Handbooks are consulting experts of the highest rank, and are the
most powerful force in the world for the promotion of ambitious men. They are an indispensable
help to quicker and better work that will command advancement. They are printed on a high-
grade hook paper in clear type, and durably and handsomely bound in cloth with gilt titles; contain
on an average of 364 pages and 17.5 illustrations and are regularly sold for $1.25 each.

SPECIAL OFFER.-We are selling these Handbooks, durably bound in cloth with gilt titles, at
a special price far each Handbook of 50 cents.

Mechanics'-Tables; formulas;measurements;
belting; mechanical powers; hydro -
mechanics; strength of materials;
shafting; boiler design; care of boil-
ers; power of boilers; chimneys;
exhaust heating; machine design
machine tools; slide valve; pulleys
cylinders and steam chests; pistons
gearing; transit surveying; triangu-
lation; curves; radii and deflections;
earth work; track work; electricity;
etc.

Advertiser's --How to plan and-
write an adver

tisement; type and type measure-
ments; points on printing style;
display; preparation of manu-
script; proof reading; engraving
and printing methods; electrotypes;
matrices; advertisement illustra-
tions; magazines; newspapers; retail,
department -store, general, trade -
paper, and mail-order advertising;
trade marks; circulars; advertising
agencies; etc.

Stenographer's & Cor-
reS ondent's-Advice to

P begin-
ners; shorthand speed; letters
of application; punctuation;
correct and faulty diction;
business correspondence; type-
writing; abbreviations; ad-
dressing; mailing; rates of
postage; duplicatinp work; etc.

Telephone and Tele-
graph-useful tables;mechanics; elec-
tricity; magnetism; primary
batteries; storage batteries;
electrical measurements; tele-
phony; tests with magneto -
generator and bell; telegraphy;
Morse telegraph systems; mul-
tiplex telegraphy; etc.

Electrical Engineer's-
Mechanics; electricity; electrical
units; symbols and quantities; phys-
ical and electrical properties of
metals and alloys; wire gauges; mag-
netism; dynamos and motors; elec-
tric batteries; alternating current
apparatus; alternators; transform-
ers; wattmeters; electric transmis-
sion; electric lamps; wiring; electric
heating and welding; electromag-
nets; controllers; car wiring; etc.

Business Man's --Arithmetictables
business forms; card systems
measures of extension; weight and
capacity; time; value of foreign
coins; duties on imports; bookkeep-
ing; stenography; correspondence
postal information; financial terms
money and the money market
brokers and brokerage; patents
copyright and trade marks; corpor-
ations; business law; publicity; etc.

Plumbers and Fitters'
Arithmetic; involution and
evolution; powers, roots, and
reciprocals; circles; decimals;
geometrical drawing; weights
and measures; formulas; men-
suration; mechanics; hydro -
mechanics; building construc-
tion; heating and ventilation;
gas -fitting; plumbing; etc.

Mariners'-Logarithms;trigonometry;
navigation; terrestrial naviga-
tion; celestial navigation; or-
ganization of a man of war;
naval ordnance; explosives;
torpedoes; ship building; speed,
tonnage, and fuel consumption;
ropes; ,wind and weather;
signals; nautical memoranda;
etc.

Building Trades-a°ndti
structures; strength of materials;
properties of sections; strength of
rivets and pins; materials of con-
struction; footings and foundations;
masonry construction; woods used
in building; qualities of timbers;
joinery framing; estimating; ele-
ments of architectural design; drain-
age systems; plumbing fixtures;
plumbers' tables; heating and ven-
tilation; gas and gas -fitting; etc.

Bookkeeper formulas
s_Arithmetic

tables; money; percentage; interest
equation of accounts; money and
the money market; business law;
financial terms; banks and bank-
ing; postal information; distances
and time between various places;
bookkeeping; business forms; card
systems; modern office methods;
cost accounting; bank bookkeeping;
clearing house methods; etc.

 International Textbook Co.
Box 1102, SCRANTON, PA.

Ienclosef for which please send me
the books BEFORE which I have marked X.

 _Mechanics' Handbook -Advertiser's Handbook to

-Elect. Eng. Handbook -Business Handbook
-Bldg. Trades Handbook _Bookk'per's Handbook

 -Plum. & Fit. Handbook -Sten, & Corr. Handbook
 -Tel. & Tel. Handbook _Mariners' Handbook

Name

S1. ar/ .\'n.

City_ State
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Electrical
3F

his inquiry?

advertising
But,
their
thing.

Talks-Flash No. 15

a man does not own a typewriter and so writes a letter
in the old fashioned way; if he even resorts to a postal
card, are you, as an advertiser, going to disregard

In these days when selling has become a science and
has become a profession, the question seems silly.

nevertheless, there are people today who are spending
good money for advertising who are doing that very

They have failed to realize that the history of a sale
can seldom be plotted as a straight line, but, like the celebrated
Calf -path immortalized by Sam Foss, it "winds and turns and
turns again."

Charles Benjamin, up in Milwaukee, is an advertising
manager, and there is none wiser in the business. He helps
his company sell costly and complicated electrical apparatus,
and you would think that if any one would disregard the
postal card they would do it. Yet here is the way Mr.
Benjamin looks at the matter.

" While the boss of a business and the heads of depart-
ments usually send in their inquiries typewritten on the firm's
letter paper, the man in blue jeans is quite as apt to use a post
card and a lead pencil. In our office each communication
receives equal attention. The boss may be a master printer
who knows the printing trade from A to Z, but who still
thinks that electricity is generated by the friction of the
brushes on the commutator; while the man in blue jeans has
a corner on all the electrical knowledge to be found on the
premises, and is the real power behind the throne when the
electrical apparatus is purchased."

Are forms of amusement so lacking in this Twentieth
Century that people will write to advertisers and pay out
money for postage simply for fun ? The sales manager who
tries to think so wants to get away to the ball game. In every
case the inquiry is the result of a desire to buy. The ability
to cultivate that desire and turn it into determination is the
big end of any successful advertiser's duty.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE.

For ogr Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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VAN
DYCK

You Can Buy a Linene Collar

for less than the cost of laundering a
linen collar, but can't tell them apart when
on the nsck. The turn down styles of
Linene Collars can be worn both sides
at a cost of only 1 / cents for the wear-
ing of each side.

10 Collars for 25 Cents at the stores,
or by mail 30 Cents in U. S. stamps.
SAMPLE BY MAIL for 6 Cents.

State Size and Style

REVERSIBLE COLLAR COMPANY
Dept. P, Boston, Mass.

RAPHAEL TA55O ~BENS

Two 4 -ply
Collars,
Two handy
Pockets
With every
SIGNAL
Shirt

ANGELO

DIAMONDS ON CREDIT
This Diamond Ring is our
great special. Only the
finest quality pure white
diamonds, perfect in cut

and full of fiery bril-
liancy are used. Each
diamond is skilfully
mounted in our famous
Loftis "Perfection" 6 -

prong ring mount -
mg, which pos-

sesses every
' line of del-

icate grace

beauty.

L-1220-specially 1t2 $5 down,
selected fine brilliant

5
$2.50 amonthwhite Diamond

The
three
rings
here
she
are
the

st

to Pal -
though

WI eina.
in our
large.
handsome
Catalog
Each

1S
kart gold.
and is ased
in adark blue
velvetng box Anwit white
saun lining. Ideal Gift
Ask ue to tend yen a Ring on approval. It will be Bent at ones. all charges

Write for our Free CatalogContaining over 2.000 illustrationsof
Silverware. etc. It tells all about our y creditl plea.

Witches. ay.

LOFT'S BROS. & CO., Diamond Cutters,
Dept. 5971 100 to 1011 N. State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

&saeb Stores: Pittabarg. Pa.. and St. Louis. Mo.

L-1221 - Specially L-1223 - Specially
selected brit- °electedGant white so brilliant $100Diamond whiteDiamond

$10 down. $5 S20 down. $10
a month. a month.

prepaid. f you are not perfect y satiated, return it at our expense.

Oh ! the Comfort
Of That Signal Shirt

Honest, you don't know what you're missing if you wear any
shirt but the Signal. They fit as though tailored to measure. The
finish is as perfect in every detail as the most modern machines,
and expert hands working together, can turn out. And they're

Cut Coat Style
so you slip in and out easy as can be. No tearing the yoke when sweaty, no
tugging'over your head when tired.

"Extras," found only in the Signal shirt, are: Button at bottom of breast
plait, to improve fit; fronts lap 3 inches; sleeve -slit placed in side, to keep
out dirt; and faced with double continuous piece, proof against ripping.

If your dealer hasn't the Signal CC,at Shirt, tell us his name and your
size and we will send you one by express, C. O. D.

Send for a Couple. Price $1.00
West of Missouri River, $1.25

If you like them, pay Express Company.
If not entirely satisfied, return atourexpense.

Write for folder showing styles in neat col-
ored patterns with collars to match at$f. and $t.so

Hilker Wiechers Mfg. Co.
1248 MOUND AVE., RACINE, WIS. Union

'r1tADC.,

Made

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Don't Let a Few Cents a Week
1_

Cyclopedia of
Architecture, Carpentry and Building
Ten large volumes, bound in half morocco, gold

stamped tides; 4,760 pages, 7x10 inches; 4,000 illustra-
tions. A practical, upto-date reference work and home
study course for the Student, Concrete Constructor
Engineer, Builder, Carpenter, Draftsman, etc.

Special Price, $24.80-Regular Price, $50.00.
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Cyclopedia of Mechanical Engineering
Seven large volumes, bound in half morocco, gold

stamped titles: 3.992 pages, 7x10 inches, 2,327 illustra-
tions. A practical, up-to-date reference work and home
study course on Modern Shop Practice and Mechanical
Engineering.

Special Price, $19.80-Regular Price, $36.00.
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Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity
Seven large volumes, bound in half morocco, gold

stamped titles; 3,200 pages, 7x10 inches, 2,600 illustra-
tions. A practical, up-to-date reference work and home
study instructor covering Electricity from Electric Wiring
to Design and Construction of Electric Machinery and
Power Stations, including a new volume on Alternating
Current Machinery.

Special Price, $19.80-Regular Price, $36.00.

the Books You
Pick out the cyclopedia you want, fill

in and mail the coupon. We'll send you
the complete set free of charge. You can
keep the books a week and examine them
at your leisure.

What these Cyclopedias are: These
great cyclopedias are not collections of
theories, but complete reviews of the actual,
tried and tested experiences of the greatest
engineers of the world. The books are
not dictionaries of disjointed facts-not dry
technical works, but clear and simple ex-
planations of every phase and every branch
of practical engineering. They are books
you will need every day - books that will
raise your salary by increasing your knowl-
edge of your work.

Reference value guaranteed by the
fact that the books are compiled from the
text -books used in the correspondence
courses of the American School of Corre-
spondence. These practical lessons are
arranged for quick reference, and the new
cross index enables you to turn to any sub-
ject in an instant.

We prove their value to you by send-
ing t ie set you séct on approval. If the
books are not all we claim them to be-
ánd more-do you think we could afford
to take this chance ?

No chance for you to lose-no deposit
required - no transportation to advance-
nothing to pay unless the books are just
what you want. Isn't this a fair proposition ?

AMERICAN SCHOOL
CHICAGO,

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Stand Between You andw
Need Every Day

Another great offer that goes
with every Cyclopedia

Eg

With each set we include a Consulting Cer-
tificate entitling you to the advice of our busi-
ness and engineering experts free. This will
give you practical help in handling working
problems which are too specific to be taken up
in detail in the cyclopedia. There will be no
limit to this service. A single problem solved
for you might be worth more than the first cost
of the books. Order the books you need now.

Remember-It costs you nothing to exam
ine the books-you will save money by owning
them. Mail the coupon- make your final
decision with the books before you.

~1~111~1.11n11111
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Other Cyclopedias
Cyclopedia of Motion Picture Work . . . 4 vols.
Cyclopedia of Drawing 4 vols.
Cyclopedia of Heating and Plumbing . 4 vols.
Cyclopedia of Telephony and Telegraphy 4 vols.
Cyclopedia of Automobile Engineering 4 vols.
Cyclopedia of Fire Insurance 4 vols.
Cyclopedia of Textile Work 7 vols.
Cyclopedia of Business 10 vols.

$ 9.80
9..80

12.80
12.80
12.80
15.80
19.80
24.80

We mean just what we say. We will ship
the set you select, absolutely free of charge,
just to prove to you the superiority of our en-
gineering cyclopedias over all others. Keep the
books a week-examine them thoroughly, Grit-

. ically-subject every formula and problem to the
severest test you know. Then, if you are satisfied
the books are just what you want, send us the
first payment of $2.80 and $2.00 each month until
you have paid the special price.

When filling in coupon be sure and mention
cyclopedia wanted.

of CORRESPONDENCE
U.S.A.

!- lV
Cyclopedia of Civil Engineering

Eight large volumes, hound in half morocco, gold
stamped titles; 1.908 pages, loll inches; 3,000 illustra-
tions. A practical, thorough, up-to-date reference work
and home study course covering every branc't of Civil
Engineering.

Special Price. $24.80-Regular Price. $48.00.

lidllPIUIP .16EOPEDIh 511I415i' I1OPDA TAMA
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Cyclopedia of Engineering
Seven large volumes, bound in half morocco, gold

stamped titles; 3,300 pages. 72(10 Inches, 2,500 Illustrations.
A practical, up-to-date reference work and home study
work on Steam Boilers: Steam, Gas and Oil Engines;
Automobiles; Marine and l.ocomotive Work; Heating
and Ventilation ; Refrigeration; Dynamos; Elevators:etc.

Special Price, $19.80-Regular Price, $36.00.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

American School of Corrnpondence,Chicago, U. S. A

Please send me set of Cyclopedia of

for 7 DAYS' FREE examination. I will examine the
books thoroughly and if satisfied, will send $2.110
within 7 days and $2.00 each month until 1 have paid

the special price of $
If I deride to not keep the books. I will notify you at
once and hold the books subject to your order. Title
not to pass to me until the books are fully paid for.

NAME

ADDRESS

Est PLOVER

RPPt'. HENCES P. F. 10-11
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Build Your Own. Wireless Outfit

WIRELESS TELEGRAPH
CONSTRUCTION

By ALFRED P. MORGAN

SHOWS you how to construct various outfits capable of receiving
from 100 to 1500 miles and of transmitting 3 to 100 miles, giv-
ing in minute detail full directions for the construction of each

part. Its thoroughness is a feature not often shown in such books.
This together with its splendid treatise of wireless along constructive lines make
it the ideal manual for an amateur. History and all obsolete forms of apparatus
have been omitted, so that the information contained is thoroughly up-to-date.

200 Pages Price $1.50 Postpaid
«
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WIRING DIAGRAM
FIG. 15-SHOWING THE COMPLETED RECEIVING SET

T

Numerous Hook -Ups are illustrated to enable you to obtain the best results
from the instruments described.

CONTENTS OF CHAPTERS
1- Introduction. II-The Apparatus. III-Aerials and Earth Connections.
IV-Induction Coils. V-Interrupters. VI- -Transformers. VII-Oscillation
Condensers and Leyden Jars. VIII-Spark Gaps or Oscillators. IX-Transmit-
ting Helixes. X-Keys. XI-Aerial Switches and Anchor Gaps. XII-Hot
Wire Ammeter. XIII-Oscillation Detectors. XIV-Tuning Coils and Trans-
formers. XV-Receiving Condensers. XVI-Telephone Receivers and Head
Bands. XVII-Operation.

Popular Electricity Book Department, Chicago, Illinois
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Free-Six Big Issues of
Investing for Profit

If you will simply send me your name. Special
Introductory FREE Offer. Six fine volumes
-each volume worth $10 to $100 to you.

How much do you know about the Science of Invest-
ment? Do you know the Real Earning Power of your money? What is
the difference between the Rental Power and Earning Power of money?
Do you know how $100 grows into $2200?

Why you should get Investing for Profit:
Only one man in a thousand knows the difference
between the rental power and the earning power
of his money. Few men know the underlying
Principles of incorporation. Not one wage earner
in 10,000 knows how to invest his savings for
profit, so he accepts a paltry 2% or 3% from his
savings tank, while this same bank earns from
20% to 30% on his money-or he does not know
the science of investing and loses his all.

Russell Sage said: "There is a common fallacy
that, while for legal advice we go to lawyers, and
for medical advice we go to physicians, and for
the construction of a great work, to engineers-
financing is everybody's business As a matter
of fact, it is the most profound and complicated
of them all."

So let me give you just a glimpse of the valu-
able investment information you will get in my
six big issues, "The Little Schoolmaster of the
Science of Investment," a guide to money -making:

The Science of Investment.
The Root and Branch of the

Investment Tree.
How to Judge a Business Enter-

prise.
Where New Capital Put Into a

Corporation Rally Goes.
"Watering"-Its Significance.
Idle Money vs. Active Money.

Capital Is Looking for a Job.
The REAL Earning Power of

Tour Money.
Investment Securities Are Not

Investment Opportunities.
The Actual Possibilities of Intel-

ligent Investment.
The Capitalization of Genius and

of Opportunity.

Wait till you see a good thing-but don't wait
till everyone sees it. You will then be too late.
Never was a time more auspicious for a public
campaign of education on the logic of true invest-
ment. A revolution in the financial world is now
going on-to the profit of the small investor.

You are now face to face with your oppor-
tunity-if you have the courage to enter the open
gate to the road of fortune.

I believe you will find much interest in reading
my six volumes of Investing for Profit. From
cover to cover it contains the fundamental princi-
ples of investment it has taken a lifetime to gather
-from my own experience and from every avail-
able authoritative original source of information.

If You Can Save $5 a Month or More
Don't invest a dollar in anything anywhere

until you have at least read my wonderful book.
Investing for Profit is for the man who intends
to invest any money, however small, or who can
save $5 or more per month, but who has not as
yet learned the art of investing for profit. Learn
how $100 grows into $2200.

Use this Coupon for the Six Issues
and Financial Advice FREE

If you know how to invest your savings-if
you know all about the proposition in which you
are about to invest your hard-earned savings-you
need no advice. But if you don't, if there is a
single doubt or misgiving in your mind-I shall
be pleased to answer any inquiries you may make,
or furnish any information I can regarding the
art of saving and making money through wise
investment.

So sign and mail this coupon now. Get you. six FREE
volumes of Investing for Profit. Ask me to put you on my
mailing list for Free Financial Advice. Don't put this off. It
means too much to you now and in the future. Sign and mail
this coupon at once.

H. L. BARBER; PUBLISHER, CHICAGO

Mail ThisNow
H. L. BARBER, Publisher,
20-K W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.
Please send me FREE 224 -Page Bound
6 -Volume Investing for Profit Put
me on your mailing list for Free Advice

on Investments.
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A Tax Exempt Stock That
Pays 7% Dividends

As typical of the best and most up-to-date practice in the central elec-
trical station industry in our larger cities, there is no investment more worthy
of investigation than the stock of the Commonwealth Edison Company of
Chicago. Notwithstanding its astonishingly rapid growth and its present
strategic position, this Company is as yet doing only a fraction of the busi-
ness that it will do in the near future.

The Commonwealth Edison Company is at present retailing electricity
in a territory that covers 200 square miles, but that territory is only "tapped."
so to speak. There is expert authority for the statement that three times
the Present volume of business should naturally come to the Company's
Central Station.

Yet, gigantic as is the retail business of the Commonwealth Edison
Company, it forms only, one-third of its total business, two-thirds of which
is wholesale. It supplies electricity to 1250 miles of street and elevated rail-
way track and its service to smaller Central Stations extends 85 miles to the
north, 55 miles to the south and 35 miles to the west of Chicago.

A very considerable portion of the Company's wholesale business is con-
cerned in the sale of electricity for light and power to manufacturers. In
this field there is still opportunity for a vast increase of business in replacing
private power plants with the more economical Central Station service.

The Commonwealth Edison Company represents an investment of over
$70,000,000, and is paying dividends at the rate of 75 per annum on its capital
stock. The future prospects of this stock are indicated by the recent advance
in the dividend rate from 6% to 75. At the present market price of about
$130.00 per share, the ,net return to the investor is about 5 %. While the
stock was paying 6%. dividends it sold at average prices that yielded a smaller
net return. This justifies us in the belief that Commonwealth Edison stock
is now a more desirable investment than ever before.

Commonwealth Edison stock is listed, on the Chicago Stock Exchange.
We recommend this stock as an investment of exceptionally high character,
paying 75 dividends, and as being exempt from taxation under Illinois laws.
Full information will be gladly supplied in answer to all inquiries.

Russell, Brewster & Company
Members:

New York Stock Exchange
Chicago Stock Exchange

116 W. Adams Street
Chicago, Ill.

9
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miles from Glenwood
red rock walls of the
canon rise most high,
most perpendicular,
and the river comes
raging, frothing, roar-
ing through the nar-
row space between
them in the "Rapids of
Shoshone," he stepped
off a claim up the
right side of the
canon and drove in
his stakes at the four
corners. A year later
he fashioned a water
wheel and placed it in
the rapids alongside
his claim.

That was the
meager beginning.
The colossal outcome
is the Shoshone
power plant whence
a current of electric-
ity tressed on by a
hundred thousand
volts now flows over
the mountains to the
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Light and Power for a State
By FLORENCE L. CLARK

Some ten years ago J. R. Du Reimer of
Glenwood Springs, Colorado, returned
home from a trout fishing expedition up the
Grand River, went into his woodshed and
hunted out an old cracker box. He split up
the box with an axe and tucked the pieces
under his arm. Then he tramped back up
the river. When he reached the part twelve

Springs where the

No. 6

north, south, east and west throughout the
state of Colorado, carrying light to scores
of cities and towns and power to hundreds
of rich mining camps.

Go to Denver. Watch the streets flash
forth light at dusk and know that in part
it happens because the waters of the Grand
are pounding on the turbines at Shoshone
200 miles away. Go to Leadville, the high-

est modern city in
the world. Watch the

LOWER END OF THE MOUNTAIN
THROUGH WHICH THE GRAND

RIVER FLOWS

BORE

tram cars come whiz-
zing out of the tun-
nels of Silver Moun-
tain, see the electric
hoists slip up and
down, watch the livid
streams of metal run-
ning in the smelters,
hear the beat, beat of
the mills and know
that the motive power
of it all is flowing up
the mountain from
that same 'Shoshone.
Go to Breckenridge.
Follow down the trail
through old French
Gulch, renowned in
early placer days. See
there huge, queer
boats stretch out gi-
gantic .steel arms and
lift up whole sections
of the bed of the
river. Watch them
shake out gold and
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know that here is placer mining on an im-
mense new scale because the wires from
Shoshone have been carried down that way.
Go to a hundred other ].laces in Colorado
and inquire whence the light and power for
a multitude of things, and "Shoshone" is
the unvarying answer.

To generate this great power of Sho-
shone, the Grand River a short time ago
was taken out of its canon bed and carried
for two and a half miles through a bore in
the mountain. Picking a river up from its
bed and setting it down in a channel of
their own making has become a rather com-
mon pastime of engineers, yet, the diver-
sion of the Grand was for several reasons
a unique as well as a titanic undertaking.

INTERIOR OF THE

wall parallel to the river. The lower end
of it was brought to the surface just below
the rapids 165 feet up the side of the canon.
A power plant was built on the river bank
below the terminus and the two pipes o2 a
diameter equal to the width of a fair-sized
room were laid between it and the end of
the bore in the mountain.

The Grand River now leaves its channel,
a part of it in high water times, most all of
it in the low water season, and races through
this tunnel at the rate of 1,30o cubic feet a
second in a solid volume sixteen feet high
and twelve feet wide. After tearing along
for two miles and a half in the black depths
of the mountain, it comes to the surface,
plunges down the immense pipes to the

SHOSHONE GENERATING PLANT

In order to accomplish it, the solid rock
walls of one of the deepest canons in the
world had to be tunneled through and the
work of the tunnelling had to be done with
nothing but perpendicular walls and a wild
river as a base of operations.

A darn was placed across the Grand above
the rapids and the bore through the moun-
tain was begun at that place. The tunnel
was cut from there down through the canon

power house, strikes the 9.000 horsepower
turbines with a velocity of several miles a
minute, and, having generated enough
power in the striking to light a state, it re-
turns to its wonted course to irrigate a great
valley some miles below with those same
waters.

Great an achievement as the diversion of
the Grand River was, the transmission of
the electric power out of the canon over the
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mountains throughout the difficult regions
of Colorado was a greater achievement.
Here the Central Colorado Power Company,
owners of the Shoshon, plant, were pio-
neers. In carrying power to Denver the
wires cross the Continental Divide and two
other mountain ranges at altitudes varying
from 12,000 to 14,000 feet. Argentine Pass,
the highest point touched, is but a few hun-
dred feet lower than the top of Pike's Peak.

highest altitudes to he used in case of
trouble oil the main lines.

The system is safeguarded in other ways.
In fact the company boasts that it has the
best protected plant in the world. The
works at Shoshone are only a part of its
property. At Boulder, Colorado, a hundred
miles east of Shoshone, is another power
plant only a little less in size than the one
at Shoshone. If the Shoshone plant should

SAFEGUARDING WIRES FROM LIGHTNING IN THE MOUNTAINS

The steel towers which support the wires
literally hang on the upright sides of ca-
nons, are silhouetted here and there against
the sky on the crags of precipices and not
seldom are buried deep in snow. In ohe
place there is a span of more than a half
mile between towers.

Added to the difficulty of building the
lines was the other greater difficulty of car-
rying an electric current of great voltage
through such altitudes. In order to do this
the company was obliged to devise and con-
struct numerous ingenious protective con-
trivances. One of these is the queer look-
ing lightning arrester which may he seen
frequently along the system. The wild play
of lightning in the mountains during storms
is guarded against by these arresters. Be-
cause of the practical impossibility of doing
repair work in the mountains during the
winters, emergency lines were put up in the

fail at any moment, power from Boulder
could be transmitted to every part of the
system. Should a break come in the middle
of the system, electric current would flow
from the Shoshone and the Boulder ends of
the line up to the break, causing no loss of
service. This is possible because of the lo-
cation of the Boulder plant on the east side
of the Rockies, whereas the Shoshone plant
is far down on the western slope.

Besides these hydro -electric plants at Sho-
shone and Boulder, the company has a third
plant at Leadville where electricity is gen-
erated by steam. If need arises this can
take the place of Shoshone in supplying
power to the mining region in and around
Leadville.

The company is gradually extending its
lines and supplying larger and larger areas
of the state with light and power. Yet, not
content with its present wide usefulness, it
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HAULING ORE OUT OF THE WELLINGTON MINE BY ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE

anticipates adding another source of great
power in the near future.

By the time the day arrives when the last
bit of electricity that can be generated at
Shoshone has been marketed, another trans-
mission line will leave the Canon of the
Grand under even greater voltage than the
one from Shoshone. It will come from
several miles higher up the canon. There
the company is about to erect another plant

in part similar to Shoshone but with an ad-
dition of enormous value. An immense res-
ervoir will be a part of the new plant. In
this the waters of the Grand will be stored.
Work is already begun on this project.
When it is completed the company will be
ready to send its lines into the most inac-
cessible parts of Colorado.

What this conversion of the hitherto un-
used energy of the Grand River into a public

PLACER MINING ON AN IMMENSE SCALE WITH ELECTRIC POWER
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utility means to the state of Colorado can
scarcely be overestimated. Steam power
owing to the cost of hauling coal over dif-
ficult mountain railroads is extremely ex-
pensive in many localities in the state. The
substitution of cheap hydro -electric power
for this expensive steam power has been a
distinct benefit to many communities. In
some places they rejoice over a coal bill cut
in half.

Ir In the mining regions it 'has proved a
veritable boon. Profit and loss in mining is
largely a matter of cost of power. The in-
troduction of cheap power from Shoshone
has made possible cheaper mining, cheaper
milling, cheaper smelting. This has given
a great impetus to mining activities. Closed
mines have been opened, new ones opened
up and low grade ores heretofore consid-
ered profitless are now being handled with
profit. Thousands of miners and their fam-
ilies are reaping the rich benefit.

Electric Autos Guard Convicts

In choosing self-propelled vehicles for
their fire departments, one city after an-
other is adopting electromobiles even for

LINE THROUGH THE REGION OF PERPETUAL
SNOW -ARGENTINE PASS

485

GROUNDING TOWER ON THE MOUNTAIN
LINES

trucks carrying steam or gasoline driven
pumps. One of the chief reasons for this
choice of storage battery propulsion lies in
the fact that an electric vehicle is always
ready to start instantly. There is no delay
in crankingup an engine, adjusting spark
plugs and oil supply, or the like-merely
the avoidance of possible delays in starting
is a factor which counts for electrics
wherever vehicles are apt to be called out
In emergencies. This is the reason why
electric automobiles were chosen for guard-
ing the road gangs sent out from the Illi-
nois State Penitentiary at Joliet. There
the guards in charge of each gang of men
are supplied with an automobile with which
they can speed along the highway in pur-
suit of any convict that might make a rash
attempt to escape. Ordinarily, the guard-
ing auto is stationed at some fixed point on
the road for many hours at a time and the
continued chugging of a gasoline engine
would be a costly nuisance, while any de-
lay in starting the machine might give a
daring convict a chance to escape. The
instantaneous starting of the storage bat-
tery vehicle makes this by far the safer for
the purpose.
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Ghostly visitants have no place in my
comprehension. They are, to me, but shad-
owy escorts of minds exalted by religious
fervor or dominated by timidity. Still, we
are all prone to ascribe to the supernatural
any phenomena the nature of which we do
not understand; and in these days of famil-
iar ether ripples, of disembodied electrons
and invisible light, none but a thoughtless
or ignorant man would say that anything is
impossible. There is a lot of truth in Hans
Brietmann's remark that "if you have
learned to pelieve you haf learned some -
dings."

Some of my friends, men who know me
and my fancies, smile at the story and put it
down to the psychological ; others, more fa-
miliar with the wonderful realms of science
and the mysteries of radiant matter, have
attempted many ingenious electrical ex-
planations. As for me, I bear in mind that
we know nothing of the something that
leaves the body at death ; that it may be
highly attenuated matter, or electric charges
-electrons-from the atoms. Surely, such
an assumption is not unreasonable. Given
this as a starting point, and supposing the
energy, the soul, the electric charge-or
whatever you like to call it-to retain some
of the individual's will, then the solution be-
comes less difficult. However, the reader
must judge for himself.

It was one warm night in August. The
yacht glided slowly through the long rolling
billows of the Caribbean sea, and from a
cloudless sky the starlight streamed like a
celestial aurora, lighting the water, not with
the white intensity of moonlight, but with
a dim silvery glimmer that shimmered and
sparkled on the tops of the waves and
glossed the dark depths between with a
pearly opalescence. Such a night the gods
loved-a night for dreams and fancies.

Suddenly, above the throb of the engines,
the sound of hurrying footsteps reached my
ears; a sound unlike the measured tread of
the watch or the pattering feet of the
sailors. It was a sharp, nervous pace, like
one mentally agitated. It proved to he
Mearson, the wireless operator.

"There is something wrong, sir," he said
in a voice that trembled a little. His face
was pale, his eyes staring.

Mearson was a young, curly -headed New
Englander, bright, efficient and the last man
one would accuse of nervousness.

"Wrong! In what way?" I asked.
"I don't know, Mr. Everett. Maybe you'll

think I'm' crazy, but there's somebody in the
wireless room-someone you can't see or
hear. I felt him touch me."

"Sit down, Mearson," I said, indicating a
deck chair, and touching the button at my
back. When the steward a¡ipeared I or-
dered a bronco -seltzer. "Now," I added, as
he swallowed the sedative, "tell me all about
it."

"It was this way," he explained, more at
his ease now. "There wasn't a thing in the
air, not a stray wave or atmospheric static.
The message you got from San Domingo at
six o'clock was the last disturbance of thy
instruments. I was standing near the door
when I felt something pushing, like a heavy
wind on your hack when you're walking.
At first -I thought it was a sudden breeze.
but there wasn't a breath of air stirring.
Anyway, I shut the door and walked to the
instruments. I had no intention of sitting
down, I was just trying to think. Suddenly,
the Thing took hold of my shoulders and
pressed me into the seat. Then it kept jab-
bing at my hand, pushing it in the direction
of the receivers. I wasn't exactly fright-
ened, I didn't know what to make of it, so I
thought I would experiment by moving to
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the door. If the Thing objected, then I

could be sure about what it was after, and I
felt a bit obstinate. Well, it objected all
right. No sooner had I got half way to the
door when the ghost, or whatever it was,
hit me on the chest with a force that shot
me right across the cabin like a cork. That
settled me; I took the hint and clapped the
telephones to my ears. There wasn't a
sound, and I said so aloud. Maybe it was
imagination but I thought I heard a sigh ;
anyway the ghost didn't bother me any
more, so I came here."

"What time did the visitation occur?" I
asked.

"Nine -thirty, exactly. I made a note of it
on the sheet."

My first impression, to attribute Mear -
son's experience to 'a temporary lapse, I
dispelled on looking at his strong, rational
face. Seeing my glance, and probably
guessing what was passing in my mind, he
smiled, and suggested that the ghost would
probably come again, in which case it would
he as well if I was present.

"Very well," I laughed, and in a few min-
utes we were in the wireless room. Every --
thing looked normal, the receiver was silent
and no sign of the unusual appeared. The
minutes passed while we smoked in silence
until at two hells I suggested to Mearson
that he should go to supper, as he and the
first officer were in the habit of taking a
light repast before turning in. No sooner
had he gone than an amazing thing hap-
pened. Why I should have taken the oper-
ator's seat, fastened the receivers to my
ears and listened, I do not know, though in
the light of what took place it seems impos-
sible that it was a mere whim. The tele-
phones were hardly clamped into position
when I started in amazement. A voice was
talking on the aerial ! In sad, low tones and
trembling with anguish it came from some-
where in the vast expanse of ether. It was
the voice of a woman, reciting, as if from
memory, portions of the service for the
Burial of the Dead.

"I am the resurrection and the life. . . .

He that bcliez'eth in me, though he were
dead, yet shall he live We brought
nothing into this world. and it is certain we
can carry nothing out. . . . . In the
midst of life we are in death We
bring our years to an end, as if a tale that
is told."

Then all became still. I heard nothing
except the voice of the sea at night and my
quickened breathing. Perplexed, almost
frightened, I tried to collect my thoughts,
tried to think the matter out. That the
voice was a woman's admitted of no doubt ;
that she was suffering was obvious. No
one could simulate such sorrow. Had we
been near an experimental wireless station
I could have understood the ether vibrations
energizing our aerial, for the yacht's instal-
lation was new and the series connections
of the Artwell system perfectly adapted for
the receipt of short distance wireless tele -

"There is something wrong, sir," he said

phony. But under the circumstances of our
position that theory was untenable. Then,
again, there was the experience of Mearson.
Perhaps the two things were connected ;
perhaps, but my musings were interrupted.
Mearson, in a state of intense excitement,
entered.

"Better come on deck," he said quickly.
"The man at the wheel refuses to stay at his
post ; he says there's a ghost aboard. Yes,"
he added as he saw my look of inquiry,
"Yes, it's the same. The Thing is interfer-
ing with the steering."

Outside, the Captain's voice was raised
in angry protest. A burly, shaggy man
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from the Clyde banks, Captain MacDonald
was the last man on earth to be affected by
fear of the supernatural. As I neared the
pilot -house I saw the steersman cowering in
terror.

"Cap'n," the man said appealingly.
"Cap'n, man and boy I've been at sea 20
year and more, and never disobeyed an or-
der. I'm not skeered at any living man, but
I draw the line at spooks. I tell ye, Cap'n,
there's a ghost aboard and it wants to
change the ship's course. It shoved an' hit
me 'till I couldn't hold the wheel."

"Aw weel," answered the scornful skip-
per, lapsing into the dialect as he was wont
under excitement. "Gang below and send
the bo'sun to tak' yer place. It's a feckless
sailorman ye are, scairt o' speerits. I'll ha'
no mon at the wheel o' my ship wha' speirs
things like a muirland gillie."

When I entered the pilot -house, the Cap-
tain. at the wheel, was bringing the ship
back to the course from which in his terror
Johnson had deviated. We were headed
S. 5° E., making direct for Willemstadt,
Curacao, where we expected to fetch up
next day. With a final glance at the com-
pass MacDonald looked up at me and
smiled.

"What do you think of that, Mr. Ever-
ett?" he asked in his accustomed English.
"A sober -headed sailorman like Bill John-
son getting an attack of nerves. He says
that a ghost is trying to steer the boat."
 "I don't wonder, Captain. Such a night

as this is enough to play pranks with an
imaginative man."

"That's it-imaginative-that's just the
word. But a sailorman has no kind of
right to an imagination when the wheel's in
his keeping, though I'll grant you that a
night in southern waters all lit up with
stars and no moon is enough to put fancies
in one's head. I remember-" The Cap-
tain's voice ceased abruptly, a look of in-
credulity came to his face ; then it changed
to bewilderment, and finally, as his eyes en-
countered mine, to one of utter amazement.
With muscles corded and strained like a
wrestler opposing the pressure of his antag-
onist, he drew a deep breath and put out all
his strength in a mighty effort to control the
wheel. Then, I knew he was struggling
with Mearson's unseen Thing. With an
oath he braced his feet against the locker
and bore down on the spokes, forcing them

downward. But his victory was but mo-
mentary ; slowly the spokes rose until they
resumed the normal condition desired by
the uncanny visitor.

"Better give it up, Captain," I suggested.
"We will steer the course the ghost indi-
cates and see what it all means."

"No, sir," protested the perspiring skip-
per. "With your permission I'll fight this
thing out. I'll take back all I said about
ghosts, though."

With that he resumed the struggle by
climbing on top of the locker from which
position he threw his whole weight on the
wheel, swinging it over until his body was
almost horizontal. I could see that his huge
bulk was being pressed upwards by the
Thing underneath.

"There !" he exclaimed exultingly, the
wheel being where he wanted it, "that
shows the limit of the ghost's strength. I've
got him heated."

The words were hardly out of his mouth
when the Thing suddenly withdrew his
pressure and the Captain fell heavily to the
floor, half dazed and muttering profane ex-
pressions of surprise. The wheel, uncon-
trolled now, swung around. Then the
Thing transferred its attentions to me. I
can scarcely describe the sensation pro-
duced. Mearson's simile of a strong wind
hardly suited ; it was more like a mass of
sluggish moving water thrusting me in the
direction of the steering gear.

Obedient to my powerful foe I took my
place at the wheel. I felt as though I was
enveloped in an impalpable mist-a sort of
ultra -gaseous stream like that felt in the
neighborhood of a strong static machine.
Mechanically, I put the wheel over, and as
the yacht swung about I felt a tingling sen-
sation in the muscles of my right arm. This
continued until we were headed almost due
west. Then a curious thing happened ; the
tingling ceased and started in the other
arm ! Acting on the prompting I reversed
the wheel slowly, watching the compass as
I did so. As the needle came to 12° west of
south the muscular tremors ceased. Out of
curiosity I deviated slightly from this course
and instantly the pricking recommenced,
now in one arm, now in the other, accord-
ing to the position of the needle.

"The course our insistent visitor wishes
us to steer is 12° west of south. Where
will that bring us to?" I asked the Captain,
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who stood at my side, awed and thoroughly
subdued.

"Between Guajira and Paraguana penin-
sulas," he replied, after consulting the
chart. "Yes, right into the Gulf of Mara-
caibo. I'll be hanged if I know what to
make of it."

"Well, we'll soon find out; we'll go there
and see what it all means," I answered as
the bo'sun entered.

Not wishing the Captain or the operator
to know about the voice I had heard, and
half thinking it was, after all, a dream, I
told Mearson I proposed spending the night
in the wireless room, and suggested that he
use other quarters.

"Guess I'll stay on deck and see what
happens in the night," he said, leaving me
at the door.

Sitting in the operator's chair, I listened
to the receivers. An hour or more passed
without a sound from the ether. Somehow,
the words of the burial service worked on
my mind and I felt sure I should hear more.
About midnight, when half asleep, I started
up. The telephones were silent, but a feel-
ing of fear took hold of me.
the slightest warning, I heard a woman's
scream of terror ; the cry of a woman in
fear and horror. With a beating heart I
strained my ears to listen, and as I did so I
became sensible of an increased motion of
the yacht. The engines pounded and
strained under a full head of steam, and
everything in the cabin shook under the
stimulus. Rushing to the deck I clambered
to the bridge.

"It's no use," said the skipper as he saw
me. "That devil's taken charge of the en-
gineroom and the stokehold. He scared the
life out of the stokers, made 'em fire up all
the furnaces would hold, and half killed the
second engineer before he got him to open
wide the throttle. Lord ! It's as black as
Egypt's night now the clouds have come,
and we're going eighteen knots. I'll have
to stay on the bridge."

"Where shall we make the coast?" I
asked.

"Noon. Suppose we must go there; noth-
ing else for it as I see," he said gloomily.

"Yes, we'll go there. Keep a good look-
out and let me know if anything new takes
place. I'll be in the wireless room."

48j9

And so, throughout the night, the anxious
crew obeyed the ghostly monitor's instruc-
tions, while I, while the yacht rushed
through the darkness guided by the invisi-
ble hands, passed the slow hours in the in-
strument room listening closely. Half
asleep, half awake, I waited for the dawn.
At five I rang for coffee. I was looking
through the open door, watching the sun
rise from the sea, when the woman's voice
came again. This time it was clear and
composed; the quality of intense grief was
absent, and in its place was a note of resig-
nation-as if the owner had settled into a
passive state. Yearningly, it said :
"Why, if the Soul can fling the Dust aside,
And naked on the Air of Heaven ride,
Were't not a Shame-were't not a Shame

for him-
For him-for him-"

The voice paused and repeated "for him"
many times in an effort to recall the remain-
ing words. Then it added :
"Oh, bother; I've forgotten."

Unconsciously, I shouted:
"Were't not a Shame for him,
In this clay carcass to abide."

Then all became quiet. No more of Omar
Khayyam, no more words ; all ,was still.
Tired out I fell asleep.

At one o'clock the steward woke me up.
The mist had blown away, he said, and the
Captain had sighted land. From the deck I
saw it, a streak of hazy blue, evidently an
island.

"It's the Isle of Serpents," volunteered
the skipper. "I wish that devil would let
up on the speed as there are lots of rocks
about. But I must say he steers well.
Mearson's at the wheel, the crew are scared
to touch a spoke."

The place was about a thousand feet long
and thickly covered with tropical jungle,
except at the spot toward which the Captain
and I headed the boat. There a small beach
lay on the side of a lagoon into which
trickled a stream of fresh water. We had
no sooner pulled the boat up on the sands
when the Thing took hold of me and pushed
me up the beach. Wondering, and in a
great state of excitement, I ran towards a
mass of weed -covered rock, the Captain fol-
lowing at my heels.

I stopped abruptly. There, sitting with
his back against the rock, was a man, his
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head sagging forward, and his arms spread
stiffly one on either side.

"Good God ! a corpse !" cried MacDonald,
raising the dead man's hand. He was quite
right, it was a corpse, but my attention was
arrested by something very different. Near
by stood a clump of palms and on the sand
under their shadow lay a woman. Even as
I ran I could see that she was young-al-

The strong light, now that the disarray of
chestnut hair was removed from her eyes,
awakened the sleeper.. Without the slightest
expression of surprise, in a voice as matter
of fact as if she were expecting us,-though
the look of relief, of pleasure that came to
her face as she saw us made up for her ap-
parent indifference,-she said :

"Oh, at last ! At last you came for me."

"For a mom,nt I thought that she was dead"

most a girl, I thought, as I noticed the lithe
outline of her body clad in a shrunken serge
suit. The evaporating sea -water had left
little trains of white salt in the folds and
creases. For a moment I thought that she
was dead, but as I brushed away the dark -
brown tresses of hair from her face, I knew
that she was alive and very beautiful. With
her arm for a pillow, the sand her couch
and the shadow of the palms her covering,
she breathed deep in sleep.

"Puir lassie, and her father deid," the
skipper exclaimed with moist eyes. He did
not mention the ghost, and indeed I had for-
gotten all about the circumstances that had
been responsible for bringing us to the res-
cue. It did not need a second glance to
know that the girl and the dead were father
and daughter. The resemblance was too
striking.

"You-you expected us?" This from me.
"Of course," she said with a smile that

faded into a look of sorrow. "Before he
died father promised that he would send
help."

I started, but MacDonald patted her cheek
and helped her to her feet. "Come, lassie,"
he said kindly. He had daughters of his
own. Neither would he allow her to talk
more than was necessary, and I saw the
prudence of his precaution for the girl was
weak from worry and exposure. Little was
said as the sailors dug the grave, and as I
read the burial service from the Captain's
prayer book, Margaret Willoughby leaned
on the old man's arm.

That night, while the yacht ploughed her
way for home and the girl had retired to
her cabin, MacDonald joined me on the
moonlit deck. Curious and interested as I
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was, naturally, her grief so recent, I had re-
frained from asking questions, content to
wait a more propitious moment. But the
Captain, serene in his years, had, as he put
it, been comforting the poor lassie.

"She was in a small sailboat with her
father-he is, or was, John Willoughby, the
naturalist. Her mother died when she was
a child and he has been father and mother
both to her ever since. She's been all over
the- country with him, helping him in his
work. There was a squall the day before
yesterday and their boat piled up on the
reef off Serpent Island. While the father
was swimming ashore, holding her up with
one hand under her armpit, a big wave
caught them. The girl landed on the beach
sand, unhurt, but her father came clown on
that hog -back rock. It must have been a
terror of a wave for it dropped him hard
and broke his back. Then he fell where we
found him, sitting up. He wasn't quite
(lead and whispered as she kissed him that
there must be some way of sending her
help; that he would (lie with that intention
fixed on his mind and would find some way
to rescue her. And she believed him, the
clear thing."

"And what do you make of it ?" I asked.
"Make of it ! Why it's as plain as a pike-

staff. John \Villoughby's soul was the ghost
and he made us come to the island."

I did not tell the good Captain of what I
had heard over the aerial ; I let him remain
content with his explanation, which, so far
as it went, must have been right. Nor did I
mention it to Miss Willoughby when, in
New York, I took her to my mother. But
two months later, while we were on our
honeymoon in Italy and looking at the blue
sea from the terrace of the hotel. I asked:

"What made you scream that night on
the island ?"

My wife turned her wonderful eyes to
mine. "I was thirsty, I went to the stream
for a drink and stepped on a snake. But
how do you know ? I never mentioned it."

"And you recited the burial service," I
added.

She looked at me in alarm.
"Also the 'Why, if the Soul can fling the

Dust aside,' verse of Omar, but you faltered,
uncertain of the finish, after the words 'for
him.' "

"Ah !" she said, staring at me in amaze-
ment,."so you know of that, too."

Night had fallen before we finished talk-
ing of the mystery. And as we turned from
the last look at the silvery, azure Mediter-
ranean, she turned to me with a smile and
said:
"The eternal Saki from that Bowl has

pour'd
Millions of bubbles like us, and will pour
When you and I behind the Veil are past."

And my wife is right.

Electric Vehicles Less Hazardous

As pointed out by the committee on elec-
tric vehicles of the National Electric Light
Association, the liability insurance compan-
ies are beginning to realize the difference
between a gas car and an electric. The
difference in speed of the two should make
a material difference in rate. The com-
mercial gas car can run, and often does
run, twice as fast as the electric. The
gasoline pleasure car frequently makes from
45 to 6o miles an hour, while the maximum
speed of the pleasure electric car is between
20 and 25 miles. The electric is under per-
fect control, and its freedom from extra
levers, intermediate gears, etc., makes it so
simple of operation that, in case of emer-
gency, the operator does not become con-
fused as to which operation to perform.

Because of the lower speed, when collis-
ions occur, the impact is less severe and the
damage consequently slight. The heart of
the machine, the motor in the electric, is
under the car and out of harm's way, while
the engine in the gas car is in front and
subjected to serious damage when a col=
lision occurs. Absence of inflammable fluid
in the electric makes a fire practically im-
possible. The fire insurance companies
recognize this latter feature, and allow elec-
tric trucks on wharves, docks, in sheds and
warehouses, where the gas truck is prohib-
ited.

The freedom from fire in a garage which
is strictly electric, as compared with a gaso-
line garage, is almost self-evident, and the
fire insurance companies are beginning to
make a rate accordingly. The electric
vehicle is no more hazardous from a fire
standpoint than the horse and wagon, and,
in fact, probably less so, for, with the elec-
tric vehicle, there is no inflammable hay
stored to feed the flames when once started.



The Gas -Electric Motor Car

Many of you no doubt, in traveling about
the country, particularly in the Western and
Southern States, have sometimes seen a
strange appearing car drawn up at a way-
side station or scudding along over the
steam railroad tracks moved by some un-
seen power. This car looks very much like
the usual electric interurban car. Your
curiosity is excited, however, from the fact
that there is no trolley or third rail visible
from which to secure electric power and,
moreover, there is no smoke stack or boiler
and you rightly judge that it cannot be
driven by a steam engine.

Upon inquiry you find that it is simply
another of the economic outgrowths of mod-
ern railroading. It is a gas -electric motor
car that has been. developed in the last few
years to fulfill a specific need in railroad
operation. By gas -electric car is meant
one which carries a gas engine to drive an
electric dynamo, the latter, in turn, fur-
nishing current to drive the motors which
operate the car after the manner of the
ordinary electric interurban. "What is the
use of having such a car?" you ask, "and,
furthermore, if it is necessary, what is the
use of going that roundabout way to trans-

mit power to the wheels? Why not have
the engine drive the car direct?"

To begin with, the usefulness of the car
becomes apparent from the cheapness of its
operation as compared with a steam train
with its locomotive, tender and additional
cars. On branch lines, for instance, where
the traffic is so light as to make frequent
service with heavy trains unprofitable or
even a losing proposition, the gas -electric
with its one man operation and economical
fuel consumption is used to advantage.
Also on through lines, it is frequently used
for local passenger traffic between adjoin-
ing towns on the line. It has still another
advantage, namely, it can jump over from
steam lines to electric lines if necessary for
any special service.

As to the advantage of using the electric
drive, this becomes apparent from a little
study. By transmitting the energy of the
gas engine to the wheels through the agency
of electricity all direct mechanical gearing
is done away with, and the electrical trans-
mission is not approached, for reliability,
by any mechanical drive known.

With the electric drive the engine always
turns in the same direction and no compli-
cated reversing gear is necessary on the

e
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ENGINE AND DYNAMO WHICH DRIVE THE GAB -ELECTRIC CAR

engine. To reverse the car the engineer
simply throws the electric controller handle
over and reverses the motors.

The electric drive admits of the engine
being entirely above the floor line of the
car where it is flexibly supported and free

493

from dust and dirt. All its parts are also
under the immediate observation of the op-
erating engineer. The engine also operates
always at its normal speed, which is most
economical, regardless of the speed of the
motors and the car.
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OPERATING EQUIPMENT IN THE GAS -ELECTRIC CAR

On accelerating the car, the electrical
method of control furnishes what is equiva-
lent to an infinite number of gear ratios,
but without changing gears. Moreover, the
electric generator furnishes electric lights
and pumps air for the air brakes.

The two illustrations herewith give a very
good idea of the engine and dynamo ar-
rangement of the General Electric type of
cars and also show how the operator sits at
his ease and by the manipulation of a few
simple levers has complete control of his car.
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Ditch Digging With Dynamite and just as the water is beginning to find
its way through the newly opened trench.

Along with other uses which have been
found for dynamite, as a creative rather
than a destructive force, and probably most
surprising of all, is the use of the lower
grades of explosive for blasting out ditches
and draining swamps and flooded farm
lands. Within the last few months a
series of interesting experiments in ditch-
ing with dynamite were carried on at the
Rhode Island State College and proved
very successful. It has been found in

ditching that it is impracticable to set off
the explosive and obtain the desired
effect without the use of the electic
current so that when the current is turned
on all of the cartridges which have been
planted along the desired route of the trench
are set off at precisely the same instant.

The depth of planting of the cartridges
determines the depth of the ditch wanted,
and the cartridges are usually planted three
or four feet apart, depending somewhat
upon the soil conditions encountered. In
the electrically controlled blasting fuses
there is not the same danger that there is
with the ordinary hand lighted time fuse,
and in practical experiments it has been
shown that the results in ditch digging
with the explosive are far superior when
the entire charge is exploded at the same
instant and the water is released at once
with a gush which allows it to wash away
the loose dirt and cut the channel of the
ditch déeper and deeper.

In setting in the cartridges a hole was
made with a crowbar and a wired cartridge
inserted with the aid of a broom handle.
Each of the holes was similarly filled and
the wires connected up in series. When the
last cartridge is connected to the final half
pound stick, a lead wire from the portable
magneto is attached to the first and last
cartridges, thus making a complete circuit
through all of the charges through which
the exploding current from the magneto
must travel.

When the charge is exploded the current
sets off the cartridges by the melting of an
infinitesimal quantity of platinum in the
form of a bridge over the fulminate of mer-
cury detonating cap and the entire ditch is
opened up in an instant. One of the pic-
tures shows the ditch after the explosion

DYNAMITE CARTRIDGES READY FOR
DITCH DIGGING

AFTER THE BLAST



Mineral and Buried Treasure; Can
They Be Located Electrically?

By ALFRED WILLIAMS

Much, very much, nonsense has been
written on this subject. The patent office
records disclose a bewildering mass of speci-
fications, some highly scientific, some simply
ingenious, others ridiculous to the point of
humor, but all interesting in proving the
fixed idea in inventors' minds that electrical
discovery of hidden wealth is possible. And
when one considers the many physical and
chemical properties of metal in the earth's
crust, it seems as if there must be a means
of detecting its presence other than by vis-
ual observation or geological inference.

The search for buried wealth and mineral
probably exercises a greater fascination
over the human mind than most branches of
labor ; and it is in no way surprising that
from early Biblical days the divining rod
and other psychological appliances have
flourished.

The discovery of electro -magnetism by
Faraday in 1820 afforded a basis for ra-
tional experimentation, and in 183o a paper
entitled "The Electro -magnetic Properties
of Metalliferous Veins in the Mines of
Cornwall," was communicated to the Royal
Society by Mr. Robert Were Fox of Fal-
mouth, England. Using a crude galvanom-
eter made by a magnetic needle 3.5 inches
long, suspended between 25 turns of
wire coated with sealing -wax, Fox found
that when he earthed one end of his wire to
a copper plate buried in the soil, and con-
nected the other wire to the metal in the
veins, the galvanometer needle showed a
considerable deflection. Further, he found
that the deflection was proportional to the
mass of metal in the vein. By attaching his
electrodes to various points of the mine he
was able to tell if any two masses of min-
eral connected with each other. In other
words, he converted the ore bodies into
earth batteries, the cre, always highly elec-
tro -negative, acting as the positive element
of the battery. Summing up his experi-
ments he remarked, "Hence it seems likely
that electro -magnetism may become useful
to the practical miner in determining with

some degree of probability at least, the rela-
tive quantity of ore in veins, and the di-
rections in which it most abounds."

Eliminating the many devices based upon
the absurd supposition that a mixture of
metals, when dissolved in mercury and
placed in a dark box suspended from the
seeker's hand by a string, will turn around
so many times for gold and silver, vibrate
vigorously in the presence of lead and cop-
per, and almost shout on approach to dia-
monds, we have the following theoretically
possible methods : . (i) resistance measure-
ment; (2) magnetism; (3) electro -magnetic
induction, and (4) underground wireless.

Resistance.-Based upon the assumption
that a body of metal will cause a drop in re-
sistance of the earth immediately above,
many inventors have brought out adapta-
tions of the Wheatstone bridge, the po-
tetrtiometer and the. galvanometer. In this
case the operator makes careful measure-
ments of the earth at various places in the
geological area under investigation, and
finding what he considers to be an average
specific resistance, he probes about in the
hope of finding a spot of marked diminution.
Then, provided that the area of decreased
reading extends as a narrow elongation, he
assumes that underneath there exists a vein
of high conducting power. Under ideal con-
ditions, the soil being absolutely homo-
geneous, the vein uncapped and the distribu-
tion of moisture even, it is, theoretically,
possible to locate a mine by this means. I
say theoretically, because under mining con-
ditions these ideal conditions seldom, if
ever, occur. Moreover, at least 5o per cent.
of payable veins possess a resistance, due
to the dielectric nature of their matrices, far
greater than that of their enclosing rocks.
Again, any one familiar with the difficulties
of measuring an "earth" will realize the
many great obstacles in the way. For in-
stance, a wire connecting the water pipes
of Chicago to those of New York would
prove the resistance of the intervening earth
to be a negligible quantity ; but, replace the
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enormous pipe -area by small electrodes and
the resistance would approximate too,000
ohms. Now, throw a pail of water over
each electrode, and to ! the i esistance will
fall to 5,000. Move one pole into soil with
a content of sand, and up will go the resist-
ance. Under these circumstances it is very
doubtful if a fall in resistance has ever been
observed over a metallic body other than
that caused by moisture and water gathered
in the fractures that almost invariably char-
acterize rock in the neighborhood of an ore
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FIG. 1. MAC EVOY'S SUBMARINE SOUNDER

body. This will possibly explain the rare
occasions of success reported with systems
of this kind.

Magnetism.-Inspired by the work of La-
mont, Fteiherr von Wrede, in 1843, found
that by measuring the changes in the earth's
normal magnetic field, the location and ex-
tent of magnetic iron ore deposits could be
determined. In Sweden, in the hands of
trained experts, remarkable work is being
done in this direction. By means of an ex-
tremely sensitive magnetometer such depos-
its are not only discovered, but their size,
dip, depth and strike are ascertained. Un
fortunately, this method is not suitable for
hematite, which constitutes the bulk of the
ore of this useful metal. Hence, its scope
is restricted to magnetite and the magnetic
nickel deposits. In Canada the government
has made exhaustive tests with this method.

Electro -magnetic Induction. - Here we
enter into a very fairyland. In the realm
of electrics nothing is more fascinating and
pregnant with potential discovery than in
the adaptation of -the Hughes induction -bal-
ance. What is known as MacEvoy's sub-
marine finder has been and is now used for
localizing the whereabouts of submerged
torpedoes, iron ships, etc. Nor is its use
confined to magnetic materials; with less
precision it detects the presence of gold, sil-

ver, copper, lead and many minerals. It
was used in detecting the bullet in Garfield's
body ; it is used by the steel companies for
the purpose of finding blow holes and invisi-
ble fractures in armor plate. In fact, its
scope is wide. The diagram shows the bal-
ance in a practical form.

The letters (PP) Fig. 1, represent the
primary coils, through which the break (C)
sends an intermittent current from the bat-
teries (B) .

The electro -magnetic waves generated in
the primary coils set up an induction cur-
rent in the secondaries, and the telephone
(T) is energized.

Now reverse one of the secondary coils
so that its winding is opposed to that of its
companion coil. What happens? The cur-
rents, passing in opposite directions through
the secondaries, neutralize each other and
the telephone is silent. But interpose a
small piece of metal between (S) and (P)
and the electric equilibrium is disturbed,
eddy currents form in the metal, and the
telephone immediately vibrates.

If a silver half dollar be placed between
one pair of coils, a counterfeit between the
others, the telephone announces the differ-
ence ; and not only that, but two silver or
gold coins of different mintage affect this
sensitive instrument. Pieces of ore act sim-
ilarly, though to a less extent. Next to the
spectroscope and the bolómeter, no more
delicate instrument has ever been devised.

This arrangement, long flexible wires
connecting the two pairs of coils, has been
used in exploring for pirate hoards, and
many unsuccessful attempts have been made

FIG. 2. COURSE FOLLOWED BY WIRELESS
EARTH WAVES

to locate veins of - mineral in the mining
field. Sensitive as it is, especially to mag-
netic metals, its range is limited to a very
few feet. By using very high frequencies,
and heavy currents, no doubt the effective
range could be increased, and it is quite
possible that some adaptation of this method
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will solve the problem of electric discovery
of mineral. Its simplicity, its portability,
lend themselves to the work, and ample re-
ward awaits the electrician who can obtain
results on iron and lead sulphides-pyrites
and galena-at a distance of 20 feet. The
metals themselves should not be experi-
mented on, as Nature distributes free metal
very sparingly and in such a way that the
balance would be ineffective. Find the sul-

geometric curves somewhat like a magnetic
field or the ripples caused in water by a
falling stone. In addition to the horizontal
flow, the waves travel vertically and reach
great depths in the crust of the earth.
Looking at it from above, the course taken
is roughly this: (.k B), Fig. 2, may be con-
sidered as earth plates. one at each end of a
long telegraph line, or they may be mere
spikes placed a few feet apart in garden soil.

FIG. 3. AN APPARATUS OF AMERICAN DESIGN WHICH IS EXTREMELY SENSITIVE TO
UNDERGROUND METALLIC ORES

phides and the accompanying valuable met-
als will discover themselves.
Underground Wireless.-This is the most

scientific and at the moment the most feasi-
ble method yet discovered. It is based on
the following:

When an intermittent current of electric-
ity is put into the ground at one point, and
taken out at another, the energy does not
travel in a straight line between the elec-
trodes, but spreads out in the well known

In either case they act as a transmitting cir-
cuit and radiate waves or impulses for miles
around.

To ascertain the existence of the field of
force, take a common telephone receiver
connected in series by flexible wires to two
portable spikes. Immerse the ends of these
spikes in the ground. anywhere in the active
field, and a portion of the electricity trav-
eling through the earth is shunted into the
telephone which vibrates and emits a sound
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the nature of which depends upon the make
and break of the transmitting line.

In probing the earth some 3o years ago,
Sir William Preece, the eminent British
scientist, found earth waves many miles
away from the telegraph line, and while
continuing the investigation he was sur-
prised to find that the normal field, as

shown in Fig. 2, was distorted, twisted
and elongated by the veins of mineral in the
district. Here, then, was a promising field
for experimentation. If ore bodies diverted
the flow of intermittent telegraphic currents,
it was reasonable to expect that with waves
more especially adapted for the purpose
some degree of success could be attained.
And such has been the case.

The illustration, Fig. 3, shows an outfit
of this class, designed by a well known
American engineer, which is capable of
turning out waves of wide frequencies and
potential, and of a kind extremely sensi-
tive to the presence of metallic ores. With
5o to too watts, and a transmitting base line
of too yards, these weaves have traveled
through mountains, across valleys and over
miles of sea, and their sound heard at great
distances with receiving telephones of a spe-
cial type.

It was shown that a highly conducting
vein would bring to the surface waves trav-
eling far underground. Also that a non-
conducting quartz vein would cause the
waves to pile up in the rock or soil between
its apex and the surface, the concentrated
flux being clearly indicated in the re-
ceivers.

In certain cases, and in the hands of an
expert, the system is capable of doing re-
markable work. Its one serious drawback
is the unusual qualifications necessary to
operate. Not only must the operator be a
skilled electrician, but his knowledge of
mining, and especially of prospecting, must
be far above the average, as so many factors
crop up unexpectedly and the operator must
be prepared to know what geological condi-
tion is causing the disturbance.

General.-The earth moves through space
in two directions. Around the sun, its
orbital speed is 19 miles per second, while its
diurnal rotation moves its crust, in which
are embedded the veins of mineral, a thou-
sand miles per hour. It needs no great
st.'etch of imagination to conceive that elec-
tric waves of many kinds reach us from the

sun and inter -stellar space-in fact, there is
ample evidence that this is so-and they
should, on cutting the conducting bodies in
the earth, generate waves of radiations of
some kind. It reminds one of a huge dyn-
amo, the veins acting as the wires of an
armature, celestial forces taking the place
of the magnetic field.

Some investigations have been undertaken
to prove this point and the fact has been
established that veins in contact with the
earth do throw off radiations of an obscure
order. And given a suitable detector, an
instrument that would record or manifest
these rays, the question of easy and ac-
curate location of mineral and metal would
be solved in its simplest manner. And who,
in these days of wonderful discovery, can
say that such a detector will not be found?

What's in a Name Plate

If a clog wearing a license tag were to
stray into your back yard you could take
the number of the tag and by going to the
city clerk or proper official find out con-
siderable about the animal from the rec-
ords.

The name plate on a motor is quite as
important as the tag on the dog. After a
motor is assembled and tested in the factory,
information regarding it together with the
serial number and type are placed on the
name plate. The plate also gives the name
of the manufacturer, the frequency
(if A. C.), the voltage, and the speed and
power the motor will develop. A per-
manent record of all this is kept at the
factory to serve as a reference should it be
desired to rewind the motor or put it into
other service.

The name plate on either a motor or
generator states the kind of current used or
generated. While on motors the plate gives
the volts and amperes necessary to run the
motor at full speed and also states the horse-
power, the capacity of an alternating current
(A. C.) or a direct current (D. C.) gene-
rator is stated in kilowatts (K. W.). A
kilowatt is moo watts. Thus, a to K. W.
generator is capable of giving out 1o,000
watts. Since a horsepower is expressed
electrically as 746 watts it is easy to find
the horsepower if you can't think readily in
watts. The name plate is usually placed on
the field frame of a motor or generator.



WIRELESS OPERATOIZ
REMINISCPS
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We Make a Little Trip Incognito

Old wireless men like to have fun with
the younger ones. The stranger also
sometimes has one put over on him by some
wireless man he doesn't know. We all get
more or less experience in telling of the
wonders of wireless telegraphy. In other
words, as I have said before, the wireless
operator frequently lies his way through
a bunch of inquisitive passengers. To
hear the answers, and the odd reasoning
handed out by some operators would make
a seasick man laugh. Some are finished
liars.

Not so long ago in New York I met a
friend, A. W. Dorchester, who had just
returned from a trip around the world as
wireless man on a private yacht. At the
time I had charge of the United station on
the roof of the Plaza hotel. Dorchester
invited me to go aboard the Lusitania on a
tour of inspection. We wished to see the
big ship, the wireless, and to hear the wire-
less man explain wireless.

We found the wireless cabin on the
hurricane deck. Outside, seated in a steamer
chair was the Marconi man dressed in white
duck. He was reading a book and was too
busy to notice us. I respectfully walked
up and timidly inquired if he could tell us
where the wireless room was. Without
looking up, he indicated the cabin door with
a motion of the book. I then ventured to
ask him if he was the wireless operator. I
envied him his look of pride when he said
he was. Dorchester and I went on in the
wireless room. At a glance we recognized
the wireless set of Marconi. A neat set,
too. The massive magnetic detector lent
to the impressiveness of the entire equip-
ment. But we wanted the wireless operator
worse than we wanted to look at the Mar-
coni set. He hadn't stirred in his seat
outside. In a few minutes I determined to
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go out and get him, bring him in and start
something.

So I boldly stepped out and asked White
Duck to kindly come inside and explain
the wireless to us. He accepted the bait.
He got up and stretched a seventh inning
stretch. Then he came in.

The wireless man was an Englishman.
He had a real look of intelligence. He as-
sumed a weary busy look of importance,
and waited silently for a question. Dor-
chester put one to him.

"How far can you talk with this ma-
chine?"

"Fifteen hundred miles." His voice sound-
ed like a low frequency spark. Such long
distance work cannot be done at will. Some-
times it is possible to do such work, but only
under the best conditions, with the best
atmosphere.

Timidly inquired where the
wireless room was

"Can you do this
work any time?" I
asked. "That is a
mighty long dis-
tance, isn't it?"

"With our set
we can do that dis-
tance easily, and at
any time," he lied.

"Suppose y o u
had a lightning
storm, could you
talk through it?"
Dorchester asked.

"Certainly," said White Duck, in a frank
manner, "that's one of the advantages we
have over the ordinary telegraph system.
Lightning never affects us." He said it so
well that I felt almost ready to believe him
But anyone who knows anything about wire-
less knows better than to accept that dope.
Wireless telegraphy is most certainly af-
fected by local lightning to, such an extent
that it is almost the rule to quit attempt-
ine to work until the storm passes.
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"Wireless telegraphy must be a fine pro-
fession !" I exclaimed. "It must be great
to go around the world and see sights, and
get paid for going. How long would it take
me to learn the business? How long did
it take you?"

He blushed a little, and when he spoke
this time it sounded as if he had cut some
of the resistance out of his field magnets.
He spoke clearer.

"I tell you, gentlemen, wireless teleg-
raphy is a good
profession. But it
is hard to learn,
and not many can
master it. I have
been in the busi-
ness for about four
years and don't
consider myself
perfect yet. In the
wireless operator
prospective there is
or is not the neces-
sary element which
makes him a success or a failure. You
may possess this element to a greater ex-
tent than I. The pay of wireless opera-
tors-I mean the good ones-is excellent."
(He didn't tell us how much).

That last spiel I considered fairly good.
Quite a bit of truth in it, too. I glanced
over at Dorchester, and he had his hand
on the tuner. He wanted an explanation
of the tuner. Such explanations are most-
ly hard to give, and wireless men as a
rule avoid the topic when they can.

"What would you do if there were two
messages being sent at the same time ?"
he asked.

"You see this tuner. Well, by manipulat-
ing these keys we are able to get in tune
with the station we are working with.
No one else can get in on the same tune.
If, for instance, the United Wireless and
the Navy are working, and we wish to
talk to our station at Sea Gate, all we have
to do is to put this key here and this one
there, and everything else is cut out and
we only hear our own station. It's all in the
tuner. We consider the Marconi tuner the
best."

The talk he let loose that time sounded
plausible. But theory and practice are
sometimes far far apart.

Smoked good cigars and
told the truth

"Would it make any difference," said
I, "if you were 5o miles from the Sea
Gate station and the United and the Navy
were close in? Could you hear your mes-
sage all right ?"

"No," he said, "the signals would prob-
ably be a little fainter and that is all." I
knew he was telling me a big old lie.

"This morning I was passing along
Fifth Avenue up near Central Park, and
noticed some wires stretched along on
the roof of the Plaza Hotel. I suppose
that is a wireless station ?" I asked.

"Yes," he said, "they have a station
there belonging to the United Wireless,
I believe."

"Did that station ever bother you when
you were talking to Sea Gate ?" I asked.

"I have heard the station," he said, "but
as I just explained about the tuner, it
would be impossible for them to bother
me when I am working." But I knew bet-
ter.

"Well, sir, we are much obliged to you
for your trouble and little pointers," said
Dorchester, moving toward the door.

Then I broke in.
"Such pointers will help me, I am sure-

maybe. You said a moment ago that the
Plaza spark had never bothered you. You
preached the tuner as being the whole
works. I can not reconcile your talk now
with your conduct a few days ago when
you were trying to work the Sea Gate
station, and I happened to have some very
important rush business to get away from
the Plaza Hotel station. You failed to
work that tuner. My station broke you
all up. I couldn't help it. My business
had to go, but you couldn't read through
me." The Englishman was as red now as
my head.

"You preach `tuner.' You didn't practice
`tuner' ! You couldn't. Now let me cite you
a noteworthy case. This past spring I was
in Hampton Roads on the S. S. Oceana,
tourist ship of the Hamburg -American
line. The fleet was returning from around
the world, and we had the honor of being
able to go into the Roads with them. I
had some 40o persons aboard my ship,
and plenty of business to get off. There
were about 25 warships there equipped with
wireless, and several merchant men also. My
set was two kilowatt, 125 cycle, and I could
send. The air was full of live dots and
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dashes. They flew overhead and snagged
on the antenna to the extent of being felt
by the hand when you got near the antenna
switch. I had a jimdandy tuner, every bit
as good as yours; but it was inadequate
and not up to the occasion. There was
no tuner on earth that would have been
that day. I had to resort to politeness
and diplomacy. At the first opportunity I
made my bow to the chief operator on the
flagship Connecticut, and asked for a five-
minute chance to get my business off. That
operator was generous and immediately
issued a general call and sent this order
out: "All hands pipe down for five min-
utes and give the Oceana a chance." They
piped, and giving Coker at Norfolk one
call, I shot him five paids and 125 words of
press in that time. That was going some.
Tuners are O. K. in their place, but a lit-
tle patience, a little taffy, a little politeness,
and an occasional laugh by wireless goes
to places where the tuner is no good.

My Englishman was laughing now. He
was a 50o cycle set.

Well, after that we were all alone, we
three. \Ve shook hands, the brotherhood
of good natured liars, smoked good cigars-
and told the truth.

Heliotropism of Plants in Radium
Light

Some plants are known to possess the
property of turning towards the sunlight.
It was interesting to ascertain whether this
heliotropism as the phenomenon is called,
might also take place in the light of ra-
dium. Professor H. Molisch of Vienna
University has availed himself of the won-
derful resources of the Radium Institute
for solving this problem. The supplies of
this institute in addition to three grammes
of radium comprise some other radio -active
substances, such as ionium, actinium and
radium -lead.

The experiments alluded to were
made in a perfectly light -tight room at a
temperature of 16 to 19°C. The light rays
given off from strongly luminescent ra-
dium products were found to be capable of
determining a positive heliotropism. Germs
of oats and vetches in fact undergo a strik-
ing bending towards these radio -active
products. In connection with certain

plants such as those of vetches, a consider-
able delay is at the sate time noted in the
longitudinal growth. In view of the feeble
luminosity of most radio -active products
these experiments only succeed with very
sensitive heliotropic plants.

The sphere of heliotropic action in ra-
dium products is much more limited with
seed germs grown under a metal or glass

GROWING PLANTS BEND TOWARD THE
RADIUM RAYS

cover than with those left without cover
in the dark room. In accordance with his
work on the light of bacteria, Professor
Molisch shows the gaseous impurities of
laboratory air to weaken or to eliminate any
negative geotropism, while bringing out
even more strikingly the heliotropic ef-
fects.

Reserve Current for Light and Power
Companies

One of the fundamental requisites of a
bank is a reserve. supply of capital carried
as a protection in cases of sudden demands
for money. Water companies, gas compa-
nies, etc., always have storage basins or
tanks where is stored a reserve supply ready
at a moment's notice to meet unusual de-
mands.

Electric lighting and power companies
fully appreciate the value of having a re-
serve supply of electricity so that their cus-
tomers may always he assured of an unin-
terrupted service. They realize that to op-
erate their plants without a reserve of cur-
rent is always to incur the risk of inter-
ruptions with consequent trouble to their
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VIEW OF AN ENORMOUS STORAGE BATTERY, THE "BANK," IN WHICH A CENTRAL STATION
KEEPS ITS RESERVE SUPPLY OF CURRENT

customers ; while on the other hand a proper
reserve of current forms a highly valuable
insurance which is a guarantee to customers
of continuous electric service.

For these reasons many of the large elec-
tric lighting and power companies have re-
cently installed enormous storage batteries
capable of furnishing a large portion, if not
the entire amount of current necessary, for
short periods of time.

Unusual demands for current are caused
sometimes by a temporary accident to elec-
tric generating machinery, or by the sudden
darkness preceding a thunderstorm, or, as
happened last winter in New York City, by
a heavy snowfall, which, within ten minutes
increased the demand for current on the
New York Edison Company's system from
100.000 horsepower to 166,000 horsepower.
In this case the rate of increase of current
was so rapid that it was impossible to con-
nect additional engines with sufficient rapid-
ity to take care of the load, and the storage
batteries were called upon to meet the
emergency. and thus saved New York City
from partial darkness

The New York Edison Company alone
has 46 emergency storage batteries which
aggregate a capacity of 64,583 kilowatts at
the emergency rate. In other words these

batteries will furnish 86,572 horsepower,
which is sufficient electrical current to light
2.583,320 25 -watt tungsten lamps for 20
minutes.

The several storage batteries of the Com-
monwealth Edison Company in Chicago
have a capacity of 59,121 horsepower, in
Boston 17,116 horsepower, in Rochester
7,085 horsepower, in Spokane 4,210 horse-
power, in Minneapolis 7,049 horsepower and
in Kansas City 5,231 horsepower.

An emergency storage battery is now be-
ing installed by the Consolidated Gas Elec-
tric Light and Power Company of Balti-
more, Md., which will be the largest stor-
age battery in the world. The total weight
of this battery when equipped with lead
plates and battery fluid will be approxi-
mately 1,079,200 pounds. The battery will
have an output of 7,395 horsepower, suffi-
cient electric current to light 220,680 25 -
watt tungsten lamps for 20 minutes. Think
of storing such an enormous amount of elec-
tricity and having it instantly available for
use.

In each of the cities mentioned the bat-
teries chosen for this purpose have been
the Electric Storage Battery Company's
"Chloride Accumulator" and the "Exide"
battery.
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WHATA CITY DID WITH
A MOUNTAIN STREAM

Bij PJ.O Gara

If you should ever visit the city of Ash-
land, which cozily nestles in the foot -hills
of the Siskiyou Mountains in Southern
Oregon, the first thing to attract your at-
tention would be the beautiful mountain
brook of Ashland Park. Its birthplace is
some thirteen miles distant in the eternal
snows, skirting the summits of Ashland
and Wagner Peaks, which raise their heads
more than 7,000 feet above sea level.

Falling 6,000 feet in thirteen miles it is a
tumultuous stream of laughing, leaping
water, flashing and sparkling in the sun-
light and darkening in the shade, tossing
its mane of snowy, foaming flake over the
granite rocks and lichen boulders in resent-
ment of the restraint that impedes its prog-
ress and that ofttimes holds it back in bub-
bling, eddying hays where lurk the speckled
trout over the golden gravel.

The people of Ashland delight to ex-
plain to the visitor how happily the town
is situated, and point with pride to Ashland
Creek, the finest stream in the Siskiyou
Range ; for this little stream not only pro-
vides pure, wholesome water to drink, but
also furnishes power for street and domestic
lighting and such mechanical purposes as
may be desired.

There can be no pollution of the water
since the timbered canyon through which
it flows is included in the Crater National
Forest Reserve, as well as in large tracts of
land in Ashland Canyon owned by the city
itself. There is no city in the west so
completely possessed of its water supply
and water power as is the city of Ashland:
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The forest reservation and the lands owned
by the city insure the preservation of the
sylvan beauty and primitive wildness of the
region about the head waters and along the
course of Ashland Creek.

Although the city of Ashland has used
the waters of Ashland Creek as a water
supply for several years, it has only been
three or four years since the city decided
to own and operate a hydro -electric plant
of its own, using the falling waters of the
creek as the source of energy. For many
years no one seemed to realize the wonder-
ful power that might be developed from the
little stream with a minimum flow of only
ten second feet. It was only after some en-
thusiastic engineer showed the possibili-
ties of the plan of harnessing the stream
that the city finally decided upon taking the
step.

Following up Ashland Canyon about six
miles, along a beautiful road which crosses
and recrosses the sparkling stream, one
comes to the forks of the creek. A short
distance above the forks, two concrete di-
version dams are built so as to catch the
entire flow.

Twenty-four inch wood -stave pipes pass
from the intakes down to the forks and there
connect with a "Y" to a single 24 -inch
wood -stave pipe which leads along the side
of the canyon in a trench blasted out of the
rock for a distance of about three miles.
This pipe has a gradiant of about 3o feet
to the mile, so that it is capable of carrying
the entire flow of the two branches of the
stream. In some places the pipe line is car-
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ried as an inverted siphon over deep gulches
on beautiful trestles, but for the most part,
it is laid in a trench and covered over.

The diversion dams are of the flow type,
and are also provided with flushing gates
so as to carry away any sediment which
would tend to lodge behind the concrete
walls. The intake is provided with a screen

ONE OF THE
CONCRETE
DIVERSION DAMS

METHOD OF ANCHORING
THE STEEL PIPE

house. At the point where the wood pipe
curves downward, there is a "T" connec-
tion and a standpipe is carried from this
point up the canyon side to a point whose
elevation is that of the breast of the diver-
sion dams. The purpose of this standpipe
is to take up any shock which would oc-
cur by a too sudden closing of the valve

THE POWER HOUSE

and a valve which may be used to cut the
water off when necessary to empty the
pipe line.

At a distance of about three miles from
the intakes, the wooden pipe line turns
abruptly down the side of the canyon for
about ioo feet, where it connects with a
24 -inch riveted steel pipe which continues
down the side of the canyon to the power

A SECTION OF THE
WOODEN PIPE

LINE

THE WATER DRIVEN
GENERATOR

at the power house. As will be seen, there
is no reservoir, excepting the very small
ones at the intakes, and the operation of the
plant, therefore, depends upon direct flow,
which, at a minimum, provides about ten
second feet-enough to generate nearly
40o horsepower at the power house.

The total head is 415 feet and the effec-
tive head is 405 feet. This great head is the
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reason so much power is obtained from so
small a volume of water, for the impact of
the stream, as it comes from the nozzle al-
most as solid as a bar of iron, against the
blades or cups of the Pelton waterwheel, is
something terrific.

The power house is a beautiful little
structure with concrete and stone base and
brick walls. The inside dimensions are 5o
feet long and 32 feet wide with a
sixteen foot ceiling. It is very,..,well
lighted and ventilated, and the construction,
as a whole, is of the very best. The power
equipment, which is very judiciously placed,
is up-to-date in every respect. It consists of
a single unit, namely, a dynamo whose re-
volving field is direct connected to the water-
wheel shaft. The waterwheel and therefore
the generator field has a speed of 30o revolu-
tions per minute. Both the waterwheel and
generator set upon a single bed plate, mak-
ing the unit absolutely rigid. A belt car-
ried from a pulley on the outer end of the
waterwheel shaft connects with a Pelton oil
governor which actuates a hood, thus cut-
ting off the water from the nozzle when
the wheel tends to revolve too rapidly,
bringing the unit down to normal speed.
Besides the áutomatic control, there is a
hand control which operates a needle.

There is hardly a home in the city which
does not use the energy developed in this
little power house. Besides, the city's
streets are well lighted at a very small cost.
Small factories, dairies, canneries, etc., use
a considerable amount of the power as a
day load so that there is need for continuous
service. _

An engineer visiting this very unique,
little plant would doubtless find fault with
the single unit construction. As a rule,
a single unit does not give the guarantee of
continuous service which one would like to
have.

However, the people of Ashland expect
to supplement the present power plant with
another of about zoo horsepower, making
a total of 600 horsepower snatched from
the little stream. This is how they expect
to do it.

When the water, which rushes down the
steel pipe line, has spent its energy on the
waterwheel it drops through a tail race and
and a part of it flows into a nearby settling
basin whence it flows to the city in a twenty-
four -inch steel pipe line furnishing the

water supply of the city. As only a small
part of the water is actually used for houses,
streets, and lawns, the rest of the water
flows merrily onward down the canyon. A
measuring weir indicates the amount of
water which actually goes to waste. It is
proposed to carry this excess water through
a wood -stave pipe line along the edge of
the canyon and drop it through another
steel pipe. Here another power house will
be built on similar lines as the one already
described, and 200 horsepower more will be
at the city's command. Besides, increasing
the total output of the little stream, there
will be a guarantee of continuous service
even if one of the units should be compelled
to close down. But to be sure that power
service will be continuous, the city has ar-
ranged with the company which has been
supplying the power to give them service
in case anything should happen the muni-
cipal plant.

It may well be said that Nature has placed
within easy reach of the city of Ashland
everything that goes to make life worth
the living-the wonderful wooded moun-
tains abounding in game, and the streams
alive with fish, a perfect climate and a
beautiful country.

Transporting Live Fish

The genuine lover of fish as food knows
the finer flavor of the freshly killed fish
and if far from the water, he will gladly
pay a higher price for the finny dainties
if they have been transported alive from
the lake or sea where they were caught.
Such a transporting of live fish has here-
tofore been very limited, as large tanks
were required, not so much because the
finny captives needed room to swini'about,
as because it took a considerable -surplus
of water to supply them with the necessary
air. Only within the past year or two has
it dawned upon fish- dealers that the air
supply need not be limited to that com-
monly entrapped with the water ; but that by
introducing compressed air into a tank
the quantity of fish which may he kept alive
in the same would be increased several
times.

Now special trolley cars are being equip-
ped in Germany with the fish tanks, a motor
driven pump being used to force a number
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of jets of air continually through the water.
Another motor pumps water out of the tank
and back through a filter, so as to keep it
steadily in motion and fairly fresh. Then
electric lights permit of a ready inspection
o)f the tanks during the night.

Motorcycle Squad of a Central Station

The motorcycle squad is an important
factor in the affairs of the North Shore
Electric Company, which operates in sub-
urban towns of Chicago. The accompany -
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partment heads and troublemen. The ma-
chines used in the, meter department are
provided with a carrier placed over the oil
tank for carrying meters from town to town
when necessary. These carriers are well
padded and at speeds of from ten to twenty-
five miles an hour take up all the jolts and
vibrations of the machine.

The machines used by the troublemen are
provided with a standard carrier placed
over the rear wheel. This carrier is used
for wire, line tools and anything necessary
for taking care of line trouble. A gaslight

MOTORCYCLE SCUD OF TEE NORTH SHORE ELECTRIC COMPANY

ing view was taken at the headquarters in
one of the company's rural districts. This
district covers a territory 4o miles long and
3o miles wide, including is towns and
hundreds of farms along the transmission
lines.

The heads of all the departments are at
the district office and handle their men
and the work throughout the district from
this point. As some of the towns are so
small that they do not provide enough
work to keep a man permanently,

1 the work is also handled from the
district office. The heads of the de-
partments have to make daily trips of in-
spection ,of the work in their respective
departments in all parts of the district.
This requires a large amount of traveling
from town to town, and as the train service
is such that it would be impossible to make
but a couple of towns a day, the motorcycle
has proven a great saving both as to time
and expense of travel.

The machines are used mostly by the
meter and inspection departments and de-

is placed on the machines for "shooting
trouble" at night.

These machines are furnished by the
company to the employes who are directly
responsible for the machine and its up-
keep. Each operator is required to turn in
a weekly report of miles traveled, amount
of oil used, cost of repairs for the week,
tire and engine trouble, and the cost of
operation per mile for the week. The
cost of operation per mile including oil and
repairs averages about one-fourth of a cent,
which is quite a saving compared with rail-
road fare of two cents per mile. In this
district where the roads are good and
the winters not severe the machines can
be- used nine or ten months out of the year.

In order that the employes may take
interest in the upkeep of their machines the
company offers a prize of $20 each season
for the operator who keeps his machine in
the best shape and operates it at the least
cost. To decide who is entitled to the
prize the machines are inspected at the be-
ginning and closing of the season.



How I Give the Public Electric Thrills
By MLLE. ELECTRA

Why I style myself "The Electrical
Queen" is best explained by saying that the
great general public, collectively speaking,
loves a queen and at the same time
is thrilled and profoundly interested by
spectacular manifestations of that subtle
form of energy which we are pleased to
call electricity. By this combination of
traits of my audiences-the desire to be
thrilled by the roar and crash of electric
sparks and the novelty of having a woman
take the prominent part-I am enabled to
earn my living.

Now, being an electrical queen does not
mean sitting around in robes of royal er-
mine. It rather means a round of duties
not altogether pleasant and to some of
you seemingly dangerous.

For several years past I have been per-
forming with electricity behind the foot-

lights. In some of my acts I have passed
millions of volts of electricity through my
body. Here is where I shall get my first
contradiction-not from the person well
versed in electricity, neither from the one
absolutely ignorant of its principles, but
more likely from the person with a half -
knowledge of the subject, and a little
knowledge is dangerous.

"But," you say, "to come in contact
with a current under a pressure of millions
of volts-a thousand even-would certainly
be fatal." That is true if the current were
of the ordinary kind used. But in my dem-
onstrations this is not the case, for in many
of them I make use of the phenomenal ef-
fects of what is known as high frequency
alternating current, discovered and dem-
onstrated by no less a man than the great
Tesla himself.
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A DUEL WITH ELECTRIFIED SWORDS

You are familiar more or less with the
effects of ordinary lighting current at, say,
tto volts pressure and oscillating back and
forth in the circuit at, say, 6o cycles or
complete oscillations per second. Though
not perhaps fatal, such a current is painful
to receive in the body. Increase the voltage
somewhat, say, to t,000 volts, and the cur-
rent is almost certainly fatal. But when
the frequency is raised to above to,000
oscillations per second and the voltage is
increased to the hundreds of thousands,
we enter a new realm, the realm of high
frequency currents, and the effect of such
currents on the human body is entirely
different the laws, even, which govern
them are no longer the laws which governed
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ordinary currents. In this new world of
high frequency currents some of the most
astounding experiments have been per-
formed.

When ordinary current is changed by
means of a Tesla coil or resonator into
current of extremely high voltage and
frequency, with its weird manifestations,
we need to make use of some analogy to
grasp the explanation of the effects. Dr.
Monell has described it thus :

'We fancy a man beneath a falling
cliff, crushed by the mass and stunned to
instant death. But if by an ingenious de-
vice, the mass in falling becomes pulver-
ized and drifts down upon the man in a
cloud of dust, we can imagine that he will

AT THE ELECTRIC DINNER TABLE
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still stand erect and move in and out of
the cloud unharmed."

"Over Niagara pours a mass of water
that strikes the rocks below with stagger-
ing force, but up from the falls floats an
ascending mist of the same water, now
transformed so exquisitely that it will
not crush a flower."

This, in a way, explains the nature of
high frequency currents which I make
use of in some of my experiments. There-
fore, do not be too sure of yourself when
you say that I cannot receive currents at
enormous voltages.

It will be interesting to note that since
I began my act the only effects noticed
have been a reduction in weight, and a
slight strain on nerves, and, being a woman,
this has been considered a remarkable ac-
complishment by some of the leading physi-
cians and scientists of the present day who
at first predicted serious results, such as
paralysis, heart disease and even death,
but instead of being detrimental it has
been very beneficial in many ways.

Following are some of the mysterious
electrical feats performed which mystify
our audiences from San Francisco to New
York: The lighting of gas from ice held
in the hand; candles from bananas, oranges,
etc.; cigarettes from the fingers ; iron weld-
ed in water; candles in the audience lighted
by wireless and vacuum tubes. It may be
explained that some of these ar performed
with ordinary induction coils and condens-
ers which produce effects similar in a way
to the Tesla coil.

We finish our act by demonstrating the
electric chair, showing the high voltage
jumping to the helmet, while pieces of cloth
are ignited from all parts of the bod;, the
audiences seeint the sparks jumping fully
four inches.

The idea of showing the electric chair
was originated and first tried in a vaudeville
theatre in Spokane and proved such a big
drawing card that we have featured it ever
since. It is one of the most painful of my
demonstrations, the current being quite
jerky, as our frequency is lowered to gain
increased amperage. Of course. in princi-
ple, it is somewhat different from the real
chair, but, at the same time, in apparent
effect it is the same.

We are carrying t,000 pounds of electri-
cal apparatus, representing a $2,000 dis-
play. It consists of a special drop repre-
senting a high tension power plant, one
induction coil giving a spark of 15 inches,
which is bridged by glass plate condenser
for the effect of noise and display, our
special high frequency magnifying trans-
former, resonators, spark gaps, condensers
and interrupters, both mechanical and elec-
trolytic.

The magnifying transformer from which
we accomplish most' of our act is slightly
different from most high frequency appara-
tus on the market, as we use no oil or air
as insulators.

We have perfect control of frequency
and variations of amperes with voltage.
Through this effect we create much comedy
with committees who come upon the stage,
and especially at the electrical supper
table, we have never yet had anyone who
was able to take the apples from the plates,
while Electra calmly partakes of all, and
she is only a woman.

New Advertising Idea

While advertising cards in street cars
have proved their value for years, the
Tucson Rapid Transit Company has en -

STREET CAR ADVERTISING ON THE OUTSIDE

larged on this idea by running a line of
advertisements outside some of its cars
which are kept on duty night as well as
day by means of a double row of electric
lights.

This not only makes very striking adver-
tising. but adds greatly to the appearance'of
the cars by night, as the bulbs are brightly
colored and give a festive appearance to the
staid old trolley.

a



Dodging Electrical Conveniences
By ALBERT SCHEIBLE

In Chicago, as in every other of the
actively growing larger cities of the coun-
try, new skyscrapers with thoroughly mod-
ern equipment have been following each
other in rapid succession. Of course these
costly and most carefully planned office
buildings are all electrically lighted and all
aim to give their tenants the benefit of the
electrical conveniences. Or, rather, all but
one of the new Chicago office buildings
have done so, the exception being the new
People's Gas Building. opposite the Art In-
stitute. When this fine 21 -story building
was planned by the gas company, those in
charge were in something of a quandary as
to the electrical equipment of the building.
They knew that unless electric lights were
available in every one of their rented offices,
it would be difficult to secure tenants, and
it might be still harder to hold them. But
as their solicitors had right along been urg-
ing people to continue their grandfather's
practice of using gas, how would it look
if the gas company itself set an example
to the contrary ? And how would the
company's own fine offices look if lighted
by the homely, suspencled gas stoves com-
monly offered as "gas arcs ?" In self-pro-
tection the company's natural course was
to dodge the use of electricity as far as
possible and to try and show that even
a highly modern building can be adequately
equipped with gas alone.

The results have been highly interesting
and reflect great credit on the gas company's
illuminating engineer, Mr. C. A. Luther,
who had to bear the burden of the plan-
ning and experimenting. Now the casual
visitor finds the company's  own offices on
the main floor brightly lighted by gas lamps
rivaling electric arcs and controlled from
wall cabinets, with equally brilliant lamps
lighting up the front of the building. Leav-
ing the offices, he is taken to the cigar
booth in the main corridor, an enclosed
room which shows remarkably good ventila-
tion, although no electric fan is used. Go-
ing upstairs he finds that most of the
tenants are using gas, although the fixtures,
which are of a novel type, are fitted for

both gas and electric lamps. Apparently
gas has scored a triumph. But how ?

Trace the piping from the impressive gas
fixtures in and about the company's own
offices and you will find that they do not
go direct to the usual mains from which
gas is supplied to all of the company's
customers. Instead, they lead down to a
sub -basement far from the eyes of the gen-
eral public, where a pair of electric motors
raises the pressure of the commercial gas
so that it can be used much more effectively
in specially designed lamps and burners.
The ordinary gas as furnished to consumers
throughout the city could not give a mod-
ern display effect, so electric motors (sup-
plied with current from the Commonwealth-

Edison Company's circuits) have to help it
out.

The attendant tells you that these lamps
are turned on and off at the wall "just like
electric lamps," but he does not offer to let
you see it done. Why? Because, instead
of turning a switch and having the light
flash on or off instantly, he has to use a
slow and -cumbersome pumping process. He
takes a hand pump, inserts its nozzle into
one of two openings (an extra one has wise-
ly been provided for use when the first
is out of order), pumps away and then
waits. In about a minute the light begins
to show dimly and in a minute and a half
it is burning brightly-that is, if the special
burner equipment is carefully adjusted.
Fancy waiting a minute and a half for the
light after you have turned the knob of an
electric switch !

However, the tenants in the building
do not have to put up with such delays,
for their offices are piped with the ordinary
low pressure gas, controlled in the old
ways. That most of them have started
their tenancy by using gas, speaks well for
the persuasive salesmanship of the gas
company's commercial department and for
the latter's cleverness in providing fixtures
in which the electric lamps are placed at
a great disadvantage. Besides, many of
the tenants when admiring the light given
on the main floor by the electrically boosted
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gas, may have imagined that the same was
available for them.

But how are they to work advantageously
on hot days and to entertain their visitors
comfortably without the use of electric
fans ? That the gas company experimented
with some gas -driven fans is an open secret,
but these fans either have explosion en-
gines which are more noisy than efficient,
or else have hot air engines which warm the
resulting breeze to an uncomfortable ex-
tent. Disgusted with such substitutes for
the cool and noiseless electric fans, the
gas people decided that their tenants would
not need any, since they were in a tall
building facing the lake, where cool breezes
are the rule rather than the exception. No
doubt those occupying offices on the Michi-
gan avenue front may get along fairly well
without fans-except on the calm, sultry
days when people enjoy them most-and
perhaps the others can be persuaded to
think that they are not warm even when
the mercury says the contrary.

Lightning Rods

Or, can they enjoy the fanless ventilation
which is so noticeable at the cigar booth on
the main floor ? There the architect solved
the problem, as the height of the lower
story permitted a sloping sub -ceiling to be
placed some feet below it. This extra ceil-
ing was made like an inverted funnel, or
pointed tent, so that the top of the booth
slopes up from all four sides to an opening
in the peak. A gas lamp set in this opening
creates a strong upward draft, just as is
done by the fire in an Eskimo's hut, and
like the latter, it insures good ventilation
while the lamp is burning. Unfortunately,
the ceilings in the rest of the building
are not funnel shaped, nor are they so in
other buildings, hence this method of venti-
lating is not likely to come into general
use. Besides, who would want to add
the heat of a gas lamp over his head on
any day when the thermometer is already
above 70 degrees? By so doing, one may
dodge the use of an electric fan, but where
does the comfort come in?

It is the general impression that the chief
value of lightning -rods is to shield build-
ings from harm by conducting electricity
from the clouds to the earth. Even intelli-
gent people are often surprised when told
that the rods secure safety by allowing the
electricity to escape which gathers on the
roofs and sides of buildings. But the cases
where the electricity goes upward from the
earth to the air largely outnumber those
in which the current sets in the opposite
direction.

The process is a very simple one. The
electric equilibrium in the air is disturbed
and one kind of electricity gathers in great
force on the earthward surface of the
clouds. This at once disturbs the equi-
librium of the earth and attracts the opposite
kind of electricity to the earth's surface.
When the tension becomes too great-or
the mutual affinity becomes irresistible-
electricity leaps either from the clouds to
the earth, or reversely, and for the moment
the equilibrium of both at that point is re-
stored.

But if conducting points, such as light-
ning -rods present, are numerous enough to
dissipate steadily the force gathered on the

earth's surface, there will be no sudden leap
and no lightning shock. In the famous ex-
periment of Franklin with his kite, if the
lightning from the cloud had run down the
string to the key, the bold experimenter
would have suffered the penalty of death
for his rashness. But it was only the elec-
tricity of the kite and the string, decom-
posed by the attraction of the electricity in
the cloud, that escaped by the key, and there-
fore the shock was a light one.

Heated Towel Racks

Where a large number of persons use the
same roller towel, if most of them have
washed their hands well before wiping
them, the towel may not be badly soiled
even after several days. What makes it ob-
jectionable in such cases is its getting wet
from end to end, there being no ample time
for its drying.

To overcome this objection a London
firm is putting out a towel rack having the
roller electrically heated so that the wet
spots will be drying while the rest of the
towel is being used. This requires very
little current and the satisfaction of always
being able to find at least part of the towel
dry and warm appeals to all.
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Unmasking an Alleged Medium

Most of us have heard of or been present
at seances that flavored of trickery, but
accusing the leaders of the same and prov-
ing it are two different things. Occasion-
ally we read of a police raid on some flag-
rantly deceptive performer, without know-
ing how much credence to give to the usual-
ly biased and sensational newspaper reports.
The more satisfactory plan, alike for those
who believe in spirit manifestations and

SPIRIT HANDS AND A SWAYING STAR

those who are unconvinced of their possi-
bility, would be to have all mysteriousness
removed from the seances so as to show
that everything about them is genuine.

But what if the medium and his col-
leagues decline such ai. interfering with the
silent darkness which they hold to be es-
sential for any exhibition of their powers
of bringing the dead back to our midst ?
Shall we take their undisputed word for it?
Or shall we do as one investigator has done,
turn the light suddenly on the medium to
see if the alleged spirit hands are genuinely
so? It was at a seance where the medium
(a man in this case) had been tied to a
chair and had supposedly been put into a
trance before the lights were turned out.

Then as the eyes of the audience became
accustomed to the darkness, a faintly
glowing star ascended over the medium's
head, while soft music was heard from
somewhere behind him. Then hands ap-
peared close to him and began to stroke
his face and shoulders, the hands and fore-
arms being radiant enough to dimly light
his figure. There he sat, evidently still
bound immovably, with the mysterious
hands floating about and caressing him, and
with the star slowly waving above him. The

WHAT THE ELECTRIC FLASHLIGHT EXPOSED

audience sat breathless, no one daring to
stir except the one skeptic who had come
armed with an electric flashlight. Drawing
it quietly from under his coat, . as he
flashed its beams on the man in the chair,
a cry of surprise came from a dozen lips.
Instead of being in a trance, the alleged
medium was sitting there smiling at the
credulity of his audience and waving a
number of jointed rods to which the gloved
arms were fastened. Luminous paint had
made them phosphorescent in the dark, just
like the star which was supported by a
stick slipped under the cords that bound
the medium. A slight wriggling of his
body made this stick sway to and fro so
that the star would move accordingly.



Electricity Raises Ore

The history of mining is briefly summed
up in this series of photographs of various
methods for raising ore from the under-
ground workings to the surface. The va-
rious systems are all in use in the Ameri-
can Southwest today, yet they represent
conditions which are primitive and semi -
savage on one hand, and the last word in
efficiency and economy on the other.

One view represents the peon as he is
found in Mexico and South America, carry-
ing a sack of rawhide upon his back, which
contains only a few pounds of ore brought
laboriously to the surface. The second
shows the old-fashioned horse winch, which
is not a very great advance over the first
method. A horse draws the ore to the mouth
of the shaft, a bucketful at a time, and a
small hand car receives the bucket which

is wheeled to the dump. Then came the
small gas engine hoist, another step for-
ward.

The modern method is shown in the
photographs of the electric power plant of
one of the mining companies at Bisbee,
Arizona. The hoist engineer merely throws
a lever and the huge cages carry crews
of miners or tons of ore at the rate of
2,000 feet per minute. Reaching the sur-
face, the ore is automatically dumped into
an electrically operated belt conveyer, which
carries it to the waiting ore trains several
hundred feet distant. Here it is automat-
ically loaded and at the same time properly
mixed for the smelter. This is done by
raising ores from the various levels of
the mine (which contains varying elements
necessary for an economical fluxing mix -

THE HORSE WINCH -JUSTA STEP IN ADVANCE OF THE PEON

THE PEON BRINGSUPA FEW POUNDS OF ORE AT A TIME . A'SMALL GAS ENGINE HOIST
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POWER HOUSE OF

THE COPPER QUEEN

BISBEE,ARIZONA

INTERIOR OFAMINE HOISTING PLANT

MODERN HEAD FRAME

OF 'STEEL

OVER A SHAFT

THE AUTOMATIC LOADER AND MIXER(ABOVE)AND ORE TRAIN BENEATH

ture), and these are delivered in rotation
to the belt conveyer. A motor -driven de-
vice runs along an elevated track over
the ore train and as it travels, dumps the
ore from the belt to the cars below in a
small but steady stream. It makes a num-
ber of trips back and forth before the cars
are filled, and as the various grades of ore

+ have been taken by the belt conveyer mean-
while, the desired mixture is obtained.
When loaded, the ore trains convey the ore
to the smelter, electricity having done prac-
tically all of the work up to that point.

Cutting Artificial Diamonds

When Acheson in testing some products
of his electric furnace found that one of
them would grind the edge off the diamond
in the ring he was wearing, he knew that
he had discovered a material of most un-

usual hardness. This "carborundum," as he
called it, could at first be made only in a
dark brown or black form, neither being
suitable for jewelry. Only recently have ex-
perimenters begun to produce the carborun-
dum in transparent, colorless crystals which
are said to have an even greater refractive
power for light than the diamond. To
obtain these crystals the electric furnace is
charged with 30 parts of a pure carbon, 37
parts of quartz, nine parts of sawdust and
four parts of salt, besides a small quantity
of chromic oxide. The last ingredient seems
to have the property of eliminating all color
in the resulting product, leaving it clear and
colorless.

But even the small crystals as they come
from the furnace are not of the right shapes
to sparkle, and how are they to be cut?
Diamond cannot be used, as it is much
softer than this would-be competitor. Nor
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can these artificial diamond crystals be
used on each other as they are so exceed-
ingly brittle that they will break before
they cut. Now the problem remains: will
the electric furnace people have to evolve
some still harder product with which to cut
even the carborundum, or can they soften
the colorless forms without marring the
wonderful refractive power which makes
this material a promising competitor of the
gem of gems?

Music from a "Central Station"

To transmit music to a great number of
places far or near at the same time has been

are used to furnish current to vibrate a
diaphragm in a telephone receiver at the
place to which the music is to be delivered.
And listeners are agreeably surprised, for
instead of faintly expressed harmony such
as one would expect to hear from a tele-
phone receiver the diaphragm emits round,
powerful tones.

To accomplish this, 144 dynamos are used
to furnish alternating currents of frequen-
cies from 4o to 4000, a second, a 185 horse-
power motor being the driving power.
Switches to the number of 2000 on a special
switchboard are controlled from a double
keyboard by means of electromagnets. By
pressing a key just as on an organ or piano,

SWITCH BOARD OF THE TELEHARMONIUM DURING ERECTION

and still will be considered the dream of a
Utopian to those not familiar with the work
Dr. Thaddeus Cahill has done in this field
at 'Holyoke, Massachusetts.

Dr. Cahill calls his plant a "dynamo -
phone" or telharmonium. It is a curious
system in which a large number of high and
low frequency dynamos at a central station

a circuit is closed and current of a certain
frequency from one of the dynamos is sent
over the line, causing the diaphragm of a
receiver to vibrate at a given rate thus pro-
ducing a corresponding musical note. Per-
haps two or more keys are depressed at a
time causing a combination of frequencies.
In this case three sets of transformers are
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used the better to combine the currents be-
fore they leave the station.

So deftly has all this been worked out
that tones are produced so much like the
clarinet, 'cello or some other instrument as
to deceive even trained musicians. Two
players at the keyboard have complete con-
trol and though a skilled piano or pipe organ
player can obtain good results a noted musi-

KEYBOARD OF THE

cal critic remarked that it would take even
a great musician ten years to master the
wonderful instrument.

It is the inventor's plan to transmit music
to hotels, restaurants, halls and residences
from a central station. His estimate for a
plant for a city of 300,000 people is $125,000
so that it is quite possible that music may
he obtained in the future just as easily as
electric light-by simply turning it on.

Writing with the Voice

The business phonograph shortened the
process of handling correspondence by
making notes unnecessary. The sound of
the voice is stored on a wax record to be
unreeled and transcribed at leisure. This
has resulted, in those offices where it is
used, in the substitution of typists for ste-
nographers. An American inventor has re-

cently gone a step further. He has devised
a machine for printing from sound waves.

This machine is a combination of the
telephone and the typewriter. The tele-
phone is a device for picking up the vibra-
tions which we know as sounds and repro-
ducing them in the air at some distant place.
An electric impulse traveling through a wire
causes a metal diaphragm at the distant

TELEHARMONIUM

place to vibrate exactly as does another dia-
phragm in the receiving telephone near the
original sound. The sounds are transmitted
as impulses or waves of various intensities.

The sound writer has a number of elec-
tro -magnets, each corresponding to a sound
of a certain intensity. Each of these mag-
nets when it is, as we say, energized, that
is, when current passes through its coil,
attracts one end of a pivoted type bar and
thus prints a letter or character.

As the English language is unfortu-
nately not spelled the way it sounds, the
Modern and Honorable Order of Lady Ste-
nographers need have no anxiety lest they
be driven out of employment by the soulless
sound writer. Nevertheless, the machine
has a distinct value, and it is not unreason-
able to suppose that a later development of
it may be used for recording telephone mes-
sages when the "party called" is out.



upon the same string, thus giving two
tones. The choralcelo may also be ar-
ranged to he played by roll music and pneu-
matic action. Those who have heard the
choralcelo render some of the masters'

THE CHORALCELO, ELECTRIC PIANO PLAYER
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Music from Untouched Strings

An instrument called the choralcelo
which may revolutionize the musical world
because of the way in which its strings are
made to vibrate is described in
the June issue of the Edison
Monthly.

Each string corresponding to
a note has behind it a magnet
which causes the string to vi-
brate when a pulsating current
is sent through the magnet coil.
And it is this free vibration
without physical contact that
causes the strings to give out
tones of far richer quality and
effect than it is possible to pro-
duce by the hammering of the
strings as in the piano.

The instrument is played like
the piano or organ, and so long
as the player depresses a key
the string responds to the mag-
net with a steady tone. The
player's control of the instru-
ment as now constructed is such
as to enable him to vary at will
the volume of sound from the
deepest note to one just dying
away. The instrument is ar-
ranged to combine the electrical
and piano action simultaneously
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REAR VIEW OF THE CHORALCELO

compositions marvel a_ t the har-
mony and wonderful organ and
piano effects produced.

The inventor, Mr. Melven L.
Severy, has given zo years to
perfecting the instrument, during
twelve of which he has been aided
by Mr, George B. Sinclair.

Electric Hoists Build Sky
Scrapers

Electric hoists are being used on
nearly every one of the big build-
ings now being erected in the "loop
district" or heart of Chicago. On
the new Insurance Exchange,
which will be the second largest
office structure in the world, there
are five So horse -power electric
hoists doing work noiselessly in
striking contrast to the smoky,
noisy steam hoists.



Engines on Test Supply Factory Power
By C. B. EDWARDS

The "efficiency engineer," a new term in
the engineering world which is gradually
coming into general recognition, is an in-
dividual whose whole time is devoted to
studying methods of lowering the cost of
output without lowering its quality. While
there are today perhaps less than a dozen
men whose time is devoted to this work of

each day. To run the lathes, punches,
presses, etc., used in making the tractors,
small electric motors were distributed
throughout the factory, and power was
supplied to them by a steam engine and
dynamo of large capacity in a separate
building. The sole purpose of maintaining
the power plant and burning the many tons

FARM TRACTORS ON TEST DEVELOP ENERGY TO RUN THE FACTORY

studying methods and systems in the search
of greater efficiency for their employers'
establishment, there are indeed few voca-
tions which have been so productive of
wealth. And wealth not to the manufactur-

 er alone, but to the consumer of the man-
ufacturer's product as well.

There are few examples of what this
type of engineers are able to do that are
more interesting than a method of testing
farm tractors recently put into practice by
a western manufacturer. This establish-
ment was devoted entirely to the manu-
facture of farm tractors, some hundred or
more of which were completed and shipped

of coal consumed was to supply power to
the motors used in making the tractors.

As the tractors were completed they were
run out and put to various brake tests and
tractive tests near the factory, and finally
loaded and shipped. A brake test is made
by simply running the engine with a fric-
tion brake or clamp attached to the fly-
wheel. In other words, the engine is simply
loaded down with friction, and aside from
its value in the test, power so expended is
a dead loss. It finally occurred, to the en-
gineer in charge of the entire plant that
the tractors might be used to supply the
plant with power while undergoing tests.
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He instituted experiments that convinced
him that the electric power necessary for
the entire establishment was no more than
the combined horsepower of the tractors
built each day. The rest was easy. It was
only necessary to purchase many dynamos
of sufficient capacity to use up the energy
of each tractor and put in switchboards
which would admit of using the power
generated by the tractors either collectively
or individually.

Each one of the tractors furnishes 45
horsepower, and as fourteen tractors are
continually on test in the test room, it may
be seen that the total output is slightly over
600 electrical horsepower, allowing for va-
rious sources of unavoidable loss of electri-
cal energy.

In the testing room it is a strange sight
to see fourteen traction engines lined up
in a double row and belted to as many
dynamos. The engines all run by gaso-
line and blocked up in front of each gen-
erator, are connected by belts to the latter.
There they are given a few hours' run on
a belt test and finally a wattmeter test card
is made, giving the electrical horsepower
generated and any peculiarities that the test-
ing engineer cares to note. The generator
belted to the engine is cut in on the line
during the entire time that the engine is
being tested.

Obviously the power developed in this
way is used to advantage, and as soon as
one test is over another tractor from the
assembling department is ready to take up
the work of developing power and light in
the place of the one just tested. It rarely
takes over ten minutes to disconnect one
tractor and replace it with another, as the
tractors are run in and out of the testing
room under their own power.

The manufacturers agree that with this
method they have saved many thousands
of dollars in not having to maintain and
run a generating plant, and also in the fact
that the test of running the electrical gen-
erators is far more efficient and exact
than any previously adopted method could
be. Moreover, if there should be any
complaint about a tractor the wattmeter
reading is at once looked up and noted.
By this means the manufacturer has data
at hand always to prove that the machines
were in perfect condition when they left
the establishment.

Tells When to Charge Your Electric

To the man who is running an electric
vehicle the all important query is: "How
much farther can I go without charging
my battery ?" and when the battery is be-
ing charged the question arises "When has
enough electricity been put into the bat-
tery?" Of course the voltmeter if ac-
curate will tell something of the condition
of the battery, but to answer these ques-
tions with certainty, the specific gravity of
the liquid in the cells must be measured

MILEAGE ON
GOOD STREET

Grayly Miles

1280 72
1260 60
1240 41
122Ó 3N
I 20Ó 24
11SO 12
1160 0

FIG. 1. PILOT CELL AND THE CHART FOR
INTERPRETING ITS READINGS

with a hydrometer. The battery of an elec-
tric vehicle is often hard to get at and the
covers of the rubber jars are sealed down
close to the surface of the liquid, making it
necessary to draw off some of the solution
into a separate vessel for test.

One of the most convenient methods yet
found is employed in the Macrea pilot cell
which consists of the usual rubber battery
jar provided with a hydrometer pocket, the
liquid in this pocket communicating with
the liquid in the cell through holes in the
wall of the cell. Fig. I (A) shows a cross-
section of the pilot cell with the stem of
the hydrometer sticking up out of a per-
forated metal guide around it, which keeps
the hydrometer as it floats in the liquid from
sticking to the sides of the pocket. The
hydrometer is a glass bulb to which is at-
tached a glass stem. Within the bulb are
placed bits of lead to cause it to sink
down into water until only a portion of the
stem extends above the surface. The point
on the stem at the water level is marked
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moo. Placed now in other liquids of
known specific gravity and heavier than
water, enough marks are made to establish
a scale. When a storage battery cell is
fully charged it has been found that the
hydrometer should stand in the liquid at

FIG. 2. SHOWING THE PILOT CELL

the mark on the stem corresponding to
about the figures 1220. As the battery dis-
charges, the solution grows lighter and the
hydrometer settles lower until a point
around 116o is reached which in the case of
the hydrometer used in the Macrea pilot cell
marks the point where the battery should be
no longer taxed. By careful calibration the
various specific gravities are used to tell
the condition of the cell as to the number of
miles the battery is still good for.

Fig. 2 shows the pilot cell doing service
on a vehicle, the hydrometer being easily
read through the glass window in the
pocket. Reading the hydrometer and re-
ferring to the card. Fig. 1 (B), the driver
translates his readings directly into miles
the battery is still able to propell the car
before charging is necessary.

Iron Annoys Paper Makers
When we think of writing papers as made

from our old clothes, few of us stop to
consider that these discarded garments also
have buttons, buckles, hooks and eyes which
cannot be made over into paper. The cloth
sorters find most of these before the pieces
go into the pulp vats, but by no means all.

If any are left in the pulp they tear holes
in the paper and often damage the rolls
also. To avoid this damage, the pulp is
passed in a thin layer under a series of
magnetized rakes which are moved to and
fro so that the magnets will reach every
portion of the pulp. The resulting collec-
tion on the rakes is said to be as varied
and interesting as the proverbial contents
of a boy's pockets.

Submarine Signals for Vessels

A novel plan for guiding ships at night
or during foggy weather has been suggested
by Dr. Karl Arnold, who proposes to lay
an electric cable along the middle of a
river, sound or other passageway for ves-
sels. Electric impulses are to be sent
through this cable at regular intervals, or
an alternating current might be sent
through it while the fog or darkness lasts.

SUBMARINE SIGNALS

each vessel is to be equipped
a receiving instrument at each side, both
instruments being tuned to respond easily
to the impulses in the cable. If the vessel
is directly over the cable, the sound of both
instruments will be equally loud, but if off
to one side (as in the cut) the instrument
nearest to the cable will be louder. The
pilot can therefore tell whenever the vessel
swerves from the intended course and can
bring it back to the safe path.

Then with



GOING UP AND DOWN ON BELTS

ODD BELT ELEVATOR

Even the automatic electric elevator, as
used in modern apartment houses and in
some residences is not convenient enough
to suit the employers in buildings where
the men have to go from floor to floor quite
frequently. However fast such an elevator
may be, it is not always at the right floor
when wanted, and, at best, it can only go
in one direction at a given time. The
newspaper publisher who may want to get
out "extras" in double-quick time, or the
manufacturer who pays a high price for
skilled supervision covering a number of
floors, cannot afford to have his men use
the stairs, nor even wait for an elevator. At
rush times he would prefer to have them
jump on the conveyors and be taken from
floor to floor by them, just as is commonly
done with materials in boxes or bags.

And why not. A strong belt passing ver-
tically from the lowest to the highest floor
is easily installed, and an opening 3o inches
in diameter encircling it will allow the or-
dinary man to slip through it readily. Then
a series of bracketed shelves or platforms
fastened to the belt, with a handhold some
three feet above and below each, and a
motor to drive the belt, complete the equip-
ment. With such an "employes' belt ele-
vator" running at a speed of 5o feet per
minute and with the platforms 20 feet
apart, the men never have to wait long for
their foothold and two can be traveling in
opposite directions at one and the same
time.

Luminous Boat Whistle

The common practice of having vessels
advise each other by whistle signals as to
the direction in which they intend to pass
one another, is still quite satisfactory as
long as the boats are few and far between.
But when there are numbers of them
flitting about on the same stream, as when
crossing the rivers at New York City, the
pilots are often puzzled to know which
vessel has been whistling. During the day
they can tell this from the escaping steam
of the whistle, hut at night this is rarely
visible and any misunderstanding as to the
boat which had been signaling might lead
to serious results.
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To guard against such mishaps a Brook-
lyn man has built a steam whistle with an
electric light attachment. When the
whistle rope is pulled it also turns on the
current for a group of incandescent lamps

LUMINOUS BOAT WHISTLE

placed above a reflector which projects
the light up through the escaping water
vapor. Thus each blast after dark is ac-
companied by a bright flare of luminous
mist that instantly shows on which boat
the whistle was blown.

"Zone of Quiet" Signs

Hospitals situated in the neighborhood
of much street traffic generally have print-
ed signs posted on the thoroughfare a
short distance each way from the hospital,
warning drivers and others to pass with
as little noise as possible. Indianapolis,

Indiana, has improved upon this by using
electric signs, thus making these warn-
ings conspicuous and more apt not to go
unnoticed.

Lighting the Way

Firemen, policemen, electrical inspectors
and others in similar work are often called
into buildings where a false step may mean
a sprained ankle or a fall down an elevator
shaft. In such places a dependable light
that will show the way and allow free use
of the hands would be most welcome. The
fireman in the picture wears on his belt a
storage battery to which is attached a plug
and cord by which current is supplied
to the light in the reflector on the front of
his hat. Metal springs grip the hat firmly
holding the light in position. The invention
is patented by Richard M. Eaton, Niagara
Falls, New York.

FIREMAN'S HEADLIGHT
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Interesting Models of Electric Plants

One reason why the solicitors and office
men as well as the engineers connected
with the larger electric light companies of
this country are so well informed is that
these companies give regular educational
courses to their employees at which the
important features of all parts of their busi-

tage and another showing the steam' gene-
rating plant at Denver, the circuits of
which are joined to those of the Shoshone
plant.

Underground Street Lights

While the use of underground wires for
supplying current to street lamps is now

-CIRCUITS
FTRANSFORMER STEAM BOILER

CIRCUITS SUPPLYING
LIGHTS c& MOTORS

Wee Sar,

MODEL OF STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT

ness are shown by up-to-date methods. In-
stead of depending on figures, charts or
even photographs, working models are often
used with good effect.

Thus the Denver Gas & Electric Com-
pany has had some interesting models built

MODEL OF WATERPOWER ELECTRIC PLANT

for showing the combined steam and hydro-
electric system by which it supplies current
to the people of Denver and vicinity. These
models include one showing how the water
power of Shoshone falls is used to advan-

too common to attract notice, the idea of
putting the lamps themselves underground
is much older. When electric street light-
ing first began to make general headway
some 25 years ago, one of the prevailing
ideas in many minds as to the function
of street lights was that they should be
imitation suns or moons. In other words,
they should be strong lights scattering their
rays from points high up in the air. When
the arc lamps were so placed on tall masts
or towers, it was difficult for the trimmers
to get at them for the recarboning and for
the adjusting which the early lamps needed
much more oftenthan our perfected ones
of today.

To obviate this a Frenchman conceived
the idea of placing the lamps themselves
under the sidewalks and projecting the
rays of light from them up a hollow stack
and then outward. This merely meant the
use of powerful searchlight reflectors at
the lamp and of distributing reflectors at
the top of the stack. Then the lamps were
where the attendant could easily get at
them in any kind of wind or weather. What
the French inventor forgot and what
spoiled the plan in practice was the fact
that the intensity of the light given out by
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any lamp decreases very rapidly as you in-
crease the distance from the source of the
light, so that sending this light up a tall
stack greatly lessened the illumination
given by it. Besides, the use of mirror re-
flectors exposed to mist and smoke at the
top of the stack was not a success, for
this was long before manufacturers had
learned how to make the enameled reflectors
which are now so commonly used over
outdoor lamps.

Stage Fire Illusions

On the stage. as in real life, the sight of
fire always sends a thrill through the spec-
tator. To be really effective in this it must
not be a lifeless simulation of fire, but must
have the snap spontaneity which make the
sight of flames so fascinating. Thus the
curtain rises on an indoor scene with a
slight glow in the fireplace. The glow

increases ; little reddish flames shoot up
here and there between the logs, gradually
growing more yellowish in color as they
swell in size until they seem to leap high
into the chimney. As they do so the faint
puffing which was heard when the flames
were small, grows into a roar that completes
the illusion, for illusion it must be since no
wise fire ordinance would permit a real fire
among the combustible scenery.

Again the curtain rises. This time it is
an outdoor scene at night with the light
realistically supplied by torches having tops
that blaze high into the air. Again the
flames are but an illusion, although an
almost perfect one.

And what is the secret? Electric lamps
for the lighting, with switches to control the
color changes ; fine silk ribbons or streamers
on which the colored light plays as they
wave and toss in the air; fan motors to give

ELECTRIC FIRE AND TORCH

motion to the ribbons and air tubes through
which part of the blast can pass so as to
produce the roaring noise without which
even a rousing fire would seem like a tame
counterfeit. Both lamps and motors are
controlled from a distance by the stage
electrician.

In the case of the torches this is not
feasible so these consist of metal shells con-
taining storage batteries for operating both
the lamps and a small fan motor, the con-
trolling being done by switches carefully
concealed at one side of the torch.



THE GYROSCOPE COMPASS

The gyroscope, which for at least a cen-
tury was considered a toy, will without a
doubt lend itself to the accomplishment of
many wonderful things in the future. When
in 1851 the great French philosopher,
Foucault, drew back and released the im-
mense pendulum by whose swing he proved
the rotation of the earth, he placed his name
before scientists and students for all time:

yet of almost as
ni u c h impor-
tance are his ex-
periments with
gyrostats.

After review-
ing Foucault's
work, Dr. Ans-
chütz (Ger-
many) has per-
fected a substi-
tute for the
magnetic com-
pass. B y a r -

FIG. 1. GYROSCOPE PRIN- ranging a gyro
CIPLE APPLIED TO THE in a framework

COMPASS so that it may
rotate around its own axis and this axis
at the saute time be free to rotate on an
axis perpendicular to it, the axis of the ro -

FIG. 2. AS MOUNTED IN THE COMPASS CARD

tating gyro will set itself in such a position
that this axis will point due north and
south. This tendency of the gyro compass
to turn into a north and south position is

due not only to its own rotation but also to
the effect of the earth's rotation upon it.
The two allowed movements of the gyro are
termed "two degrees of freedom" and the
arrangement in Fig. I shows the mounting.

When serving as a ship's compass the
gyrostat is suspended beneath the compass
card, the card being attached to it so that
the axis of the gyrostat is directly under
the north and south line, Fig. 2.

The gyrostat and card float in a bowl
of mercury on gimbal rings in the same
manner as the ordinary magnetic
A small motor
running at the
high speed of 20,-
o o o revolutions
per minute turns
the flywheel of
the gyrostat. A
curious result
follows the run-
ning of the gyro-
stat for a few
thousand hours.
The surface of
the flywheel be-
comes noticeably
smoother than
when new, due no
doubt to air fric-
tion.

Some two or
three hours be -
f ore a vessel
starts on a voy-
age the gyrostat
is set running so
parture the axis
accurate readings.

In exterior appearance the equipment is
very similar to that of the ordinary com-
pass, Fig. 3. Not being affected by sur-
rounding iron it may be placed well down
in the ship. Receivers placed at any de-
sired location in the vessel and actuated by
electric circuits and contacts read the same
as the dial of the gyroscope itself. The
first installation in 1908 on the German
battleship Deutschland proved successful,
since which time the use of the gyro-
compass is being extended to other ships of
European navies.

compass.

FIG. 3. ORDINARY COM-
PASS IN MOUNTING

that by the time for de -
has arranged itself for

o



Electric Light in Old -Time Theatres
In 1846, when representations of the

opera of the Prophet were being given at
Paris, it was resolved that the scenery
should be unusually splendid-worthy alike
of the music and the poem. Two tableaux
in particular were objects of special care
and anxiety to the manager, namely, the
rising of the sun, in the second act, and
the conflagration, at the end. The electric
arc light was stjll a novelty and its appear-
ance in the theater had something strange'

people to tremble. This scenic effect always
gained immense applause.

In the interior of the wings or side scenes
were placed three electric arc lamps. From
the top of the scenes on each side an elec-
tric lamp was directed upon the entrance to
Moses's tent, while a third was arranged
in front, to strike upon the actor's face.
The rays of the lamp were concentrated
upon the door. As soon as the tent opened
and the actor appeared on the scene, the

LAST SCENE -OPERA "LE PROPHETE"

and solemn in it. But it bore its part
in accomplishing the immense success of
the Prophet.

One of the operas in which its aid was
found most effective was Rossini's
"Moses." Although the scene was con-
stantly illuminated, Moses never moved
save in a special ray of light. One scene
in particular was then considered very re-
markable. The people in the middle of the
plain, are sighing regretfully for the
fleshpots of Egypt, and they wish to return.
At this instant Moses comes forth, his eyes
darting light, his whole body throwing out
radiance, and his long white robe gleaming
like the sun. Even before he has breathed
forth his indignation his aspect causes the

electric ray was launched upon him. The
rays illuminated all this part of the scene,
and the actor, previously instructed in what
path he was to move, walked continually in
the midst of the light.

The light was produced by the aid of
batteries of 4o or 5o elements or cells. A
space under the roof was specially set apart
for these batteries. Each evening an of-
ficial mounted up to them, arranged them,
examined them minutely, and when the per-
formance was over took them apart. The
electricity they produced passes into dif-
ferent wires, led everywhere throughout
the stage. A little niche was made in the
wall, where were to be found the ends of
the conducting wires. The chief of the de-
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partment attached movable wires to these
fixed ones, and thus carried the current up
to where the lamp was placed.

Sometimes colored lights were used,
either to make conspicuous a special actor,
or a particular part of the scene. In
"Faust," for example. Mephistopheles was
from time to time illuminated by red light.
In_another piece of less success, an alchy-
mist, reading destiny in a
magic vase, was illuminated
by a green ray which
seemed to come from the
vase itself. These lights
were tinted by passing
through colored glass.

In the final scene of the
opera of "Moses" there was
a very curious and difficult
effect produced by the light.
The people of Israel have
crossed the Red Sea, and
in the front of the scene, in
partial darkness, the Egyp-
tians are seen perishing in
the waters. At the back of
the stage, standing on a
high rock, Moses holds the tables of the law.
The Hebrews, grouped around him, sing
the celebrated prayer (considered one of
Rossini's masterpieces), the clay is breaking,
the electric lamps illuminate the scene, and
at this moment, as the symbol of a new
covenant, a rainbow appears.

To produce this illusion, two difficulties
had to be overcome. It was necessary first
to design a rainbow for the electric light ;
afterwards this bow had to be sufficiently
intense to be seen from the auditorium
without being extinguished by the other
lights. An electric lamp placed about the
middle of the scene, but concealed behind a
rock, was supplied by a very strong cur-
rent. Two batteries were used, in order
that the intensity of the light should be
great. On the other hand, the intensity
of the light from behind was diminished
without being noticed, because the front of
the scene was obscure.

Finally, by means of a specially con-
structed piece of apparatus, the white light
was decomposed into a spectrum, which
painted itself as a rainbow upon the scene
at the back, and all the rest of the light was
lost or concentrated upon the side farthest
from the bow.

Combination Lamp and Telephone

A special stand or shelf for the telephone
may be unnecessary if a present day inven-
tion fulfils expectations. A lamp and tele-
phone combined is rather an odd combina-
tion upon which F. J. Kerbel of New York
City has obtained a patent. The picture
shows the lamp globe tilted towards the

COMBINATION LAMP AND TELEPHONE

speaker so that the shade may gather up
the sound and concentrate it upon the trans-
mitter which is located in the top of the
shade. Besides having the shade pivoted
the general design of the lamp is such as
to hide the telephone instrument as much as
possible.

Pertinent and True

Robert Frothingham, manager of Adver-
tising, Butterick Building, New York,
writes:

"Suppose you knew a man who kept his
shades drawn tight all day and burned kero-
sene instead of letting in the sunlight ;

"Suppose you knew a man toiling along
a dusty road who would not accept a lift
-when there was plenty of room in the
wagon:

"Suppose you knew a miller-with his
mill beside a swift -running stream-who in-
sisted on turning his machinery by hand.

"All foolish, you say? And yet look
around you-how few retailers take advan-
tage of the greater uses of electricity.

"Put up your lightning -rod ! Let your
customers know about your business. Get
the habit and you will get the business."
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From Ox -teams to Motors

In few localities is the contrast between
old and new methods of transportation
shown more strikingly than in southern
France. where double yokes of oxen are
still used for hauling sugar beets to the

A STRIKING COMBINATION

refineries. The slow clatter of the sixteen
hoofs marks the approach of a load of bags
filled with beets. But scarcely has the
wagon drawn up before the refinery when
there is a gentle whirr as a motor -driven
hoist comes sailing along an overhead track,
picks up six or eight of the heavy bags at
a time and spins along with them to the
scales inside the building. In a few minutes
the whole load has been weighed and
dumped in distant parts of the refinery and
before another load has time to pull up,
the softly purring motor is hack already
waiting to pick it up.

Electricity has been introduced into thir-
teen groups of coal mines in India, accord-
ing to the report of the chief inspector of
mines.

Oxidation and Radiation

Inasmuch as burning produces visible
radiation, it is reasonable to suppose that
the process of oxidation, which is a kind of
slow burning, may also give rise to radia-
tion of some kind. Streintz, a German ex

OF THE NEW AND THE OLD

perimenter, has demonstrated the existence
of this radiation produced from oxidizing
substances.

He has found that magnesium, and to a
slighter extent aluminum, zinc, and cad-
mium, when placed in a gas containing
oxygen, give forth radiations which may
be of the nature of ultra -violet light, which
is invisible to the eye because its wave-
lengths are too short to fall within the
gamut of vision. This form of radiation
ionizes the surrounding gas, and produces
chemical effects which can be shown on
photographic paper. Streintz has found
that the metals may he protected from oxi-
dation by means of a positive charge of
electricity, and this fact is regarded by him
as suggesting important practical applica-
tions.
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Electric Vehicle Carries Water to
Horses

The use of an electric vehicle to con-
tribute to the comfort of the very creature
it is rapidly displacing is the unique con-
dition presented by the electric horse water-
ing wagon, built and operated the past sum -

Electrifying a Steam Road

On June 1st the Southern Pacific rail-
road instituted its new electric car service
on the Alameda division of its suburban
lines, on the east side of San Francisco
Bay. "l'his is but the first step in the work
of electrifying the existing steam lines

CRIVfRS0111Y
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MORSE WATERING STATION

Wonens PRnea S. P. C. A.

HORSE WATERING VEHICLE USED IN PHILADELPHIA

mer by the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals, of Philadelphia.

The wagon carries a tank holding 140
buckets of water taken from the city's
filtered supply and is on the street ten
hours a day covering a route of about
fifteen miles.

The crowded teaming localities are visit-
ed, especially the shipping and wharf dis-
tricts. During the month of July 9,876
horses were watered, the highest number
being 980, on July 12. The daily average
since the wagon was started out is about
46o horses. The wagon cost $2,380 and the
expense for wages, garage and charging
is around $5.00 a day.

The University of Pennsylvania has been
sending challenges to various colleges for
games of chess to be carried on by means
of their wireless outfits.

which now serve Oakland, Alameda, Berke-
ley and other bay cities.

The construction and equipment is con-
sidered the most modern in the west. The
cars are of steel construction 72 feet in
length, io feet 6 inches in width, and have
a seating capacity of 116 persons. An
unusual feature of these cars is the ar-
rangement of the seats, those on one side
seating three, and those on the other side
two passengers.

There are four motors to a car, each of
140 horsepower and at present are geared
to attain a speed of about 45 miles an hour.
Every other car during rush hours of travel
is a motor car. The overhead line con-
struction is that known to engineers as
the single catenary type. The trolley
carries current at 1.200 volts pressure, as
against 550 volts ordinarily used by city
electric railways.

o
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View No. 1 illustrates the method used
to support the overhead wires, also one
of the elaborate signal bridges. View No.
2 shows prominently one of the two steel
towers used to support the distribution wires
over the estuary, the span being 1,30o feet.

These towers are 265 feet
high and carry ten wires,
four of which are aluminum
and six copper. The wires
are allowed to sag 5o feet,
which gives a clearance of
215 feet above the water,
which is sufficient for the
high masted sailing vessels
which frequently pass. The
contraction and expansion of
the aluminum wires is cared
for by means of counter
weights.

View No. 3 is of a con-
struction tower which was built to be used
temporarily while the regular line construc-
tion tower was sent to another part of the
work. This tower was built on the end of
a boom of a wrecking crane. It has the ad-
vantages over the ordinary tower that it can
be raised or lowered instantly, and also

swung to either side a distance of 35 feet,
thus giving a radius of 70 feet. It was
also found to be invaluable in putting up
span wires (supporting wires for trolley).
These were secured to the pole on one side
of the track, then the boom was swung

SOME VIEWS OF THE
SOUTHERN PACIFIC

ELECTRIFICA-
TION

which would

around to the other side, thus
eliminating ladder work here-
tofore necessary in some
places with the ordinary
tower.

\\'ith everything else in
readiness shortly before June
1st, with the exception of the
13,000 volt distribution line,
the very ingenious plan
sl.own in view No. 4 was
adopted for a temporary pole
line, it being found quicker
and cheaper than to dig
holes and set the high poles,

be much more difficult to re-
move, once the permanent line supported
on steel towers was built.

The short wood poles (about twelve to
fifteen feet) were turned down just to fit
in the hollow iron pole a distance of about
fifteen inches.
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Blowing Reports Through Tubes

In using the pneumatic tube systems,
which have been installed in a great many
stores and other establishments, it usually
takes longer to enclose the transmitted pa-
pers in one of the cylindrical carriers than
it does to draw this to its destination. If

BLOWING REPORTS THROUGH TUBES

the items are flat and unifo-m in size.
like the record cards used in telephone toll
service, the enclosing cylinders might he
avoided altogether if these cards themselves
could be blown through a flattened tube.
By bending up one end of the card like the
prong of an arrow, this will catch the air
pressure so as to be blown by it. Then at
the receiving station, a pair of rollers ro-
tating in opposite directions catches the card
and pushes it out of the receiving box into
an open basket. A small electric motor at
each receiving station turns the rollers,
while a single larger one in the basement
or attic operates the air blower.

The Use of Selenium

The property that makes selenium in-
teresting and useful is its capability of act-
ing as a fairly good conductor of electricity
under the influence of light while in the
dark it is practically a non-conductor.

This property has rendered selenium
useful for automatically lighting and ex-
tinguishing gas buoys, for exploding tor-
pedoes by a ray of light, for telephoning by
a ray of light, for transmitting sounds and
reproducing pictures at a distance by means
of electric wires.

Horse Mortality Argues for Electric
Vehicles

During the hot spell last summer 171
horses died each day in New York City-
a total of 1,026, all due to the heat. These
horses represented over a quarter of a mil-
lion dollars cash value which was entirely
wiped out in a single week. In addition to
this, other horses, not affected fatally, were
able to work at scarcely half their normal
capacity. It is estimated by Selling Elec-
tricity that the money represented by the
horses which died would pay for a sufficient
number of electric vehicles to do all of the
work done by the horses.

An Electric Kiss

One night not so long ago nearly all the
electric lights in an Indiana town sud-
denly went out and after a minute came
on again.

With the going out of the lights an
odor like that of an overcooked dinner
filled the power house, and upon examina-

it was discovered that a couple of

chickens had stolen
on the main wires.

All had gone well with them until Chan-
ticleer, who was perched on one wire, had
reached across to give a good night kiss
to his Biddy, on the other. The moment
their bills touched the current of thou-
sands of volts was short circuited through
their bodies and the fatal kiss ended in a
lightning flash and burnt feathers.

in and gone to roost



Electric Motors for Farm Work

That the American farmer is keeping
pace with his city cousin in the application
of electrical service is very readily proven
by a trip of inspection though the rural
districts where central station service is
available.

Fig. i shows a portable motor used by
an Illinois farmer near Elgin on his 1700

acre farm. The motor is permanently
mounted on an ordinary farm truck, and

FIG. 1. MOTOR AND WAGON -A CONVENIENT
SOURCE OF POWER ABOUT THE FARM

is covered by a wooden housing for pro-
tecting it from the weather.

This 1700 acre farm is subdivided into
six separate farms, each one having its
own residence, barns and storage buildings.
The service is supplied by the North Shore
Electric Company.

As this section of the state is devoted
chiefly to dairying purposes, three of these
farms are given to cattle raising. Four of
the farm buildings are now equipped with
machinery for grinding grain, fodder and
preparing all feed used for cattle, horses
and hogs, the machines being driven by the
portable motor.

The equipment at each place consists of
a combined corn and cob crusher and feed

grinder, a corn sheller and an ensilage or
fodder cutter. These are belted separately
to a jack shaft which in turn is run by a
motor conveniently located outside, a belt
passing through an opening on the second
floor.

The motor is used two days at each
of the two cattle farms, one day at the horse
farm and one day at the hog farm each
week. The motor has to grind enough feed
for 225 cattle, 5o horses and 200 hogs but
does the work very easily.

Fig. 2 illustrates a view in one of the
granaries, showing the type of grinder and
crusher used. These machines have a ca-
pacity for grinding from twelve to twenty-
five bushels of ear corn, or twenty to forty

2. FEED GRINDER OPERATED
OUTSIDE MOTOR

bushels of shelled corn or grain per hour.
A switch and cut-out is placed in a suit-

able weather proof box near where the
motor is spotted and is tapped on by a
flexible cable.

This equipment provides a very conveni-
ent way of preparing the food for the stock.
The cost of grinding the grain per bushel
compares favorably with the prices for
grinding at the city mills. It is, however,
a saving proposition, as it eliminates the
expense of hauling the grain to and from
the mills.

FIG, BY AN
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An Electrical Clay Digger

Economical as it may be for other pur-
poses, the bucket dredge is too clumsy for
use in digging clay and requires additional
machinery for grinding up and intermixing
the huge chunks which it digs out of the
clay beds. Besides, the dredges are con -

An Electric Motorcycle

Motorcycle enthusiasts, here is some-
thing altogether new-a cycle driven by an
electric motor and storage battery. It is
not very pleasant on a summer day to sit
astride of a hot gas engine. Neither is it
pleasant to be obliged to tinker and attend

ELECTRIC CLAY DIGGER IN OPERATION

stantly needing repairs, owing to the heavy
strain which comes on the mechanism when
the scoop digs into the clay and again when
it suddenly drops its load. The ideal clay
digger would scoop out small chunks at a
time with very little strain on the machinery
and would drop each lump into the car with-
out any further attention on the part of
the operator.

That is what the electric clay digger
does. Running along on a light track, it
turns a bucket wheel which digs out little
chunks of the clay and continually drops
them into a small car running at a lower
level, mixing it in the car so that it is
much cheaper to make into tile or bricks
than if chopped out in large chunks.

to a complicated engine. The Electra
motorcycle, with its clean, noiseless and
absolutely dependable source of power, is
ready at a moment's notice, and its start-
ing and handling requires no more skill
than turning on an electric fan.

The inventor of the machine, Mr. F. E.
Hatch, of Chicago, has worked a number
of years on the problem of applying electric
power to this now extremely popular form
of vehicle. Here is what he has done: He
has built a machine which is no heavier
than the ordinary engine -driven type; he
has placed a battery and motor upon it
which will carry you a hundred miles on
a single charge ; he has given it three sepa-
rate speeds, four, fifteen and thirty-five
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miles per hour-suitable for all ordinary
requirements: he has fitted it with con-
veniently arranged means for starting and
stopping, and with a simple foot -operated
brake like that of an automobile.

In cost of operation, including mainte-
nance, the electric figures out cheaper than
the gasoline machine, and in addition is
cool, noiseless and safe. What more could
be desired?

The batteries supplied are either of the
best type lead plate cell or the new Edison
battery. The latter has the advantage of
being lighter for a given output and more
easily cared for by the amateur, as there

THE STORAGE BATTERY MOTORCYCLE

is no possibility of injuring it by over charg-
ing or discharging it below the operating
limit.

The batteries can be charged anywhere
that direct current is available, and in the
case of an Edison cell the process requires
only a few minutes to put fifteen or twenty
additional miles in the cell or about half
an hour for a complete charge.

Its many good features make it also
available for extended commercial appli-
cation. There are many reasons why it
should be adopted for police and postal
requirements in cities. For police use a
special machine having very high speed is
made. Equipped with a side car attach-
ment it becomes a three -wheeled delivery
wagon for the grocer, baker and small mer-
chant or manufacturer, far superior to a

horse in speed and mileage, and very much
less expensive and troublesome to main-
tain and care for.

WATER BAG HEATED
LAMP

An Electrified Pillow

Many a sufferer from neuralgia or tooth-
ache has been kept from the timely use
of a hot water bag by the fact that this
effective means of relief is too conspicuous

AN ELECTRIFIED PILLOW

when there are others looking on. If such
a boon of warmth could be concealed, or
better yet if the heat could be transferred
to a pleasantly soft pillow, it would be en-
joyed all the more frequently. Indeed, as
our illustration shows, the cord carrying
the current to an electrically heated pillow
can be quite inconspicuous and the pillow
itself may be handsomely embroidered. All
it needs, is a layer of electrically warmed
fabric between the casing and the pillow
proper.

Keeping the Water Bag Warm
Varying the construction of a hot water

bottle so it is possible to heat the water by
using an ordi-
nary incandes-
cent lamp is the
subject of a
patent issued to
Dumont P.
Lamb, Portland,
Ore.

A chamber or
pocket large
enough to admit
an electric lamp
from the outside
is provided in

BY A
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the bottom of the bag and a pair of clamps
are secured to the bag to hold the lamp in
place.

Freight Handling in Sydney,
Australia

A unique device for increasing facilities
in loading and unloading freight at docks
is seen in the accompanying illustration.
This portable conveyor of the Jeffrey type

may be. This boom is equipped with a con-
tinuous moving conveyor belt. The out-
going freight is delivered upon this belt,
the cargo, being placed on the belt by hand
labor, descends to the barge where it
is again handled and piled. When the boom
is lowered the boxes travel along on the belt
and are delivered automatically to the wait-
ing drays. It is maintained that this, method
has minimized the human labor and reduced
the cost of handling at least 5o per cent.

PORTABLE CONVEYOR AT THE SYDNEY FREIGHT DOCH

was recently installed for delivering outgo-
ing and receiving incoming light freight at
a dock in Sydney, Australia. This machine
is in itself a most complete freight handling
plant.

It is electrically driven by a small motor
and is capable of handling moo cases, or
light packages per hour. The boom is first
raised above the barge, its length being ap-
proximately 24 feet and it is so arranged
that it can be raised or lowered as may he
necessary on account of the tide. It will be
seen that the portable truck carrying the
boom. travels on a track extending the en-
tire length of the dock, allowing the ma-
chine to be placed at the most convenient
point for unloading, or loading as the case

Switching Cars with an Electric Truck

In the May issue of POPULAR ELECTRIC-
ITY, an electric wagon was shown hoisting
a safe to one of the upper floors of a tall
building by means of block and tackle.

A still more novel use is made of the
electric truck at the factory yards of the
S. F. Bowser Company, Fort Wayne, In-
diana. The railroad yards are one-third
of a mile from the factory. A spur track
runs to the factory. Over this track the
truck shown, which is one of two in ser-
vice. draws the cars to the factory for
loading and back again to the freight yards
when loaded. These two trucks do all the
trucking formerly done by two large trucks
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ELECTRIC TRUCK PULLING CARS

drawn by horses, besides doing the switch-
ing work. The battery on each truck is
a 48 -cell, 25 -plate storage battery and will
run the truck at six miles an hour when it
is carrying a load of io,000 pounds.
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The truck is fitted at each end with a
regular railroad drawbar for coupling to
cars. The picture shows the truck pulling
two flat cars each loaded with a 30,00o
gallon tank.

Loading Coal Wagons Electrically

Instead of being extensive users of hand
shovels, the retail coal dealers are learning
to dodge the use of shovels more and more.
Even in yards where the coal is stored on
the ground and cannot be fed through
chutes, the hand shovel has seen its best
days. Now, instead of backing the coal
wagon close to the coal pile, a loading ma-
chine is placed between the two, a switch
turns on the current fo- the motor and the
coal climbs from the c3al pile up into the
chute from which it drops into the wagon.

Once the wagon is backed into place, the
loading takes very little time. Thus, the
three -ton wagon shown in the illustration
was loaded in 8o seconds. The cable carry-
ing current to the loading machine is quickly
shifted about, so that the total time required
depends chiefly on getting the wagons into
place, for a single loader can take care of a
large number of wagons in rapid succession.

ELECTRIC LOADING MACHINE FILLING A COAL WAGON
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TRACKLESS TROLLEY IN

An English Trackless Trolley

In Bradford, England, extensive use of
the trackless trolley idea is being made.
In one of these electrically propelled omni-
buses, which derive their electric supply
from an overhead wire like a street car,
there is a seating capacity for twenty eight
passengers. The steering gear is arranged
so that the vehicle will turn round in a rad-
ius of twelve feet, measured on an inner
rear wheel. There are two sets of brakes,
operated by a foot pedal and a side lever.
When it comes to passing by other vehicles
on the road, the picture shows how readily
this is accomplished.

Cleaning Structural Steel

The old-time method of cleaning rust
and scale from structural steel and iron
was by scraping and brushing the sur-
faces by hand with wire brushes, and also
by the use of a sand blast. Now this work
may be done with a revolving device driven
by a small motor as shown in the illus-
tration.

The tool of this rotary cleaner consists
of two circular plates on the same hub, sup-
porting at their perimeters a series of pins
on which are carried steel blades or cut-
ters which are rectangular in shape.

USE IN BRADFORD, ENGLAND

This tool is used on an electric grinder
or a high speed pneumatic machine, and
its effectiveness is obtained by the chipping
blows of the blades. It is used also for
cleaning castings and removing barnacles
from boats as well as for surfacing stone
and similar service. It is maintained that
one man with one of these rotary cleaners
operated by electric power, can do the work
of eight or ten men with scrapers or
brushes, and get better results.

ROTARY CLEANER
AT WORK
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The Strongest Arm in England

In the fairy tales of our forefathers,
a giant's arm, capable of lifting a thou-
sand pounds, was an object of wonder.
Then what would our legend makers have
said about one that easily handles 30o times
as much? Such is the swinging arm of the
huge electric crane recently built for ship-
building purposes by William Arrol & Co.,
Ltd., of Glasgow. With a reach of 137 feet
it was only intended far a maximum load
of 15o tons, yet our illustration shows it
handling a test load of 187 tons which it
can readily raise 143 feet above the ground.

Modern Boring

Have you ever watched a carpenter brace
himself with all his weight against his au-
ger when boring an inch and a half, or
even an inch hole? That was yesterday.
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Today a gentle turning of the feed screw
with two fingers is ample even when boring
a five inch hole, for the up-to-date contrac-
tor believes in having the current and not
the man do the heavy work. The cut shows

ELECTRIC BORING MACHINE

an auger five inches in diameter as guided
with two fingers when drilling coal, which
is much harder to bore than wood.

STRONGEST ARM IN ENGLAND WITH A LOAD OF 187 TONS



Electrical Men of the Times
OTTO ERNEST OSTHOFF

To be chosen vice-president and chief en-
gineer of a big engineering concern at the
age of 37 means training, push, executive
ability, lots of hard work and a capacity for
more.

In ten years Mr. Otto Ernest Osthoff has
achieved this position with the H. M. Byl-
lesby Company of Chi-
cago and it should be
noted that the scope of
this Company's opera-
tions, covering steam
and electric plants, wa-
terpowers, waterworks,
gas plants, etc., make
the direction of the en-
gineering department a
most noteworthy and
strenuous undert.king.

Mr. Osthoff was born
in Cleveland, O h i o ,
Oct. 4, 1874. His par-
ents moved to Delphos,
Ohio when he was six
years old and here he
received a common
and high school educa-
tion. When sixteen he
entered Adelbert Col-
lege of the Western
Reserve University where he took up clas-
sical studies for three years. He then en-
tered the Case School of Applied Science,
Cleveland, Ohio, graduating in 1896 with
the degree of Bachelor of Science. During
his course here he gave evidence of the
future trend of his life by incidentally pur-
suing studies in mechanical, electrical and
hydraulic engineering. His thesis on the
relative coefficient of expansion of hydrogen
as compared with oxygen won for him the
Reid prize in physics given annually by Dr.
Reid of the Johns Hopkins University to
the student passing the best special exami-
nation in physics and also obtaining the
highest average grade in all studies in the
sophomore year. Mr. Osthoff served as
editor -in -chief of the college annual, The
Differential, and taught physics for a year
while pursuing his regular studies.

In 1896 he entered the employ of the Wil-
lard Storage Battery Company and during
the year receiveu from the Case School the
degree of E. E., the subject of his post-
graduate thesis being "The Design of Cen-
tral Station Storage Batteries." In 1900
he entered the construction department of

the Electric Storage
Battery Company of
Philadelphia, finally
coming to Chicago as
their western engineer.

In 1902 Mr. Osthoff
became associated with
the 3yllesby Company
and with this connec-
tion there opened up a
wide field of activity.
Under his supervision
were designel and con-
structed electric water-
power plants at Big
Fork, Mont., Sioux
Falls, S. D., Canon
Falls, Minn.; steam
plants at Mobile, Ala.,
Oklahoma City, St.
Paul, Minn., Oshkosh,
Wis., and several coal,
water and gas plants

controlled by the Northern States Power
Company. And these are only a small part
of the diversified engineering work he has
planned and executed all over the country.

Asked if he had a hobby his reply was
that he had no time for a hobby unless his
work could be so classed. In his presence
one feels impressed by a strong personality
but put at ease by a manner altogether frank
and approachable. A friend in character-
izing him says, "He is a hard worker and
thorough, does not jump at a conclusion nor
give snap judgments, considers carefully,
but sizes up a situation quickly and is in
business language a 'safe man.' " And this
feeling of confidence in his good judgment
has made him much sought after.

Mr. Osthoff is an associate member of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
and member of the Western Society of En-
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gineers, American Water Works Associa-
tion, American Gas Institute, National Dis-
trict Heating Association, American Acad-
emy of Political and Social Science, Amer-
ican Civic Alliance and American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science.
He is also a member of the Union League
Club of Chicago, .University Club of Chi-
cago, Lawyers' Club of New York City.
Arlington Club of Portland, Ore., of the
Greek letter scientific society, Sigma Xi,
Chicago Club of Chicago, Railroad Club of
New York City and of the Exmoor Coun-
try Club of Chicago.

Ruhmer's Multiplex Telephone

In the March (1911) issue of POPULAR
ELECTRICITY an account was given of the
invention, by Major Squier, of a system of
multiplex telephony, also of a discovery of
a similar nature by Frank L. Perry. of
Chicago. It appears now that a third in -

FIG. 1. RURMER'S SENDING APPARATUS

ventor was working along similar lines at
the same time, none other than the famous
German inventor, Ernest Ruhmer.

It is difficult to frame a description of
the Ruhmer multiplex telephone in non-
technical language, for it is a complicated
contrivance, as indicated in the picture of
the sending apparatus. It may be said,
however, that it partakes of the principles
of both wireless and the ordinary tele-
phony. In this respect it resembles the
Squier system. Professor Ruhmer uses in
the sending equipment the well-known
Poulsen arc which is employed in wireless
telephony. This arc lamp is connected in
the telephone line and burns steadily. Then
a transmitter is arranged so that the tiny

fluctuations of current caused by the voice
are superimposed on the current flowing in
the arc lamp circuit, out over the line.
These fluctuations effect the resistance of
the arc lamp. This in turn cause similar
fluctuations in the line current which effect
the detector in the receiving instrument.

The frequencies employed in sending are
very high, much higher than in ordinary

FIG. 2. RUHMER'S RECEIVING APPARATUS

wire telephony. But thy are not as high
as in wireless telephony. If they were, cur-
rent waves would be radiated out into space
as from a wireless aerial.

In short, we may assume that in Ruhmer's
system, the current carrying the message
barely follows the wire as a directing agent,
but travels principally in a narrow zone im-
mediately around the wire-almost, i; fact,
a wireless wave, but traveling always near
the wire.

By using dynamos of various frequencies
to feed the arc lamps several messages may
be directed along the wire at the same time
without interfering with each other, in the
same manner that messages may be so
"tuned" in wireless telegraphy so as not to
interfere.

Special receiving instruments are pro-
vided at the distant stations, each made to
respond to a current of a certain frequency
and no other. They are in resonance, as .we
say, with a certain current frequency. This
action is similar to that of a tuning fork
which is set in vibration by the vibration of
another of the same pitch.

The above is, of course, a bare outline of
principles of a laboratory apparatus which
has worked in an experimental way, but
the practical utility of which has still to be
demonstrated.
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House
in the
old

Where Art and Science Meet
By T. VERNETTE MORSE

The only difference between the modern
woman and her illustrious grandmother is
the different environments and conditions.
The far-famed grandmother was by neces-
sity a manufacturer. The granddaughter
must perforce, be a consumer, a selector.
She is, in fact, the manufacturer's repre-
sentative and no one knows this better than
the manufacturer himself.

The home magazine is the manufacturer's
best solicitor. Its. advertising pages are
merely so many public letters addressed to
the women of the country. From an edu-
cational standpoint, the home has no better
lexicon of modern equipment than the
monthly magazines. Every housekeeper
understands this, but, unfortunately, it is
only through use and adaptation that the
actual labor saving devices may be profit-
ably installed in the home.

The day of invention has arrived. The
entire world has caught the microbe; it is a
specie of disease. The patent office is over-
run with applications. Everything is pat-
ented, from a nutmeg grater to a flying ma-
chine.

Men are not alone in this arena of brain
action. Women are gaining the freedom of
interpretation and application, and as a re-
sult new labor saving devices (so called)
are flooding the market.

To purchase indiscriminately would mean
larger houses, more dust and more work.
Yes ! decidedly more work, for many of the
new inventions are so wonderfully invented
for a special purpose, that they require more
care and labor to keep them clean and in
order than is necessary to do the work
by hand.

Women are natural economists. Of
course they wear bonnets and visit the
beauty parlors ; we are willing to admit all

E

that. But that does not prevent them from
saving the carpet, by sweeping it the right
way of the nap, a thing some representa-
tives of the vacuum cleaners might learn
with profit. They will serve a dainty lunch-
eon from the left-overs from yesterday's
dinner in such a charming, graceful manner,
that the guests will really believe that they
have attended a banquet.

Give a man $50, and he will spend it in
a lump-if his tailor so directs-without
giving a thought to the accessories that
must be obtained later. Give the same
amount to a woman and she will secure a
perfectly appointed costume in actual keep-
ing with the money expended.

The foregoing is written in justice to
women's natural powers of discrimination
and application. For to women has come
the necessity of occupying an important
place in the affairs of the nation, while she
still holds supreme power in the home.

The husband and father, with his many
business anxieties, has no choice but to
leave the care of the home and family to
the wife and mother. Such women cannot
afford to be mere automatic nonentities.
The husband and children demand some-
thing besides love and labor. The modern
woman must be very much alive and up-
to-date ; must have character and discrim-
inating judgment. The times demand this
and receive it.

By nature women do not like machinery.
They abhor the dust and dirt of the shop.
That is one reason why they have so readily
adopted electricity. "To press the button,
or turn on the switch" is a neat, clean job
and women like it.

At first, when pressing the button meant
nothing more than a brilliantly lighted
room, they were quite content to let men do
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all the planning and inventing, accepting,
as a matter of course, the great benefits
and conveniences accruing therefrom.

As time passed on sone one invented the
"bread toaster," which was closely followed
by the "coffee percolator"-man had in-
vaded the realm of the kitchen with elec-

ANTIQUATED IDEAS MUST GIVE WAY

trical apparatus, which was destined to rev-
olutionize modern housekeeping.

At first women were curious. Few re-
alized that they were facing a new epoch
in domestic history. Little by little the in-
ventor and the manufacturers pushed their
wares. The retail merchants as a matter of
progress, invested a few dollars in some of
the most attractive wares and proudly

demonstrated to their patrons the wonder-
ful advancement that was being made in la-
bor saving devices. But the housewife
walked serenely past, and did her Friday's
sweeping in the good old-fashioned way.

But it was no use, the change had come,
and could not be ignored. Antiquated ideas

TO THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE

must give way to the advancement of art
and science in the house, just as the scythe
and sickle had previously given way to the
mowing machine.

Every considerate man would like to see
his wife sufficiently free from the absolute
drudgery of housekeeping to have time for
a well directed social life. That is the
unquestionable right of every normal
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family. As a natural result, men were
much more ready to install electrical equip-
ment in the home than women were to
accept it.

However, in the average home it is the
combined good judgment of the husband and
wife that eventually decides the question.
The new inventions have come to stay, and
have gradually been adopted or rejected ac-
cording to their merits, for the grand test
comes through constant use.

Formerly the sewing machine was about
the only machine that women came in con-
tact with, but what normal woman could
possibly resist the attractions of the auto-
mobile. She began by gingerly clutching
the steering gear, looking all the while as
if she fully intended to scream if anything
happened. Today she calmly owns and fre-
quently cares for her own machine, know-
ing all the parts and their purposes ; is her
own chauffeur whenever occasion requires,
and the public has ceased to comment.

It is said that women are not great in
invention. That may or may not be true,
they are just entering the field, and as yet
we are unable to judge as to the final re-
sults.

Twenty years ago it was said that there
were no women artists, that only the mas-
culine head and hand were endowed with
that wondrous ability known as genius.
Today the reputation of our women painters
equals that of men, and the discriminating
sex line has disappeared.

The question of inventive genius. can
only be decided by future accomplishments;
but the present is in our own hands.

At present it is woman's province to ac-
cept or reject what the manufacturer pro-
vides. It is the wise manufacturer who
employs a woman of experience, with a
knowledge of the practical requirements of
the home carefully to test and criticise the
new inventions before they are put upon
the market. Such a course would be economy
in the end, and a blesgin2 to the housewife
in whose service the article is supposed to
be employed.

The wise housekeeper will provide her-
self with the best, knowing full well that a
few extra dollars for permanent equipment
will eventually be a great saving in time,
money and labor.

With equipment that is really labor sav-
ing, and the employment of specialists who
will go into the home and work by the day
or hour, the servant question and all other
complex problems of the home will be over-
come. In fact they are already dissolving,
for in many homes these plans are now
in force and the results are most satisfac-
tory.

Last year it wa., impossible for the Art -
craft Institute to supply the demand for
specialists who were capable of doing extra
work in the home. Nearly every occupa-
tion was represented from the cleaning of
silver to the preparing and serving of com-
pany dinners; from the darning of socks to
planning the furnishings of the rooms.

Women are ready for the new era, and
will gladly welcome such devices as really
save labor. But they are keen observers;
the machine that requires a mechanic to
operate and keep in order does not appeal
to them. Such a machine if taken care of
personally means but a variation of the
same old dishwashing grind, with a more
disagreeable setting.

Give the housewife good things, give her
simple machinery, give her equipment that
will accomplish its purpose effectually, and
she will be found ready to accept all really
advanced ideas.

Model Home Which Travels on
Wheels

An electric house of Edison light came
over night to Newton, Mass. What is
more astounding, it came by electric auto-
mobile from its previous stopping place at
Winchester. Furthermore, this electric
house is chimneyless and represents the
height of electric development in domestic
life.

The idea is that of the Edison Electric Il-
luminating Company of Boston. The house
was originally bui:t at Dover and there be-
gan its journey on wheels which will not be
complete until it has visited for a time all
the outlying suburbs where the Boston
Edison supplies its service.

It is said that from the door bell, which
rings by current from the electric lighting
mains, through the hall with its dim as well
as brilliant lighting, and the living room
with its comforts for happy evenings after

4
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busy business days, to the dining room with
its economical luxuries, electric switches
are within the reach of everyone within the
home. Every woman who inspects its elab-
orate arrangements may study at her lei-
sure all the latest conveniences that elec-
tricity has to offer.

The sleeping chambers are models of com-
fort and attractiveness. and the kitchen with

DINING ROOM

its complete electrical
equipment, the pantry
with its plate warmers
and other practical con-
veniences and the laun-
dry with electric wash-
ing machine and facili-
ties for electric ironing,
make housekeeping a
pleasure. In the garage
is an electric vehicle and

LIBRARY

many electrical
conveniences so necessary to the autoist's
use, the whole equipment being a marvel of
completeness.

At the front of this electric house is a
pergola 8 by to feet, while the major por-
tion of the house is 34 feet square, provid-
ing five spacious rooms within fourteen
feet square. In addition to the rooms al-
ready mentioned there is a reception room
in the center of the cottage which makes
a fitting entrance for the many guests who
will be welcomed.

After the house was put together it was
completely furnished with handsome and
luxurious furniture in keeping with the sur-
roundings. The excellent taste that has
been shown in selecting the furnishings
would make this residence a most attrac-

tive place, even if there were not the ad-
ditional features of the electric service.

It may be stated that the appliances that
have been installed in the electric home
and the methods by which electric service is
used, are unique and especially novel.

Everyone knows that electric fans are of
great value, not only to cool a room in sum-
mer, but to distribute the warm air from
the radiators in winter, but a great many
have never tried these two ways of making
an electric fan useful.

Many folks know that toast made on an
electric toaster is the best that can be ob-
tained, and is sweeter and crisper than
can be made in any other way, but thous-
ands have yet to eat their first piece of
electrically made toast. Everyone realizes
that vacuum cleaners, vibrators, polishing

machines and knife
sharpeners can be ope-
rated in the home elec-
trically and with great
convenience, but many
have yet to have prac-
tical experience with
these things.

An electric curling
iron heater may be

KITCHEN

always available in the dressing room or
chamber for the continual comfort and con-
venience of the hostess or her guests. There
is wonderful comfort, safety and conveni-
ence in the electric heating pad as it never
leaks, will maintain a constant temperature
and can be kept at the head of the bed,
available for any emergency, for a sudden
attack of neuralgia, or any illness, even
"cold feet," can be corrected promptly.
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Fireless Cooking

It is heat that cooks food-not the fire.
You can cook anything, with very little ex-
penditure of initial heat, if you can contrive
to save all the heat and turn its energy into
the cooking process instead of into heating
the surrounding atmosphere. This is the
principle upon which all fireless cookers are
designed.

In the electric kind, the heat is generated
inside of the cooker by passing the current
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adjunct since it tells just how long current
should be left on to develop the heat neces-
sary to cook various dishes, also how long
the latter should be left in the cooker. This
saves quite a little experimenting when one
first begins to use such a cooker.

In this cooker the heating element is lo-
cated below the solid cast iron bottom of
the cooking compartment and no water or
steam can reach it.

Another convenience is represented by
the time clock with automatic switch. When

you put in a meal to be
cooked you do not care to
stand over the stove for
the ten or fifteen minutes
necessary while the cur-
rent is doing its work, so
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THREE DEPARTMENT ELECTRIC FIRELESS COOKER

for a time through what is known as the
heating element, which is nothing more
than a small coil of very fine wire. The
urrent in passing through this wire heats

it up to a red heat. This coil, being inside
of the casing of the cooker, along with the
vegetables or whatever is being cooked,
does not need to be heated for any great
length of time, the sides of the cooker be-
ing made up in a manner to prevent heat
from escaping, keeping it inside where
it performs its work and does, not raise the
temperature of your kitchen.

The Detroit fireless cooker is one example
of the many forms of these utensils now
on the market. The large drawing shows
a three compartment type with a capacity
of 24 quarts. The equipment which goes
with this stove consists of two eight -quart
and two four -quart aluminum kettles, two
baking racks for pies, and, incidentally a
cook book. This latter is quite an important

you just set the clock to
the time when it is de-
sired to switch off the cur-
rent. Then the clock per-
forms this act for you au-
tomatically.

No mistake can be made
in operating the fireless
cooker. The connecting
cord is screwed into any
electric lamp socket and
the other end connected
with the stove. You can't
connect it wrongly, be-
cause it only fits the right

way. You can get a high heat or a low heat
in the electric oven, by connecting the cord
differently and there is not as much danger
as in using an ordinary electric lamp globe
to read by.

Without t h e
time switch ar-
rangement
should you for-
get your electric
stove and leave
the current on,
you would over-
heat the oven,
and you might
burn anything
you had in it,
but there would
be no danger, as heavy
lation is amply sufficient to prevent the heat
from affecting anything outside of the
cooker.

TIME SWITCH FOR FIRE-
LESS COOKER

the asbestos insu-
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Blue Prints of Magnet Fields

For the person interested in the study of
magnet fields, blue prints offer an essy
means of obtaining permanent copies of
them. They are very simple to make, re-
quiring little or no experience in photog-
raphy to get good prints of magnet fields.
All that one needs is a package of blue
print paper, two or more magnets (bar
magnets are best) some iron filings and
a large dish of clear water. They are best

BLUEPRINTPAPER\

J c \

BAR MAGNET S

made at a south window having a curtain
which can be raised and lowered at will.

Arrange the magnets as shown in the
illustrations leaving the ends about one
inch apart. Lower the curtain and place a
piece of blue print paper upon the magnets,
close the box containing the rest of the
paper, being careful to have the sensitized
side up. Then sprinkle iron filings upon the
paper which was placed upon the magnet.
The filings are best sprinkled by placing
them in a coarse cloth sack and sifting
evenly over the paper.

Raise the curtain and expose the paper
to bright sun light for about three minutes
then shake off the filings and wash the
paper in clear water for about half an hour.

At first you may not get the desired
results but with a little experience you will
be able to judge the exposures and amount
of filings so as to get perfect reproductions
of the magnet fields. The positions of the
magnets may be varied so as to secure an
endless variety of fields.

IVAN H. WALBRIDGE.

A Miniature Electric Derrick

Not content with running paper figures
with toy motors, our British cousins often
build working models of much more com-
plicated devices. Here, for instance, is an
electric crane model with a total height of
17 inches and a motor run from two cells
of battery. The switches not only control
the motor but also supply current to the lit -

A MINIATIIRE DERRIC$

tee lifting magnet at the end of the flexible
cord, so that this crane will pick up two
pounds of steel or iron and place it any-
where within a seven-inch circle.

Amusing Trick with Static

Nearly everyone knows that a rapidly
moving belt will collect static charges of
electricity. A person can easily draw off
these charges to the earth through the hand
and body. The writer has at different
times presented to a belt like the one men-
tioned above, a large sized common nail
held in the hand. From the end of this
nail will appear a small stream of blue
sparks. When, however, a finger of the
other hand is brought near the fiery end
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of the nail the sparks will retreat to the
other side of the nail. If pursued farther
they will die out altogether. Taking away
the finger the sparks appear again.

Apparently the charge is driven away
but what really occurs is that a larger con-
ducting surface is presented and the charge
is thus not all made to jump the spark gap
at one point.

A Powerful Static Machine

In certain experiments with very high
voltage currents the alternating current
obtained from transformers is not suitable,
so recourse is had to static machines.
These static machines are of the type fre-
quently seen ten or fifteen years ago in
laboratories and doctors' offices and which,

STATIC MACHINE BUILT IN PARIS

with their swiftly revolving plates and
crackling sparks, were quite wonderful
sights to the ordinary observer.

In view of the inadequacy of these ma-
chines as so far constructed, H. Abraham
and P. Villard, in connection with their
work on high direct -current potentials, re-
cently entrusted M. Roycourt of Paris with
the construction of an extremely powerful
static machine destined for their laboratory
at the Ecole Normale Supérieure. There
are ten pairs of revolving disks in this ma-
chine and when first tested out it was able
to produce a difference of potential of 320,-
000 volts between its two terminals. This
tremendous electrical pressure may be bet-

ter comprehended when it is known that in
the longest transmission lines of today,
extending hundreds of miles a voltage is
used not above 125,000 volts.

The Wonderful Alpha Rays

The Alpha rays from radio -active matter
consist of veritable atoms of matter pro-
jected at a speed, on an average, of 6,000
miles per second.

It is the great energy of motion of these
swiftly expelled masses that gives rise to
the heating effect of radium. Yet they do
not appear to go far. The swiftest Alpha
particle has been estimated to travel seven
centimeters in air, under ordinary condi-
tions, before it is stopped. But on its way
it plunges straight through every molecule
in its path, producing positively and nega-
tively charged ions in the process. On an
average, it is stated, an Alpha particle,
before its career of violence is stopped,
breaks up about too,000 molecules.

AN ENGLISH ARTIST'S IDEA FOR TURNING
SURPLUS FAT INTO ELECTRICAL ENERGY
WHICH CAN BE STORED FOR LATER USE

Ci
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Illuminated Buttons

Not content with decorating their homes
as well as their business buildings with
electrically lighted emblems and decorations
appropriate to the recent coronation, many
loyal Englishmen decorated themselves in
similar fashion during the festal week The
favorite in northern England was what we
should call an illuminated button, offered

ILLUMINATED BUTTON

by an Oldham firm-"a metal framed
coronation transparency for buttonhole
use," showing a colored miniature of the
King and Queen. This was lighted by a
small lamp fed from a pocket battery and
its popularity may suggest a new form of
campaign novelty for future use in this
country.

Effects of Electricity

The observations of Müllendorf concern-
ing the effects of electricity on the animal
body show some remarkable results. Man
has much greater power of resistance, or
much less susceptibility, than many other
animals. A leach placed across a copper
plate so as to touch a larger plate of
zinc is unable to crawl off on account of
the feeble electric action excited by the con-
tact of the metals. Horses are troubled by
slight differences of potential. An ox
treated for rheumatism with electricity suc-
cumbed to a current absolutely inoffensive
to man.

THE YOUNG EDISONS' CLUB
Under this heading will he published letters L .m readers of the Junior Department. These letters should describe

briefly and accurately your experiences in the making and operation of electrical devices and in the performing
of electrical experiments. See how good an "engineering report" you can make of your investigations.

The Young Edisons' Club:
Three other boys and I made a telegraph

line. It has four stations and over half a
mile of wire. Each of us has a standard
Morse instrument. We found that it was
rather hard to read the messages, so an-
other boy and I resolved to make a recorder
rather than buy one.

We got an old clock that would run but
did not keep good time. We took it out
of the case so as to take it apart. and un-
screwed the nuts from the side pillars that
support the front and back plates. We filed
out all the wheels that interfered with the
turning of the wheel that moves the hands.

Next we removed the main -spring and the
heavy wide spring. At the jewelers we
bought a stronger main -spring and a more
powerful heavy spring which cost us

45 cents. We carefully put in these
springs and adjusted them.

The clock, when wound up would then
run about four times as fast as before. We
next got a spool of Christmas ribbon and

unwound the narrow paper ribbon shield
from it. After removing the silk ribbon
we rewound the paper ribbon on the spool.

To hold the paper strip we bored a hole
through the cardboard spool and ran a wire
axle through it, then bent the ends down and
stuck them in a block of wood, so that the
spool would revolve when the paper was
pulled.

The free end of the paper ribbon was run
under the brass rod that is riveted to the
armature of the sounder, and which goes up
and down when the key is pressed and re-
leased. The screw which makes the down
click was removed and a piece of soft lead
was fitted tightly in its place. This same
end of the ribbon was fastened to the rod
that turns the clock hands.

When my station was called, I would
wind up the clock, which would then draw
the paper from the spool slowly. The lead
pressing on the paper ribbon would then
register the dots and dashes.

Englewood, N. J. D. E. LINDSAY.
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The Young Edisons' Club:
The accompanying photograph of myself

I took without assistance by pressing a
button thus charging an electro -magnet
which pulled to it a long iron arm at-
tached to the shutter of a box camera. I
am in my wireless, electric and photograph
room, where I combine experimental elec-
tricity with amateur photography. A minia-
ture electric lamp is attached to the oil
burner in the ruby lamp. A battery cur -

HARRY E. WAID IN HIS LABORATORY

rent is used to increase the temperature of
the chemicals. A small motor is useful
in stirring powder into solution. Most of my
pictures are printed by an electric lamp. My
wireless equipment is the first in the com-
munity.

Kent, Wash. HARRY E. WAID.

The Young Edisons' Club:
I think that a spark coil is one of the

most interesting pieces of apparatus that
the experimenter can have. I have a one-
half inch coil which I made myself, and get
much amusement from it. If  one wire is
grounded and one hand brought near the
other secondary terminal a spark will jump
to your finger with a sharp, stinging sensa-

tion. If you have a coil try to get a friend
to hold his finger to the coil terminal.

Most people think that you have to get
hold on two wires to get a shock, and will
readily try it. If your friend does try' it
you will never see a more surprised boy in
your life. The reason for this is plain. If
you piste a piece of tinfoil on each side
of a glass, leaving a small margin around
the glass plate, and fasten a wire from one
coil terminal to one side of the foil then
fasten a well insulated wire to the other
coil terminal and bring it near the foil on
the other side of the glass, you will see that
sparks will jump to the foil. In grounding
one wire, the ground is the same as one
sheet of foil, the building in which you
stand is the glass plate or dielectric, and
your body is the other sheet of tinfoil.

Take two black lead pencils, fasten a wire
to one end of each, attach these wires to
the coil. Now bring the two sharpened ends
close together and you will have an arc
lamp. Care must be used in the foregoing
experiment or you may get a shock from
the pencils.

LEONARD LYNN.
Stockport, Ohio.

The Young Edisons' Club:
An ordinary single pole, single throw

switch may be used as a high speed tele-
graph key as follows: Separate the sides
of the groove into which the blade fits
when the switch is "on," so that the blade
does not quite touch either side. A small
chip of wood will prevent it from touch-

ing the bottom of the jaws. To operate this
switch or key, swing the handle first to one
side and then to the other to spell out the
clots and dashes. With a little practice this
will become easy and natural and much
more rapid than with the ordinary key.

D. CLARKE COX.
123 W. Third St., Madison, Ind.
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The Young Edisons' Club:
I use the accompanying plan to connect

up dry cells so that two, four or more cells
may be handily placed in the circuit. Con-
nect say eight cells in series and run one
lead from the carbon of cell No. 1 to one
side of the motor. Run the return from
the other side of the motor to point (A)
on the five -point switch. Now run a wire

METHOD OF CONNECTING DRY BATTERIES

from point No. I to the zinc of cell No.
2. Connect it along with the wire which
connects cells No. 2 and 3. This makes
two connections on the zinc of No. 2. Run
a wire from point No. 2 to the zinc of
cell No. 4, from point No. 3 to zinc of
battery No. 6, and from point No. 4 to
zinc of No. 8. Be sure to connect the
points of the switch to the zincs of the
battery. The points can be connected by
the same method so that each one will
throw in one cell or any number of cells.
I have used this connection to control a
motor, a system of bells, and am now
using it to raise and lower the voltage in
the primary of my wireless coil.

HOWARD E. CRAWFORD.
1319 Lee St., Charleston, W. Va.

The Young Edisons' Club:
Recently a private telephone line was in-

stalled in our home and I was called upon
to devise a method by which we could re-
ceive calls from both lines, by the use of one
telephone and extension bells. After a
great deal of trouble and experimenting I
succeeded. I used a double pole, double
throw switch, with connections as shown by
the accompaning diagram, also a double -
pole, single -throw switch for protection
against lightning.

A TELEPHONE PROBLEM SOLVED

\Vith the double -throw switch up, the
telephone is connected to the regular com-
pany line, and the extension bells are on
the private line. With this switch down,
these conditions are reversed. With this
same switch open and the single -throw
switch closed, both lines are grounded, thus
providing a reliable lightning arrester.

I have found that two separate grounds
are absolutely necessary.

EARL HEFFELFINGER.
Williston, N. D.

The Young Edisons' Club:
Almost all the amateurs have a small

electric engine which may easily be used as
a shocking machine. Simply wire as shown
by the accompanying sketch. For a battery
you may use four discarded automobile cells

ELECTRIC ENGINE AS SHOCKING COIL

connecting them in pairs, having each pair
in series, and the cells of each pair in mul-
tiple or parallel. For handles round battery
carbons may be used. The shock may be
intensified by wetting the hands with salt
water.

Williston, N. D.
EARL HEFFELFINGER.



Electrical Analogies
By DALE S. COLE

THE CONDENSER
At the present time, when wireless teleg-

raphy is in such great public favor among
amateur electricians, the terms "condenser"
and "capacity" are almost household words,
however vague may be the understanding
of them. In trying to explain them we will
again use an hydraulic analogy, being care-
ful to remember that in using analogies we
must not carry them too far.

A condenser consists primarily of two
metallic plates separated by a non-conductor
or dielectric as it is called. The shape and
material of the plates may vary greatly in
different condensers, depending on the work
they perform. For instance, two ordinary
telegraph wires with air between them form
a condenser. Or, one wire and the earth
may give the same effect. Some condensers
are made of strips of paper and tinfoil in a
sort of coil. Perhaps the most common
form is the Leyden jar. This is a glass jar
with an inside and outside covering of tin-
foil.

The dielectric may be air, glass, mica, or
any such material that will withstand high
voltages. The two plates in all condensers
are separated by the dielectric.

When a voltage is applied to the plates
the condenser is said to be "charged." By
this we mean that energy has been stored
in the condenser. If the pressure be re-
moved the charge still remains unless the
leakage be great, as is often the case. But,
should the plates be connected together and
a circuit formed, the "discharge" takes place.
This discharge is merely the giving up of
the energy stored by impressing a voltage
on the plates, and may be accompanied by
noise, or not, according to the manner of
connection.

Now let us suppose that we have a com-
mon water pipe. We cut a section out and
insert a rubber diaphragm as shown in the
sketch. When water begins to flow through
the pipe it cannot pass through the rubber
and hence this non -permeable substance is
stretched and assumes some position as
shown by the dotted line. This sheet acts
in this case like the dielectric in a con-
denser. When a pressure or voltage is ap-
plied the dielectric is strained in some such

WATER PRESSURE ANALOGY OF THE
CONDENSER

manner as we know the rubber would be.
Some water will tend to leak through the
rubber sheet and in this we have an analogy
to the leakage current of the electric cir-
cuit.

Now if the water pressure is removed the
diaphragm will spring back to its original
position, due to its elasticity, and in so do-
ing will force the water in the opposite di-
rection to the previous flow. This then is
similar to the discharge of the condenser,
for in each case the stored energy is given
back to the circuit. In one case it is a flow
of water and in the other of current.

It is only natural that this rubber dia-
phragm should not come to rest instantly,
but will vibrate to and fro for a short space
of time. This will impart an alternating
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periodic motion to the water. Such is the
case in a condenser, for many experiments
have borne out the fact that the discharge
of a condenser is oscillatory.

Condensers are classed by their "capac-
ity." The capacity of a given circuit is a
measure of the quantity of electricity held
by the circuit when charged to a given po-
tential. A condenser of unit capacity will
hold a unit quantity of electricity when
charged to unit potential.

 A Special Use of the Vacuum Tube
Discharge

There are few persons at the present
time who are not more or less familiar
with the phenomenon called vacuum tube
discharge. However, few are acquainted
with the practical uses to which this phe-
nomenon is put in industrial and laboratory
processes.

Air is, under ordinary conditions of tem-
perature and pressure, a nearly perfect
non-conductor of electricity. But under
certain conditions, it can be made to con -

VACUUM TUBE DISCHARGE

duct electricity. If we place an electrode in
each end of a glass bulb and gradually ex-
haust the vessel while a proper voltage is
applied a glow soon appears. Let us as-
sume the electrodes are six inches apart.
At normal air pressure nearly Ioo,000 volts
is required to break down the insulation of-
fered by the column of air between the elec-
trodes, and the discharge would be disrup-
tive as in the case of lightning. However,
if the pressure is reduced to a low value,
only two or three thousand volts is required
to cause a continuous glow which indicates
a constant flow of current.

By introducing various gases into the
vessel, the color of the light can be regu-

lated. This is the phenomenon which takes
place in the vacuum tubes which are used
for lighting purposes. The most common
of these tubes are the Moore tubes, one con-
taining nitrogen, the other containing car-
bon dioxide.

But an interesting use of vacuum tube
discharge is for the deposition of metals.
A vessel is constructed as in the accom-
panying figure. A glass jar (a) rests on
an aluminum plate (b) which serves as the
anode. The contact is made air -tight by
means of wax. The cathode is shown at
(c), and at (f) is placed the metal which
is to be deposited on the surface (e). The
source of high voltage is a transformer
though an induction coil can be used.
During the process of discharge very min-
ute particles are torn from the negative
terminal and shot in straight lines regard-
less of the position of the anode or positive
terminal. If the cathode be covered at (f)
with a sheet of platinum this metal will be
deposited on any surface placed at (e).

By this means any metal can be deposited
in as thin layers as desired. Metals vary in
their rapidity of deposition. Cleaner sur-
faces are obtained if the residual gas in the
vessel is hydrogen. In this manner mir-
rors can be made of any reflecting power
by varying the thickness of the coating.
This method can be, and is applied to many
industrial processes.

As the metal to be deposited is always
the cathode it is obvious that if alternating
current is used it should be rectified in some
manner. This is not necessary, however,
except that it decreases the heating effect.
If the cathode is made several times larger
in area than the anode the combination of-
fers more resistance to the flow of current
in one direction than in the other. If the
anode surface be reduced by covering much
of it with glass a very nearly complete rec-
tification is obtained.

All metal parts should be made of alum-
inum owing to the fact that this metal de-
posits very slowly and with great difficulty.
It is obvious that undesirable mixtures
would be obtained if other metals were in-
troduced into the vessel. The surface to
be coated is placed at such a distance be-
low (f) that it is at the edge of the cathode
dark space which can he observed in any
vacuum discharge.
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A Simple Arc Lamp

It is sometimes desirable to construct
quickly and cheaply a small arc lamp which
is self regulating and quite steady in its
operation. The accompaning sketch shows
one which meets the above requirements.

At (a) and (b) are the electrodes; (a)
is supported by an iron stand (c) and cur-
rent enters it at the binding post (d). A
piece of well seasoned wood (e) carries a
glass vessel (f) containing mercury. This
vessel can be of any substance not acted up-
on by mercury. The electrode (b) fits into
an iron sleeve, partly for the purpose of
good contact. Around the vessel (f) are
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SIMPLE ARC LAMP

wound about ioo turns of No. 14 B & S
gauge copper wire, one end of this coil be-
ing connected to the binding post (h) while
the other end dips into the mercury. The
electric circuit is as follows : The current
enters at (d) goes through the metal stand
(c) to the positive electrode (a), thence
through the arc to the negative electrode to
the mercury, through the coil (k) and to
the binding post (h). A few ohms resist-
ance of several amperes carrying capacity
must be connected in series with the arc to
serve as ballast. The lamp can then be
operated on Ito volts alternating or direct
current.

When current is turned on the electrode
(b), which is normally in contact with
electrode (a), is drawn downward by the
solenoid action of the coil (k). With no
current flowing the electrode (b), which
is floating in mercury, is forced upward by
the pressure of the mercury. When burn-
ing the arc length tends to increase as the
electrodes are consumed thus increasing the
resistance of the circuit. This causes a
decrease of the current in the coil (k).
The soleniod action, which is directly pro-
portioned to the current flowing, is thus
decreased and the electrode is permitted to
move upward. The lamp is self-regulating
and with a little experimenting a very satis-
factory arc lamp can be constructed. The
electrode (b) should be guided by a guide
(1) insulated from (c) and by means of
three pins at (m) screwed into the sleeve.

If a light rich in actinic rays is desired,
as in the case of photography, the positive
electrode should Le made of steel. The
iron arc, is rich in ultra -violet or actinic
rays, which are the rays that effect the pho-
tographic plate to the greatest extent. The
eyes must be protected by the use of glasses
when looking at the iron arc because the
ultra -violet radiation causes great inflam-
mation and produces what is termed electro
ophthalmia. Clear glasses are sufficient
protection because they are opaque to this
harmful radiation. If carbon electrodes are
used a very steady light is produced.

Making a Waterproof Joint

The installation and maintenance of elec-
tric wiring where subject to moisture must
be done with extreme care, and probably
few places try out electrical work more
thoroughly than the Chicago Stockyards
where in many buildings the ceilings are
constantly dripping water. The places at-
tacked on the wires are where joints are
made. According to an electrical inspector
of the "Yards," a joint that stands the
dampness as long as the insulation on the
wire, is made as follows : After scraping
clean the two wires and joining them, apply
a coating of good waterproof compound to
the bare wire. Upon this wind a layer of
rubber tape, and over this the friction tape
making a smooth joint. Then in finishing,
paint the tape -covered joint thoroughly with
compound.
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Flames as Conductors of Electricity

If a high voltage from an induction coil
or transformer be impressed on a spark gap,
and the gap is lengthened until no spark
passes under normal conditions, when the
flame from a lighted match is held between
the terminals of the spark gap a discharge
immediately takes place. If a glass rod be
electrified by rubbing with soft leather then
held in the flame, the rod immediately be-
comes discharged. These two simple ex-
periments show at once that the flame is a
conductor of electricity.

According to the electron theory a sub-
stance to be conducting must contain free
electrified particles. That flames and gases
escaping from them contain the requisite

electrifiedhparticles can be proved in a very
simple manner. If a voltage be impressed
on a pair of parallel plates which are in-
sulated and separated from each other by a
space of about one inch and a positively
charged pith ball is hung by a silk thread
midway between the plates the ball will tend
to move toward the negative plate. If the
pith ball is negatively charged it will tend
to move toward the positive plate. This of
course follows from the elementary princi-
ple that like charges repel and unlike
charges attract each other. Obviously if
the gases from a flame are passed between
the plates the negatively charged particles
will be attracted to the positive plate and the
positively charged particles will be repelled
by it and attracted to the negative plate.
The gas then becomes robbed of its elec-
trified particles and after passing from be-
tween the plates it is no longer a conductor.
That this is true can be at once proved by
submitting the gases to the tests mentioned
at the beginning of this paper. This phe-
nomenon can be seen visually by placing the
flame between the plates so that it does not
come in contact with them. The shape of

the flame will depend on the kind of flame.
Fig. i illustrates the shape assumed by a
certain flame when placed between two
plates of opposite potential. The luminous
or portion of the flame in contact with the
air is attracted to the negative plate, while
the non -luminous or central portion which
is of lower temperature is attracted toward
the positive plate. This at once indicates
that the particles in the luminous portion of
the flame are positively electrified and those
in the non -luminous part are negatively
electrified. If salt is vaporized in the flame
the phenomenon is much more striking.
Coal gas, oxy-hydrogen, alcohol, kerosene
and various other flames show these phe-
nomena.

The conductivity of flames is taken ad-
vantage of in increasing the luminosity by
passing an electric discharge through them.
If, as in Fig. 2, two wires are connected to
the high voltage terminals of a transformer
or to an induction coil and a discharge is
passed through the flame the light is con-
siderably increased. In fact with proper
adjustment an increase in luminosity as high
as seven or eight times can be obtained from
a cylindrical flame. The cylindrical flame
is more suitable for this purpose and a
burner can easily he made by drawing a
glass or brass tube so that the opening is
about "'s inch in diameter. The discharge
is passed through the length of the flame.
An acetylene flame is perhaps best adapted
to this purpose.

The theory of the phenomenon is com-
plicated, but the higher luminosity when
current is passing is no doubt due to the
higher temperature attained by the particles
which emit the light. Luminosity of flames
is due to incandescent carbon particles and
these are heated to a higher temperature
when a discharge is passed through. When
the electrodes are placed in the luminous
part of the flame, soot rapidly forms, but
with proper adjustment a beautiful white
light is obtained. The efficiency of the flame
is higher when current is passing, that is,
the ratio of the light produced to the en-
ergy used is greater when the flame is con-
ducting electricity.

The British postoffice has decided to
build a cable from Holyhead to Ireland, 56
miles long. This will be the longest sub-
marine telephone cable in the world.
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Workman Locks the Switch

Serious accidents and sometimes fatal
ones have followed the closing of a switch
on a line being repaired. The Journal of
Industrial Safety tells how a knife switch

A LOCKED SWITCH

may be so modified that the lineman may
protect himself. The blade or blades of the
switch are drilled close to the hinge with
a hole large enough to receive the hasp
of an ordinary padlock. When the switch
is open the lock may be attached as shown
and the workman keeps the key. If an at-
tempt is made to close the switch the hasp
crowds against the hinge and prevents.
The switch cannot be closed except by the
holder of the key.

How Insulation Is Put on Wires

In examining a piece of rubber -covered
wire used in electrical work, did you ever
stop to think what a complicated process
must be required to prepare the rubber and
put it on the wire absolutely even and
smooth at every point?

In the last two decades the manufacture
of rubber -covered wire has increased by
leaps and bounds and manufacturing plants
covering acres have been erected and are
operating day and night to meet the ever
increasing demand for this material.

There are different grades of rubber -
covered wire, differing only in the percen-
tage of pure Para rubber they contain.

The crude "up -river" rubber is received
at the factory in large solid masses some-

times weighing as much as eight hundred
to a thousand pounds. It is placed in a
large tank filled with hot water and left
there until the rubber becomes soft enough
to allow all foreign matter to settle in the
bottom of the tank. The pure rubber, after
sufficiently heating, is then run through two
corrugated iron rolls which form the rub-
ber into a thin sheet, similar to the corru-
gated pasteboard used for packing.

The rubber sheet is now taken into a
drying room and hung on supports from
the ceiling. At this point different manu-
facturers employ different methods for dry-
ing the rubber, some use steam coils, which
method only takes about two days, while
others let it dry naturally, and this requires
from ten to fourteen days. It has not been
definitely decided which is the better meth-
od.

After it has thoroughly dried, the sheet
is taken to a set of rollers about fifteen
inches in diameter and wide enough to ac-
commodate the width of the sheet. This
pure ribber, which is somewhat sticky,
adheres to the polished surface of one of
the rolls, the sheet being pressed together as
an endless belt. The rolls are adjustable
and the thickness of the rubber is thus de-
termined.

At this stage the rolls are placed close
together and the reclaimed rubber (old rub-
ber shoes, automobile tires, etc.) which have
been previously prepared together with a
mixture of pitch, sulphur, litharge and
other ingredients which each manufacturer
keeps a secret), is now run through
the rolls with the pure rubber until
the whole is thoroughly mixed. The sheet
is now removed from the rolls and other
sheets similarly prepared are laid on, until
the mass becomes about two inches thick.
This mass is then placed under a press and
firmly pressed together.

The composite sheet formed as above is
then cut into strips about two inches wide
and fed into a machine which forces it
through a copper wire gauze of about one
hundred mesh. When the rubber comes
from this machine it is entirely free from
all foreign matter, such as small sticks, etc.
From here it is fed into the insulating ma-
chine. The force-feed action of this ma-
chine is similar to that in a meat chopper
or sausage grinder. At the end of the con-
veyor or worm is a hollow iron box which
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contains the dies, one male and one female.
The male die is in the shape of a cone
containing a hole through the center ex-
actly the size of the wire to be covered, the
female die contains a hole the exact size of
the outside dimensions of the finished rub-
ber -covered wire being made.

Where the two dies meet a space of one -
quarter of an inch is left and through this
space the rubber is forced by enormous
pressure by the worm, and is spread evenly
over the wire. This process makes a seam-
less insulation, although there are some
methods by which a seam is left in the cov-
ering.

When the rubber -covered wire emerges
from this machine it is run through pow-
dered soapstone. This prevents the cover-
ing on the wire sticking to anything with
which it might come in contact.

It is now wound on a large iron drum
about five feet in diameter. This drum
with the wire is placed in the vulcanizer,
which resembles a large iron tank, one end
of same being removable to allow the pas-
sage of the drum covered with the wire.

head the is
exhausted from the interior producing a
vacuum. Then heat is applied from steam
coils at a high temperature which vulcan-
izes the rubber, and requires a day more
or less for the operation.

After vulcanization, the wire is measured
and wound from the drum into a coil and
placed in a tank of water where it under-
goes a test as specified by the National
Board of Fire Underwriters in their code.

The test consists of placing the coil upon
a reel. One wire from an 8o -volt circuit
is attached to the end of the coil and the
other end of the So -volt wire is held by the
workman. The wire is made wet and
wound upon another reel, the wire passing
through workmen's hands. If the covering
of the wire contains a puncture the work-
man through whose hands it is passing feels
the electricity, and the puncture is repaired
with more rubber.

After the wire has been thoroughly tested
it is run through a braiding machine, where
a cotton covering is put on. The braiding
machine contains spools of cotton string
placed vertically on a bed which revolves
in a plane at right angles to the wire, the
machine plaiting the braid as it is put on.

Should two braids be required it must be
run through two machines.

Between the first braid and the rubber is
placed the trade mark of the manufacturer.
This consists of threads of different colors,
each manufacturer of course using his sep-
arate and distinct colors. These colored
threads are also woven in by the braiding
machine.

From the braiding machine the wire is
passed through an insulating varnish, and
after the varnish is dry it is then run
through a wax bath, which gives it a slick
polished surface.

The wire is then once more tested for
breaks, tagged with the maker's name, size
of the wire, number of braids and voltage.
Paper or cloth is wrapped around the coil
containing from 50o to 600 feet and then
sent to the stock room where it is ready for
sale.

Automatically Opening Battery
Circuit

In charging storage batteries we use an
electric motor to drive the charging gene-
rator. The simple arrangement shown is

AUTOMATICALLY OPENING BATTERY
CIRCUIT

successfully employed to break the battery
circuit when the motor circuit is interrupted
at the power house or from other causes,
thus avoiding a back flow of battery cur-
rent through the generator.

A stout twine, of ,properly adjusted
length, is used to connect the battery switch
to the handle of the automatic -release
motor starter. The fall of the handle opens
the switch. C. K. THEOBALD.
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Engineers' Problems Not All Solved
in Books

The engineer in any field is constantly
encountering problems that are not solved
in books, but require a solution that neces-
sitates head 'work and often the construc-
tion of apparatus quite original. Two such
problems are here presented without going
into things technical.

The question of wind pressure upon wires
strung on poles has always been figured
by assuming that the pressure due to wind
on cylinders (wires) was one-half that on
flat plates of equal area. The equipment
shown in Fig. I was used by F. C. Platt,
H. S. Lane and L. A. Kistler in testing
wires of various diameters to find out more
about wind pressure on wires. Two arms
(AA) were secured to a shaft (B). Wires
(WW) exactly alike were strung across
and held by fine tie wires (T), then rotated
by means of an electric motor. When a
speed indicator showed a certain speed the

FIG. 1. TESTING WIND PRESSURE ON WIRES

belt of the motor was thrown off and the
time taken for wind and friction to stop the
apparatus. By applying mathematical for-
mulas to these results and others obtained
many important facts were deduced. For
example : On No. 00o solid copper wire a
wind velocity of too miles per hour gave
a pressure of 20 pounds per square foot of
exposed surface, but as the wires decreased
in size the pressure increased, 35 pounds
per square foot being the figures for No. 8
wire, which explains the trouble experi-
enced in keeping telephone lines with long
spans in condition. Further, cables were
found to receive from 15 to 25 per cent
more pressure per square foot than solid
wires of the same diameter.

Fig. 2 shows a self-explanatory method,
described in the Telephone Engineer, de-
vised to determine the strength of telephone
poles. With the fár end of the -pole securely

FIG. 2. TESTING STRENGTH OF TELEPHONE
POLES

held between large posts set in the ground,
and the near end resting on a set of rollers,
the pole was bent by means of the chain
while an instrument (dynamometer) meas-
ures the pull on the chain in pounds. In
this way the number of pounds that will
break the pole was found. Besides this,
the way the pole goes to pieces under the
strain tells the engineer a story. On cer-
tain poles it was found that the annual rings
corresponding to each year's growth were
not strongly bonded together, while some
of the poles in breaking shattered by the
formation of long troughs the whole length
of the tree.

Return Call Bell Circuit

Having been often asked how to connect
up a two -wire return call bell circuit I
have found this diagram which is almost

BELL BELL

42)

GZYVNfCrihG wrRlSJ
age

I t

LIP IIIif
BArrfRY BA7rfRr

RETURN CALL BELL
CIRCUIT

self-explanatory easy to follow. Two sets
of batteries are used and two double con-
tact push buttons. J. J. CARL.
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Growing Use of the New Metals

Not so long ago such metals as tungsten,
molybdenum, vanadium and uranium were
so rare that the commercial world knew
nothing about them, and as a rule only
students were aware that they had been dis-
covered. Few people ever saw boron, sili-
con, titanium, and chromium except in

museums.
The cry for "more light" has been

echoed around the world until cities now
blaze at night with the glory of the noon-
day sun, and this has been made possible
by some of these rare metals. So too auto-
mobiles owe their present perfection in
part to the once rare metals that temper and
toughen steel.

Until a comparatively short time ago
these rare metals were left in the dump
heap at the mines, being deemed not only
valueless, but actually detrimental to the
concentration of the ore which was consid-
ered of value. In Colorado the miners used
to throw away what they called "black
jack." Now that they know black jack
to be wolframite, an ore of tungsten, they
are carefully smelting the dump heaps, and
tungsten forms a valuable branch of the
mining industry.

In Cornwall, England, the miners found
tungsten ore, but called it mock lead be-
cause of its high specific gravity, and they
too left it in the dump. Upon learning the
value of the stuff they are working over
the refuse heaps to recover the valuable
tungsten.

In 1842 this ore was found in Lane's
mine at Trumbull, Connecticut, and. Eben
Smith discovered it in 1876 in Colorado,
but it is only within the decade that it has
become of value commercially. In the
summer of 1904 some prospectors working
their way along through Okanogan County,
Washington, with pick, shovel, drill and
powder, staked a claim which abounded in a
new ore that they believed to be filled with
gold and silver. Much excited, they filled
their pockets and hastened to an assayer in
Loomis to secure an analysis.

When neither gold nor silver was found
they gave up their claim. But the assayer
noticed unfamiliar crystals in the ore and
proceeded to investigate and found it im-
pregnated with tungsten acid. When this

fact became known there was soon a new
industry for the region.

Tungsten is now in demand for incan-
descent lamp filaments. In the form of so-
dium tungstate a fireproofing of value is
produced. Tungsten brought joy to the
heart of the housewife in that it fixes dyes
so that wash goods will wash. Silk mer-
chants rejoiced for other tungsten salts
added weight to silk.

Tungsten steel is extremely tough. Pro-
jectiles made from it have penetrated
through fourteen inches of the best armor
plate. Tungsten compass needles are the
best on the market.

Tungsten ores have been melted in elec-
tric furnaces, but the problem now is to
produce it by direct pig iron blast furnace
smelting.

Tungsten is now mined in Arizona, Cali-
fornia, Nevada, Montana, Idaho and Colo-
rado, which produces 6o per cent of the out-
put. The tungsten belt in Colorado is three
miles long and eight miles wide. The
market for tungsten has become almost as
staple as that for copper, zinc and lead.

A possible rival of tungsten is molybde-
a metal discovered in 1778, but as yet

found in such scant quantities that the un-
certainty of the supply makes it commer-
cially second to tungsten.

Though tantalum has been known for a
century, it was not commercially useful
until Moissan in 1903 brought it into the
limelight through the electric furnace. It
is found in the Black Hills of Dakota, and
its most important minerals are columbite
and tanalite. A small quantity has been
kept in this country for experimental work,
but the yearly output, amounting to several
tons, has been shipped to Germany.

The most important use to which tanta-
lum is put is in the manufacture of fila-
ments for incandescent lamps. They were
put on the market in Germany in 1905 and
in the United States in 1906. The tantalum
lamp scores on these three points-high
efficiency, ability to withstand high currents
and whiteness of light.

Vanadium in small quantities is dis-
tributed in sandstones, limestones and
igneous rocks. Its greatest value, when
alloyed with iron as ferrovanadium, is in
the making of steel. The automobile busi-
ness has greatly increased the market for
vanadium. The spars used in Sir Thomas
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Lipton's racing yacht Shamrock III. were
of vanadium steel and so were those on
Emperor William's yacht Meteor.

Uranium, in many respects the most in-
teresting of all the rare metals, was recog
nized as an element in 1782 by the chemist
Klaproth, who named it after the planet
Uranus. The chief ore of uranium is ura-
ninite, commonly called pitchblende, and
from pitchblende comes radium.

Uranium is found in Joachimsthal, Bo-
hemia ; in Saxony, Germany ; in Cornwall,
England, and in Gilpin County, Colorado,
where it is said to have been discovered
in 1878. Its uses are not many. Two of
its oxides produce pure black glaze for
porcelain and some of its salts are used in
photography. It is a steel hardener, but is
in no way superior to vanadium, chromium,
nickel or tungsten. In the manufacture of
incandescent gas mantles its presence is
said to improve the properties of thorium,
cerium and zirconium salts, applied for the
same. The entire production of the world
at the present time amounts to only about
30o tons of ore, yielding from three to
thirteen per cent of the metal.

To Detect Changes of Speed

Engines used in electric lighting are re-
quired to run with great regularity. An
interesting device for detecting. with ex-
treme accuracy, any change of speed in
such an engine has been employed in a New
Jersey factory.

Two metal plates are pierced with cor-
responding slits and placed one in front of
the other so that, when the slits are in line,
the spokes of the fly -wheel of the engine
can be seen passing them. One of the
plates is caused to oscillate, by means of
an electro -magnet, at such a rate that the
two slits are in line every time a spoke is
passing.

If there are six spokes in the wheel, and
the wheel turns at the rate of 40o times a
minute. the movable slit must oscillate 2400
times in a minute. If the speed of the en-
gines is perfectly regular. a spoke will al-
ways he seen directly in line with the slits ;
if the speed varies the spoke will appear
ahead or behind its proper place, accord-
ing as the rate of the wheel's revolution is
increased or diminished.

Combined Call Bell and Burglar Alarm

The device here described proved its
efficiency by making it necessary for one
party to think it over and tell the judge
why he disturbed this alarm in attempting
to enter a store protected by it.

The owner of the store lives next door, a
fifteen foot alley between the store and
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FIG. 1. CALL BELL AND BURGLAR ALARM

house making this part of the wiring for the
alarm device simple. The diagram, Fig. 1,
is almost self-explanatory. By opening the
single -point switch the burglar alarm cir-

FIG. 2. ATTACHMENT OF SWITCH TO DOOR

cuit is cut out but the
ative between the store
and return hell system

bells are stir oper-
and house as a call
from the same bat -

FIG. 3. SWITCH

tery. At night the single -point switch is
closed and the "trap" set. A string from
the spring -controlled arm holds the arm
midway between the two contact points. If

`3
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the string is fastened to the door as in Fig.
2 and the door be opened or the string
pulled or broken the pointer closes the cir-
cuit and rings the bells. The string may be
run across the inside of doorways or across
a stairway with the same result that if
pulled or cut the bell will ring until the
pointer is restored to a middle position or
the switch opened.

Fig. 3 shows a closer view of the "trap."
This system has been installed for more
than a year and operates most satisfactorily
as previously explained. J. M. B.

Telephone Bell or Door Bell-
Which?

If your door bell has a tone like that
of the telephone bell, you have no doubt
resorted to the common practice of stuffing
one or the other with paper. A much more
satisfactory way of causing them to have
a different tone is to saw into one side of

.one of them with a hacksaw. This bell
will then sound loud and clear as before and
at the same time different from the other,
and mistakes as to which is ringing will not
occur. J. R. STIMSON.

An Electric Counting Machine

An eight -station electric counting device
was recently made at home and installed in
the office of a box factory. This apparatus,
one station of which is shown and described,
is operated from push buttons located at
various machines throughout the mill. This
enables the office force to keep track of the

ELECTRIC COUNTING MACHINE

daily output, for when a completed article
or a certain part of an article is finished at
a machine the operator pushes a button and
causes the counter in the office to register.

Current from a battery of six dry cells
magnetizes the electro -magnet (M) when
the machinist pushes the button. This low-

ers the lever through a distance necessary
to operate the mechanical counter (C) .
These counters are to be had at small cost
from dealers in printing machinery. A bi-
cycle pump (P) cut in two and re -bottomed,
serves as a cushion for the fall of the lever,
while a spring of suitable tension lifts the
lever to its raised position.

CHAS. K. THEOBALD.

Tone Test for Telephone Cables

The following is a description of a tone
test equipment for service in testing out
telephone cables. The material for it can
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TONE TEST FOR TELEPHONE CABLE

be obtained at almost any electric shop.
There is necessary : One five -ohm buzzer,
one one-half microfarad condenser, one
too -ohm impedance coil, one small single
pole switch, and four small binding posts.

Mount these on a board as in the illus-
tration, and connect the condenser to.
the insulated contact (C) on the buzzer.
The other side of the condenser goes to
binding post (4). When the cable tester at
(A) places his "pick" on a wire, the tester
at (B) then proceeds to find that wire by
running his pick over the bare ends. When
he hits the right wire both testers hear a
buzz in their receivers, caused by static,
picked up from the buzzer by the condenser.
A then tells B to tag this wire No. t. A is
in constant communication with B, as the
impedance coil prevents the buzzer from
interfering with the talking circuit. A
single pole switch is cut in on the buzzer
circuit in order to stop the buzzer when
not in use. Two dry cells will last a very
long time on a set of this kind. Be sure
and have pick at (B) connected to that
side of telephone circuit connected to post
(3). PARNELL SCANLAN.
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The Wireless Telegraph Automobile
By WALDON FAWCETT

Probably the most spectacular electrical
novelty of the year is a new type of military
motor known as a wireless telegraph auto-
mobile. This may be described as a wire-
less telegraph station on wheels with all the
facilities for establishing communication at
any time of the day or night, almost literally
at a moment's notice. The military signal
corps officers of the United States have
within the past few years experimented in
the use of motor cars as portable telegraph
and telephone stations (making use of
wires laid on the ground or erected on
trees or poles). But in this instance the
motcr vehicle has been designed primarily
as a movable base of wireless communica-
tion in the field during military operations.
The new wireless telegraph auto is the in-
vention of Major R. P. Davidson of the
Northwestern Military Academy who has
had the cooperation of Lieut. F. L. Beals of
the United States Army but no patents have

'been taken out and the first act of the in-
ventors after the initial car was completed
was to demonstrate it before high officials
of the U. S. War Department and offer
Uncle Sam the benefit of any of the ideas
embodied.

In the wireless telegraph car, as in the
case of so many automobiles for special
service, the basis of the design is a stock
or standard pattern of high-grade touring
car. In this case there has been employed
a 3o -horsepower motor car with detach-
able tonneau which has made it easy to fit
the special body, leaving seats at the front
of the car as usual and which in this car
are assigned to the driver and the officer
in command of the squad operating the
car. The special tonneau fitted has long
seats on either side, the six occupants of
which face one another and these seats

are elevated, affording storage space be-
low for the entire wireless equipment and a
truly astonishing amount of miscellaneous
supplies, as will be explained later.

However, the really notable feature
which renders the exterior appearance of
the car distinctive is the telescopic wireless
mast which is of light but staunch steel con-
struction in eight sections nesting into one
another with admirable economy of space.
With the new telegraph car in touring rig
only the basic or socket section of the col-
lapsible mast appears, standing upright in
the center of the tonneau, but upon com-
mand only a very few minutes is required
for two men to elevate the telescopic mast
to a height of about 5o feet, carrying the
antennae of the wireless, while other cadets
or enlisted men secure in position in the
field the guy wires which brace the mast.
A peep into the capacious locker or com-
partment of the car discloses an ingeni-
ous substitute for the telescopic mast as a
means of carrying the antennae aloft. This
alternative is a balloon of a size that can
be quickly inflated and may prove serv-
iceable when, for any reason the mast
cannot be used or when it is desired to se-
cure greater height for the antennae in
order to telegraph a longer distance. That
this latter is not likely to be a contingency
of frequent occurrence, however, may be
surmised from the fact that during the tests
that have been carried on within the past
few weeks wireless communication has re-
peatedly been carried on over distances
ranging from 35 to 50 miles, using the reg-
ular "knock down" mast.

Purely from an electrical standpoint per-
haps the most interesting feature of the
new wireless car is the installation where-
by the gasoline motor of the automobile is
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employed to generate electricity for the
wireless, for illuminating purposes, etc.
The auto carries a Delco motor generator,
-a combined lighting, ignition and starting
set, weighing .67 pounds and of the differen-
tial wound constant voltage type. It is di-
rect connected to the pump shaft for illu-
mination, ignition, and the wireless, and
when used for starting is disconnected and

563

geared to the fly wheel. There is a special
magneto and a twelve -cell Exide battery
connected up in four sets of three cells
for lighting and twelve cells in series for
starting.

The electrical illuminating feature of the
wireless telegraph car is not the least of its
novel attributes and renders it a sort of
nomadic power house that supplies light -

SIGNALING WITH A SEARCHLIGHT

WIRELESS FIELD SET READY FOR ACTION
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ing current not only for touring at night
but also for camp routine and for wireless
work after nightfall, when conditions are
notoriously most auspicious for this form
of communication. The car carries three
six candlepower lamps for use as side and
rear lights and in addition there are two
twenty candlepower tungsten headlights
and a powerful electric searchlight. On one
of the two wireless cars thus far construct-
ed the searchlight is equipped with shut-
ters for heliograph signaling thus giving
this versatile type of car yet another com-
municative asset.

It is the expectation of the inventors
that one of the principal uses for such a car
in military operations would be as a mobile
station for receiving wireless reports from
aeroplanists scouting high in the air. At
the same time it might be possible, under
such circumstances that the wireless squad
would want to resent interference close at
hand by a hostile aircraft. To meet this
contingency each of the new wireless cars
mounts, forward, close beside the search-
light, a Colt "needle gun" or rapid-fire gun
capable of firing 48o shots per second and
so pivoted as to permit it to be trained at
any angle. It might appear as though all
this was considerable to carry on a motor
car of i16 inches wheel base and yet that
does not tell the full story. In addition the
auto has snugly stowed away a Marconi
portable wireless set of the latest approved
pattern ; a complement of shelter tents ;
cooking outfit ; a set of emergency tools and
utensils such as axe, shovel, etc.; blankets
and bedding: and three days' rations for the
members of the squad that man the car.

A significant circumstance is that this
new wireless auto is not an invention on
paper. Not only have the two cars of the
type thus far built been demonstrated at
Uncle Sam's new Army Aviation Field
at College Park, Md., but they have been
subjected to all the varied exactions em-
braced in a tour of upward of 3.o00 miles in
the course of which the autos were ex-
perimentally operated on a number of the
battlefields of the Civil War. The wire-
less equipment "stood up" admirably under
all sorts of weather and road conditions and
communication was repeatedly established
between the two cars when separated by
distances of 3o to 4o miles.

Legal Rights of Wireless Companies

The legal rights of wireless companies
are soon to be tested in California to decide
whether aerograms may be made public by
amateurs or other unauthorized persons, or
whether they are entitled to the same pro-
tection that the law gives to messages trans-
mitted by telegraph or telephone wires. The
circumstances which brought about this test
case are unusual and interesting, involving
the publishers of the leading newspapers of
Los Angeles, the Commercial Wireless
Company operating between that city and
Catalina Island and a couple of schoolboys
who own a private equipment which inter-
cepted a certain business communication.

The newspaper situation in Los Angeles
is rather strained just at present, in fact
there is a very lively newspaper war going
on between Mr. E. T. Earl, proprietor of
the Express and the Tribune, on one side
and the publishers of the Examiner, Times
and Herald on the other. The Times is
owned by General Harrison G. Otis and ac-
cording to Mr. Earl, the Herald is not only
owned but controlled by that same individ-
ual, although it advocates policies dia-
metrically opposed to General Otis's atti-
tude. The message which caused the im-
pending legal battle was sent through the
Examiner's wireless office and addressed to
the manager of the Herald, who was on a
pleasure trip to Avalon, Santa Catalina
Island. It read as follows:
"Note-To F. S. Peard, Avalon:

"General suggests that we make repro-
duction of Examiner Earl expose in Herald
in morning. Suggestion sounds good to me,
and will follow it unless you wire to the con-
trary. Both phone ordinances passed by
Council and signed by Mayor this after-
noon. Now is the opportune time for re-
print. (Signed) WEBB."

This aerogram, signed by the managing
editor of the Herald, was received by a
schoolboy, who caught the significance of
it and its value to Mr. Earl. After con-
sulting with a couple of other wireless am-
ateurs, he took it to the Tribune office and
the following morning the message was
printed in that paper with editorial com-
ment to the effect that the aerogram con-
clusively proved that General Otis not only
owned the Herald but dictated its editorial
policy.
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Steps were immediately taken to prose-
cute Mr. Earl for making public a message
transmitted by a commercial wireless com-
pany, and on August 4th he was indicted by
the grand jury under the following section
of the code:

"Sec. 619. DISCLOSING CONTENTS OF

TELEGRAPHIC OR TELEPHONIC MESSAGES.
Every person who wilfully discloses the con-
tents of a telegraphic or telephonic mes-
sage, or any part thereof, addressed to an-
other person, without the permission of such
person, unless directed so to do by the law-
ful order of a court, is punishable by im-
prisonment in the state prison not exceed-
ing five years, or in the county jail not ex-
ceeding one year, or by fine not exceeding
five thousand dollars, or by both fine and
imprisonment."

The schoolboys who received the message
were not indicted, as Mr. Earl assumed the
full responsibility for the act. The defense
made by his papers is indicated in this ex-
tract from an Express editorial following
the indictment of its publisher. It reads :

"Does the United Wireless Company own
the air? When did it acquire that monop-
oly? When the operator at the Examiner
station flung his message into the air, he
then and there disclosed its contents to all
who chose to read it and had the facilities."

The papers which are opposing him claim,
on the other hand, that the business of the
wireless companies is jeopardized by the un-
authorized disclosure of its aerograms, and
state that the case will be vigorously prose-
cuted. It will be followed with interest by
all who are interested in wireless, either
professionally or as amateurs.

C. L. EDIIOLM.

Wireless Transformer Data
These data on transformers were com-

piled with the assumption that the builder
would use average care in making his
transformer. If the winding is not care-
fully done, more wire may be required than
specified in the table. The transformers
are designed to operate on too to 120 volts,
6o cycle alternating current.

In these transformers the secondary is
on one leg and the primary on the other.
The legs on which the windings are to be
placed are those denoted by (B) in the
tables. The letter (C) in the table denotes
one side of the core. All cores are square.

For example, in the too -watt transformer
the core is I 1-2 inches square. Fibre sep-
arators are used between the secondary sec-
tions of the thickness specified in (N).

Before attempting to build a transformer
we suggest that the amateur read carefully
descriptions of such apparatus by Mr. Mor-
gan in the September, 1909, December,
19ío, and January, 1911, issues.

TABLE OF TRANSFORMER DATA
W A TTS 10() 250 500 750 1000 1500 2000l 9 9% 9'/z 9% 11 12 11

B 6% 7 7 7'/z 10 10 15

C 1/ 11/ 13/ 15/ 2 2!, 2%
D 16 12 14 13 6 5 4

1's 5 5% 5% 5%z 6% 8'/, 8¡4
F ia 3( V M 3 'a 1
G Empire Cloth
H 16 16 14 14 12 10 8

D.C.C. D.C.C. D.C.C. D.C.C. D.C.C. D.C.C. D.C.C.

J 3% 4 5/ 6 7 10 14
- 7" t 8 y. 9 10 18 22 23

L ' 34 'Enaglel - ' - 32 Enamel 30 En'I
M 2'z 2,`z. 2'z 21 5 5 9

N 'A HIA iá .`4

.O M. X 4
'/s
/4

'1¡4 4 ,iá/
AF

1' 7 7 7 8 10 10 16

Q % 34 31.31 á :& %
R Empire Cloth

Key to Table
A-Length of Core (outside measurement).
B-Width of Core (outside measurement).
C-Thickness of Core.
D-Number of primary layers.
E-Width of secondary sections (each

side).
F-Thickness of insulation between core

and primary.
G-Kind of insulation between core and

primary.
H-Size (B and S) primary wire.
J-Weight of primary wire.
K-Approximate number of pounds sec-

ondary wire.
L-Size (B and S) secondary wire.
M-Length of windings.
N-Thickness of separators for secondary

sections.
0-Thickness of secondary sections.
P-Number of sections in secondary.
Q-Thickness of insulation between core

and secondary.
R-Kind of insulation between core and

secondary.
A. B. COLE.



Wireless in the Amazon Country
By J. M. MERCER

By far the most interesting phase of wire-
less work in South America is found in the
Amazon Valley. Over this mighty stream,
from the upper reaches of the Rio Negro
and Rio Madeira, through the Tunguragua
and Ucayli to the city of Para, at the mouth
of the Tocantins, extends a complete wire-
less system.

River travelers have grown accustomed
to seeing the cable ship Viking scooting up
and down the river or at work repairing
the submarine cable and making tests at
anchor. Owing to the river changing its
course from time to time, and also to the
immense amount of sediment carried by it,

communication by means of this cable has
been hindered and at times completely in-
terrupted for months. This district is the
source of the rubber supply of the world,
and therefore the necessity of reliable tele-
graphic communication from the up -river
districts to Para as a shipping center is
readily apparent. The general dissatisfac-
tion expressed over the cable service led to
the inception of the wireless idea, which
has today developed into one of the most
successful installations in the world.

Concessions for commercial work were
granted to the Amazon Wireless Telephone
and Telegraph Company over six years ago.
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Contracts were drawn with the old Interna-
tional Wireless Instrument Company for
radio -telegraphic communication between
Para and Manaos, a distance of 740 miles.
Of course, at that time wireless equipment
was nowhere near its present stage of de-
velopment, but allowance being made for
the cruder forms of apparatus, some good
work was done, though finally given up.

The Fessenden system was next tried,
and engineers of that company succeeded
in obtaining signals over dense forests and
jungles at a distance of 150 miles with a one -
kilowatt set. However, it has remained
for the Telefunken Company, taking ad-
vantage of earlier investigation, to install
the successful system. This company now
has three stations on the Amazon, at Para,
Santerem and Manaos. Construction work
is also being extended into the rubber es-
tates of Itatuba, Itacotiara and Ananaz.
As these stations represent the most ad-
vanced ideas in design of wireless work, a
glance inside one of them may prove inter-
esting. Starting from the market place in
Para we take a car and pay zoo reis (six
and two-thirds cents). We accept our re-
ceipt for same with the gravity of demeanor
necessary in all dealings with the people
of this race. After having receipts punched
by another official and waiting several times
for power to return to our vehicle, we reach
our destination. Several corrugated iron
buildings and two tall masts with their in-
tervening antenna wires meet the eye, and
the chug -chug of the 4o -horsepower engine
is heard. Upon entering the operating
room an amazing array of switchboards,
transformers, condensers and induction
coils is presented. This is a station of the
high -frequency or "skeeter -spark" type,
and uses a quenched gap. Over in one cor-
ner is the operating table, and there we see
a slim, brown -skinned native operator.
These operators were secured from the gov-
ernment land lines and as all land wire-
work in Brazil is clone by Morse recorder
and tape, it was necessary to teach them
the wireless system of sound reading by
rigging up a buzzer, battery and key on a
table and sending newspaper articles to
them several hours per day. All telegraph
work in South America is operated in Con-
tinental code, and the American Morse code
is to them a marvel of speed, as they only
work a maximum of fourteen or fifteen

words per minute. Twenty-four hour serv-
ice will very likely be maintained, using
three operators. Messages are accepted in
Para at the present rate of 2,40o reis per
word (8o cents) and are sent to the station
by land wire and thence to Manaos, relayed
through Santarem.

The farther up the river one goes the
higher up the scale goes the thermometer,
until 13o to 140 degrees is not uncommon.
The average wireless man in the United
States can conceive the difficulties of work-
ing in this torrid climate and over swamp
land, by trying to work, for instance, on the
Great Lakes in August, when the "static"
rolls in continually and messages must be
repeated over and over. Make a compari-
son of temperature, take away the clarify-
ing effects of water, substitute dense jungle
for flat prairie, add an electrical storm or
two per day, and you have a fair idea of
the obstacles to overcome when working
in the tropics. However, all this has been
met and conquered after many instances
like the following : One day in May notice
was received at Para that Santerem would
be ready to test at 8 a. m. the following day

and tuning
at five-minute intervals. The station crew
was there early and waiting, and promptly
at 8 o'clock the following was sent from
Para:

Hr. Pa oc gm ga tst, which translated
means, "Here is Para," "oc," etc., being
code for 8 a. m., good morning, go ahead,
test. No answer. And for two long days
and part of the night we disturbed the at-
mosphere with wailing calls for SA to get
on the job. SA, SA, SA, PA, Ans, pls ga.
After 3o hours of this a little weak string
of dots and dashes came ticking in our
phones, but too faint to be readable through
the heavy static.

We answered at once and told them to
put on more power and decrease their wave
lengths. We were then using 4,000 meters.
More turning of condensers and tuning of
variometers; no answer. Next day, how --
ever, they were good and strong, and
through communication was once more es-
tablished.

The native people regard the "Telegrapho
sem fio" as the most wonderful and fearful
thing on earth, and it is more awe-inspir-
ing to them than the Pororoca, the tidal
wave which rushes up the river with every
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STREET IN THE NATIVE QUARTER OF PARA

full moon with such force as to raise the
water level almost 30 feet.

One evening about 9 o'clock one of the
antenna leads became loose and "sparked
off" onto the iron roof, a distance of about
six or seven inches, and really did make
a fearful racket, which could be heard for
some distance into the surrounding jungle.
Everybody from the nearest native quarter
immediately took to the tallest of the tall
timbers, banana trees in this case, together

THE WIRELESS STATION AT PARA

with monkeys, parrots and hogs, all in one
wild scramble for safety. The operator on
duty at the time showed unusual self-pos-
session for one of his race, merely mutter-
ing "O Diable," and cutting out the key
circuit.

They are becoming accustomed to it,
however, and the business element is now
realizing the utility of a prompt, reliable
wireless service, and that it is a commercial
asset.

The Brazilian and Peruvian governments
have combined to form a coast -to -coast
wireless transmission, using Para, San-

terem and Manaos stations of the Amazon
Company, and from Manaos to Porto Velho
the Marconi stations owned by the Maderia-
Mamoré Railroad. From there to the pres-
ent station at Lima by government -owned
stations of the Telefunken system. At this
writing construction engineers of that com-
pany are at work in the State of Iquitos
installing several high -power sets for this
service, and in a short time through com-
munication will be a reality.

Two years ago the Marconi Company
erected two 75 -kilowatt stations for the M.
M. R. R. Co. Using a high power, they
are enabled to work direct from Manaos to

SANTEREM STATION IN PROCESS OF
CONSTRUCTION

San Antonio or Porto Velho, and handle
about 500 words daily. Recently this serv-
ice was made commercial, and now private
messages can be sent far up the Madeira
River. The railroad company publishes a
weekly paper in Porto Velho, called the
"Porto Velho Marconigram," containing
various bits of news that have drifted in
from the outside world via wireless. This
is sent out along the river to the different
camps and distributed among the American
railway engineers and construction men em -

LOOKING AT PARA FROM A BOAT ON THE
AMAZON
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ployed by the company. It is highly valued
and is read and re -read many times. A tale
runs that once as mail was being unloaded
from a boat to a camp the allotment of Mar-
conigrams fell overboard and was snapped
up by a ten -foot alligator. Everyone act-
ing on a common impulse immediately start-
ed on a still hunt for 'gator meat. Conse-
quently there was an abundance of hide on
the market for some months, but they re-
covered the papers in good condition.

On returning to the United States on any
steamer from South America the spirit of
gaiety increases as the distance from New
York decreases, and usually the wireless
man has his hands full and working over-
time to handle the messages that the boys
are sending home while at sea.

The operator himself can well share in
this, as it is a great big burden lifted when
he can throw his Portuguese -English dic-
tionary into the bunk, and to hear some
friendly operator along the coast say, "73
om. Bring along any cigarettes?"

Pipe Support on a House
The amateur of today when searching for

a suitable place for this aerial 'pole realizes

SUPPORT FOR PIPE AERIAL

the advantage of putting it on a housetop.
When the roof is flat it is comparatively
easy but with a peaked roof the problem is
more difficult. The writer solved the prob-
lem in the following way:

A frame as shown in the drawing was
made of two-inch material. The angles are
given for a roof which is half pitch. If
the roof is a different pitch; the angles will

be greater or smaller as the case may be.
The writer has a soft pine frame of the

dimensions given supporting an eighteen
foot length of 4 -inch gas pipe and it would
support even more. However if the size
of the pipe is greatly increased the dimen-
sions of the frame will have to be, increased
accordingly. The socket should be attached
with screws.

To prevent the pipe from rusting it should
be thoroughly cleaned and enameled. After
being painted this makes a strong but not
unsightly support. MARK A. FRANKLIN.

Queries Department to be
Discontinued

After this issue the Wireless Queries
Department will be discontinued. The rea-
sons for taking this step are fully set forth
in a statement made in the Questions and
Answers Department of this issue.

Free Messages on the High Seas

On June 14th last the steamer Lake
Champlain of the Canadian Pacific lines
had a new demonstration presented to it of
a way wireless might be put to use out on
the high seas at no expense to the user.

Away out off Cape Race a little schooner,
the Neptune, from Scandinavia, bound for
St. John's with a cargo of salt, was encoun-
tered flying signals of distress. Of course
the law of the seas provides that the next
approaching vessel shall stop and render
assistance in such cases, and so the proud
Champlain, already sadly behind her sched-
ule, halted to aid the skipper. Coming with-
in hailing distance, however, and asking
what was desired the distressed ones really
liad no answer to make. One fisherman sat
on deck calmly smoking his pipe, without
apparent concern. In fact, it soon proved
there was really nothing amiss.

Here, however, is the crux in the matter.
The Champlain must report the delay to her
owners by wireless. It would at once ap-
pear in the naval or marine intelligence
that the ship Neptune had been encountered
in such and such latitude and longitude on
the sea. The friends of the Neptune's skip-
per had been advised to watch for such
reports and so, at no cost to either skipper
or themselves would find out just where,
on the seas, their friends were.



Questions and Answers Department to Be
Discontinued

After this issue the Questions and An-
swers Department will be discontinued.
There are several reasons why this step
has been taken. In the first place, the
service which we have heretofore been
giving absolutely free to our readers has
become so burdensome and costly that we
cannot continue it longer without slighting
some other part of the magazine. Letters
conic into this office literally by the hun-
dreds every month. Only a few get into
print, the rest we have answered by mail
or else turned over to experts outside of the
office, to be answered, all at a great deal
of expense. We believe that this time and
money can be more advantageously expend-
ed in making a better magazine.

We may say also that this step has been
made necessary largely by a number of
thoughtless ones who have used the de-
partment beyond all reason.

Of course it is our desire to make friends
for the magazine, and we have always
looked upon the Questions and Answers
Department as working toward that end,
but there is a limit to all things, and too
many of our readers have not recognized
that limit.

In the future we will answer questions
that are sent in, but a charge must be made
for the service, which will be quoted to
the questioner upon receipt of his letter.

Chatterton's Compound
Question.-What is Chatterton's compound?

-P. F., San Francisco, Calif.
Answer.-This compound is a cement

used for cementing together layers or
sheets of gutta percha, and for like pur-
poses in splicing telegraph cables. The
formula is: Stockholm tar, one part ; resin,
one part ; gutta percha, three parts. Meas-
ure parts by weight.

End Cells
Question.-Referring to a storage battery,

what is meant by "end cells?"-C. J., Tipton,
Ind.

Answer.-The diagram gives the loca-
tion of the end cells and end cell switch of
a storage battery. When a battery is fully
charged its voltage per cell is around 2.05.
A t to -volt circuit would then require 5.;
cells in series and fully charged to give
the proper pressure. As the battery dis-
charges the voltage per cell when the
battery is nearly exhausted is about 1.8. To

BATTERY END CELLS

provide t to volts from the battery now
would require 61 cells. Consequently, by
installing 61 cells of which eight are ar-
ranged so that one cell after another may
be added as the battery discharges the
voltage on the mains is kept constant. De-
vices called end cell switches, which operate
either automatically or manually, are pro-
vided to move over contacts E, D, C, B, A.

Strength of Solenoid
Question.-Upon what does the strength of

a solenoid depend?-J. H., Hazelton, Pa.
Answer.-In general the strength of a

solenoid depends upon the number of turns
of wire, upon the closeness of this wire
to the plunger, upon the number of amperes
sent through the coil, and upon the position
and length of the plunger in the coil.
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Measuring the Internal Resistance of a

Battery Cell
Question.-Will you please tell me how to

find the internal resistance of a battery cell.-
H. S. M., Astoria, N. Y.

Answer.-One method of doing this is

to arrange the cell, a telephone receiver,
a hand generator, key, a known resistance,
(R) and a 3o -inch length of German silver
wire, as shown in the diagram, Fig. t. The

MEASURING RESISTANCE OF BATTERY CELL

whole forms a sort of \Vheatstone bridge
with a telephone receiver in place of the
galvanometer, and the generator for test-
ing current. Slide contact (C) along the
wire until a point is reached where no
sound is heard in the receiver. Then if
the German silver wire has been set off
into resistance divisions on a scale under
it the resistance of the cell may be found,
as with a \Vheatstone bridge. That is:

CA X

C B - R or

C A X I2% - C 13

where all resistances are known except X,
the resistance of the cell.

A second method, Fig. 2, requires a volt-
meter and ammeter. Connect up as shown
and read the voltage, calling this V. Now
close the key and read both the ammeter and
voltmeter, calling the ammeter reading A,
and the voltmeter reading V,. The re-
sistance, X, of the battery, is:

v-`' 1 .

_ -_ -

Rolling Transpositions
Questions.-(A) In cutting rolling transposi-

tions into a telephone circuit, is it essential
that they be turned or rolled in one direction?
(B) If two or more circuits are on the same
pole must they be turned the same way?-
J. A. H., Salem, W. Va.

Answers.-(A) No. (B) No.

Rectified Voltage; Transposition" on Tele-
phone Lines

Questions.-(A) What is the highest voltage
advisable to put on the rectifier described in
the July, 1911, issue? (B) Why do the wires
of a telephone line have the relative positions
of the wires changed (on some lines) about
every half mile?-J. B., Selma, Calif.

Answers.-(A) 22o volts. (B) Fig. r

shows the effect of a nearby telephone or
electric light wire upon a grounded tele-

A

B

14=4

FIG. 1. UNTRANSPOSED LINE

phone circuit. \Vire (A) induces in circuit
(B) a current in the opposite direction,
as indicated by the arrows. If (A) is an
electric light wire a noisy telephone circuit
results. If (A) is a telephone wire cross-
talk is heard on the telephone circuit (B).

A

I.-,111Vsf
FIG. 2. TRANSPOSED LINE

To rid the telephone circuit of these trou-
bles a metallic line may be used and at in-
tervals transposed, Fig.. 2. The induced
currents will then neutralize each other.

Transformer Voltages
Question.-In transformers for wireless pur-

poses, what are the most generally used sec-
ondary voltages?-R. I. C., Holyoke, Mass.

Answer.-One-quarter K. W., 6,000;
one-half K. \V., to,000; one K. W., 20,000;
two K. W., 30,000.

Science for Its Own Sake
Sir James Dewar recently pointed out

that the whole cost of a century's research
of experiments at the Royal Institution,
London, has. been only about $600,000.
What an insignificant sum to pay for the
benefits mankind has received from the
splendid investigations of Young, Davy,
Faraday, Tyndall, Dewar himself, and
others, comments the London Times.



Royalties and License Fees -( Concluded )

By OBED C. BILLMAN, LL. B., M. P. L.

TERMINATION OF LICENSE. By Expira-
tion of Patent or Express Limitation.-A
license under a patent expires with the
patent, or by its own limitation where its
duration is expressly limited.

REVOCATION, RESCISSION, OR FORFEITURE.
-In General.-A license under a patent
which has been acted on by both parties
cannot be rescinded or revoked by either
party of his own volition, in the absence of
express provision to that effect, but only
by mutual agreement or by court decree.

EXPRESS PROVISION AS TO TERMINATION.
-The right to terminate the license may be
determined or affected by express stipula-
tions in the contract. Thus, where the con-
tract so provides, the licensee may terminate
the license, and upon his giving notice to
that effect to the licensor all his rights and
obligations under the contract are at an end.
But such notice must be clear and unequi-
vocal. So also the licensor may reserve the
right to cancel the its
conditions by the licensee.

BREACH OF COVENANT BY LICENSEE.-A
mere failure of the licensee to pay the stipu-
lated royalty or license fees, or to perform
the other conditions of the contract, does not
ipso facto work a forfeiture of the license.
And in such case, in absence of special pro-
visions on the subject in the contract, the
licensor cannot maintain a bill in equity to
annul the license, but must bring an action
at law upon the contract. The parties may
agree that in the case of default by the
licensee in making payment, the licensor
may terminate the license by giving notice
to the licensee to that effect, and such
agreement will be enforced. But the licen-
sor cannot annul the license for such de-
fault without giving the notice provided for.
And such notice must be a clear and un-
equivocal revocation. Nor will the breach
of covenant and notice of forfeiture ipso
facto terminate the license. There must be
a suit in equity for a rescission. If the
licensee continues after default and notice
to exercise the license, the licensor cannot
sue him as an infringer, but must either
bring an action at law on the contract for
royalty, or sue in equity to have the license

annulled. The reservation by the licensor
of the right to revoke the license for non-
payment of royalties confers no rights upon
the licensee, nor does it take away the
licensor's common-law right to enforce the
contract.

INFRINGEMENT BY LICENSEE.-An in-
fringement by the licensee does not neces-
sarily work a forfeiture of the license. But
where the licensee at the same time assumes
such a position of hostility to the patent as
to amount to a repudiation of the license, he
loses his rights under it. And an express
condition that infringements shall termi-
nate the license will be enforced, subject to
any circumstances calling for equitable re-
lief against forfeiture.

REPUDIATION BY LICENSEE.-The licen-
see may forfeit his rights under the license
by an abandonment or renunciation of his
contract. And where the licensee fails to pay
the royalty provided for and repudiates the
license, but use the invention
the licensor may sue either for the royalty
or for infringement.

ASSIGNMENT BY LICENSEE.-An un-
authorized assignment of a license by the
licensee is a nullity, and will not work a
forfeiture, unless the contract so provides.

WAIVER OF FORFEITURE.-The forfeiture
of a license for breach of its conditions
may be waived by the licensor, and such
waiver constitutes a sufficient considera-
tion for a promise to pay the royalties due.

DEATH OF LICENSEE. -A personal license
expires with the death of the licensee, and
does not pass to his representatives.

EFFECT OF TERMINATION.-Upon the ter-
mination of the license the rights and ob-
ligations of the licensee are, of course, at
an end. Thus, he no longer has a right to
use the licensor's name in connection with
articles subsequently manufactured by him
so as to lead the public to understand that
they were made under the licensor's patent,
and such use may be enjoined. And he is
no longer estopped to deny the validity of
the patent or the title of the licensor. If the
licensee continues to use the patent after
the termination of the license, he cannot be
held liable for the royalties stipulated.

7
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By the aid of an ingenious photographic
device, the velocity with which molecules

The Smallest
are shot off from metal elec-

of Projectiles trodes when a spark from a
Leyden jar is discharged

through them has been very accurately
measured.

The result of the French experiments
along these lines shows that the average
velocity, within one millimeter from the
pole of the electrode, is at the rate of nearly
one mile and a quarter per second, which is
about three times the velocity of the mod-
ern rifled cannon projectile. Yet this im-
mense velocity, in the case of the French
experiments, fell off so rapidly that at a
distance of it only
one quarter of a mile per second. The
velocity varies with different metals, and
it is thought that further experiments in
this regard may lead to important discover-
ies in spectrum analysis.

Are thick walls of extra hard steel really
needed for the safety vaults of banks and

A Thin
other institutions! Many

Walled
banks and safety deposit com-

Safety Vault
panies pride themselves on
the enormous thickness of

the walls in their vaults a feature obtained
only at great expense and one which still
requires some signaling arrangement to in-
sure real safety. For, no matter how thick
and how difficult of penetration the walls
may be, they will yield to the persistent at-
tack of the burglar equipped with highly
modern tools.

It is evident that the protection therefore
lies partly in making the wall so difficult of
'penetration as to foil an amateur or a poorly
equipped safe blower. but more so in having
an electric signal system which will sound
an alarm before the inner portion of the
vault lining has been punctured by the burg-
lar's tools.

Newspapers
Left on "L"
Trains

Then if such an alarm system is needed
anyhow, why spend a small fortune in ad-
ding layer after layer to the walls ? Two
Parisians, Branley & Laurent, believe that
they have a much cheaper solution. They
provide air spaces between the outer and
inner layers of the vault and connect all of
these air chambers to an air compressor
and a sensitive pressure gauge. The air
is pumped up to a pressure which will in-
stantly force some of it out through even
a small hole made in the outer casing of
the vault.

As soon as this occurs, the needle of the
pressure gauge moves back and closes an
electric contact, setting off a series of alarm
bells and signals. Of course the connections
to the air pump are carefully concealed and
protected by an additional electric alarm
system which will scare and announce any
one trying to tamper with the compressed
air mechanism.

An employe of the South Side elevated
railroad, of Chicago, made the following

statement recently: "Few
people realize it, but the
newspapers left on our ele-
vated trains in one week will

make a bundle weighing several hundred
pounds. The papers are picked after each
trip and deposited at one of the barns, and
when several bales of paper are gathered
they are sold and each man who assisted in
gathering is given a proportion. During the
early morning and evening rush hours is
the time when we find the most papers, of
course, but scarcely a male passenger gets
on to ride any distance at any time in the
day without a paper, and ordinarily he
leaves it on the train. On the Englewood
branch of this line my 'bit' for one month
was over $8. A couple of crews usually
get together after we sell the paper and we
have a paper banquet."



A well-known ship owner tells the following
story:

"Whenever I see a toothpick I think of a dinner
that was given in Rome in honor of two Turkish
noblemen.

"I sat beside the younger of the noblemen. He
glittered with gold embroidery and great diamonds,
but nevertheless I pitied him sincerely, for he was
strange to our table manners, and some of his
errors were both ludicrous and painful.

"Toward the dinner's end a servant extended to
the young man a plate of toothpicks. He waved
the plate away. saying in a low and bitter voice:

" 'No, thank you; I have already eaten two of
the accursed things, and I want no more.'"

Butcher-Twenty-eight cents a pound.
Mrs. Murphy-That's awful high. I guess that's

the aviation meat Oi've been reading so mooch
about.

Mrs. Cobb-Was the grocer's boy impudent to you
again when you telephoned your order this morn-
ing?

Maid-Yas, Mrs. Cobb, he was that; but I fixed
him this time. I sez, "Who the hell do you think
you're talkin' to? This is Mrs. Cobb."

"I want a pair of button shoes for my wife."
"This way, sir. What kind do you wish, sir?""Doesn't matter-just so they don't button in

the back."

A little city girl was visiting a friend in the
suburbs, and was much impressed by the morning
rush of her hostess's father for a certain train.

"Why does your papa go to town every day?"
she at last inquired.

"So's to make enough money to sleep out here
at night," was the unwittingly shrewd reply.

Mrs. Fly (buzzing angrily)-What do you mean
by coming home In this condition?

Mr. Fly-Couldn't help it, m' dear. I shlipped
and fell into a ghlass of beer.

Mrs. Hardapple-Zeke writes from college that
since you called him down for spending so much
money he is coming home in trepidation.

Mr. Hardapple (suspiciously) - Trepidation?
What is that-one of these here new-fangled gaso-
line cars? Ain't the trains good enough for that
boy?

An inquisitive purchaser in a Chicago candy store
saw a sign on the telephone, "You may talk for
five minutes."

"Why not three minutes?" he asked the clerk as
she removed one chocolate drop permanently from
the possibility of a sale.

"We let them talk five minutes," she replied,
"because the longer they talk the more candy they
see and the more candy they see the more they
buy. It always works."

. drummer approached a girl in charge of a
soda fountain and before giving his order asked:
"How is the milkmaid tonight?"

"Milk isn't made; it comes from cows, you fool,"
was the retort. He was glad to close his mouth
with some of it.

"Let me see some ladies' hosiery."
"For your wife or do you want something more

expensive?"

The other -people's -business man persisted In try-
ing to extract information from a prosperous look-
ing elderly man next him In the Pullman smoker.

"How many people work in your office?" he
asked.

"Oh," said the elderly man, getting up and
throwing away his cigar. "I should say, at a
rough guess, about two-thirds of them."

A man arrested for murder bribed an Irishman
on the jury with a hundred dollars to hang out for
a verdict of manslaughter. The jury were out a
long time and finally came in with a verdict of
manslaughter. The man rushed up to the Irish
juror and said: "I'm obliged to you, my friend.
Did you have a hard time?" "Yes," said the Irish-
man, "a h-Il of a time. The other eleven wanted
to acquit yer."

"Will you please drive off the track?" asked the
motorman. The truck driver promptly reined to
one side.

"Thank you ever so much," added the motor-
man, with a smile.

"You're very welcome," responded the truck
driver, "but you must pardon my seeming careless-
ness. I had no idea your car was so near."

Mrs. Newlywed (to clerk)-Have you any wax
for polished floors?

Clerk-No, we have only sealing -wax.
Mrs. Newlywed-Well, that will do. If it's for

the ceiling I suppose it will do for the floor just
as well.

Physician-I shall have to forbid you smoking,
drinking, playing billiards and keeping late hours.

Patient-Ah! I see my wife has been consulting
you.

A woman rushed into a grocery store recently
and demanded of the first clerk who greeted her:

"Please give me a mouse trap; I want to catch
a car."

* *

Teacher-Charles, tell what you know of the
Mongolian race.

Charles-I wasn't there; I went to the ball game.
*

The Kansas editors are asking if to turn and
stare at a harem skirt is one of the "breeches" of
etiquette. Answer: It Is, I "trow, sirs."
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¡j SOME MORE ODD USES
FOR AN ELECTRIC FAN

TO K/L[ BUGS
CATCH THEM AND

POKE THEIR HEADS
IN WHIRLIGIG

1h

70 BEAT EGGS- WHIP CREAM
ETC- PUT SAME /N TUB
/NSERT FAN - 5100 Er

70 RUN A 504T- SEE DIAGRAM

TO SLICE CUCUMBER j),,
SEE SKETCH -

575

70 MAKE A FUNNY
NOISE - POKER
LITTLE STICK IN
THE FAN

ON 1107 NIGHTS START FAH NEAR
BED- 70 GET RID OF LANGUID

FEELING' IN MORNING STICK' TOE IN 5/9ME
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Common Electrical Terms Defined
In this age of electricity everyone should be versed in its phraseology. By Studying this page from month

to month a working knowledge of the most commonly employed electrical terms may be obtained.
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EQUALIZER.-A term applied to the wire con-
necting usually the positive brush of one com-
pound wound generator to the positive brush
of the next when these machines are operated
in parallel. Should the voltage of one ma-
chine be lowered, current from the other ma-
chine will begin to flow through its fields,
thereby raising the voltage and at the same
time reducing its own until the voltage of
both machines are again equal.

EQUIVALENT CONDUCTORS.-Conductors hav-
ing the same resistance per unit of length.

ETHER.-A perfectly elastic medium which
is said to fill all space, even a vacuum, and by
which the theory of light is explained. Light
is according to theory due to vibrations of the
ether.

EXCHANGE-A central office of a telephone
system in which are installed switchboards,
cords, plugs, etc., by means of which operators
connect one subscriber with another. In an
automatic telephone exchange cords, plugs,
operators, etc., are dispensed with and connec-
tions are made by automatic devices operated
by electromagnets.

EXCITER.-A direct current generator used
to excite the field magnets of alternating cur-
rent dynamos.

EXPLODER.-A small magneto used to gen-
erate a high electromotive force, employed in
setting off charges of powder in blasting.

EXPLORING COIL.-A small flat coil used in
connection with a telephone receiver to de-
termine where lines of force are going astray
and to carry on other investigations of the
same nature.

EXTERNAL RESISTANCE.-The resistance of
an electric circuit outside of the battery or
generator.

EXTRA CURRENT.-The rush of current due
to induction following the sudden opening or
closing of an electric circuit. This is marked
at the contacts of the vibrator of an induction
coil across which is usually bridged a con-
denser to take up this extra current.

F.-Abbreviation for Fahrenheit. For ex-
ample: 20° F., means 20 degrees Fahrenheit.

FARAD.-The name applied to the unit of
electric capacity. A condenser of one farad
would be raised to a potential of one volt by
a charge of one coulomb of electricity. As a
farad condenser would be very large, the unit
used in practice is one -millionth of a farad
(micro -farad), and such a condenser contains
about 3,600 square inches of tinfoil.

FARADAY'S DARK SPACE-The space without
glow between the electrodes in an exhausted
tube.
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FARADAY'S DTsx.-Faraday placed a copper
disk between the poles of a magnet arid at-
tached wires to a galvanometer. One of the
galvanometer wires was
connected to the shaft
of the disk, the other
being held against it.
When the disk was re-
volved the galvanometer
showed a current flow-
ing. This was the first
step to the building of
the electric generator.

FARADAY'S NET.-A conical linen gauze bag
supported upon an insulated stand. The apex
of the net has two silk threads attached to turn
the bag inside out. Faraday used the bag to

prove that electricity resides
only upon the outside of a
body, by charging the bag
and testing with a proof -

and electroscope inside
the bag, then turning the bag

Faraday's Net inside out and testing the in-
side again. No electricity was found on the
inside, while the outside in each case was
charged. (See cut.)

FEEDER.-One of the conductors of a circuit
running to a center of distribution where
branch circuits are taken off. The term is
sometimes applied to several parallel wires
in a group running to the same point.

FIBRE-An insulating material made of
cellulose treated with a metallic chloride and
possessing qualities making it suitable for use
where the highest insulation is not necessary.

FIELD DENSITY.-The number of lines of
force per square inch or square centimeter
given out by a magnet.

FIELD MAGNET.-One of the magnets or poles
of a dynamo or motor used to produce the
field of lines in which the armature revolves.

FIELD OF FORCE-The region in which lines
of force from a magnet exert their influence.
Also applied to the field of a statically charged
body which attracts or repels other bodies.
The pith ball experiment is a good example of
the action of an electrostatic field of force.

FILAMENT.-The term applied to the thread-
like material in the incandescent electric lamp.
In the carbon lamp the basis of this filament
is cotton fiber treated to remove the silicon
and then carbonized. In the tungsten lamp
finely powdered tungsten metal is mixed with
a binding material, placed in a steel cylinder
and with a pressure of 32,000 pounds per
square inch the paste is squirted through a
diamond die.

Faraday's Disk
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Pay 17 Cents a Day
and Own The Printype Oliver Typewriter

IMPORTANT: The introduction of the Printype Model came as the climax to our great
advertising campaign in which we offered The Oliver Typewriter No. 5 on the 17 -Cents -a -Day
Purchase Plan. For months past we have devoted all our advertising announcements to the
new Printype Oliver Typewriter, with its revolutionary improvement in typewriting type.

The impression has gained ground that the 17 -Cents -a -Day Purchase Plan does not apply
to the Printype Model. In some instances the idea prevails that we can even charge extra for
The Oliver Typewriter equipped with Printype.

We desire to state with all possible emphasis that The Printype Oliver Typewriter can be
purchased on the "17 -Cents -a -Day" Plan at the regular price of $100.

The Machine That "Typewrites Print!"
America rings with praise for The Printype

Oliver Typewriter-the first writing machine
that successfully TYPEWRITES PRINT!

This remarkable machine combines all the
operative conveniences, all the practical im-
provements of the most highlyperfected type-
writer, with the type that fom time imme-
morial has been used in magazin's and books!

It is infinitely superior to the old style, thin
outline Pica typewriter type -a fact which
none will deny. It ranks in importance with
visible writing, which the Oliver introduced.

The preference of typewriter buyers is so
overwhelmingly in favor of Printype that
already over 70 per cent of our total output
are "Printypes."

The advantages of Printype are self-evident.
The story is told at a glance.

Its beauty, its symmetry, its clearness and
character lend a new distinction to typewritten
correspondence.

Printype Increases Speed
Not only does Printype enhance the artistic

appearance of type written matter, but it en-
ables the operator to attain greater speed, as
the type is so easy on the eyes. It relieves the
tension on the nerves and thus gives wings to
the fingers.

Pri ryi9 pd

OLIVER
ewr inr

The Standard Visible Writer
With all its commanding advantages from a

purely mechanical standpoint, and its new ar-
tistic triumph, its supremacy is unquestioned.
Its simplicity, versatility and extreme dura-
bility all revolve around the great basic feature
-the Oliver Double Type -Bar.

Without this Double Type -Bar the successful
use of Printype would be absolutely impossible.

" 17 -Cents -a -Day" Plan
This machine- The P,intype Oliver Typewriter-

offered on the famous' /7 -Cents -a -Day" Plan-has all the
improvements, all the exclusive features which our experts
have developed. It has the Vertical and Horizontal Line-
Ruling Device, the Disappearing Indicator, the Back -
Spacer. the Tabulator, the Adjustable Paper Feed, the
Double Release, the Automatic Spacer, the Locomotive
Base and many other innovations which contribute to
high efficiency. It operates with the lightest touch and.
of course, writes in sight.

Why Don't You Write Us Today?
How can you resist the attractions of "Printype" and the appeal of

the " Penny Plan ?"
Here is the world's greatest writing machine- The Printype Oliver

Typewriter-the standard visible writer - the regular $100 machine-
actually offered for pennies!

A small first payment brings The Printype Oliver Typewriter. Then
you save 17 cents a day and pay monthly.

Your request will bring the special Printype Catalog. the details of
the Penny Plan and a letter written in Printype. Whether you are
"Commander -in -Chief" of a business or a private in the ranks, you will
be greatly interested in the literature we will send you. (1 8)

The Oliver Typewriter Company
798 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago Agencies Everywhere

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Comparison of the Distance Traveled by Earth and Bell Telephone Messuges

The Orbit of
Universal Service

In one year the earth on its orbit
around the sun travels 584,000,000 miles;
in the same time telephone messages
travel 23,600,000,000 miles over the path-
ways provided by the Bell system. That
means that the 7,175,000,000 Bell con-
versations cover a distance forty times
that traveled by the earth.

When it is considered that each tele-
phone connection includes replies as well
as messages, the mileage of talk becomes
even greater.

These aggregate distances, which ex-
ceed in their total the limits of the Solar
system, are actually confined within the
boundaries of the United States. They
show the progress that has been made to-
wards universal service and the in-
tensive intercommunication between
90,000,000 people.

No such mileage of talk could be pos-
sible in such a limited area were it not
that each telephone is the center of one
universal system.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

One Policy One System UniVersal SerVice
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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"Driven by aWestinghouse Motor-Be sure of that!
VERY good vacuum cleaner-and there are many good ones-and sixty per cent. of all
vacuum cleaners made in this country use Westinghouse Motors.

Those electric automobiles and electric trucks that stand at the head of the industry-those with the strongest
and longest guarantees-use Westinghouse Motors. Some washing machines are mere toys. Those that do well
the heaviest and the lightest work alike are driven by Westinghouse Motors. The Westinghouse Motor drives 75
per cent.of all Electric Washing Machines made.

The successful electrically -driven adding machines use Westinghouse Motors.

You'll find Westinghouse Motors a part of the best makes of house pumps,
mangles, addressing machines, portable tools, ventilating sets. meat choppers,
coffee grinders and automatic pianos. These are some of the wonderful new
machines built around the electric motor. And the heart of each of the best or
them is the perfectly designed and perfectly built Westinghouse Motor.

The manufacturers of these machines have only one object in installing
the Westinghouse Motor. it it the OW thing that makes their anrehirre,
absolutely dependable.

And the one thing you should make certain of before buying any electric-
ally driven convenience and labor saver is the fact that it is run by a Westing-
house Motor.

The dependability of the Westinghouse Motor is yours for the driving of
any and everything under the sun that can be driven by electric power.

You can get a Westinghouse Motor for every purpose from running the
household serving machine to driving the heaviest roll in a steel mill.

You get more than mere perfection of workmanship in any Westinghouse
Motor. You get the most expert knowledge possible of the particular lower
problem to which that motor is the answer.

The Westinghouse engineering reputation is known the world over. It is
the brain back of the motor that makes it almost human in its ability to do the
particular thing for which it was designed-and without using a cent's worth
more power titan is necessary to do it efficiently.

Westinghouse Motors Do Not Waste Power
Do you want the names of the vacuum cleaners, electric vehicles, washing

machines, adding machines or other electrically driven labor savers, which are
built around Westinghouse Motors t Tell us in what you are interested and
"e will send list by return mail. It is a line thing to he able to buy intelli.
gently. We have valuable information in booklet form on the proper motor
(or any standard line of work. Free on request.

Your letter will receive prompt attention if you address "Westinghouse,
Motor Department F, East Pittsburgh."

All good dealers and lighting companies handle Westinghouse Motors.
Ant, dealer or lighting,..mpa,r p viii ,.ll you a Westinghouse Motor if you
insist.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
Sales Offices in 40 American Cities PITTSBURGH, PA. Representatives All Over the World

7
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The Study

Hours

Become a

Pleasure

with

Mazda Light

Mazda Lamps for the Study
Now that the boys and girls have resumed their fall and
winter studies do not have them strain and injure their
eyes during the evening study hours through failure on
your part to provide them with adequate illumination.
The Mazda lamp is the ideal illuminant for the study.
With it you obtain triple the amount of light for the
same current consumption as with the old style lamps.
The restful, soft, white light from the Mazda lamp is
steady, a feature very desirable inasmuch as flicker-
ing light is exceedingly trying on the eyes.
Mazda La m p s are sold everywhere. See opposite page.

National EIrrtrir anmp Association

CLEVELAND

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The Mazda Lamp
Best Quality

of Light

The famed "Mazda " Lamp is made the
right way,

To brighten the night as the sun does the
day;

Lasting in service and triple in shine,
Its sizes are varied and number just nine.

The Mazda Lamp
Inexpensive

Electric Light

Mazda Lamps are sold by the following member companies
of the National Electric Lamp Association and their dealers
everywhere. At the nearest " Electrical Store " they have
Mazda Lamps and will be pleased to explain them to you.

THE BANNER ELECTRIC CO., THE FOSTORIA INC. LAMP CO.,
YOUNGSTOWN, O. FOSTORIA, O.

THE BRILLIANT ELECTRIC CO., THE GENERAL INCANDESCENT
CLEVELAND, O. LAMP CO., CLEVELAND, O.

THE BRYAN -MARSH COMPANY, THE MONARCH INCANDESCENT
CENTRAL FALLS, R. I. LAMP CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE BRYAN -MARSH COMPANY, NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY,
CHICAGO, ILL. WARREN, i .

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., THE SHELBY ELECTRIC CO.,
CLEVELAND, O. SHELBY, O.

THE BUCKEYE ELEC. LAMP CO., THE STANDARD ELECTRICAL
MEXICO CITY, MEX. MFG. CO., WARREN, O.

THE COLONIAL ELECTRIC CO., SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT
WARREN, O. LAMP CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE COLUMBIA INC. LAMP CO., SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT
ST. LOUIS, MO. LAMP CO., NEW YORK CITY.

FEDERAL MIN. LAMP CO., THE STERLING ELECTRICAL
CLEVELAND, O. MFG. CO., WARREN, O.

THE WARREN ELECTRIC & SPECIALTY CO.,
WARREN, O.

;lamp Assariatiun

CL.EVELAN D

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Adverticerc.
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Classified
Advertisements
The cost of advertising in this section is 5 cents per word
for one insertion, with

5% discount for 3 insertions
10% discount for 6 insertions
15% discount for 9 insertions
20% discount for 12 insertions

within one year.
Remittance must accompany order, or advertisement will not
be inserted. Forms for the November issue close on Oct. 1st

AERONAUTICS
RACING MONOPLANES, 30"x14"; FLIES

950 feet; very durable; excellent prize winners,
$1.25 postpaid. Very speedy 3 -ft. racer, flies 1,000
feet, $2.25. Robie Monoplane Co., Williamson,
N. Y.

COMPLETE PLAN DRAWN TO SCALE
with full instructions for building the only
Wright 3 -ft. Bi-plane Model that positively flies.
25 cents postpaid. Drawing and directions for
three-foot model Bleriot Monoplane, 15 cents.
Stamp brings most complete, interesting and in-
structive catalogue published. Ideal Aeroplane
& Supply Co., 86'/2 W. Broadway, New York
City.

AGENTS WANTED
SELF -THREADING NEEDLES. 10c A PA -

per. Agent's samples and terms free. Ladies'
Art Co., Dept. 42, St. Louis, Mo.

SIGN MEN -OUR PREPARED LETTERS
look like brush work. Samples FREE. Attracto
Sign Co., 2325 Orchard, Chicago.

AGENTS-PORTRAITS, 25c; FRAMES,
17c; Pillow Tops, 30c; Sheet Pictures, %c. Cat-
alogue and Samples Free. National Portrait Co.,
703 Crilly Building, Chicago, Ill.

AGENTS-GET OUR PROPOSITION. A
household necessity which sells at sight. Every
modern housekeeper buys. Write today. IN-
TERSTATE SUPPLY CO., P. O. Box 165,
Dubuque, Iowa.

AGENTS, PORTRAITS 35c, FRAMES 15c,
Sheet Pictures lc. Stereoscopes 25c. Views lc.
30 days' credit. Samples and catalogue free.
Consolidated Portrait Co., Dept. 1406, 1027 W.
Adams St., Chicago.

YOU CAN MAKE $$$$ AS OUR GEN -
eral or local agent. Household necessity;
saves 80 per cent. Permanent business; big
profits; exclusive territory; free sample. Pit -
kin & Company, 96 Pitkin Block, Newark,
N. Y.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY SELLING
our new gold letters for office windows, store
fronts and glass signs. Any one can put them
on. Write today for a free sample and full par-
ticulars. Metallic Sign Letter Co., 400 N. Clark
St., Chicago, Ill.

BE INDEPENDENT! START A MAIL
order business in your own home. We tell
you how and furnish everything needed
wholesale. An honorable and profitable busi-
ness for man or woman. Particulars free.
Many make $3.000 a year. Murphy Mfg. Co.,
South Norwalk, Conn.

AGENTS WANTED
2cTICLE-U, 3c. STIX, STOCKTON, CAL.
SEE WHAT 1 SAY UNDER "TYPE -

writers." ATCHISON.
SMALLEST ALARM CLOCK, BIBLE AND

Telescope, 10c each, prepaid. W. H. GARNER,
B-119 South Lafayette St., Evansville, Ind.

"PERFECTION POCKET ADDING MA-
chine-lightning seller. Agents wanted. Cincin-
nati Specialty Mfg. Co., Dept. E, Cincinnati, Ohio.

WANTED-AGENTS, 7 CENTS PROFIT
each 10 cent sale; best little article ever offered;
sample for 3 cents in stamps. Rawlings, Box 945,
St. Louis, Mo.

PORTRAIT AGENTS-CRAYON. PASTEL
and Sepia portraits. Bromides. Sheet pictures,
etc. Good work and prompt shipments. Whole-
sale only. Hyde Art Co., G, 4535 N. Ashland,
Chicago.

MAKE $20.00 DAILY OPERATING OUR
Minute Picture Machines. Experience unneces-
sary. Small investment; large profits. Free
book, testimonials, etc. Write, American Minute
Photo Co., Dept. 37, Chicago, Ill.

PEERLESS AUTOMATIC DRAFT REGU-
lator puts on draft while you sleep insures warm
house when you arise. Price $5.00. Write for
circular D. Liberal Discount to agents. O. K.
Landis, 423 Charlotte St., Lancaster, Pa.

I'LL SHOW YOU HOW TO START A
profitable MAIL ORDER business of your
OWN, quickly, inexpensively and SENSIBLY,
without any advance payment, if honest.
EXPERT, P. O. Box 1615, New York.

THE SMALLEST BIBLE ON EARTI-1!
Postage stamp size; New Testament illustrated;
200 pages. Sample 10c. AGENTS WANTED.
The biggest wonder of the Twentieth Century.
Coin $5.00 daily selling them. THOS. HOP-
KINS CO., Mackey Ferry, N. C.

AGENTS, GET BUSY! SELL "BOTTLE
Clothes Sprinkler." New and useful invention;
fits any bottle; nickel plated; every housewife
buys. 25c brings sample and terms. Globe Co.,
1745 Leavenworth St., Omaha, Neb.

BIG CHANCE FOR HUSTLERS-OUR
Salary Plan offers splendid opportunities for
making money. Send stamp for particulars.
Popular Electricity Magazine, Circulation
Department. Commercial Bldg.. Chicago.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED-A PERMA-
nent income selling Koeth Kombination Kit, 15
tools in one. Finest Tool Steel Guaranteed. Big
profits. Wonderful seller. Exclusive territory.
Send for free sample offer and terms. Currier-
Koeth Mfg. Co., 59 West St.. Coudersport. Pa.

AGENTS WANTED-NEW, INTEREST-
ing, profitable, easy work. Spare time or perma-
nent. Sell our useful specialties. Our original
selling plan will double your sales. Particulars
and $2.00 premium offer free. Fair Mfg. Co., 2
Wis. St.. Racine, Wis.

OPPORTUNITY TO ESTABLiSH PROF-
itable agency. Representatives wanted for mod-
erate priced Office Specialty of great merit; ex-
tensively advertised. Exclusive territory and as-
sistance in making sales. Scotield Company,
Manufacturers, 1960-1965 American Tract So-
ciety Building, New York.
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AGENTS WANTED AUTOMOBILES

DON'T ACCI,PT AN AGENCY UNTIL
you get my samples and particulars. Money
makers. Address, SAYMAN, 706 Sayman Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.

OLD ESTABLISHED CONCERN DESIRES
to establish agencies in all important centers for
the sale of the National Water Filter. Write for
particulars. Federal Filter Co., 548 West Jack-
son Blvd., Chicago.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED-STEADY IN -
come assured selling subscriptions to Practical
Engineer. Most popular and instructive station-
ary engineers' magazine published. Good profits.
Easy to sell. Exclusive territory. Send for par-
ticulars and instruction book-"Getting Subscrip-
tions"-it shows you how. Write today. Prac-
tical Engineer, 537 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

IF YOU ARE TIRED OF WORKING FOR
other people; if your income is too small, or if
you are looking for something to do during
your spare time, write me for my big MONEY
MAKING Propositions. It will put you right.
C. PALMER, Box 155, Weyburn, Sask., Canada.

THE NEW "SWIFTL1T" LAMPS LIGHT
instantly with / match, like city gas; no alcohol
used; radically different from any other; portable
or systems, 100 to 1,000 candle power at will;
burners cheap for old lamps. Agents making
money; great novelty; wholesale price for in-
troduction. Planet Mfg. Co., Dept. 14, St. Louis.
(Established 1868.)

WE MANUFACTURE GLASS PAPER.
Plain glass windows made to look like real
stained glass. Easily applied and beautifies the
home. Something new for agents. Two sheets
of this glass paper sent as a sample with cata-
logue in colors and complete instructions on
receipt of 10c. S. H. Parrish & Co., 202 S.
Clark St., Chicago

MY! HOW THEY FALL FOR OUR
"Lucky 'Eleven" toilet combination ($3.20 value).
You sell for $1.00. Other fellows making $6, $12,
$15, $20 and $25 daily. Will put you on Easy
Street. Great crew managers' proposition-good
for $100 profit weekly. This is only one pippin
in our "27 varieties." We manufacture-you save
middleman's profit. Our new colored circular is
like seeing the real goods. Free to workers. Get
aboard. Act today. Davis Soap Works, 263 Da-
vis Bldg., 1429 Carroll Ave., Chicago.

GENERAL AND LOCAL AGENTS, HERE
is your opportunity. Energetic men can make
$2,500 yearly and up. THE IMPROVED CAN -
CHESTER KEROSENE MANTLE LAMP
revolutionizes old methods. Far superior to elec-
tricity, gas, acetylene or gasoline at 1/10 the cost.
BURNER FITS ALL LAMPS. Safe, clear,
odorless. BURNS WITH OR WITHOUT
MANTLE. Tested and pronounced by state of
Pennsylvania. "Most efficient light found."
Greatest seller known. WE WANT A FEW
MORE LIVE MEN IN OPEN TERRITORY.
Canchester Light Company, Dept. P. E., 204 N.
State St., Chicago.

AUTOMOBILES
FORD 1910 FIVE -PASSENGER TOURING

22 horse power, perfect condition, full equipment,
must sell, $400. O'Brien, 2145 5th Ave., New
York City.

FORD, FOUR -CYLINDER RUNABOUT, IS
as good as new. Full equipment, $200. C. Ke-
kesch, 2537 Belmont Ave., Bronx, New York City.

FORD MODEL "T" FOUR -CYLINDER,
Live -passenger touring car, fully equipped. First
$395 takes it. King, 2230 7th Ave., New York
City.

AUTOMOBILES-HUNDREDS OF RUN-
abouts, Roadsters, Touring Cars, latest models;
guaranteed; shipped freight prepaid. Write to-
day for latest illustrated catalogue. The Auto-
mobile and Cycle Company, P. E., 1769 to 1787
Broadway, New York City.

AUTOMOBILES -SAVE DEALERS PROF -
its, buy direct from the owners. I have all
makes on my lists. Runabouts from $50 up.
Touring cars from $100 up. Get my prices
before purchasing. King, Automobile Broker,
217 West 125th St., New York City.

CADILLAC, FIVE -PASSENGER TOURING
car, $110.00, perfect condition. McDonough, 147
Morningside Ave., New York City.

BUICK, MODEL 10, FIVE -PASSENGER,
roadster, elegantly equipped, $400.00. Spillane,
248 East 119th St., New York City.

50 SINGLE CYLINDER RUNABOUTS,
Rees, Cadillacs and Oldsmobiles, $60.00 each.
King, 217 West 125th St., New York City,

FORD "1910" TOURING CAR, FIVE-PAS-
senger, full equipment, as good as new, first $450
takes it. Write for full particulars. King, 2230
7th Ave., N. Y. C.

BARGAINS IN AUTO ACCESSORIES. IT
will pay you to deal with us and save lots of
money. Ask for our bargain sheet. Emden &
Co., 1303 Michigan Blvd., Chicago.

TIRES-ANOTHER BIG SALE ON; 1,000
Goodrichs, Michelins, Diamonds, etc. at unheard
of reductions. Every size for every rim; guaran-
teed; shipped on approval. Also 5,000 Motor-
cycle Tires, sacrificed. The Automobile & Cycle
Company, P. E., 1769 to 1787 Broadway, New
York City.

AUTO CASES AND TUBES GUARAN-
teed 28x3, $9.50, tube $3.03. 30x3, $10.00, tube
$3.10. 30x3%, $14.25, tube, $3.75. 32x31/2, $14.75,
tube, $4.25. Prices are for tubes by mail. Send
for complete list. I ship allow examination on
receipt of 10 per cent of order. Try them. Many
have reordered. Vanderpool's, Springfield, Ohio.

BOOKS AND PERIODICALS
ANY BOOK IN PRINT. STATE SUBJECT

wanted. Antlers, 1707 Tremont St., Denver, Colo.
MY BOOK OF 30o FORMULAS 10c. H.

Jacobus, 214 Avon Ave., Newark, N. J.
CLASSY BOOKS ! CATALOGUE F O R

stamp. Paul Duff, E. 2713 North Mozart St.,
Chicago.

READ "THE MAIL ORDER MERCHANT,"
a monthly money making magazine. Special six
months only 15c. H. Latz, Atlantic City, N. J.

PRACTICAL SCIENTIFIC BOOKS ON
Modern Subjects, Trades, etc. Catalogue free.
Clarence E. Hardage, Syracuse, N. Y.

FOXY FLORENCE, A STORY OF COUN-
try life. Have a laugh. Postpaid 10c silver.
E. G. Treichler, Sanborn, N. Y.
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BOOKS AND PERIODICALS
"THREE LITTLE BOOKS FOR LADIES,"

postpaid in plain cover, 25c. They tell what you
want to know. O. K. Pub. Co., Clerk 191, Deca-
tur, Ill.

TELEPHONE TROUBLES AND HOW TO
Find Them, and Construction Cost -Units, new
1911 edition; price, 25c. Hyde Pub. Co., Tele-
phone Bldg., 183 Fifth St., Milwaukee, Wis.

LEARN TO BE A HYPNOTIST-MY
book containing practical lessons prepared espe-
cially for self -instructions. Will prepare you in
six to eight weeks. $2.00 prepaid. Paul F. Wil-
ber, Norwalk, O.

NINE DEGREE COURSE IN HYPNO-
tism-sold originally for $5-sent prepaid with
year's subscription to Wheel of Life, the great
"Cheer Up" monthly for 25c. Life Pub. Co.,
St. Louis.

LEARN MODERN SHOW CARD LETTER-
ing, Designing, etc. New book of 400 illustra-
tions, 2000 advertising phrases, pages 6x9 giving
practical common sense instruction, $1.00 pre-
paid. Clarence E. Hardage, Syracuse, N. Y.

BOOKS-I. C. S. and A. S. C. SETS, TECH-
nical books of all sorts-shopwork, electrical,
mechanical, wireless, encyclopedias, diction-
aries, medical, law, and standard fiction. New
and second-hand. Get my prices. Geo. F.
Williams, Box 408, New Orleans, La.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE -

writers." ATCHISON.
YOU CAN START IN BUSINESS FOR

yourself at home. Particulars free. E. Haynes
& Company. 37 Bible House, New York.

$100 MONTHLY AND EXPENSES TO
trustworthy men and women to travel and dis-
tribute samples; big manufacturer. Steady work.
S. Scheffer, Treas., M U, Chicago.

100 MONEY MAKING FORMULAS, ETC.,
published monthly. Worth dollars. 6 months, 10c.
Sample copy, 2c. Digest, Grand Rapids, Mich.

TRAIN A SALES FORCE, IN EXCLU-
sive territory, on a universal demand, money
back proposition. J. N. Webb, Arcade, Nor-
folk, Va.

MAKE $2.50 TO $10.00 SPARE TIME
cleaning and glazing ladies' furs; all profit. Com-
plete instructions, 50c. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Morehouse, Furrier, 822 Fifth, Des Moines, Ia.

INCREASE YOUR INCOME-BE A SALES
reporter and earn $50 to $150 monthly. Nothing
to sell. Great side line. Particulars for stamp.
Sales Reporter, Gaywood, N. Y.

EARN $10 A MONTH ON $10 INVEST-
ment. Use all your time or spare time. No lot-
tery. No gambling. Strictly legitimate prop-
osition. Nothing to sell but plan. Get booklet
and full particulars. Thos. A. Hill, 3302 Quivas,
Denver, Colo.

MAKE MONEY-RENEW DRY BATTER-
ies. Metallize Flowers, Transfer Photos to
watch dials. Formulas 10c, 3 for 25c. Dept. E,
Ik2t 283,_ Scranton, Pa.

AIL DEALERS! YOU CAN MAKE 95c
profit on every $1.00 order. Write quick for
Leader Propositions. Van Buren Supply Co.,
353 Crane Bldg., Racine, Wis.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
"WAY TO SUCCESS IN THE MAIL

Order Business," tells how I made $18,000.00
in three years, exposes "outfit" scheme, etc.
Worth DOLLARS to you. Free on request.
H. System, 108, Marion Kentucky.

BE INDEPENDENT-START MONEY
Making. Mail Order Business at Home. New
Plans. Everything furnished. Only small capi-
tal required. Free Booklet and Particulars tell
how. W. E. Miller Co., Box 254, Muskegon,
Mich

EARN $10 TO $15 A WEEK IN YOUR
evenings and spare time making and installing
a small electrical household necessity. Write for
particulars. R. Gunkle, 1518 11th Ave., West,
Seattle, Wash.

FORM A CORPORATION - CON-
GRESS LAW for D. C. and all Sates; cheap.
Raise money easily; advice free. U. S. Legal
Corporation, Washington, D. C. Represent-
ing $1,225,000,000.

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES, FILM
Views Magic Lanterns, Slides and similar Won-
ders for Sale. Catalogue free. We also buy
Magic Machines, Films, Slides, etc, Harbach
& Co., 809 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

START A NEW BUSINESS, THE "AMERI-
can" razor honing and safety razor blades sharp-
ening machines earns $5 to $10 a day. We furnish
the outfit and teach you how, no previous ex-
perience required, address Illinois Cutlery Co.,
Dept. 4, 184' Washington St., Chicago.

START AN EASY AND LUCRATIVE
business. We teach you how to establish a
successful collection business and refer busi-
ness to you. No capital required. Little com-
petition. Rare opportunities. Write for Free
pointers today. Am. Collection Service, 428
State St.. Detroit. Mich.

LEARN ELECTRO -CHEMICAL PAINT-
ing and make $5.00 daily teaching the Art to
others, and making portraits any size, from any
photograph, in Oil or Water Colors. No cam-
era or any talent required. Pictures are pro-
duced Chemically. Complete Copyrighted In-
structions, Fifty Cents. Greatest home work
money maker for men and women. Edwin W.
LeBars, Artist -Teacher, Box 86, Utica, N. Y.

MAKE MORE MONEY! START A MAIL
business; operate a "Silent Salesman" system;
spare time; possibilities unlimited. The BEST
money making propositions are in "BOOSTER."
Get away from wage slavery! "BOOSTER"
starts you in business for yourself with small
investment. Send 10c for two months' trial
BOOSTER MAGAZINE, 365 Northwestern
Bldg., Chicago.

INCORPORATE YOUR PATENTS AND
business under Arizona Laws. No annual or
franchise tax. Members exempt from corpor-
ate debts. No public statements required.
Stock can be made non -assessable and full
paid for anything of value. Charters cannot
be repealed by subsequent laws. Hold meet-
ings and do business anywhere. Capitalization
does not effect cost. Cost very small. Par-
ticulars, laws and forms free. Southwestern
Securities & Investment Co., Box D488,
Phoenix, Arizona.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
"MONEY ,MAKING FACTS" OF INTER-

est to everyone. Mining and Oil Finance
analyzed and discussed. My booklet free upon
request. Mark E. Davis, 1004 Broadway, Oak-
land, Cal.

MAKE MIRRORS AT HOME. BIG PROF -
its with little outlay. One 18x36 in. mirror costs
$2.00 to $5.00. You can silver a glass this size for
20c. Send $1.00 in stamps or money order and
we will send you EXPLICIT DIRECTIONS
how to do it; also how to emboss, grind, foil,
gold leaf, frost chip, and make imitation stained'
glass. How to transfer photos on glass, bore
holes in glass and cut skylights. George L. Pat-
terson & Co., Dept. 4, Brooksville, Ky.

COINS AND STAMPS
STAMPS, 100 ALL DIFFERENT, FREE.

Postage 2c. Mention paper. Quaker Stamp
Co., Toledo, Ohio.

MY NEW 50 -PAGE COIN SELLING CAT-
alog, just out, Free. Buying coin catalog sent
on receipt of 15c in stamps. William Hesslein,
Malley Bldg., New Haven, Conn.

FREE STAMPS -3 DIFFERENT SOUDAN
(camel), or 5 different Costa Rica, or 5 different
Tunis, stamp lists, lists of free premium stamps,
etc., for 2c postage. Fine 50% approvals. W. C.
Phillips & Co., Glastonbury, Conn.

FOREIGN STAMPS, 255 MIXED, 10c.;
255 old United States, 10c.; 1,000 United States,
25c. Stamps Bought List, 9c.; 50 different foreign
or United States, 5c. each. Herman Kleinman,
3641 Marshall St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTRICAL MATERIAL
BARGAINS, CONTENTS OF AN ELEC

trical Experimental Shop, send for list. U. A.
Schablowsky, 136 Dean St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

MINIATURE LAMPS, 8 CENTS EACH,
any quantity. Electric Bell outfit complete, 85
cents. All supplies cheap. Postage extra. Sey-
mour, Schaghticoke, N. Y.

DUSTLESS DUST CLOTHES, MAKE
them yourself. Formula and full particulars for
25c silver. C, Box 104, Oberlin, Ohio.

THREE EXCELLENT FORMULAS, PALM-
istry chart, interesting and instructive, 10c; 25
artistic landscape and floral postcards, 10c and
stamp. E. G. Treichler, Sanborn, N. Y.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE-MOVING PICTURE FILM, lc,

foot. H. Davies, Watertown, Wis.
FOR SALE-y-A PATENT FOR A NEW

amusement device. The latest and most up to
date thriller. Write for particulars. V. C. de
Ybarrondo, 1148 West 25th St., Los Angeles,4Fal.

NEW EDGE FOR SAFETY RAZOR
blades, 30c dozen. Enclose stamps or silver. The
Wright Plane Edge, Box 695, Schenectady, N. Y.

$25 CROSS REAL ESTATE COURSE, like
new, only $1.00 if taken at once. Money back
if dissatisfied. Particulars for stamp. Wm.
F. Healy. Joplin, Mo.

''A H. P. GASOLINE ENGINE CASTINGS,
with drawings, $6.00. Complete engine, $25.00.
Stamp for circulars. Crown Motor Works, El-
gin, Ill.

FOR SALE
PRINTING PRESS AND OUTFIT FOR

sale; 7x11; practically new; full description.
CHARLES MASTEN, Frankfort, Ind.

TRANSFORMERS, PRACTICALLY NEW,
110 volts to reduce current to 70 volts. Cheap.
Cosmos Electric Co., 136 Liberty St., New York.

INDIAN MADE BASKETS, PIPES AND
beads of a rare Indian stone, shells or turquoise.
Price, free. Gilham, Highland Springs, Cal.

LATHES-SEND FOR FREE CIRCULAR
showing bargains on small Screw Cutting En-
gine Lathes. S. B. Tool Co., Dept. O, South
Bend, Ind.

LUBRICATORS AND CUPS FOR SHAFT-
ing and Loose Pulleys. No drip or dirt. Very
economical. Swain Lubricator Co., New No. 328
W. Lake St., Chicago.

FOR YOUR OFFICE, DEN OR DINING
room, nicely mounted game heads, open -mouth
fur rugs, extra pairs of horns, etc., at reasonable
prices. Write us your wants. R. H. Chaney,
Taxidermist, Fort Stockton, Texas.

1 WESTINGHOUSE GENERATOR COM-
plete with exciter and Tirrill Regulator, belts,
slide rails, switchboard, etc. Generator 60 K. V.
A. Single Phase or 109 K. V. A. 2 or 3 Phase,
60 Cycle, 900 R. P. M. A Standard industrial
machine built on 7-G Frame Generator used 10
months. Regulator used 2 months. Will sell
separately. American Seating Company, 218 S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

FOR THE PHOTOGRAPHER
FILMS DEVELOPED, 10c, ALSO PLATES.

U. A. Schablowsky, 136 Dean St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS
MAGIC GHOST-VERY MYSTIFYING, 10

cents. Klein, 1193 Broadway, N. Y.
BOYS-UP-TO-DATE BOOK ON MAGIC,

15 cents. Prof. Moose, 734 Garden St., Hoboken,
N. J.

578 JOKES, RIDDLES, ETC., 10c. 250
Magic Tricks, 10c. Queen Supply Co., Dept. 3,
Chicago.

CACHOO-THE GENUINE SNEEZE POW -
der. Sample, 10c. Dozen, 80c. Hundred, $5.00.
Percy Ewing, Decatur, Ill.

PLAYS, VAUDEVILLE SKETCHES, MON-
ologues, Dialogues, Speakers' Minstrel Material,
Jokes Recitations, Tableaux, Drills, Musical
Pieces, Entertainments, Make Up Goods. .Large
Catalog Free. T. S. Denison & Company, Dept.
26, Chicago.

INSTRUCTIONS
ATTRACT MONEY, SUCCESS, ETC. PAY

when you get results. Circulars, 2c. J. McMa-
hal, Boulogne, Florida.

AD -WRITING COURSE COMPLETE, $1.
Clement Moore, New Egypt, N. J.

LEARN TO PAINT BEAUTIFUL ART
glass pictures. Inexpensive. Easily learned. Big
profits. Particulars for dime. L. A. Bowes,
Bluefield, West Va.

AMERICA'S FINEST PENMAN teac íl5
rapid, tireless writing by mail. Small cost. Wire,
write or telephone. Francis B. Courtney, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
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INSTRUCTIONS MISCELLANEOUS
SILVER-PLATING WITHOUT ELEC-

tricity. Big profit. Two complete formulas. 25c
coin. Jesse Connell, Centerview, Mo.

SEND US 25 CENTS AND WE WILL
send you complete instructions for silvering and
resilvering mirrors. Box 2S3, Scranton, Pa.

HOW TO GO ON THE STAGE! PAR-
ticulars and large catalogue of wigs and makeup
free. Percy Ewing, Decatur, Ill.

METALLIZE FLOWERS, INSECTS, ETC.,
for jewelry. Pleasant, profitable employment.
Send stamp for free sample and booklet. A.
Benson, Stewartville, Minn.

INCREASE YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF
electricity. Send for our illustrated catalogue of
electrical books. It's free. Popular Electricity
Book Department.

SHORTHAND IN SEVEN LESSONS.
Quickly learned at home. Most rapid readable
system. Most rapid numbers. Send 10c now,
and 25c in 3 days, or return book. Unigraph
Co., Omaha, Neb.

"HOW TO BECOME A SUCCESSFUL
Electrician," by Prof. T. O'Conor Sloane. Every
young man who wishes to become a successful
electrician should read this book. It tells in sim-
ple language the easiest and surest way the
studies to be followed, methods of work and field
of employment. 20.2 pages. Postpaid, $1.00. Pop-
ular Electricity Book Department.

WRITE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER FOR
Reliable Data: (1) Any National Code Rule ex-
plained (4 years inspectior), $1.00. (2) What
book contains information you want, 50 cents. (3)
Send information and plans and find out how to
wire your house or cottage, $3.00. (4) Address
of manufacturer of any electrical device on
market. 15 cents. Electrical Engineer, 3957 Ful-
lerton Ave., Chicago.

KENNEL
WANTED BIRD DOGS TO TRAIN;

game plenty; two trained dogs for sale. H. H.
Smith, O. K. Kennel. Marydel, Md.

HIGH-CLASS ST. BERNARD DOG, 18
months old, $25.00; Newfoundland Collies, Aire-
dales, Terriers, Brindle Bull Terriers, Boston
and Poodles. Puppies and grown stock at mod-
erate prices. Write. Smith Kennels, 69 E. 9th
St., Covington, Ky.

MAGIC

MAGIC TRICK FREE-WITH BIG CAT-
alog Tricks, loc. Bamberg, 1193 Broadway, N. Y.

BEAUTIFUL MAGIC FLOWERS FREE.
With big catalog, new tricks, puzzles, funny nov-
elties. Ten cents. CREST TRADING CO., 7
Witmark Building, New York.

MISCELLANEOUS
SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE -

writers." ATCHISON.
500 SECRET FORMULAS, 25c. GLOBE

Co., 1712 Leavenworth, Omaha, Neb.
$10.00 EACH FOR NAMES OF PERSONS

interested in patents. For conditions, address
P. O. Box 2343, Washington, D. C.

CALYX EYED SELF -THREADING
needles, invaluable for failing sight, loc. E. G.
Treichler, Sanborn, N. Y.

YOUR AD IN 100 MAGAZINES, 3c A
word; three insertions, 6c. The Advertiser, Box
2, Worthville, N. C.

WANTED-MAIL ORDER PROPOSI-
tions in books and other articles. H. C. Robert,
Atlanta, Ga.

3c A WORD GETS YOUR AD IN EN -
tire list 100 magazines including Wheel of
Life. Life Pub. Co., St. Louis.

SOLOISTS INCREASE POPULARITY,
captivating song. Bend thou my will to thine,
23c. Roberts. 5615 Hazel, Philadelphia.

MAGAZINES AND PERIODICALS-AM-
erican or Foreign-I can save you money. Send
me list of publications you want and I will quote
you lowest prices. John Hanrey, 4652 Hazel Ave.

LIQUOR HABIT - GENUINE H O M E
cure, 3 days. Absolutely reliable. Guaranteed.
Book mailed free. Edw. R. Woods, 534 6th Ave.,
New York.

BOYS, GIRLS-CHRISTMAS MONEY
selling cards, novelties. Write SHARRA, 62
Lawn St., Pittsburgh.

ANYBODY CAN MAKE GOOD CUTS
with my simple zinc etching process; price, $1.00;
specimens and particulars for stamp. T. M.
Day, Box E., Windfall, Ind.

BROTHER-ACCIDENTALLY DICOVER-
ed Root will cure both tobacco habit and indi-
gestion. Gladly send particulars. F. F. STOKES,
Mohawk, Fla.

TEN YEARS OF SUCCESS AND WHY-
After fifty years of failure. An experience book-
let telling how New Thought promotes health
and success for others. Why not you? Sent
free with three months' trial subscription to
NAUTILUS MAGAZINE for 10c. The Eliza-
beth Towne Co., Dept. 284, Holyoke, Mass.

SOMETHING NEW IN THE MAIL OR -
der business. Full particulars for ten cents
(coin). John Boyne, Dept. I, 46 West 98th St..
New York.

SAVE THE PIECES-BROKEN CYLIN-
ders, crank cases, shafts, gears, and housings
promptly repaired just like new, at one-third
the cost and guaranteed. Address Welding
Dept., Bertschy Motor Co., Council Bluffs. ia.

SAVE MONEY ON SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Send me a list of magazines or periodicals in
which you are interested and I will quote von
lowest subscription prices. John Hanrey, 4632
Hazel Ave.

I WILL START YOU EARNING $4.00
daily.at home in spare time, silvering mirrors:
no capital; send for free instructive Booklet,
giving plans of operation. G. F. Redmond,
Dept. H. Boston, Mass.

BUILD YOUR OWN GASOLINE ENGINE
from our castings and blue prints; 2 H. P. water
cooled: 3 H. P. air cooled; 4 blue prints 12"x1S"
50c. A photo of either engine, and particulars.
10c, or prices and particulars free. If you make
purchase will credit you. Vigneau Machine &
Mfg. Co., Box 10, 236 E. Jefferson Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
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MODEL BUILDER PATENT ATTORNEYS

MODELS MADE FOR INVENTORS. LOW
prices. S. H. Merryman, Towson, Md.

INVENTORS-WE BUILD MODELS.
Do experimental work, light manufacturing, dies
and tools. Geo. Schwarz & Co,, 123 Liberty St.,
New York.

INVENTORS - WE MAKE ELECTRICAL
work of any description to order, models, experi-
mental work, patterns, dies. Ludlow Model
Works, Ludlow, Ky.

MOTORCYCLES
WANTED-MOTORCYCLES, ANY MAKE,

year or condition. King, 2230 7th Ave., New
York City.

WANTED-OLD MODEL MOTORCYCLE,
condition immaterial, must be cheap. Spillane,
213 West 125th St., New York City,

M. M. 1912 MOTORCYCLES-NEW RAK-
ish model now ready. Better than ever. Higher
in power and quality-lower in price. Send for
free illustrated catalog. M. M. Motor Works,
Brockton, Mass.

MOTORCYCLES, NEW .\ND SECOND -
hand; motors, castings and accessories. Our
Attachable Motor Outfit converts any bicycle into
a motorcycle at small cost. Write for catalogue
and bargain list. Shaw Mfg. Co., Dept. 31,
Galesburg. Kan.

MOTORCYCLE CASES AND TUBES 28x2,
corrugated, $5.00. Bailey $5.50, tube $2.40. 28x
21/4, corrugated, $5.75, Bailey $6.25, tube $2.65.
28x2''/z, corrugated $6.25, Bailey $7.00, Nobby
$7.75, tube $2.66. Single or double clinch. Guar-
anteed cases and tubes, Bailey type single clinch
28x21/4, $7.73, tube $2.65. 28x2¡ $3.30, tube $2.82.
Price of tubes is by mail including postage. Send
postoffice order for tubes and 25 per cent on
cases and I ship allow examination. Wm. Van-
derpool, Springfield, Ohio.

MOTORCYCLES-ENORMOUS VARIETY
of American and imported makes; Indians,
Marshs, $25; hundreds of other bargains; shipped
freight prepaid. Write to -day. Large illus-
trated catalogue free. The Automobile & Cycle
Co., P. E., 1769 to 1787 Broadway, New York
City.

TIRES-ANOTHER BIG SALE OF 5,000
Motorcycle Tires. Goodrichs, Diamonds, Miche-
lins, at unheard of reductions. Every size for
every rim; guaranteed. Shipped on approval.
Also 10,000 Automobile Tires sacrificed. The
Automobile & Cycle Company, P. E., 1769 to 1787
Broadway, New York City.

MOTORCYCLES-SAVE DEALERS PROF -
its, buy direct from the owners. I have all
makes on my lists. Indians and Marsh's from
$25 up. Hundreds of other machines at com-
paratively low prices. Get my prices before
purchasing. King, Automobile Broker, 217 West
125th St.. New York City.

PATENT ATTORNEYS
SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE -

writers." ATCHISON.
PATENTS-BOOKS- HOW TO OBTAIN

and sell patents, with 100 mechanical movements;
mailed free. F. G. Dieterich & Co., Patent Law-
yers, Uray Block, Washington, D. C.

PATENT YOUR IDEAS, NO UNNECES-
sary delay; reasonable; best references. Send
for free book. WILLIAMSON & WILLIAM -
SON, 1325 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PATENT-ADVICE AND BOOKS FREE.
Highest references. Best results. I procure
patents that protect. Watson E. Coleman,
Patent Lawyer, 622 F St., N. W., Washington,
D. C.

PROTECT YOUR IDEAS. OUR NEW
Inventor's Primer tells how and cost; sent free.
MILO B. STEVENS & CO., 640 F St., Wash-
ington; 351 Monadnock Blk., Chicago. Estab.
1864. Guaranteed by Bankers Register. High-
est rating by Martindale's Law Directory.

PICTURES AND POSTCARDS
JUST GIRLS -20 POST CARDS OF GIRLS,

25c. No trash or landscapes. O. K. Pub. Co., De-
catur, Ill.

JOIN HUB POST CARD EXCHANGE; 3
months, 10c. Lots of fun. Ross Charles, Dept.
P, Roxbury, Mass.

YOU'LL GET CARDS FROM . EVERY-
WHERE. Membership 10c. Idaho Card Ex-
change, Dept. O., Box 906, Boise, Idaho.

IF YOU REALLY WANT TO EXCHANGE
postcards try our splendid club. Lists circulate
in many countries. Membership 10c. Halcyon
Exchange, Box 133, Erie, Pa.

DECORATE YOUR "DEN" WITH "ART
Gems." Three bewitching poses, 25c., six for
50c. One 6%x81/2 photograph free with every
order for six. All real photographs. Money back
if not pleased. Art Photo Co., 1410 P. E., Grand
Rapids, Mich.

PRINTING
100 ENGRAVED STYLE VISITING CARDS

25c. 100 Neat Business Cards or Envelopes 40c.
Retter, Box 142-C, Tippecanoe City, Ohio.

PRINTING BARGAINS -100 LETTER -
heads and envelopes, $1 prepaid; printed your or-
der; satisfaction guaranteed. Oak Press, Box
372, Dept. E, Seattle, Wash.

"PRINTING THAT ATTRACTS" AT
Rock Bottom Prices. Send 2c. stamp for samples
and price list. We Print Anything. The Eastern
Printing Works, 1506 Eastern Ave., Baltimore,
Md.

REAL ESTATE
FARMS BOUGHT AND SOLD. NO MAT -

ter where located. Write Chas. A. Phildius, 388
Pleasant Ave., New York.

RUBBER STAMPS, ETC.
RUBBER STAMPS AND SPECIALTIES-

best prices-prompt delivery-Most complete
line. Don't buy till you see my big catalogue.
Free. Theo. Helbling, 607 Marquette Bldg.,
Chicago.

SCHOOLS
SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE -

writers." ATCHISON.
$200 TO $600 MONTHLY EASILY MADE

fitting eye glasses. Short, easy mail course.
Reduced tuition. Big demand for opticians.
Write today for free "Booklet O." National
Optical College, St. Louis.
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SCHOOLS
TELEPHONE PRACTICE-COMPLETE

instruction by mail, qualities men for quick ad-
vancement to high positions; write for particu-
lars. The Sinclair School of Telephony, Cam-
bridgeport, Mass.

GOVERNMENT POSITIONS OFFER
steady, pleasant employment, big pay. Influence
unnecessary. Get your preparation from former
U. S. Civil Service Examiner. Write for big,
free, descriptive booklet. Patterson Civil Serv-
ice School, Box 890, Rochester, N. Y.

FREE TUITION BY MAIL: CIVIL SER -
vice, drawing, engineering, electric wiring, agri-
cultural, poultry, normal, academic, bookkeeping,
shorthand courses. Matriculation $5. Tuition
free to first applicant. Apply to CARNEGIE
COLLEGE, ROGERS, OHIO.

AUTOMOBILE SCHOOL. LEARN THE
automobile business, repairing and driving, in
which you can earn good wages and have health-
ful and pleasant work. We give a thorough and
practical course in road  work and repairing.
For full particulars address Academy of Auto-
mobile Engineering, 1420 Michigan Ave., Dept.
"C," Chicago, Ill.

TELEGRAPHY
LEARN TELEGRAPHY AT HOME WITH -

out cost; 2 instruments, code, full instructions
sent prepaid, ten cents. Nutmeg Sales Co., Nor-
walk, Conn.

TELEGRAPHY-MORSE AND WIRE-
LESS; Railway Accounting (Station Agency)
taught quickly. R. R. Dispatchers and Western
Union Wires and complete Wireless Station in
school. Splendid opportunities. Graduates as-
sisted. Living expenses low-may be earned.
Largest and oldest school-established 37 years.
Investment $25,000.00. Correspondence courses
also. Catalogue FREE. DODGE'S TELE-
GRAPH & RAILWAY INSTITUTE, 16th St.,
Valparaiso, Ind.

TRADE SCHOOLS
ELECTRICITY, PLUMBING, BRICKLAY-

ING, PAINTING and DECORATING and
MECHANICAL DRAFTING, taught quickly by
expert workmen. Actual work takes place of
books. Tools and materials furnished FREE.
Splendid positions always open. Oldest, largest
and best equipped trade school. Write for Cata-
logue. COYNE NATIONAL TRADE
SCHOOLS, 86 E. Illinois St., Chicago.

TYPEWRITERS
STENOGRAPHER SACRIFICES NEW

Remington, $25. Miss Wagner, 350 Elm St.,
Arlington, N. J.

TYPEWRITERS $10, PHONOGRAPHS $10,
Motorcycles $50, Knight's, 281 12th St., St.
Louis, Mo.

I WANT TO CORRESPOND WITH PER -
sons who are about to buy a high-grade type-
writer, object to paying the high prices generally
asked by manufacturers and dealers. Any make
on approval. Catalogue, bargain list and valu-
able information sent free. A. E. Atchison,
4125 West 21st St., Chicago.

TYPEWRITERS

GENUINE TYPEWRITER BARGAINS, NO
matter what make, will quote you lowest prices
and easiest terms, or rent, allowing rental on
price. Write for big bargain list and catalogue
14. L. J. Peabody, 278 Devonshire St., Boston,
Mass.

LARGEST STOCK OF TYPEWRITERS IN
America. All makes: Underwoods, L. C.
Smiths, Remingtons, etc.; one -quarter .to one-
half manufacturers' prices (many less). Rented
anywhere, applying rent on price. Write for
catalogue 102. Typewriter EmI.. _ium (Est.
1892), 92-94 Lake St., Chicago.

TYPEWRITERS : CALIGRAPH, $6.00;
Hammond, Yost, Densmore, Williams, $10.00;
Remington, $12.00; Smith Premier, $15.00; Oliver,
$24.00; Underwood, $30.00; all makes on hand;
fifteen days' trial allowed, and a year's guaran-
tee. Send for catalogue. Harlem Typewriter
Exchange, Dept. 89, 217 West 125th St., New
York City.

OUR SENSATIONAL BOOK, "TYPE-
WRITER SECRETS," has stirred the ypewriter
world to a frenzy. It tells about the high prices
on typewriters, the so-called rebuilts and the
value of second hands. Tells you how you can
get a good standard Visible typewriter at a price
never heard of before, how you can pay a little
each month, how ycu can have it on trial with-
out deposit. Just write "Send the book." It's
free. It is wonderfully interesting even if you
are not in the market. Tvpewr'ters Distributing
Syndicate, 159 DE N. State St., Chicago.

WIRELESS
COMPLETE WIRELESS OUTFIT, WITH

instruction books. Write or call; price $25. A.
Davis, 4341 Kenmore -Ave., Chicago, Ill.

PACIFIC COAST CALL LIST. 266 GOV-
ernment and commerical wireless stations. Ten
cents. Ford King, 623 Balboa Building, San
Francisco.

WIRELESS AMATEURS-NEW HOOKUP.
Tuning with variable condensers, one new instru-
ment used. Complete instructions postpaid, 15c.
CRITERION NOVELTY COMPANY, P. O.
Box 779, New Haven, Conn.

CHAMBERS WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS.
Guaranteed first-class. All parts sold separately.
SPECIAL, 7 -strand hard -drawn Copper Aerial
Wire, 100 ft., 60c f. o. b. Phila. Send 2c stamp
for our new illustrated catalogue. F. B. Chain -
hers, 217 N. 9th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MAKE. YOUR OWN WIRELESS APPARA-
tus. We furnish working drawings. Silicon,
Vertical Perikon, Carborundum Detectors, Helix,
Single or Double Slide Tuners, 15c each. Re-
ceiving Transformer 30c, Rotary Spark Gap 25c.
Remit by Postal or Express money order. Stamps
not accepted. Junior Wireless Co., 1788 Brooklyn
Ave., Brooklyn; N. Y.

%" SPARK COIL WITH 12 PCS. APPA-
ratus, $1.50. We will send prepaid our /P spark
coil with 12 pcs. of experimental apparatus and
full instructions for over 50 of the most inter-
esting experiments known for $1.50. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money back. Hours of pleasure in
this outfit. Coil sends wireless signals over /
mile. HERTZIAN ELECTRIC CO., 876 East
36th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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WIRELESS HELP WANTED

RECEIVING APPARATUS -2,000 OHM
pair receivers, nickel -plated head -band and cord.,
pick mineral stand, fixed condenser, double slide
tuning coil, 3x12", walnut ends, enameled wire.
Whole set mounted on walnut base. On fair-
sized aerial, will bring in stations 1,000 miles
distant. Complete, $10.50. F. B. Chambers, 217
N. 9th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

A DECIDEDLY NEW ROTARY VARI-
able Condenser, $10.00, the best out. 1-2 K.W.
Alwco Sending Transformer with condenser and
spark gap, $35.00. Complete Receiving Set with
1000 ohm double -pole receiver, $5.95. Guaran-
teed double -pole 1000 ohm receivers, $1.75 each;
pair with split head -band and six foot silk cord,
$5.25. Double -slide Tuning Coils wound with
spaced bare wire, $2.25. Slider rod, 10c foot;
sliders, 23c. Reliable apparatus and supplies of
all kinds. Send stamp for catalogue. Alden
Wireless Co., Dept. D, Campello, Mass.

HELP WANTED

MEN WANTED-PARTICULARS FOR
stamp. National Tool Co., New Castle, Ind.
SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET, ALL
About Patents and Their Cost. Shepherd &
Campbell, 500 B, Victor Bldg., Washington, D. C.

EARN GOOD PAY COPYING AD -
dresses. Particulars, six stamps. Hinchey, 167,
Middleport, N. Y.

WANTED-DISTRIBUTERS OF ADVER-
matter everywhere. Oliver B. Barkley,

Mount Pleasant, Pennsylvania.
BIG MONEY WRITING SONGS. SEND

for free booklet. Tells how. Conway, 49 Tuscola
St., Detroit, Mich.

$25 WEEKLY AND EXPENSES TO MEN
and women to collect names, distribute samples
and advertise. Steady work. C. H. EMERY,
M. P., Chicago, Ill.

WANTED-MEN TO LEARN WATCH -
making. Earn pay while you learn. Write for
our free book "How to be a Watchmaker."
Stone Watchmaking School, 908 Globe Bldg., St.
Paul, Minn.

WANTED-ACTIVE, EDUCATED MEN
and women of good address. High grade edu-
cational specialties. Our plan has become a ne-
cessity in homes having children. Commission or
guaranteed income. Give references. Address,
Chautauqua Mfg. Company, Valparaiso, Ind.

MEN WANTED FOR GOVERNMENT PO-
sitions. Influence unnecessary. Average salary
$1,100. Annual vacations. Short hours. Steady
work. Rapid promotion. Thousands of appoint-
ments coming soon. Send postal immediately for
list of positions open. Common education suf-
ficient. Franklin Institute, Dept. N-53, Roch-
ester, N. Y.

WANTED - MEN. APPRENTICESHIP
plan reversed; the student does the work instead
of watching the journeyman. Men. learn in a
few months trades of Automobiling, Electricity,
Plumbing or Bricklaying. Pay or board at the
start. Actual contract jobs. United Trade
School Contracting Co., 658 Pacific Electric
Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

WANTED-A MAN OR -WOMAN TO ACT
as our information reporter. All or spare time.
No experience necessary. $50 to $300 per
month. Nothing to sell. Send stamp for par-
ticulars. Sales Association, 611 Association
Building, Indianapolis, Ind.

FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOK TELLS
about over 360,000 protected positions in U. S.
service. More than 40,000 vacancies every year.
There is a big chance here for you, sure and
generous pay, lifetime employment. Easy to get.
Just ask for booklet A 50. No obligation. Earl
Hopkins, Washington, D. C.

SALESMEN MAKING SMALL TOWNS,
just what you want for pocket side -line. Some-
thing new, snappy and catchy. Quick shipments
and prompt commissions. Write for order book
to -day. State territory covered. R. Dahne,
Sales Mgr., 208 Sigel St., Chicago, Ill.

CHALLENGE SAFETY SWING. The all -
year -round Picnic -Maker for children. Best
$1.50 seller ever. Exclusive field. Use in
porch, tree or doorway. Student sold 85 first
week. Lady 28 first 2 days. Another over
600 in 10 consecutive weeks. Write at once.
Chautauqua Mfg. Company, Valparaiso, Ind.

BIG MONEY WRITING SONGS. THOU -
sands of dollars for anyone who can write suc-
cessful words or music. Past experience un-
necessary. Send us your song poems, with or
without music, or write for free particulars.
ACCEPTANCE GUARANTEED IF AVAIL-
ABLE. Washington only to secure copy-
risght. H. Kirkus Dugdale Co., Dept. 13, Wash-
ington, D. C.

MEN WANTED-AGE 18-35, FOR FIRE -
men, $100 monthly; and brakemen, $80, on all
railroads. Experience unnecessary; no strike.
Positions guaranteed competent men. Promo-
tion. Railroad Employing Headquarters -289
men sent tc positions in July. State age; send
stamp. Railway Association, Dept. 134, 227 Mon-
roe street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

THE NEW STATE AUTOMOBILE LAWS
make it impossible for incompetent or untrained
persons to hold a chauffeur's license and at the
same time makes it possible for prcperly register-
ed and licensed chauffeurs to demand higher
wages. Don't waste your time and money in
small, new, or poorly equipped schools, but come
direct to the largest in the business. WE GUAR-
ANTEE A MAN HOLDING OUR DIPLOMA
to pass state examination. GREER COLLEGE
OF MOTORING, 1459 Wabash Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois. THE ONLY SCHOOL CARRYING
THE ENDORSEMENT OF THE TRADE.

YOUNG MAN! CAN YOU TRAVEL OR
locate in a city outside your state? I have a
number of openings for MOTION RICTURE
OPERATORS, THEATER ELECTRICIANS
and ELECTRICIANS TO TRAVEL WITH
OPERA COMPANIES, for the ,season just
opened, and can help you to cinch one of these
good salaried positions for you if you are in-
clined to study things electrical. Salary depends
on experience but there is a good chance for ad-
vancement. Address me at once for application
blank and particulars. Oliver B. Whipple, 212
Ashman St., Midland, Michigan.
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Latest Edison Mazda Lamp
with Non -Fragile

Filament Edison's Dream
Thirty-two Years ago the Wizard of Menlo Park dreamed his great
dream which has now come true-Electric Light for Everybody

When invented the Electric incan-
descent lamp thousands journeyed to Menlo
Park to see "the light that burned without
air."

Edison put a little paper horseshoe filament,
that he had carbonized, into a glass bulb and
pumped out the air. Next he passed a cur-
rent of electricity through this horseshoe.

The Dream
As it glowed white hot, lighting up the

darkened room, another light glowed in his
face, for he saw the revolution that tiny bulb
would bring about in the world's sunless
hours.

But the first lamps of 16 candlepower used
up 100 watts of electricity.

Look for this General Elec-
tric Monogram, the Guar-
antee of Excellence on
Everything Electrical.

Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Birmingham, Ala.
Boise, Idaho.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Butte, Mont.

Slowly, as improvements came, the amount
of light was increased. Six years ago, people
thought the limit was reached, for the close
of the first quarter -century of Electric light-
ing was celebrated by the advent of the Edi-
son Gem lamp. Using the same amount of
electricity, it gave more than twice the light
of that first wonderful lamp.

The Revolution
Suddenly another invention in electric

lamps revealed the dawn of a new era in
electric lighting-unseen in the dreams of
anyone-except Edison.

This was the Tungsten filament lamp
which-instead of the original 16 candlepower
-or the fancied limit of 40 candlepower-
gave actually 80 candles of light from the
same 100 watts.

General Elec
Main Lamp Sales Office: Harrison, N. J.

Sales Offices in the Following Cities:
Charleston. \V. Va.
Charlotte, N. C.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Chicago, Ill.
Cincinnati. Ohio.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Columbus. Ohio.

Denver, Gdo.
Detroit, Mich.

(Off. of Sorg Agt.)
Erie, Pa.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas City, Mo.
Louisville, Ky.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Comes True
Edison's Original
Lamp Invented
32 Years Ago

This lamp almost materialized the Dream-but the filament was brittle-and the cost
was high. Both these obstacles are now cleared away. First, a brilliant invention has re-
sulted in the production of a drawn wire stronger than steel. This wire is used to make the
filaments in Edison Mazda lamps.

The filament or "burner" in Edison Mazda lamps is so sturdy that
hundreds of thousands are in use under severe and trying conditions,
even for lighting railway trains and automobiles.

Next-of prime importance-the full advantage of the General Electric Company's
reduced cost of manufacture has been given to the public.

And the present price of the perfected Edison Mazda lamp is about
one-half that of the first, brittle tungsten lamp.

The Dream Comes True
So, with lower cost and a better lamp, Edison's dream of the Sun's Only Rival has come

true. The waiting millions can be served now that electric light costs so little and does so much.
Now, you can have Electric Light in your home, your office, your store, your factory-

at a price you have been waiting for, if you use the latest invention-Edison Mazda
Lamps, made only by the General Electric Company.

Buy these Lamps and see how Edison's Dream has come true for you
Sold by Electric Light Companies and Dealers everywhere.

tric Company
Principal Office: Schenectady. N. 1.

Sales Offices in the Followind Cities: (n( )
Los Angeles, Cal.
Macon, Ga.
Memphis, Tenn.
Minneapolis. Minn.
Nashville. Tenn.
New Haven, Conn.
Providence. R. I.

New Orleans, La.
New York, N. V.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburg, Pa.
Portland, Ore.
Richmond, Va.
Springfield, Mass.

Rochester, N. Y.
Salt Lake City. Utah.
San Francisco, Cal.
St. Louis. Mo.
Seattle, Wash.
Spokane, Wash.
Syracuse. N. Y.

Look for this General Elec-
tric Monogram, the Guar-
antee of Excellence on
Everything Electrical.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The Book You Have Been Waiting For - Now Ready

PRACTICAL APPLIED ELECTRICITY
By DAVID PENN MORETON, B.S.E. E.

Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering at Armour Insti-
tute of Technology, Associate Member of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers; Member of the Society for
the Promotion of Engineering Education, etc.. etc.

450 Pages. Illustrated with 273 Line
Drawings, 50 Halftones, numerous

Diagrams and Descrip-
tions, 20 Full Pages of
Tables. Black Flexible
Leather.

This book for which thous-
ands of electrical workers have
been waiting, is known to be
the "last word" on applied
electricity up - to - the - present
minute. A book that tells HOW
and WHY, and with its dia-
grams, descriptions and tables
SHOWS the reader everything.
The language is so plain, and
the mathematics so simple that
no one can fail to understand.
All interested in electricity-
old or young artisan or ama-
teur-expert or experimenter-
should own absolute au-
thority. This is a practical
book by a practical man for
practical men. The index of
this volume is most complete,
making it easy to refer quickly
to any desired topic.

Practical Applied Electricity is
in all senses an Electrical Ency-
clopedia-concise, comprehensive.
easy of understanding and covering
every line of electrical work as
taught in the Armour Institute of
Technology,an institution of world-
wide fame. Each subject isclassi-
fied and treated exhaustively. It
covers the progress of electricity
and its application up to the present
hour. Without its counsel the
student cannot feel himself to be
abreast of the times.

CONTENTS: The Electrical Circuit and Electrical Terms Explained by Means of the Water Analogy;
Ohm's Law; Series and Divided Circuits; Calculation of the Resistance of Various Circuits and Con-
ductors; Primary Batteries; Dry and Wet Cella; Voltage; Internal Resistance and Polarization; How
to Renew; Series and Parallel Connections; Tables of Data of Commercial Types of Cells; Magnetism;
Permanent Magnets; Electromagnets; The Magnetic Circuit and Quantities Involved; Magnetic Proper-
ties of Various Materials; Magnetic Calculations, Instruments; Construction of Various Types of Am-
meters, Voltmeters. Wattmeters, Galvonmeters, etc.; Calibration of Instruments; The Dynamo; Fun-
damental Principle: They Magnetic Field; Commutation; Armature Reaction; Characteristics of the
Series, Shunt and Compound Types of Generators; Motors, Fundamental Principle; Various Types and
Their Application to Different Kinds of Work; Motor Speed Control; Variable Speed Motors; Railway
Motors. Elevator Motors, etc.: Storage Battery; Fundamental Principle; Commercial Types; Applica-
tion; Care of; Systems of Power Distribution; Two and Three Wires; Balancers; Motor Generator
Sets, etc.; Practical Operation of Electrical Machinery; Connections in Series and Parallel; Motor and
Generator Troubles, How to Locate and Remedy Them; Electrica: Lighting; Various Types of Incan-
descent and Arc Lamps, Application of Various Types; Photometry of Lamps; The Nernst Lamp;
Moore Tube; Mercury Vapor Lamp; Electrical Wiring; Calculation of Conductors; How to do Exposed
Moulding and Conduit Work; How to Installl and Connect Heaters, Motors, Generators, Fixtures, Arc
Lamps, etc.; Wiring Tables ter Different Classes of Work; Alternating Current Circuit; Comparison of
the Direct and Alternating Current Circuits: Quantities Involved; Series and Divided Circuits; Meas-
urements of Power; Alternating Current Generators and Motors; Resuscitation; Numerous Miscel-laneous Reference Tables.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT., 54 W. Lake St., Chicago, III.

For our Mutuai Adveutage mention Popular Electri ity Chen writing to Advertisers.
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Why Not Derive Full Value
from the Use of Electric Light?

Electric Light is not only the best illuminant but, in conjunction
with some of the innumerable electrical conveniences, it can be
made to add zest and pleasure to the performance of household
duties, in addition to saving time and strength besides.

Coffee Percolator
The Electric Coffee Percolator makes a pleasing addition to the
table service because of its handsome appearance. There is no
denying that the best means of cooking coffee to retain all its
delicious taste and fragrant aroma, as well as to eliminate the un-
healthful bitter essence, is with a percolator. And the Electric Per-
colator is the most convenient and desirable of any. We carry
various makes and sizes at $12.50 and up.

Couch Bracket
Reading in bed is apt to prove an injurious practice unless

one uses a strong and safe light. This Couch Bracket is admirably
adapted for this purpose, yet is quite as convenient and attractive
used as a piano lamp. It is so constructed that it may be hung at
the head of the becl, or to stand upright as illustrated. Price, $4.50.

Electric Chafing Dish
. The pleasure of cooking dainty repasts at the dining table

is augmented by the use of an Electric Chafing Dish. On
account of the cleanliness, convenience and their elimination of the dangers attendant

upon alcohol heated utensils, they are greatly to be preferred. This dish has a

capacity of 2 pints. Price, complete with 6 feet of cord, $13.50.

Electric Traveler's Stove
Persons who travel will appreciate this stove for its
convenience, compactness - it occupies a space only 3.1 x5 inches - and its light

weight, 2} lbs. Wherever there is Electric Light it may be used for heating water,

boiling eggs or brewing coffee in a few minutes. Price, $5.00.

ELECTRIC SHOP-CHICAGO
Michigan and Jackson Boulevards

Over 2,000 Things Electrical

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers,
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While They Last!

BOUND VOLUMES II AND III
POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE

$1.20 Each, Postpaid

THINK OF IT! These handsome volumes at merely the
cost of the twelve magazines, and sent, all charges prepaid,
to any address. Each volume contains twelve issues, hand-

somely bound in blue silk with name stamped in gold on back.
All advertising matter is excluded, making it a handy size for
your library. Among the contents are :
Construction of an Electrical Laboratory, Operation of Bells from Light
Circuit, Construction of a High Power Wireless Equipment, Calculating
Illumination, Electricity in the Household, Wireless Telephones, Spark Coil
Dimensions, Wireless Detectors, Electric Soldering Iron, Making Telephone
Magnets, Transmission of Photos by Wireless, Electrical Agriculture, The
Electric Fan, Automatic Electric Clocks, Mail Box Alarms, Electricity and
the Submarine, Induction Coils in Vaudeville, Illumination of Workshops,
Electricity in the Practice of Medicine, Repeating Alarm Clocks, Electric
Flashers, Electric Fortune Teller, Toy Railway Car Reverser, Edison's New
Battery, Across the Atlantic by Airship, The Insides of Moving Pictures,
Motors for the Home, Making of Near Diamonds, Electric Block Signalling,
Testing Airship Propellers, Making and Testing Telephone Cables, Electro-
plating, Construction of a Small Rheostat, Tesla High Frequency Apparatus,
Edison and His Work, Electrical Threshing, Talking Between Chicago and
New York, The Smallest Motor in the World, The Modern Dentist, Electric
Tree Felling, Power from Ocean Waves, Construction of Small Dynamos and
Motors, Electricity in Book Making, Remedy for Party Line Telephone
Troubles, Electricity in Building the Panama Canal, Timing Bullet Speeds,
The Multiplex Telephone, Epoch Making Electric Inventions, Electric Cigar
Lighter, Electrical "Stunts," etc., etc., with hundreds of special articles, news
notes, descriptions, etc.

Don't Overlook This Exceptional Opportunity to Secure These
Valuable Books at a Price Less Than the Cost of Binding.

TEAR OFF AND MAIL COUPON TODAY

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT.,
54 West Lake Street, Chicago, III.

GENTLEMEN:-Enclosed find $ for which please send me Bound Volumes

POPCLAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE.

Name

Address

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Own the Time Clock
Don't Ring It

Why not own the
time clock instead of

"ringing up" all your
life? There is no reason

why you can't do it if you
have enough ambition.

This first step is training-that
leads to promotion and more

and more money. Once a man
acquires training and begins to go

up, there is no such thing as calcu-
lating where he will stop.

There are many students of the International Correspondence Schools who
are now owners and directors of great enterprises, who were merely laborers
before they received the help of the I. C. S.

You begin by making up your mind that you are not satisfied with your
present position. Then you decide upon the character of the work most con-
genial to you. It may be Architecture, Engineering, Electricity, Building
Contractor, Commercial Illustrating, Mining, Textile Manufacturing, Advertising,

or any other occupation listed on the
coupon. You simply indicate your choice
by marking the coupon as directed, and
sending it to the International Corre-
spondence Schools. By return mail, you
will receive without charge a wealth of
illustrated literature, containing valuable
information on the trade or profession
in which you wish to perfect yourself.

There is neither lost ground nor lost
time with the I. C. S. instruction. It
is designed to put money in a man's
pocket right away-not years hence.

Remember, you don't leave home,
lose time, nor tie yourself up with any
embarrassing obligations.

Mark and Mail the Coupon TODAY

International Correspondence Schools .
Box 1102, Scranton, Pa.

Please explain, without further obligation un my part, how I 
can qualify for a larger salary and advancement to the post
Ion, trade. or profession before which 1 have marked X.

Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Electric Railways
Electrician
Electric Car Running
Dynamo on Foreman

Mining Engineer
Telephone Expert
Civil Engineer
Automobile Running
Agriculture

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
R. R. Constructing
Concrete Construction
Architect
Contracting & Building
Architectural Draftsman
Plumbing & Heating
Chemist
Bookkeeper
Advertising Man
Civil Service Exams.

 Name

 St. and No..
City

Present Occupation

State

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers,
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Price of Magazine
to be Raised!

Beginning with the January, 1912, issue, the price of POPULAR
ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE will be 15c a copy, $1.50 a pear.

We have hesitated a long time about taking this step. Naturally, we wished to
give our readers as much more than they paid for as possible, so continued for a
long time as one of the very few 10c magazines to be found on the news-stands.

But the cost of publishing a magazine has increased enormously in the last few
years. The expense of issuing a high-class, illustrated publication such as this, is
actually about two times the amount received from subscriptions and news-stand sales.

The advance in price, therefore, became practically a necessity if we were to
continue and make the editorial contents what it is and what you want it to continue
to be. We began, therefore, some months ago, to build up that department by
increased expenditures in anticipation of such a move. You have noticed this-
more articles, more and better diversity of subjects, etc. You will
acknowledge with us that the magazine today is a better buy at 15c than it was six
months ago at 10c. We believe in making the improvements long before raisj,ng the
price, rather than simultaneously with it-and the improvements haven't stopped yet!

The January issue will be the first to be sold on the news-stands at 15c. Jan-
uary 1st, 1912, is the date at which the increased subscription price will go into effect.
Therefore, it is to your advantage to

Subscribe Before January 1st
or Renew your Subscription, as the case may be.

Until January 1st we will accept subscriptions at $1.00 a year for any period
up to and including five years. You can send in your subscription through your
local news -dealer, or direct to us as most convenient.

The cost for extra postage on Canadian subscriptions will remain the same, 35c'
a year, but the foreign postage will be increased after January 1st, 1912, from 50c
to 75c a year, which is just sufficient to cover the cost of this charge to us.

Do not delay then, if you wish to take advantage of the present rates, in
subscribing or renewing as soon as possible, and for a good long time, while the old
price continues in effect.

Popular Electricity Publishing Company

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The Minute a
Lit holin Goes
'Round Your
Neck, Your
Collar Troubles
Vanish.

ASH APEfor
every taste.
Perfect

service and a
glove -like fit. Slip

easy tie space. No wilting,
wrinkling or wretchedness. Every time you
launder a Litholin you make it snow-white
and save money besides. Commence saving
to -day. Purchase a

Litholin Waterproofed
Linen Collar

.111 your dealer's or 63/ mail en receipt of price.
Write for Booklet.

Collars The Fiberloid Co. Cuffs
SOc a pair

Hair Grows
When properly nourished. Our
VACUUM CAP used a few minutes
each day draws the blood to the hair
roots. The blood is nature's nourish-
ment and when properly supplied*it
promotes hair growth. stops falling
hair, and dandruff disappears. Our
cap is used by Physicians, and men
who know it to be the Scientific
method of promoting "Hair Growth."
We send our Vacuum Cap on (,O days'
free trial. Write for our booklet on
"Hair and its Growth," testimonials,
and application blanks, sent sealed in
a plain envelope free.

The ModernVacuum Cap Co.
480 Barclay Block Denver, Colo.
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You Owned a Farm? -

3,000 Government Home -
oteada Open to Settlement

`

m

in the PINE RIDGE and
ROSEBUD Rese vation . (l /

I

466,562 Acres - Presi-
dent Taft's proclamation
has thrown open to settle-

V9)...1.101.-_ment approximately 466,562
acres in Pine Ridge and \/ .
Rosebud Reservations.

iiiPoints of Registration are
Gregory, Dallas and Rapid
City, South Dakota.
Time of Registration, October 2nd to 21st inclu-
sive, 1911. Drawing begins at Gregory, South
Dakota, October, 24th, 1911.

Excellent Train Service The Direct Route
These lands are some of

ERN
the choicest in S. Dakota.

e WEst n particulars address
nted tcr and full

N°RI° Chicago and
North Western Ry.

A. C. JOHNSON C. A. CAIRNS
Passenger Traffic Mg'r Oen'I Pass'r and Ticket Agt.
Nwi949 Chicago, M.

¡l
LJ

Special Wholesale Prices
SHIPPED ON APPROVAL
anywhere. Five days' trial.
Factory rebuilt typewriters.
Visible or Otherwise
Remingtons,Oli-
vers, L. C. Smith
Premiers, Royals,
Monarchs.

Your Choice of 300 Typewriters
from $15.00 to $20.00

Send for Catalog No. 81 and Wholesale Prices

Gaerte Typewriter Exchange
333 S. DEARBORN ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

THE POPULAR
EDUCATIONAL
FOOu
CAMPAIGN Health

THE Sial
It ItAINI
DIET
SYSTEM

The everyday BRAINY or LIFE-GIVING foods are the
most strengthening, healing forces in nature. They promote
the highest efficiency in brain workers. When correctly combined they maintain health
permanently.Wrongly combined foods ferment and poison the system, causing rheumatism,
appendicitis, apoplexy, etc., lack of appetite, and frequently death. The different
foods causing expectoration, catarrh, fevers, nightsweats, coughing, etc. are speci-
fied in the instructive free b000klets. Fat people have reduced one pound daily by a
DIGESTIBLE brainy diet of everyday foods, gaining strength, without fasting, or
exercises. Thin people gain flesh by the DIGESTIBLE weight -producing foods.

NO FOODS SOLD
People write:-" My brain power and general efficiency have been nearly doubled

this year by selecting brainy foods. I have made a fortune in real estate, and the
credit is honestly yours." . The hints in booklet number 9 on foods for curing congested liver, nourishing
the brain, etc., are worth untold. dollars. although the booklets are ' free"'

((1) TESTS OF BRAINY DIET.
1114

t FEF.(PI'9 OF FOOR9. Send 10 cents for mailing.
(a) DIET v.. DREGS. t4) KEY TO LONGEVITY. Send the addresses of your sick friends.

G. H. BRINKLER, Food Expert, Dept. 19, Washington, D. C,
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The World Famous

MEISTER
PIANO

Sent to any home in America on

30 Days Free Trial
THE FREIGHT PREPAID

Eight Artistic Styles to Choose from
Ranging in Price from

$175 to $350
Sold direct from the factory to you, and

not sold to dealers or commission men
under any circumstances.

If you like the instrument and desire to
keep it after the month's free trial, these
are the terms of sale:

SMALL WEEKLY OR MONTHLY PAYMENTS
NO CASH PAYMENT DOWN
NO INTEREST ON PAYMENTS
NO EXTRAS OF ANY KIND
PIANO STOOL AND SCARF FREE

Sold under Rothschild & Company's
Guarantee Bond which is as good as a
Government Bond.

Rothschild & Company's resources are
in excess of $4,000,000, and every promise
they make is absolute. Ask any banker in
America for Rothschild & Company's com-
mercial rating.

Send for our beautifully illustrated catalog showing
Meister pianos in the natural wood colors. The book
also contains hundreds of testimonial letters from
delighted customers. A post card will bring it.

The Meister Piano Co.
(Rothschild & Company, Sole Owners)

DEPT. 20 H. CHICAGO, ILL.

Think that over! Show them KNTCKERROCKER
TAILORING samples and styles. Two orders make you
enough PROFIT to get a snappy suit for yourself FREE..
Simple and easy. Just a little SPARE TIME. You need
NO MONEY. We send complete outfit-ALL FREE and
show plainly just what to do.

Make Up to $10 a Suit
Some of our suits make $10 COMMISSION for you.

Almost no effort. Astonishing how quick you get busi-
ness. ve suit shipped en' approval, EXPRESS
PREPAID. Money back if not satisfactory. We are
the Largest Wholesale Tailoring House in the World.
30 YEARS IN BUSINESS. Reliable. successful, MAKE
BEST CLOTHES. MEN LIKE YOU. without exper-
ience. now aking $10 A DAY just showing mples!
Get or outfit. Compare with others. Make OUR profit.
Ask about big FREE PREMIUM PLAN. HUNDREDS
OF BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL THINGS FREE. Our
proposition beat! Prove it. Write NOW I

KNICKERBOCKER TAILORING CO., 1934 Halsted St., Chicago. III.

THIS MORRIS CHAIR $1 25
dIIUu4Urh. 65c monthly-total price $5.45. CASHf1....Latest design, Kiln dried heavy

<. ul, ,tock. Genuine Fabricord Leather. R'e
have 3000 such bargains for you. And all

Sold On Credit
You use and enjoy the goods now-pay as

you can. 3o DAYS' GUARANTEED hIdI li
TRIAL. Send at once for our big illustrated

SPIEGEL, MAY, STERN 8c CO.
catalogue. It's FR GE to you.

1646 35th Street - Chicago, III.

MAGIC POCKET TRICK FREE
Catalog included, send 6c stamp.

Dept. 17 270 W. 39th St. ,NewYork

ELECTRICITY
BOOK FREE

Profusely Illustrated with Photos from Life.
Write for it today.

'this splendid book is compiled from the best authoritiesin the world. Explains how electricity as supplied by inex-
pensive batteries cures Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Insomnia,
Liver and Kidney Trouble and all nerve affections and dis-
eases due to poor circulation. Explains how to enjoy the
famous electric baths and beauty and health massage athome at little cost.
THIS
BATTERY

95

EXPRESS
PREPAID
This book also lists the latest improved Batteries (Prices $1.95
to $19.50). ohich we send Prepmd sill allow 10 days free trial.

DETROIT MEDICAL BATTERY CO.
1095 Majestic Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

11 'rile today for our free book.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Central Station
Advertising

As advertising agents for the two largest
Central Stations in the world, we have
naturally acquired a fund of experience
which might be drawn upon by other
Central Stations to their considerable
advantage.

Advertising Things
Electrical

We are qualified by what we have
done to give sound advice to the adver-
tiser who is facing the problem of inter-
esting the consumer in his product-be
that advertiser large or small.

WM. D. MCJUNKIN
Advertising Agency

35 S. Dearborn Street Chicago

OCTOBER- Advertising Section
Let

us put

parlor.

Not a
dollar

to pay
us.

REstablished 1842. Given Highest Award at
World's Columbian Exposition, 1893.

Direct from factory to you now saves you $128 to $222.
No security. No interest to pay. No collectors.

Take 30 Days' Free Trial in your home with your family and friends to
judge the beautiful tone quality-handsome exclusive design and finish-easy
action and splendid satisfaction. When absolutely satisfied you can pay by
the week, month, three months or twice a year. We don't care how.
Suit your own time. We want you to be happy with one of our pianos or self -
playing pianos-prove it at our risk-right now. Write a Postal Today-
For Our Big Book.
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Take
your
own

time on
trying

and
paying
-we

pay
freight

both
ways

EED & SONS

REED & SONS PIANO MFG. CO.
Dept. 27, Cor. Jackson Blvd. and Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Capital and Resources $1.750,000.00.
Largest Factory to Home Piano Mfgrs. in the World.

HESS sáNTARYLOCKER
The Only Modern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet
.,rlocker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.
Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells.

Dust and vermin proof, easily cleaned.
Should Be In Every Bath Room

Four styles-four sizes. To recess in
wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-
trated circular.

The Recessed Steel HESS. 912 L Tacoma Bldg., Chicago
Medicine Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces. Free Booklet

12 Art Panels 50c
Beautiful Duo Tint Reproductions of
Famous Paintings-Panel Size 7x10

These pictures are real gems-the
most exquisite portrayals of

"WOMAN BEAUTIFUL"
ever shown in one collection. We send a
full set of 12 in handsome Art portfolio,
packed flat and safe delivery guaran-
teed, together with lifelike miniatures
of 70 other beautiful and catchy den
pictures, for only 50e coin, money
order or U. S. stamps. Send at once.
Money back if not satisfied. Or
send ¢,.es for same set hand -colored.
FLORENTINE ART COMPANY
Dept. F.10, 2209 Prairie Ave., Chicago, III.
FreeOrdr 'ba autt onued apcwen include

colors.

ARE YOU ROUND SHOULDERED?
"Nulifé " straightens and squares your shoulders Instantly. It compels) cm to stand, sit and walk
correctly. Makes you breathe properly at all times. Expands your chest from one to three inches.
Reduces your abdomen to the proper proportions. Fills out the hollows around the neck, strength-
ens the buck and supports the spine; gives the person wino wears it a commanding appearance.
'Nulife" is worn by men. women and children. It is sold throughout the United States and Con.

nda at 59.00. For limited time I will send "Nulife" to the renders of The Popular Electricity
Dfogazine for 82.00 postpaid. When ordering send your prover height, weight end chest meas-
urements. Illustrated booklet on "Nulifé ' sent free upon request.
PROF. ANTHONY BARKER, 1299 Barker Bldg., 110 W. 42nd St., New York, N.Y.

Monthly: $1.00 a'Year. Single Copy 10c. Aviation, Aeronautics, Wireless Telegraphy
Aeronautic
Wireless
Department
alone worth
$1.00 a year

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Practical 25c Handbooks
UP-TO-DATE AND WRITTEN IN PLAIN ENGLISH

MAGNETS AND MAGNETISM-A very clearly written ex-
plat:diou of au important subject. By A. W. Marshall.
Cent eats of Chapters: 1-The Theory of Magnets. 2 -
I'ermaucnt Magnets. 3-Elect ro Magnets. 4-Solenoids or
Tubular Electro- Maguets. 5-Experiments with Magnets. SS
pages; 40 illustrations.
WINDMILLS AND WIND MOTORS-By F. E. Powell. A
to aoticaI handbook on the construct ion of small windmills.
for pumping water. generating electricity, or driving small
machines. An American type windmill, diameter of sails 3
ft. _t small working windmill, diameter of sails 13 ft. A
small self-adjusting windmill, diameter of sails. 10 ft.
Description of other forms of wind motors with a chapter ore
the production of electricity by wind power, etc. 80 pages
oath 84 illustrations and diagrams.
ELECTRIC BELLS AND ALARMS-How to install them.
By N. II. Schneider. Including batteries, wire and wiring,
ri,,uits. pushes. bells, burglar alarms. high and lots water
a l a reels, It IT alai ems. thermostats. annunciators. and tilt locat-
ing and remedying of faults. With 56 original diagrams.
SMALL DYNAMOS AND MOTORS-How to make and use
them. A practical handbook, by F. E. Powell. Contents of
Chapters: 1-General Considerations. 2-Field Magnets. 3
-Armatures. 4-Commutators and other Details. 5-Tables
,f Windings. 6-How to Build a Small Machine. 7-I'se-
fuI Data. S-Testing and Repairing. 7 6 pages. fully Illus-
trated with (detail drawings.

HOW TO MAKE WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS-By 20 Wire-
less Leper t-A treatise for the experimenter and amateur
on the offish tmtiner of wireless instruments and apparatus.
Complete directions for making a "Two -pule Wireless Set"
also for co rest rooting numerous approved wireless apparatus for
bat It high and low power sets. 04 pages. illustrated.

THE WIRELESS TELEPHONE-By I1. Gernsbach-Written
for the student amt experimenter and those engaged in ze-
search work in Wireless 'Telephony. Describes all the peevent
systems :tent invent inns, also contains complete direction.
for construe( ing a simple Wireless Telephone. Stl pages.
57 Illustrations.

CONSTRUCTION OF INDUCTION COILS AND TRANS-
FORM ERS-Ity II. W. Semr. Describe: fully the design
and consti uctb it of various s?tes of Induction coils and
transformers. The 'tecla coil and its uses is covered
thoroughly. Details are given for the construction of open
and closed coro transformers. Complete with numerous
tattles and data. 04 pages, iaustrated.

WIRING A HOUSE-By Herbert Pratt. Shows a house
already built, tells just how to start about wiring it; srhem
to begin: what wire tee use; how to run it according to
Insurance rules in fact just the information necessary fi r
wiring a house or shop. Tables showing the current carry
hMg capacity of wires are also given.

Popular Electricity Book Dept., Chicago, Ill.

A Wealth -Creating Opportunity
Identify yourself- with the times in which you live. Be

active. Establish a business of your own by buying, selling
and trading through the medium ofPopular Electricity
"Classified Columns. -
011 You will overlook many money -saving bargains and
wealth -creating opportunities if you fail to read these busy
little ads.
119 These Classified exploit many things in which you are interested.
Both employer and employe obtain results. Don't fail to profit
thereby.
(J Classified columns rates will be found at the head of the Classi-
fied columns. Write today for our circular of 'Evidence' which
shows what others have accomplished through the use of our Class-
ified columns.

Popular Electricity Magazine
Classified Department

Handy Electrical Dictionary
"Just Fits The Vest Pocket"

Designed to meet the needs of the begin-
ner, and at the same time furnish a com-
pact, reliable reference for the electrical
worker and expert.

224 pages-" Plain Fnglish" defini-
tions of over 4,8111) electrical terms
and phrases -7 pages of diagrams

Everyone Interested in Electricity
Needs it

Price, Cloth, 25c
Full leather, full gilt, 50c

Popular Electricity Publishing Co. Book Dept.
54 WEST LAKE STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

AOOKNEW ELECTRIC LIGHT FOR THE FARMB
Shows you how to install and operate the most up-to-date low voltage electric light plants suitable for farms,
stores and country homes 'in general.
Full details are given, showing how to estimate the number of lights required, their best location, wiring
and the plant necessary to furnish the current.
Part I. LOW VOLTAGE ELECTRIC LIGHTING WITH THE STORAGE. BATTERY.
Chapters 1-Introduction. 2-The Storage Battery. 3-Estimating the Installation. 4-The Electric
Plant- 5-Some Typical Plants. 6-Installation and Operation.
Part II. WIRING HOUSES FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT. Chapters 1-Introduction. 2-Planning
the Wiring. 3-Completing the Installation. 4-Installing the Lights. 5-Other Methods of Wiring.
6-Materials and Notes. 7-Notes on Underwriters Rules.

190 Pages, Illustrated, Bound in One Volume. Price $1.00.
POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT., 54 W. Lake Street, Chicago, Ill.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers,
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This °r 1 híS
Electric power is always ready-it can be started or stopped almost instantly.
No matter what you use power for, or how much of it you use-from the smallest machine to the

argest factory-it will pay you to install and try a

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC MOTOR
All the power you pay for then, is delivered directly to the machine-you don't lose 30 to 50 per cent.

on flapping belts, line shafts or pulleys. Motors need no fireman or engineer-only an occasional oiling-
and they supply each tool with just the right power and speed to secure its maximum output.

We make motors of all sizes from 1-100 horsepower up, and can furnish you the kind especiallly suited
to your needs.

Our bulletin "Motor Drives" (sent free on request) explains and illustrates some 40 of their applica-
tions. Send for it today.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS OF GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
WOOD" SYSTEMS

1603 Broadway, FORT WAYNE, IND. Breach Offices: Most Larde Cities

.

at

r-t-+aLui..`f
h:tiilwi Rs :
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 MI le cl
~,.

THE NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
Offe-s a theoretical and practical course
in Applied ELECTRICITY.
Our course teaches all that one must know
about electricity.
It supplies that thorough training which
cannot be obtained in any other way than
by applying the practice to the theory at
the rime and place in which the theory is be-
ing given
You need no preparation to take our course.

We prepare you and finish your electrical
education.
You are not subject to the requirements of
class work. but take your course individually
and as quickly as your ability permits,
You can start any time, as the school is open
all year. You can take day or night or both.
Our twelve years' school experience prompts
us to make claims and our graduates prove
the claims.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED PROSPECTUS

40 WEST SEVENTEENTH STREET, NEW YORK

5A Wonderful Little Transformer
Here's the transformer all young elec-

tricians hope to own sooner or later.
Reduces alternating current to low
voltages which operate all classes of
direct current apparatus. Displaces
batteries for operating electrical toys,
hells, buzzers and small lamps. Will
operate Ruhmkorff or any other induc-
tion coil. Easily connected with any
electric light wire. In solid steel case,
moisture proof.  Practically indestruc-
tible. Amuses grownups, too, and

THORDARSON ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.

teaches fundamental working prin-
ciples of electricity.

STYLE WATTS Pa ICE

No.1 60 $ 8.00
No. 1 A 60 5.00
No.2 120 10.00
No. 2A 120 7.00

No. 1 and No. 2 are equipped with
cords and plug connectors.

No. IA and No. 2A are equipped
with binding posts only.

Send for Circular

220 South Jefferson St., Chicago

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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A Wealth - Creating
Opportunity

II Identify yourself with the times in
which you live. Be active. Establish a
business of your own by buying, selling
and trading through the medium of Pop-
ular Electricity "Classified Columns."

II You will overlook many money -saving bar-
gains and wealth -creating opportunities if you
fail to read these busy little ads.

These Classified Advertisements exploit
many things in which you are interested. Both
employer and employe obtain results. Don't
fail to profit thereby.

(I Classified rates will be found at the head of the
Classified Columns. Write today for our circular of
"EVIDENCE" which shows what others have accom-
plished through the use of our Classified columns.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE
CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT

FOR THE AMATEUR
OR PRACTICIAL ELECTRICIAN

This is one of the most
valuable works ever
published.
Written in simple, easilyunderstood language,
fully illustrated with cuts
and working drawings.

Presents a wonderfully interest-
ing and entertaining series of
electrical experiments, giving fu.l
directions for constructing al
paratus required with inexpensive
materialsand toolseasily obtained.

Shows you how to make all
kinds of batteries, electric hells,
rheostats, condensers, large and
small induction coils, an electro-
phorus, an automatic circuit
closer; how to construct and use
telegraph and telephone instru-

men s, measure electrical resistance and pressure and make and
use galvanometers and voltmeters.

Gives detailed directions for building a 1-20 horse power
motor, explaining exactly how to make each of the various
parts and assemble them correctly. Shows you how to do
electro -plating at home, design a small dynamo, build an
electric engine, an electric locomotive, a model fire alarm tele-
graph, make simple arc lamps, and light lamps by electricity.
Also how to make an electric bomb, electric gyroscope and
other electrical toys, etc., etc.

204 pages. Handsomely stamped cloth covers.
Price-postpaid-81.00

FREE for two paid annual subscriptions to POPULAR
ELECTRICITY.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT.
CHICAGO, ILL.

TWO VALUABLE BOOKS
Motor Troubles Electrical Contracting

By E. B. Raymond By Louis J. Auerbacher
Alternating and Direct Current How to Get the Work and Do It

197 pages illustrated
Price $1.50 postpaid

For many years Mr.
Raymond was the Gen-
eral Electric Company's
expert in the tracing of
motor troubles, so there
can be no one better equipped
than he to fortify you against
the many difficulties that arise
in this field. This book con-
tains the right solution of
every problem and is so ar-
ranged and indexed that you
can instantly put your finger
on the remedy.

Contents: - Starting Up.
Sparking. Brush Troubles.
Characteristics of the Induc-
tion Motor. Locating Faults
in Induction Motors. Wind-

ing Faults. Balking of Induction Motors. Mechanical
Troubles. Troubles with Synchronous Motors. Testing
Generators. Testing Direct -Current Motors. Alternating
Current Generators. Testing Induction Motors.

160 pages illustrated
Price $2.00 postpaid

This book starts at the
beginning of the average
contractor's troubles-Isis
shop systems and his es-
timates.

Mr. Auerbacher covers these
fully with plenty of good ideas
on the short cuts, suggestions
and economies which make for a
better business and better profit.

Most electrical contt actors do
not realize that their money is lost
because they lack the right shop or-
ganization and methods of keeping
track of stock, and the contractor
who familiarizes himself with this
book will not only do better work,
but he will do it at a greater profit
and his customer will be better sat-
isfied. A large part of the book is
devoted to wiring systems of all kinds, forming the most useful
wiring handbook on the market. It shows the latest and best
methods, and, however experienced you may be, you will find
plenty of new ideas in this book, as well as all of the everyday
data to which you want to refer.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT., CHICAGO, ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The Gregory Bargain List

of Electrical Machinery
We have the largest stock of second hand electric motors and generators in America
and buy and sell, rent, exchange and repair electrical machinery of all kinds. Send
for our " MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET," showing complete stock with net prices.

FOR SALE 220 VOLT D. C. MOTORS
H. P Speed, 11. 1'. Speed. H. P. Speed.

1 3 .en. filet., tope CE, series I'SW 1 'l i, Ft. tear ne, type 1.5 1700 1 20 Fairbanks -Morse, Ml'........... 775

1 3 Gen. filet., type Ch, shunt 1100 1 7!4 Sprague -Lundell 1210 1 20 Northern, MI' 1175

1 3 Gen. Elec type CQ 1200 1 764 Gen. Elec., type CF 1650 2 20 Gen. Elec., Ml', type, C n. 11.5
1 : sl oth, Ml' 1600 1 754 Gen. Elec., type CQ 1650 1 20 Westinghouse. MP, type S 1040
2 4 Fairbanks -Morse, MP 1750 1 'P4 Browning, MI' 965 1 20 Gen. Elec., MI', form II 700
I 4 Bernard, MI'. 650 2 754 Gen. Elec., MP, type CF 1000 1 20 Westinghouse, MP, type M 600

1 5 National Stamping, MI' 1650 2 10 Northern, MI', comp 900 1 25 Couunercial, MP 7-5
2 5 Fairbanks -Morse, MP ....1450 2 10 Westinghouse, MP, typeS 1200 1 30 Milwaukee, MP 1075
2 5 Browning, MI' 1650 1 10 Northern, MP 775 1 30 Phoenix, MP. 650
1 5 Ft. Wayne, Mt' 1500 4 10 Crocker -Wheeler, MP, form I,,, 881! 1 90 Gen. Elec., type CL6 1050

1 5 Gen. Elec., type CE IMW 1 10 Northern, MI'. comp 650 1 30 Triumph, MP, comp 830
1 5 Gen. Elec., type CQ 1800 2 10 Gen. Elec., MP, type CQ 800 3 30 Gen. Elec MP, form A 625
1 5 Browning, comp 1200 6 10 Gen. Elec., type CF 800 1 30 Westinghouse, MP, type Al 975
1 5 Commercial, round frame 1200 1 10 Ft. Wayne, MP 675 1 80 Westinghouse, MP, type S 900
1 5 Peerless, M I'., 1210 1 10 Gen. Elec., MP, type ('E. comp 800 1 35 Northern, MP 7(5
2 5 Sprague -Lundell 1040 2 15 Gen. Elec., MP, type, CQ 1200 1 85 Gen. Elec., MP, form H 975
1 5 HoltzerCabot, MP, comp 1000 1 15 Westinghouse, MP, type M 1150 1 35 Crocker -Wheeler, MP, form 1... 7E0
1 5 Westinghouse, MP, type M 1500 1 15 Westinghouse, MP, type S 1150 1 40 Willey, MP 800
5 5 Gen. Elec., type CF 1°10) 1 15 Gen. Elec., MP, type CQ 900 1 45 HoltzerCabot, MP 875
3 5 Gen, Elec., type CO 1'101 1 15 Gen. Elec., MP, form H 800 2 50 Elektron, MP. late type is5
2 5 Crocker. Wheeler, MP, form F..1100 I 15 Westinghouse, MP, type M, comp 575 1 50 Gen. Elec., 6 -pole, type CI . ill s
1 6 Fairbanks -Morse, MI' 1(111 1 20 Commercial, MP 1000

All machines fully guaranteed. Machines sent on approval to responsible parties

e e012MITHEPIONEER BARGAIN HousE
WAREHOUSE AND WORKS: 16th AND LINCOLN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

Will Not Burn Out
An iutpnrt:utt to attire of these motors is that they will not

heat under any circumstances.
3i 2 and Mi H.P. for A.C. and D.C.

Finished in Black Enamel.

THE

BARNES
VARIABLE SPEED AND REVERSIBLE

Are especially adapted for
Washing Machines. Printing Presses, Cof-

fee Mills. Dental Apparatus, Vacuum
Cleaners. Wireless Apparatus, etc.

Let us figure on run: requirements

BARNES MFG. CO., S7 usquehanna. Pa.t

Ask
About

"Comet"
Electric Frying
Pen

"COMET ELECTRIC
COOK STOVE "

Combines an Elec-
tric Cook Stove, a
Fireless Cooker and
a Refrigerator in One

.,sd prepared as for
any st ,r e. Pla, e in oven
-turn on ele.tric cur-
rent. A ter current has

been on a few
minutes, then
turn off - bal.
ance of cooking
is done on the
Fireless Cooking
principle, mal,
ing the cost of
preliminary

nt thehe only ex-
pense.

Write Today for Catalu, _ " r,.11 Derails.
COMET ELECTRIC STOVE COMPANY

280-284 18th Street, Detroit, Mich.

A PERFECT
110 VOLT
FAN FOR

$6.50
ElecIrically,

Mechanically and
.. `' Aestheticslly Perfect

Finish, blackenamelanrl nickel. Any mljust
went. For home and office, telephone booth, picture show, or w here a . ei l

¿ fan i not needed. Youcan buy a larger or a higher priced fan butin::
positively can not get a better ono. Noiseless and sparkless. Say

whether for alternating or dire,. t torrent, and give dealer's name. \1 e
prepay express and guarantee

arteton,
prepay

.

six y ,.It battery fan ,t
rani,pre.
178 Summer St., Boston,M ass.ompntti

This High Class Motor

Type
M
1-15
H.P.

JOSEPH
1215 S. Ashland Ave.

Unassembled

$3.50
Rums on a, c. and .1. e

Curenrt. r,O rol ts. Ill el,,, l,'.v
complete set of blue pH u lx
showing hoer to assemble.
Has laminated field mid
annul ore, mica insulated
Comma to for 3-r6 carbon
brushes, bronze bearingps,
brass grease eupa,pulley
and terminals.

Aasemhl,rl e OM111vie
ready t r, r u n

$5.50
.Set of blue prints show -

1110i in 11411 ,- .

(bfalogne 40.

WEIDENHOFF
CHICAGO, ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The Recognized Authority on Wiring and Construction

Standard Wiring for Electric
Light and Power As adopted

Handy Size
for the Pocket
Black Limp Leather
Gold Embossed Price $1.00 Postpaid
POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT., 54 W. Lake Street, Chicago, Ill.

by the Fire Underwriters of the United States
The only book on Wiring and Construction

kept strictly up-to-date

The 1911 Edition Contains
The latest rulings of The National Board of Fire Underwriters, ex-

plained and illustrated with line cuts and halt -tones of the most modern
and approved methods.

The latest data on Carbon, Gem, Tantalum, Tungsten and Mazda
incandescent lamps.

The most simple and complete formulae and tables, with examples
worked out, for direct and alternating current wiring for light, heat and
power, for all systems-prepared especially for this year's edition of
"Standard Wiring," by the greatest electrical engineering company in
the world. Every necessary table for every requirement of the Con-
structing Engineer, Contractor, Central Station and wireman.

The Standard Symbols for Wiring Plans.

WIRELESS
HOOK-UPS

By G. E. RUDOLPH

No matter what instruments you
have, you will find a perfect Hook -

Up, that works, in this book. Direc-
tions and explanations are also given
wherever necessary.
It will enable you to get better results
from your apparatus and to cover
much greater ranges.

96 Pages -160 Hook -Ups

PRICE 25c POSTPAID
If you want to get the best results
from your station, send for a ropy today.

Popular Electricity BooK Dept.
54 West LaKe Street Chicago, Illinois

Write Articles
For Magazines

It is pleasureable spare time work
and there is good money in it.

If you think you have a " nose for
features," as the editors say, here's
your chance to go to work.

Send 2 -cent stamp for our Free.
Pamphlet-

"What to Write and
How to Write It"

Popular Electricity Pub. Co.
Commercial Building

CHICAGO

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers,
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The Cost of Electric
Lighting Reduced

The introduction of the low voltage
Tungsten lamp has so reduced the cost
of electric lighting apparatus that com-
plete electric lighting plants can now
be purchased for $350 and upwards.

A complete plant consists of a gas
engine, dynamo, switchboard and stor-
age battery. These plants give a full 24 -hour
service by only an occasional running of the gas
engine, so that the engine can be utilized for
other work.

The "Qfjtortbe Zittuntutator''

used with these plants is the same type of battery
used by the large Central Stations in New York,

Chicago, Philadelphia and nearly all of the large cities as well as by the leading Electric Railways, Western
Union and Postal Telegraph Companies, Bell Telephone Companies, etc.

If your home, factory or mill is not near a public electric lighting station, write to our nearest Sales
Office to -day for a copy of our book entitled "How to Have Your Own Electric Lighting Plant." It
will give you interesting and valuable information.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERYCO.
1888 PHILADELPHIA, PA. 1911

New York Boston Chicago St. Louis Cleveland Atlanta
Detroit San Francisco Portland, Ore. Seattle Loa Angeles

The "]Exfbe" Sparking Battery is best for ignition service

Denver
Toronto

SELF -CLEANSING

Electric Washer
And WRINGER Complete for$65
Positive Drive-No Springs t,
break. Will wash any wash-
able fabric clean, quickly at
trifling cost. Will save its
cost in 8 months in wear and
tear of clothes alone,
nothing of time, mon
hard work. We will
you direct anywhere
United States. Ayeaf'sgttar-
antee goes with every

to say
ey and
ship to
in the

fir., _

- i$ -

Washer sold. P-c.l f.a folder
Domestic EquipmentCo., Dept. Y, 30 W. Lake St., Chicago

PELOUZE ELECTRIC IRON
 THE ONLY IRON WITH HEATCONTROL 4fThe most econ- YOUR FINGER TIP

omical iron. Heats
quickest. The only
iron with control of
heat at your finger
tip. "Look for the
Switch."
All leading dealers

PELOUZE ELECTRIC HEATER CO.
232-242 E. Ohio Street - Chicago

LOOK FOR THE ITCH

BARGAINS IN ELECTRIC
Waage Electric Stove $3.00. A handy little
heating device for use in making tea, coffee,
toast and several other things. It has a polished

nickel finish and can be used on the
dining table. Is especial' y convenient for the
sick room, hospital or office as there are no
odors as from gas or oil heaters. Complete
with 6 foot cord and plug $3.00.Sendjpe.ie list .hrae,,,t dr.k

APPLIANCES
~-1

Waage Soldering Irons
Price $3.00 and Upward. Smaller than
other makes-Has double the efficiency-
Will save its cost in a month's time.

WAAGE ELECTRIC CO., 674 West Madison Street, CHICAGO

Do You Want Electric Light or Power for
Your Country Home or Farm?

If you are out of reach of central station current and wish to install a
gas engine electric outfit. either with or without storage battery, write
for our Handbook, here illustrated. Alamo Electric outfits are stand-
ard. Our prices are as low as consistent with high-grade machines
suitable for permanent installations. Investigate our proposition, it
places you under no obligation.

The ALAMO MANUFACTURING CO., 73 South St., Hillsdale, Mich.

Alamo- Westinghouse_',,
Low Voltage Storage
Battery Outfit

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Would You Consider Life Worth the Struggle
if you had to stand over a
steaming tub of suds at the
expense of your health for
four or five hours every
week?

Stop and Consider
Your mother, wife, sister or
maid is doing this. She is
rubbing the clothes to pieces
on a rough washboard and
you are wondering why
your linens, etc., wear out
so quickly.

Your Home Requires the Ser-
vices of a THOR ELECTRIC,
HOME LAUNDRY MACHINE

Your weekly washing and
wringing will be done better,
in less time and at a cost of
only 2c an hour for elec-
tricity if you use

A Thor Electric
Made in Solid Porcelain,Cast
Iron White Enameled, Cop-
per, Zinc and in Galvanized
Steel. Sizes and prices to
meet your requirements.
Your neighbor uses aTHOR
Electric, why not you?
No Other Method Can Equal the
Work of a THOR ELECTRIC
HOME LAUNDRY MACHINE

If desired the machines are furnished equipped with hot and cold water and drain
connections for permanent installation. Send for Free Illustrated Catalog E.

HURLEY MACHINE COMPANY
1011 Flatiron Building, NEW YORK 27 South Clinton Street, CHICAGO

QUICK IRONING By Electricity
r hed and table linen, all plain clothes and flat pieces ironed

iu ;r G sc minutes -better finish than flat iron-with no labor
at all, at one -tenth the expense of hand work
he the

IMPLEXIROxER
"THE BEST IRONER!'

Simple Child operates.
Just feed clothes through.
Costs but 3c an hour to
heat and run by any small
electric motor, by gas or
gasoline-or can be run
by hand. Catalog and
"Ironing Hints" free.

Write today for 30 day
Free Trial ((Ter.

AMERICAN IRONING MACHINE CO., SS E. Lake Street, Chicago, Ill.

Wringing from
rinsing water
while machine
is washing
another load

Electric Washer
For the home

" Makes Good."
Let us tell you why.
Write today.

Judd Laundry
Machine Co.,

129 N. Wabash
CHICAGO

TESTED APPARATUS Means the Elimination of
Faults in Your Product.

Electrical and photometrical tests of every description.
Checking electrical instruments of all kinds and classes.
Inspecting and testing new electrical machinery, apparatus and material at factories and after installation.
Tests on any electrical machinery and apparatus made anywhere.
Arc and incandescent lamp tests, either electric, gas, acetylene or oil.
Illumination tests made anywhere.
Secon'lary standards of candle -power furnished.
Facilities furnished to experimenters and investigators.

We have recently added to the above, coal testing, and are now prepared to make proximate analysesand calorific determinations on samples of coal, promptly and accurately.

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES
80th Street and East End Avenue NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Let Electricity Make Pure Air for You
I
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Sufferers from many ailments travel thousands of miles to breathe the OZONE of the
mountains andpine forests. Yet a recent scientific invention enables everyone to

IN THEIR W. BEDROOM-air constantly as pure, refreshing ex-
hilarating as the purest oxygen -idle atmosphere ofthe piny woodsandmountain peaks.
This little apparatus is operated by electricity and `ozonizes" the air of the closest room
just as an electric storm purifies the out -door air. The

OZONE PURE AIRIFIER
Is of greatest benefit in the treatment of Asthma, Hay Fever, Catarrh, Insomnia, Nervous.

Scarlet Diphtheria, Bronchitis Tuberculosis. etc.Pneumoniahig
highest medicalal

das F y a.
Endorsed by and scientific auWo ritiesa thoroughly tested and demon -

d success.
Central Elation. Sleetrie Jobber and Dealer, this is the latest Electrical Appliance

on the market. Write now for illustrated catalogue, p.ice list and descriptive matter
atol plan of for liberal trial.

distribution throughout the UnitedStates in Every lace Where ct ca\ve Wa
Appliances are Sold.

OZONE PURE AIRI
305-314 Rand McNally Bldg.

ER COMPANY
HICAGO. ILL.

Keep cool, save time, save steps and cook
better this summer with a

CADILLAC
COMBINATION ELECTRIC
STOVE AND TOASTER

It . I .s on the grid above the burner and toast in
the at ner I.,low at the same time at your breakfast table.
Simply attach to any light socket and turn the button. You
can regulate the head as desired and keep things wane at the
table. Finished in nickel and black enamel 4nd sent prepaid
on receipt of f7.5o

CADILLAC ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
116 Mitchell St. Cadillac, Mich.

1

f

SOMETHING NEW

The Simplex Electric Table Range
Useful in any home and a luxurious necessity in

many.
The Table Range, operating from a single lamp

socket, provides for all cooking requirements for a
breakfast, lunch or other light meal for two or three
persons.

Let us send you our illustrated
circular which tells all about it.

Simplex Electric Heating Co.
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Monadnock Block 612 Howard Street
Chicago San Francisco

TO BE CLEAN
YOU NEED

The "BEE Suction Cleaner
costs only $65.00 with complete equipment.
weighs only 20 lbs. No Jar or Vibration.
equals the highest priced machines in efficiency.
does the best work with the least effort.
has NEW and EXCLUSIVE FEATURES.

SOLD ONLY BY RELIABLE AGENTS.
BIRTMAN ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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-GET THIS-
A variable condenser, with a maxi-
mum capacity of .0005 mf., just

right for bridging
secondary of in- E< e . ,tuners,ductiv n rs

for $3.00
Novel construction,
combining slide plate
and rotary types. Hard
rubber finish top and

bottom. Scale and pointer. Seven plates.
For cabinet or portable sets, or for any
receiving set. Small in size, but big in
value. Worth every individual cent of
the price. You can't help praising it, if
you ever see it, or use it.

Ask for Variable Condenser No. 364

WM. J. MURDOCK CO.
50 Carter Street

CHELSEA, MASS.
162 Minna St. 221 S. Clinton St.

SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

EVERY WIRELESS STATION
Needs Our Remarkable New

ROTARY TYPE VARIABEL
CONDENSER

Brings greatest distance within hear-
ing, You get liner selectivity than ever
before possible. Price 15 plates $5.00.
Proven only type for accurate work.
Send 3c for catalog wireless goods.

ETHERIC ELECTRIC CO., 278 Lenox Ave.. New York, N. Y.

ANYONE CAN OWN A WIRELESS STATION
We are offering our '.', mile sending anti

500 mile receiving set consisting of Elec-
trolytic and mineral detector, 90 ohm
receiver, receiver cord, aerial switch anti
100 ft. wire. insulators, special spark coil,
spark gap, leyden jar, key, instructions,
etc.. for$2.75. Receiving set per cut$1.40.
Sending set $1.75. Send 3c for catalog.

FRANKLIN ELECTRIC NOVELTY & MFG. CO..
846 Ninth Ave., - _ New York.

gives you more entertainment than anything you have known
yet. T15 NOT necessary to know the code, You can catch
messages from any of the 900 U. S. Government and Oommer-
cinl Wireless Stations, as well as from the 70,000 Amateur
Stations, with our apparatus. Complete sending and receiv-ing outfits from $6.65 up. Send TO -DAY two -cent postage
for our wonderful 196 -page electrical cyclopedia, containing
all about wireless, diagrams, experiments, instruction, etc.
No pnvtalx answered.

Large stock of AEROPLANE material carried in stock.
The Electro Importing Co., 233B Fulton St., New York

"Everything for the Experimenter"

Fixed Receiving Condenser

The above cut illustrates our
new fixed receiving condenser.
Enclosed in polished brass case.
Has sufficient capacity for any
station and a greater capacity
than any other at the same price
or less.

Price 75 Cents
Our Manual of Wireless Telegraphy and
Catalog No. lE will be sent on request.

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.
New York, Chicago,

17 Park Place 112-114 S. Fifth Ave.

WIRELESS TRANSFORMERS
1.2 K. W.

$30.00

Send for
Catalogue

E. S. Rl1CHIE & SON, 117 Cypress Street, BROOKLINE, MASS.

SPECIAL NOTICE
The I. W. T. Wireless Co. Removed to 1038 Broadway ,Brooklyn, N. Y.

The company is now occupying an entire four story building devoted
exclusively to the manufacture of wireless telegraph apparatus. We
eel!! moo be able es give our customers better attention and ship al!
orders sane day When received. lt-e carry a large stock of all our
goods. Send z -cent stamp for our large wireless catalog.

THE I. W. T. WIRELESS CO.
1038 Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y.

T. W. C. TRANSFORMERS
r/aK.W..$16
'h " . 20
1 " . 35
2 . 60
3 " . 80
5

These trans-
formers are
closed core and

. 100

very efficient. They are constructed carefully and
finished in quartered oak. Write for Leaflet listing
Transmitting Sets up to 5 K. W.
TOLEDO WIRELESS COMPANY

BOX 1 STATION F TOLEDO
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The Efficiency of a

Wireless Telegraph Set

!1'<',ter Representatives:
A1'LS11' TN AGENCIES CO.

t43 Seamd S!. Sare Fraucisc,,, Caí.

Depends on correct designs, accurately wrought
by skilled workmen from the best materials. The
possession of these requisites makes C L A P P-
E AS T HAM products the standard by which all
others are measured.

Our catalogue is a liberal education in modern
methods. Sent for 4c in stamps.

CLAPP-EASTHAM COMPANY
139 Main Street - - - Cambridge, Mass.

If It's "W -M," It Works
TRANSFORMERS CONDENSERS

HELICES SPARK -GAPS ANCHOR -GAPS
HOT-WIRE AMMETER
LEAD - IN INSULATOR
TUNER RECEIVERS

Catalog "1)," Listing the Above Apparatus, May be Had los 2 -cent

Stamp to Cover Mailing

Worts - McKisson Mfg. Co.
Dept. E. TOLEDO, O.

BRANDES
Long Distance

Receivers
Why not take advan-

tage of our oferY
Receivers Season Trial

Gives you an opportun-
ity to test and decide
who makes the best wire-
less receivers, before buy-
ing. WeGuaranteslhem.

Send stamp for pam-
phlet which gives full
description and illus-
trations of our high
grad e wi reless receivers
from 81.50 each up to
813.00 per set complete.

C. BRANDES, Wireless Receiver Specialist
111-A Broadway New York

Wireless Transformers

Open
Core
Type

K. W. $12.50 - INCLUDING IMPEDANCE $16.00
-K. W. 18.00 - 22.00
-K. W. 24.00 . " 28.50

1 -K. W. 35.00 - " 40.00
Box le Quarter -sawed oak, beautifully finished and substantial in every

respect.

SECONDARY UNITS
For Open Core Transformers. These units will reach you

all ready to assemble on your primary, and are so constructed
that a mistake in the assembling is impossible.

Their insulation cannot be excelled.
SUFFICIENT UNITS FOR iÑ-K. W. OPEN CORE TYPE $ 6.75

9.90
12.00

" " 1 " " " 20.00
Complete specifications for balance of Transformer. such as length, diam-

eter accoompanhyteach core of units. and number
f above of prices require

that you pay the express charges yourself.

SPECIAL SECONDARY UNITS
For the benefit of the experimentalist, we are manufacturing secondary

units both round and eguare in practically all a ee of internal and external
diameters, in all siece and styles of Insulation of magnet wires. The number
f turns per section should be left to our judgment and care should be taken

to, give us full information as to required secondary voltage, sine f primary
to yourrnd regoirerenaf and voltagefarewweelass or extremely

be

work. Prices willbe submitted on request.

Dawson & Winger Electric Co.
727 S. DEARBORN ST. CHICAGO, ILL

SPECIAL FOR THIS MONTH
Celebrated One -Inch Western $3.85Electric Spark Coil, only

We purchased the entire stock of
spark coils from the Western Elec-
tric Company at a very attractive
price. Have but 80 left. Our reg-
ular price on these coils is $5.00.
This spark coil is conceded to be
without a peer for wireless use.

Order now while you have the
chance. This coil will convince you
of the superiority of our goods, and
our attractive prices en other goods.

Big 250 Page Catalog Just Out
WIRELESS AND ELECTRICAL GOODS

Mailed for 6c (Stamps or Coin) Which May be
Deducted From First Order of $1.00

The largest and most elaborate catalog of wireless and
electrical goods in existence. Our catalog will save you
money. Highest quality combined with lowest prices.

WRITE FOR IT NOW
428 St. Clair J J DUCK TCLEDO

Street c C HIO
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The
Secret of

Your

Success
With your experi-
ments depends largely
upon a battery which
can supply a high

electro -motive force as well as long life.

The 1900 Dry Battery
At this point fulfills all these require-
ments and more, its greatest proof being
a trial.

Write Today for Catalogue

The Nungesser Electric Battery Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

General Sales Office: 627 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago

Wireless Supplies
WE are Western Representa-

tives for The Electro Import-
ing Co., carrying a complete stock.

Same catalog. Same prices.

Anderson Light and Specialty Co.
70 La Salle St. I Opposite New City Hall,)

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

ENAMEL 0Y?" MAGNET
INSULATED WIRE
ENAMEL WIRE is supplanting silk and cotton covered because
The Insulation le better, because It requires less space, because
It le cheaper.

FEVAL WIRE has a dielectric strength in excess of 75 volts
per .0001 inch ofi nsulation. The evenly distributed enamel
covering adheres tenaciously yeti s resistant and elastic. never
cracking. No change at 400 to 500° F. Al l sizes, Nos. 16 to 40.

MANUFACTURERS: We have an attractive contract proposal
to offer covering your requirements for 12 months.

INDIVIDUALS: We will furnish small quantities for spark
coils and magnets.

FEVAL ENAMEL INSULATED WIRE CO.
129 N. Curtis Street CHICAGO

WIRELESS BARGAINS
No. 8-14. Aluminum Aerial or Helix Wire. It,.. 45c. No. 14-22, Bare Copper
Wire, lb.. 25c. No. 24-28, Enameled CopperWire. lb. 450. No. 18-22.
Enameled CopperWire, lb. 36c. No. 36. Single Cotton Covered Wire. lb..
$1.50.,'BWAENCO" SparkGap, Improved, 250. No. 100. Mile Tranzfornu-r
with Fino Vibrator, 18; without Vibrator, $6. Spark Coils. 2 -inch $8; 1 1-'.i
inch, $6.50; 1 -inch $4.25; 1-4 inch 2.20. BWAENCO" Mineral íletector
50c. Geissler Tul,es 3 -inch with Liquid. 20c. "GALENA,' ' IRohi
PYRITES FERRON, " "FIRANKLINITE." 10c SILICON

CARBOIOUNDUM,' BORNITF,." MOLYBDENITE." "PEROXIDE
OF LEAD," per oz.. 200. 1 1-2 inch O. D. Round or Square Brass Seamless
Tubing, per foot, 500. 1-4 inch Braze Round or Square Tubing or Square
Slider Rod. per foot, 10c. 3-16 inch Brass Round Rod, Per foot $c. Fusible
Cut Outs, completo. Sc. "BWAENCO" Variable Condenser Tubular Typo
(Seamless Braze Stilling), $1.50. "BWAENCO" Fixed Condenser. S uere
or Round Seamless Brass. 50c. "BWAENCO" TuninB_Coils Double SSlide.
$1.25. Brass Slider 5 . 2 inches. 5c. PORCELAIN BASE SWITCHES,
D. P. D. T.. 28c; D. P. S. F.. 22c; S. P. D. T., He; S. P. S. T., 14c.

Send Stamp for Big Bargain Sheet
BROOKLYN WIRELESS CO. - - 766 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

HAVE YOU SEEN Our No. 21 Spark Gap
and No. 51 Variable

Condenser? They are examples of the advanced scientific
design in RELIABLE

WIRELESS APPARATUS
that is found throughout our line. Send stamp for catalogue.

ALDEN WIRELESS CO., DEPT. D
CAM , MASS.

HERE IT IS! APPAREATUS FOR YOU
Special Prices for October

Wollneton wire. 0.0001 in diameter, per inch 12e. Complete
sets coneists of 8 -inch tuning coil double slide, one 1000 ohm
receiver with cord fixed condenser, and our adjust. $5.50
able detector mounted on a mahogany base J

Send a Two -Cent Stamp for Our Catalog
THE BROADWAY WIRELESS & ELECT. NOV. CO.

782 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

25 Cents will bring you the _3 latest
numbers of this 96 -Page$1.50 Magazine-

ELECTRICIAN AND MECHANIC
Each number 1111,4 with interesting  ,tow to make" articles on Airships,
wireless Telegraphy, Furniture and other Electrical and Mechanical
subjects. Written in plain Language for men who use tools. Practical.
Fully illustrated. Sold at newsstands. Send for 1' KIcE Catalog of
Electrical and Mechanical Books.

SAMPSON PUBLISHING COMPANY
518 Pope Building - Boston, Mass.

& GASOLINEENGINES STEAM GAS 1-8 H. Pa up
Stn,,, Steam Boilers, Grinders, I kono aphs, Stereo-
Ihunps, Uynams, 'tropes, Postcard Projectors,
Fans,Saws,Lathes, Aliniature Railway Equip- f

ment, Wireless and .. t

]electrical Novel-
ties. Large catalog 2
mailed for r5 cts., T1 -
(coin preferred). - í

Refunded on first = -:----

order. Mo postal*.
AMATEUR MECHANICS SUPPLY CO.

518A, 219 S. Dearborn St. Chicago, U.S. A.

THE BOYS' MAGAZINE
SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

For a short time we will accept subscriptions to The
Boys' Magazine-the greatest magazine published for
boys. 25c for 4 months-regular price $1.00 a year. In ad-
dition, we will include, free, a copy of

"50 Ways for Boys to Make Money
This little book tells how to earn plenty of money, in

legitimate ways, outside of school hours-without capital.
It is both instructive and interesting; every boy should
have it. The Boys' Magazine contains stories that ap-
peal to all live boys: an athletic department edited by
Walter Camp is a feature. Send 25c today.

THE SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO.
640 Main Street SMETHPORT, PA.

THE BOYS' MA 0.-IZJVE is IOc n ropy at sill uruavdr,l Lra.
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A Completé Course in Practical Electricity
In Vest Pocket Form - Yours Without Cost
DO YOU want to understand and make money in practical

electrical work? Do you wish to gain greater experience
and more valuable knowledge as an electrician? Today

more than ever before knowledge of the practical application of
electricity means big money. Here is a book which will be your
short-cut to money -making knowledge of any new electrical field,
if you are now a veteran; if you are an amateur it will show you
how to do profitable work in any electrical line that interests
you or will give you quickly valuable knowledge of electricity
in all its practical applications.

HOW TO GET A COPY FREE
The Practi-
cal Compend
of Electricity
By JAS. A. BEATON, A. M.

172 Pages, 116 Illustrations
FULL LEATHER

GOLD EDGES AND STAMPING

Here is a very brief description of its contents:-Elementary Prin-
ciples. Electrical Measurements; Coulomb, Ampere, Ohm and the
Watt. Chemical and Magnetic Effectsof Electricity. Current Induction.
Electrical Batteries; how to make various types. Electric Bells and Electrical
Gas Lighting; how to construct circuits for annunciators, alarms, etc.,
eight outfits described and priced. Dynamos and Electrical Motors;
series, shunt and compound winding described. Alternating and Polyphase
Currents. Armatures. Hints for Care of and Running Dynamos and
Motors. Electric Lighting. Rules for Wiring. Estimates for House
Lighting. Electroplating; various processes described. Electric Rail-
ways. The Telegraph; the code, instruments and wiring. The Tele-
phone; private lines, exchanges etc. Telephone Faults and How to
Remedy them. X -Rays; how to use them. Flouroscope. Wireless
Telegraphy; how to make and use the instruments. Electric Welding.
Sub -marine Telegraphy. Naval and Military Uses of Electricity.
Medical Treatment by Electricity; how to treat specific diseases.
Condensed Dictionary of Electrical Terms. Appendix of Useful
Tables. Fire Underwriters Table.

Read this Special Introductory Offer
The way to get this book without charge is through OPPORTUNITY

-the magazine with a hundred and more actual and specific oppor-
tunities in every issue for ambitious, aggressive Americans. It tells
the great chances for making money, for investing your brains and
energy,lgives hundreds of practical helps in your daily work. Oppor-
tunities everywhere for alert, energetic men and women are plainly
described, giving you tangible means for obtaining a broader career.
a better salary, more money, greater success.

OPPORTUNITY is the magazine for you if you want to be
more, do more, make more. OPPORTUNITY is more than a
guide to success. It entertains. Its fiction is live, virile and rich in
romance. Edwin Balmer, famous for his "Via of Wireless" and other
tales begins his greatest serial, "The Partners of Pembroke" in the
October number.

As an introductory offer to readers of "Popular Electricity"
we are giving away this fine edition of the Practical Compend
of Electricity absolutely free with one year's subscription to
OPPORTUNITY. It costs only $1.50 for twelve big 10" x 14"
beautifully illustrated issues simply filled with great opportunities,
any one of which may be the chance of your life. Mail your check
today and receive this practical electrical book and 12 numbers of
OPPORTUNITY. Use this coupon.

Thy coupon below tells you how you can get
absolutely free this handsome book in full
leather binding-a splendid opportunity for
every electrician or for anyone who wants
to understand and make use of electrical
appliances. This wonderful book is up-
to-date, free from unnecessary technical
terms, clear in definitions and explana-

tions, absolutely accurate, complete.
It presents the facts and figures that
form the gist of electrical science.

It Gives Thorough
Instruction in

Theory and
Practice.

I am
a seeker of

greater oppor-
tunities and I enjoy

the best fiction so send
me OPPORTUNITY for one

year for which I enclosefr.so. You
are to include with this absolutely free

of charge a copy of your latest edition of the
Practical Compend of Electricity, eye pages, full

leather binding with gold edges and stamping.

NAME

ADDRESS

THE JOHN MAGEE COMPANY
15 South Market Street Chicago, Illinois
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You
Can Hammer
a Nail Into
a Brick Wall
But-
it won't stay. There was a
time when wood plugs or filling
in was the proper mtthod of
fastening fixtures to walls and
floors of tile, concrete, stone, etc.
Progress demands new methods.

The electrician and mechanic
who is most progressive makes
the most money.

The one permanent and economical way of
fastening electrical fixtures to walls and floors is
with the Sebco Expansion Bolts or Sebco Screw
Anchors.

Free working samples will be sent on request.

Star Expansion Bolt Company
147-149 Cedar Street New York City

With a chuck that holds from o t
5'16 inches and with only a weight ,t

21 ounces.

Hand Drill No. 3
is a perfect tool of its kind. Extreme length over all is t i

inches and diameter of drive gear 34'18 inches. Has
handle to hold Points, which is unique and convenioni.
For sale by all dealers. Write for catalog and instruct' ;
booklet, Tool Practice."

MILLERS FALLS COMPANY
28 Warren Street New York r

If your heating plant is not satisfactory
coirr cifu laior n ciona ly obuir l piisp

etsoa
a g u. probably have poor

An "Economy" Automatic Cond ion Pump and Re-
ceiver stimulates the circulation of steam and reduces the
coal bill by drawing the condensed steam or water that set-
tles in the radiators and pipes, through the system. venting
the air and returning the water to the boiler at nearly the
boiling point. This eliminates snapping and cracking in
the radiators and pipes.

Requires no attention other than an occasional oiling.
Operates equally well on high or low pressure systems.
Tell us your troubles and we will advise you how to over-

come them.

THOMAS & SMITH, Inc.
116-118 N. Carpenter St.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Phone: Monroe 59.11

Manufacturers 416 Broadway
NEW YORK

Phone: Franklin 576

o

"RED DEVIL"
The Tools That Make Good

Ask for general information
about 3,000 R. D. Tools for
mechanics, electricians, etc.

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO.
150 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK CITY

Another New "YANKEE"
PUSH BRACE, No. 75

Drives Wood Anders up to 5-8 inch easier and quicker titan a Bit
Brace. Drives or Draws Screws, and takes all the small tools used
in a bit brace. A handy tool for crowded corners.

Bearing down pa handle drives the tool, dtvind it the quick easy
motion of the "Yankee" Spiral Drivers. Built for good service-it's
a "Yankee." Let your dealer show you one.

Send for Book of Labor Savers

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO., Dept. C, Philadelphia, Pa.
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This Kerosene Engine
Cuts Your Expenses 75%

THE rapidly rising price of gasoline, now 6 to 16 cents
higher than kerosene, absolutely makes operation on
gasoline too expensive. The Perfection Kerosene Eng-

ine operates on any engine fuel. You can always run this
engine at a great fuel saving and get the greatest amount of
work done. The Perfection vaporizes its own kerosene and
so makes it as efficient as gasoline-something other engines
cannot do.

'Elie Perfection is very light, portable, has only three mov
ing parts, runs everything about the place, is lower in price
than any other engine of its capacity on the market.

"PERFECTION" Kerosene Engine

Sent You on 15 Days Free Trial
Quick Shipment Guaranteed

The day we get your order w e will ship your
engine. No delays at this time of the year-a
roan wants his engine and wants it quick. We

have ready right now the very engine
you require. Get your order in quick.
See your dealer at once and ask him to
let you have a copy of our Free
ENGINE BOOK, which shows the
sizes and styles of the "Perfection" and
explains this very attractive offer.
Your dealer will send any "perfection"
engine to your farm for is days and
let you return it if you are not satisfied.
Ask hint about it. If he does not carry
the "Perfection" write to us and we
will send yeu our Free Engine Book
direct.

CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR CO.
202 Second Ave., Detroit, Mich.

6 MONTHS

FREE
TRIAL

The
Wheels
are
Genuine
Carborundum

Luther
Diamond Tool
Grinder
In your own way, at your ow n
work, try this Carborundum

hand and foot power grinder for
six months with the privilege of
sending it back. as times faster
than the grindstone -6 times more
efficient than emery-equipped with

genuine Carborundum wheels - big
time and labor saver for every user of
tools. write today for 6 months' free
trial offer - also McClure's story of
Carborundmu.

LUTHER GRINDER
MFG. CO.

62F Madison St..- Milwaukee,`\1 Wis.

THE LftTLE HUMMER ENGINE
Get one to drive your small
dynamo. It is the most power-
ful engine of its size on the
market and the latest thing out
in its line. Send for our Folder
It is FREE.

THE ELGIN WHEEL & ENGINE CO., EL61tl, ILL.

506HORSE POWER COMPLETE
&3 Cylisders,3 to36 H.P.

_ Absolutely
by a

RESPONSIBLE concern.
Write for complete catalog --tells all shout how these high grade motors are
built in the largest plant ín the world devoted exclu.ive1y to the man -
of actureof 2 -cycle motor.. Gray Motor Co., 1051 U. S. Motors Bldg., Detroit

ELECTRIC LIGHT
For Everybody-with this

FAIRBANKS - MORSE OUTFIT

50 LightComplete with

and fixtures 500
A Brilliant, Sanitary, Safe Light at Small Cost

Outfit may also be used to run fans, sewing machines.
flat -irons, etc. Engine can be used for water -supply, saw,
churn, separator, etc.

Battery supplies current for lighting -system when
engine is shut down.

Write Today for Catalog No. CE 1163

Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
Wabash Ave. and Eldredge Place, Chicago

LEIMAN BROS.

BLOWERS
11 VACUUM

PUMPS
For all Gas and Oil Appliances. Sand
Blasts, Boat Whistles, Calliopes,
Producers, Gas Boosting, Testing

VACUUM CLEANING
Take up own wear. Small Pi,
ton. Big Air Space. No Sprin,.
Powerful. Noiseless. Can't tics
out of order.

Valowuerm CCwg NNo.. 85 LEIMAN BROS. 1.10.111,1".1..

The Man on

EST.
TRADE

T

Ó
L

S
1:57 /
MARA

G.

The Pole
AND THE MAN
ON THE GROUND
Both appreciate tools
that are efficient, help-
ful, reliable of proven
quality, made of true
steel by mechanics
skilled in the art of
making tools and
under the personal
charge of the boss.
WRITE FOR BOOKLET

MATHIAS KLEIN & SONS
Canal Station 3, Chicago, Ill.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers,
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IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFTS
y e f

EECTRICIT
I li<. oa,lerhd and 1.,, al ,,I lip. ,f .,ly ,f the

should base a ,opy of the new 'Voltamp Electrical Products"
our aºpage Catalog now ready. The roost complete and interesting
book ever issued. Full of illustrations and descriptions of Voltamp
Novelties. Motors, Dynamos. Telegraph and Wheless" Instruments,
Spark Coils, Lamps, Flashlights. Transformers, etc. Everything Flec
trical for the experimenter. The greatest line of Miniature Electric
Railways ever shown. Catalog with valuable coupon sent only for 6e
in or coin. (No ¡ostals answered.1
VOLTAMP ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Park Bldg., Baltimore, Md.

Foreign Electrical Exchange
105 N. Wabash Ave., Dept. 1, Chicago

This Tungsten
Flash Light

can housed for a dozen different

autotheor launch without any dan-
ger whatever; and gives a very
powerful light, a Just the thing to
alip under your pillow for imme-
diate use during the night.

Send for it Today, also
Agent's Proposition.

Glass IN the field of glasswork for elec-
trical apparatus we are one of the

very few factories able to give yourYou ideas and needs practical results.
NeedWe

will tell you frankly whether your
idea will work.

If it will we will make it for you.

THE ECLIPSE INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.
Toledo. Ohio

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
The Junior No. 1 Equipment
Direst Connected Dynamo, Gasoline $
Engine Set. Complete Switchboard,

isr5
IB-Cell "American" Storage Battery
The most complete, reliable equipment
ever offered at this price. We want a

presentative in every county.
MERICAN BATTERY COMPANY

Est 1889 1143 Fulton St., CHICAGO

At Last!
A Non -Magnetic Watch

This watch will positively withstand all
magnetic attractions. Tested by 2.000
volts. Guaranteed to keep most accurate
time under all conditions. Endorsed by
electrical workers everyw here; duet proof.
stem wind and set. and extra thin model.
Price 85.50 (delivered).

ALLEN 8. COMPANY 818 E. 47th Place CHICAGO

We Carry a Complete Stock of

Electrical Novelties and Toys
Including the Late Imported Inventions

Complete Wireless Equipments
Attractive Prices on Everything Electrical

THE ILLUMINATING SUPPLY CO.
2155 East Ninth Street CLEVELAND, OHIO

UTILITY, Flash Light and Search-
light Electric Alarm Clocks

Send for descriptives-you will be
surprised at the conveniences.

DARCHE MFG. CO.
2117 S. Halsted Street CHICAGO

Ten Days' Free Trial
allowed on every ycle we sell. We Ship on Approval
end trial to anyone in toe U. S. and prep.,r tin, n-c,Rkt. It
you are not satisfied with the bicycle after using it tea
days, shipit back and don't pay a rent.

FACTORY PRICES pit mK 2%1;1%1 a bicycle or a
pair of tires from mryone

at any price until you receive our latest Art Catalogs
of high grade bicycles and sundries and learn our un-
heard of prices and marvelous ,tew special offers.
IT ONLY COSTS a cent to write a postal andevyou
FREE byreturn mail. You

well get muchwcll be sent
In-

formation. Do Not Wait; write it Now
valuable la -

TIRES, Coaster -Brake rear wheels, lamps,
parts, repairs and sundries of all kinds at hativsual priers.
MEAD CYCLE CO. Dept. W-109 CHICAGO

ROTH Electric
Motors,

Polishing Lathes, Forge
Blowers, Special Machinery
ROTH BROS. & CO.
1358 W. Adams St., Chicago 136 Liberty St.. N. Y.

IMPORTED
from FRANCE

SEE THEM BEFORE PAYING!
These Gems are chemical white sapphires.
Can't be told from diamonds except by an
expert. Stand acid and fire diamond tests.

So hard they scratch a file, will cut glass. Bril
liancy guaranteed 25 years. All mounted in 14K solid

gold diamond mountings. Will send you any style ring, pin
or stud on approval-all charges prepaid-no money in advance.

Writs for free Illustrated booklet, special prices and ring measure
WHITE VALLEY GEM CO.. 1.742Saks Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

MAKE EASY MONEY INSTALLING

Schwarze Electric B el is
They cure all Bell troubles and save

their cost. For ally current.
Send $1.50 today for sample

Silver -Toned House Bell, all
charges prepaid anywhere in
the United States.

Schwarze Electric Co.
5 Main Street Adrian, Mich

Before designing your

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS
Send two cent stamp for our circular of

Castings, Armature Discs, Commutators,
It rusholders, etc., for Motors and Dynamos,
1-'20 to 2 kw. Electrical sheet steel for Trans-
formers, Armatures.flelds etc..cut to shape.

GAS ENGINES finished or castings only
'y to 2 h.p. We design and build small motors
fur machine drive and special requirements

F. E. AVERILL,
351 -7th St. BUFFALO, N. Y.

's what they all any when
they receive one of our "Apli hi
Transformers, for bell ringing
and experimental purposes.
Here They Are-
Type A-110v.primary to 6v.Sec'ry $3.00
Type B-11 .primary to 2,4.6, 8, or

Takes the piney, of batteries. You can do
t with an Aphis."

K -B Electric & Mfg.Co.,Mamfield,0.
Send stamp Ji,r circular

LIGHTING PERFECTION BY

The Eye -Comfort System of
Indirect Illumination

PARTICULARS WILL INTER.
EST YOU. ASK FOR THEM

NATIONAL X-RAY REFLECTOR CO.
235 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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PATENTS
THAT PROTECT AND PAY

Books, Advice, Search and FREE
List of Inventions Wanted

Send sketch or model for search. Highest References.
Best Results. Promptness Assured.

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer
622 FStreet, N. W. Washington, D. C.

` ;  .:,._ 41 T YOUR IDEAS
" $8,090 for one invention. Book,a lI "'' `How to Obtain a Patent" and " WhatJ to Invent" sent free. Send rough sketch for free

report as to patentability. Patents advertised

`1

a.
for sale at our expense in fourteen Manufac-

hirers' journals. Patent Obtained or Fee Returned
u1``j) CHANDLEE B C1ANDLEF, Potent Attorneys

E,tabliehad 16 Pars
974 F. Street, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS
C. L. PARKER
ExExaminer U.S. Patent Office

PATENT LAWYER
12 McGILL BLDG.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Patents, Trade Marks, Copyrights, Patent Litigation
Handbook for inventors, "Protecting, Exploiting
and Selling Inventions" sent free upon request.

THE DOBSON "X" RAY. The Latest Scientifi
Wonder. Here is an article boy s, that will please you
With it the clothes and flesh turn transparent and the
bones can be plainly seen. Just think of the fun you
can have with It. Sample in strong box with catal-

ogue and agent's prices 10 cents by mail.
QUINTARD B. POLLARD - - - Norwalk, Conn.

150 KINDS WIRÉBWSTEÉL PUZZLES
Sample with esatalo 10 cents

or 8 leaders for 28 cents.
WESTERN PUZZLE WORKS.E

St. Paul, Minn.

Agents' Price One
AMERICAN

Motorcycle or Bicycle
al rlji Wegive 30 Days'Free Tristan(

.« `Prepay the Freight. Write for
r'sl our introducing offer and catalog

and say whether you want Motor-
cycle or Bicycle. Do it now.

AMERICAN MOTOR CYCLE CO., 1110 American Bldg., Chicago

WANTED IDEAS
The demand for good patentable ideas is greater than ever
before. Am constantly in receipt of letters from parties de-
siring to buy patents procured through me. Electrical de-
vices, tools of all kinds, advertising novelties, agents' supplies,
mail order articles, and many other inventions are sought
after. Protect your ideal Write for "Stepping Stones" (con-
taining over 200 inventions wanted) and new guide book
"Successful Patents." Clients' patents sold free. My
personal services. Highest references.

RICHARD B. OWEN
Dept. 6. WASHINGTON, D. C.

(APITALILE YOUR BRAINS

PTRADE MARKSANDCOPYRIGHTSIt/

Secured or Fee Returned
Send model or sketch and description of your inven-
tion for free search of the U. S. Patent Office Records.

Our FOUR BOOKS mailed free to any address.
Send for these books; the finest publications
ever issued for free distribution.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT. Our Illustrated 8o page
Guide Book is an invaluable book of reference for inventors and
too mechanical movements illustrated and described.
FORTUNES IN PATENTS. Tells how to invent for profit
and gives history of successful inventions.
WHAT TO INVENT. Contains a valuable list of inventions
wanted and suggestions concerning profitable fields of inven-
tion. Also information regarding prizes offered for inventions,
among which is a Prize of One Million Dollars offered for
one invention and $so,000 for others.
PATENTS THAT PAY. Contains fac-similes of unsolicited
letters from our clients who have built up profitable enter-
prises founded upon patents procured by us. Also endorse-
ments from prominent inventors, manufacturers, senators,
congressmen, governors, etc.
Ifre advertise our clients' inventions free in a list of Sun-
day newsfapers with two million circulation and in the
II 'nrld's Progress. Sample cof yfree.

Electrical Cases a Specialty. We have
secured many important electrical patents.

ATENT

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.
(Formerly Evans, Wilkins & Co.)

Victor Bldg., 724 9th St. N. W. WASHINGTON, D. C.

Have You
An Idea ?
Send $5.00 with model or
sketch and description for
careful Search of the Patent
Office Records and I will

)urchase and send five (5) copies of the nearest
latents found.

You Can Then Judge for Yourself
When you see what others have done you may
not want a patent. Over 1,000,000 patents is-
,ued, most of them being limited to non -essential
details of old principles-hence worthless as a
protection. $5.00 may save you from being
misled by mere personal opinion or free advice.

My copyrighted book,

"HOW TO JUDGE A PATENT"
and "Partial List of Corporation Clients"

sent free on request.
Patent Suits Conducted in All States

Basic patents on successfully tested inventions placed
on royalty (not sold) for 20 per cent. of the royalties

OBED C. BILLMAN, Patent Lawyer
WASHINGTON, D. C. CLEVELAND, OHIO
Author of "Notes on Patents' -Popular Electricity.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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e How Bí Big a Man
AreYou?

Your weekly pay envelope will answer
this question.
The dollars per week you earn prove
your bigness or littleness-your im-
portance or unimportance -whether
trained or untrained.

The American School offers you a chance to
become a trained man, to get a better salary and
live in a better home-in fact, to change your
entire life, if you only have ambition and grit and
will follow our advice and instruction.
The American School makes it as easy as possible
for every man to get an education who really
wants one. This School was founded for just
such men as you - men who have the ambition,
but lack time and money.
If you want to be a big man, write today .-.

for our New Deferred Tuition Plan.
Let us tell you how you can obtain the
training you need -how you can pay
for the tuition after your salary has

FOUNDATION COUPON
been raised.

Fill in and mail the coupon. Let
this coupon be your start-your
foundation for a big man-a better
job and a bigger salary. An agent
won't bother you at your home 'or
work. We'll send you all informa-
tion by mail. We obtain our students
in the same manner that we teach-
by correspondence.

American School of Correaponáence
Chicago, U. S. A.

Please send ore your Bulletin and advise me how I can
qualify for the position marked "X." P. F. 10-11

....Aviator .

....Draftsman .

....Architect .

....Building Contractor .

-.Strueh:rat Engineer .
....Civil Enginerr .
....Electrical Engineer
....Elec. Light and Power Supt. .
....Master Mechanic .

....Steam Engineer .

....Reclamation Engineer .

...hire Ins. Engineer

...Telephone Expert

...Moving Picture Op'r

...Bookkeeper

...Stenographer

...Aeeoontant

...Post Aeeountaet

...Pert'Pd Paella Aee'nt

...Auditor

... Busluesm Manager

...College Preparatory

NAME

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers
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BUYS THE MATERIAL

NEEDED TO BUILD
THIS HOME!

Price includes Blue Prints; Architect's
Specifications; Full Details; Working
Plans and Typewritten Material List
OUR HOUSE DESIGN NO. 145

Our Design No. 145 is positively one of the very best, economi-
cal, up-to-date, sensible and practical houses ever offered. There
are many points about this neat house that must be studied care-
fully to fully appreciate its value: Neat in appearance. Easy to
Build. Low cost of labor. Easy to maintain after built, meaning
little or no repairs. An ideal city or country home. An invest-
ment proposition that will net big returns.

Seven good-sized rooms and bath pantry. inside cellar en-
trance, handsome stairway, Entire interior, including floors, fin-
ished in clear Georgia Pine, of up -to date style and finish.

The material we furnish for construction is all BRAND NEW.
selected with great care, excellent quality throughout, entirely
suitable and in some localities almost too good for the purpose
intended.

Our Guaranteed Building Proposition insures you ample quan-
tities to complete the job strictly according to plans: prompt
shipment, safe delivery and a personal follow-up letter from our
President to find out whether our promises to you have been kept.
Absolute satisfaction in the entire deal la what we offer.

We Save You Big Money on Lumber and Building Material!
The Chicago House Wrecking Co. is the largest concern in the world devoted to the sale of Lumber, Plumbing, Heating Appa-ratus and Building Material direct to the consumer. No one else can make you an offer like the one shown above. -We propose to furnish

you everything needed for the construction of this building except Plumbing, Heating and Masonry material. Write for exact details ofwhat we furnish. It will be in accordance with our specifications, which are so clear that there will be no possible misunderstanding.

How We Operate
We purchase at Sheriffs' Sales, Receivers' Sales and Manu-

facturers' Sales, besides owning outright sawmills and lumberyards. Usually when you purchase your building material for the
complete home shown above, elsewhere, it will cost you from50 to 60 per cent more than we ask for it. By our "direct to you"
methods we eliminate several middlemen's profits. We canprove this to you.

What Our Stock Consists of
We have everything needed in Building Material for a building

of any sort. Lumber, Sash, Doors, Millwork, Structural Iron,
Pipes, Valves and Fittings, Steel and Prepared Roofing. Our stock
includes Dry Goods, Clothing, Furniture, Rugs, Groceries, etc.,
Machinery. Hardware. Wire Fencing-in fact, anything requiredto build or equip. Everything for the Home, the Office, the Factory
or the Field, besides everything to wear or to eat. We will prove
our ability to save you money. WRITE US TODAY, giving a
Complete list of everything you need.

Free Book of Plans
We publish a handsome, illustrated book, containing designs

of Houses, Cottages, Bungalows Barns, etc. We can furnish
the material complete for any of these designs. This book is
mailed free to those who correctly fill in the coupon below. Even
if you have no immediate intention of building we advise that you
obt,in a copy of our FREE BOOK OF PLANS. It's a val-
uable book.

Our Guarantee
This company has a capital stock and surplus of Over

1,000,000.00. Absolute satisiaction guaranteed in every detail.
If you buy any material from us not as represented, we will take
it back at our freight expense and return your money. We recog-
nize the virtue of a satisfied customer. We will in every instance

Make Good." Thousands of satisfied customers prove this.
We refer you to any bank or banker anywhere. Look us up in
the Mercantile Agencies. Ask any Express Company. Write
to the publisher of this publication. Our responsibility is un-
questioned.

$2.00 Buys a Complete Set of Blue Prints We send you a set of plans for the house described above,including tits necessary specifications and complete list ofmaterial, transportation charges prepaid, for the low cost of $2.00. This is only.a deposit, a guarantee of good faith, and the propositionto you is that after receiving these blue prints, specifications and list of material, if you can place an order with us for complete bill ofmaterial, we will credit your account in full for the $2.00 received or we will allow you to return these plans, specifications, and list ofmaterials to us and we will refund $1.50, thereby making the total cost to you 50 cents.

High Grade Bathroom Outfits !
The price of this

Bathroom Outfit
$37.50.
Plumbing ma-

terial direct to youat Bargain prices.
We have everything needed
in Plumbing Material. Our
prices mean a saving to
you of 30 to 60 per cent.
Here is an Illustration of a

bathroom outfit we are selling at $37.50. Your plumber
would ask you about $60.00 for this same outfit. It is
only one of many other complete outfits that we are
offering at prices ranging from $20.00 to 150.00.

Write for Our Free, Plumbing Material
Catalog No. 887.

Water Supply Outfits jel.oduerrenwAatierr
Supply Systems at prices ranging from 940to 8200. They are strictly new, first-class
and complete in every detail. Even though
you live in the country, you can enjoy every
city comfort at little expense. Why not in-
vestigate this. We are ready to furnish you
with all facts free of charge. All material
fully guaranteed. We also have a complete
stock of Pipe, Valves and Fittingsat 40 to50
per cent saving.

Gasoline engines at low prices.

Hot Air Furnaces !
Don't let the con-tract for your hotair furnace untilyou get our figures.

We will cut your local deal-
er's price in half. We can
furnish you a complete equip-
ment including pipes,registers, furnace;
everything required at a price
not much more than what an
ordinary heating stove would
cost you. Complete hot air
heating plants $48.00 up.
Get our heating catalog at once.
Tells you all about it. Write us today. We
guarantee to save you money. We loan you
tools We make you plans. Every heating plant
we sell is backed by our guarantee bond.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING

Acetylene Lighting Outfits.
Write today for our circular describ-

ing our modern house and barn light-
ing outfits; economical, simple and
better than any other isolated system;
no odor, smoke or soot.

Price for complete outfit for an 8
room house, including Generator. Pip.
iGasfixtures

Toolsand necessary Si sauo
Other outfits at proportionate prices.
Suitable for homes, stores. hotels or for
any place where light is needed.

CO3 Thi¡on 5 ;,,, CHICAGO

Hot Water Heating Plants !
We guarantee to save
o 50 to 75

paut modernhot cent rheating plant for your -

home. We make you com-
plete plans and instructions and
help you out every way we possibly
can. We loan you tools. Every
plant hacked by our guarantee
bond. We furnish the material:

ouu tg the elocal dealers profit and ntthe cost in half. Thousands of our plants 'a.
stalled and working perfectly in every part of
the country. Write today for ourSpecial Heating Catalog. Tells all
about our heating proposition. We can furnish
Heating Apparatus for any building, no matter
how large. Tell us your needs. Write for
Free Special Heating Catalog No. 891: rrr rzu

Send Us This Coupon
Chicago House Wrecking Co.

( )

I saw this ad in POPULAR ELECTRICITY

I am interested in

NAME

Town

Co STATE



EVERY intelligent housewife knows that
vacuum suction is the. only sanitary

and thorough means of cleaning her house
and keeping it clean. Her only question is :
Which machine is the best. This depends
very much upon the principle of suction
employed, which any housewife can easily
understand - the explanation
which folio " r " s clear and as
brief as pos rtant in-
formation.

Motor and Pump

How the Federal Vacuum Cleaner Excels
Two Types
of Suction
Cleaners:

Disadvantage
of Fan Type:

Trouble with
Vacuum Type:

The Federal
Rotary Pump:

All suction céaners can be reduced to two general types, based
upon the prik iple of 'suction employed. They are er VACUUM
PUMPS or the h:\N BLOWERS; that is, tetey eit, pump the air
into a cylinder uum suction; or they attract it by er ting a draught.

The advantage of the V,\cuu vl pia -over the '1 AN rlr intght
is one of intense, concentrated suction. It gets al the dirt. The FAN
does not produce a real vacuum. It merely paddles volume of air
through the intake by rotary motion. There is no , ulsion about it.

But the VACUUM type of machine has It

complicated and too uneven in its suction. W
employed to create a vacuum, the action is jerks ; 't
spurts, and the cleaning is imperfect. 'There is also vib
The DIAPHR.\M arrangement is not simule enough nor
The valves get loose. The Bellows wear out.

The "FEDERAL" cleaner combines the adva ages of both
types, without any of their disadvantages. It is a V UUM PUMP,
but the pump is rotary. It revolves. The suction the'.' fore is not only
intense; it is also evenly sustained - strong enough to 1' +' all the dirt out
of the deepest and densest floor coverings, without injury the fabric itself.
The smooth, silent, operation of the "FEDERAL.- and i mpact, sturdy
construction, give it long life. It will last many years. There is nothing
to get out of order. All metal parts are aluminum, excepting the motor
and a light steel jacket enclosing thr machine. The jacket` and fittings

for

handsomely finished. Full set of toos goes wit "' 'Outfit.

Write for booklet giving full description of the clean[, or, rend for the elf and try it in your
home for ten days. If it does not prove entirely satisfactory, return it at our e e. Your money will be
promptly refunded. We guarantee the machine in every respect. The price, s $125, less 5rto for cash within ten days
after your receipt of the cleaner; or $25 down, and the balance in ten monthly payments of $10 each. Address

Vacuum Cleaner Department

to been too
iston pump is

air is sucked in
tion and noise.
urable enough.

The Federal Sign System (Electric)
597 Home Insurance Building Chicago, Illinois
New York, Baltimore, Cincinnati, Buffalo, Columbus, Detroit, Harrisburg, Kansas City
Lexington, Louisville, New Orleans, Philadelphia Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Oklahoma City


